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Titre :
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Résumé :

Au cours des dernières années, l’attitude mondi-
ale envers l’énergie nucléaire a considérablement
changé, notamment en ce qui concerne le dé-
ploiement des réacteurs à neutron rapide refroidi
au sodium (RNR-Na) de IVe génération. Cette
évolution révèle l’incertitude substantielle des
perspectives nucléaires, soumises à des décisions
politiques et des estimations économiques vari-
ables. Dans ce contexte d’incertitude profonde,
l’objectif actuellement adopté pour l’avenir du
nucléaire sera possiblement disrupté brutale-
ment. Les changements d’objectifs peuvent
alors créer des regrets sur la stratégie mise en
place au préalable.

Dans ce contexte, cette thèse définit la
robustesse comme la capacité des stratégies
à s’adapter aux changements d’objectifs et
développe une méthodologie pour évaluer la ro-
bustesse des stratégies vis-à-vis des futurs in-
certains de l’énergie nucléaire. La disruption
des objectifs est utilisée comme une approche
à intégrer l’incertitude des objectifs dans ces
études de scénario. Deux types de robustesse
de stratégie sont analysés. Le premier est la ro-
bustesse statique, étudiée dans le contexte où

la disruption est toujours incertaine, et les per-
formances pour tous les objectifs possibles sont
évaluées pour chaque stratégie. L’autre est la
robustesse adaptative, étudiée dans un scénario
d’adaptation post-disruption à partir de la tra-
jectoire primaire induite par une stratégie pré-
disruption. La comparaison de ces deux types
de robustesse donne une vision globale sur les
performances de stratégie, en ce qui concerne la
dynamique de la disruption incertaine.

Avec le code de simulation dynamique du
cycle CLASS, cette méthodologie d’évaluation
de robustesse est mise en œuvre dans deux
études de scénarios, basées sur les transitions
exploratoire hypothétique du parc français.
Dans la première, les stratégies sont évaluées
à un moment prédéterminé, qui dépend de
l’horizon temporel du scénario. Dans la seconde,
l’évalation s’affranchit de cette dépendence
pour renforcer la consistence inter-temporelle
de l’évaluation. Enfin, la méthodologie est ap-
pliquée à une étude de scénario inspirée de la
stratégie nationale française, qui envisage deux
perspectives possibles et les disruptions respec-
tives de l’une vers l’autre : le multi-recyclage de
plutonium dans les réacteurs à eau préssurisée,
et le déploiement des RNR-Na.
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Abstract:

During the recent years, the global attitude
towards the nuclear energy has considerably
changed, in particular in relation to the deploy-
ment of the 4th-generation Sodium-cooled Fast
Reactor (SFR). These changes reveal the sub-
stantial uncertainty in nuclear perspectives, sub-
ject to variable political decisions and economic
estimations. Under these deep uncertainties, the
adopted objective for the nuclear future may
be abruptly disrupted. These objective changes
may then create regrets on the strategy imple-
mented beforehand.

In this context, this thesis defines the ro-
bustness as the capacity of strategies to adapt
to objective changes and develops a methodol-
ogy about the robustness assessment of strate-
gies regarding the uncertain nuclear future. The
objective disruption is used as an approach to
integrate the uncertainty of objective in the sce-
nario studies. Two types of robustness are an-
alyzed. The first one is static robustness, un-
der the assumption that the disruption is still
uncertain and the performances for all possi-

ble objectives are evaluated for each strategy.
The other one is adaptive robustness, studied
in the post-disruption adaptation scenarios from
the prior trajectory of a given pre-disruption
strategy. The comparison of these two types of
robustness provide a global insight on strategy
performances regarding the dynamics of uncer-
tain disruption.

With the dynamic fuel cycle simulator
CLASS, this methodology of robustness as-
sessment is implemented within two electro-
nuclear scenario studies, based on hypothetical
exploratory transitions of the French fleet. In
the first one, strategies are evaluated at a prede-
termined time, which depends on the time hori-
zon of scenario. In the second one, the eval-
uations are liberated from this dependency to
encompass the inter-temporal consistency of as-
sessments. Finally, this methodology is applied
to a scenario study inspired from a French na-
tional strategy, which consider two possible op-
tions and the respective disruption from one to
another: the plutonium multi-recycling in Pres-
surized Water Reactors, and the SFR deploy-
ment.
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Introduction

Nuclear power accounts currently for more than 70% of electricity generation in
France. Given this dependency, strong efforts in French industry and academy
are devoted to deep and advanced researches on innovative systems and fuel
cycle managements. Based on the Act of radioactive materials and wastes man-
agement published in 2006 [1], the project of Advanced Sodium Technological
Reactor for Industrial Demonstration (ASTRID) was launched in 2010. It was sup-
posed to be a technical demonstrator for a future commercial Sodium-cooled Fast
Reactor (SFR), improving the plutonium management and possible transmutation
of Minor Actinide (MA) [2]. In parallel, a large number of scenario studies were
carried out to shed the light on the possible prospects and consequences of SFR
deployment.

During recent 10 years, the relevant actors’ estimation on the global nuclear
power future changed a lot. The delays and the rising cost of European Pressur-
ized Reactor project in Flamanville starting in 2007 lead to more conservative
attitudes of stakeholders on such kind of advanced nuclear mega projects, and
the Fukushima nuclear accident had a global impacts on the worldwide deploy-
ment planning, lightening the burden on natural uranium and thus reducing the
demand of SFR technology. For the ongoing ASTRID project, misalignments were
progressively revealed on temporal scale, social scale and physical scale of the
project infrastructure [3]. These factors lead to the abortion of ASTRID project
as an SFR prototype, and the SFR deployment in France is out of consideration
for near term. The alternative to improve spent fuel management without SFR
becomes the plutonium multi-recycling in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). This
option is considered in the governmental report Programmations Pluriannuelles
de l’Energie.

This change of nuclear future pathway may seem contradictory to the per-
spectives and scenario studies made in the past. In the current French fuel cycle,
plutonium accounts for the major part of transuranium inventory. In the prospect
of SFR deployment, plutonium is valorized as the main resource for fuel fabrica-
tion and is supposed accumulated in the cycle. But in the fleet dominated by
PWRs, plutonium is supposed to be stabilized at a minimum level. As a key com-
ponent in the spent fuel and nuclear waste management, plutonium status may
switch within this change. One may doubt then whether the efforts devoted be-
fore the change, in case plutonium inventory had been accumulated, might bring
regrets for the options adopted afterwards.

Learning from this change, we may position ourselves on the trajectory of
French fuel cycle and reevaluate the future of nuclear power a-posteriori. Prob-
lematically, the change subject to a considerable number of uncertain factors
might not be well anticipated in the past, and lead us to analyze these sorts of
uncertainties for the prospective studies. As shown by the halting of SFR-related
studies, the uncertainty on the future of nuclear power can be so deep that no
one can guarantee the use of one technology or fuel cycle transition in the fu-
ture, despite existing projects or strategies being implemented. As a result, it
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12 Introduction

may be wise to consider for further adaptation, instead of sticking to only one
single pathway. One issue raised by relevant scenario studies is the definition
of optimization criteria that may evolve during the time horizon of the study. In
other words, analysts may ask if seeking optimal trajectories should take into
account, from the beginning, all possible futures or if they should consider pos-
sible adaptations to a dramatic changes of stakeholder’s interest within the time
horizon.

This work is performed based on this general principle. It aims to develop
a methodology of strategy assessments incorporating the deep uncertainty of
nuclear future for electro-nuclear scenario studies. This work takes the current
French fuel cycle as example, under the context of SFR deployment planning but
keeping the possibility of objective change for the future fleet in consideration.
To describe the capacity of strategy to adapt to different uncertain changes, the
notion of robustness is introduced. The robustness assessment investigates the
existence of strategies that can be adapted to different futures.

To give a general understanding on the study context, Chapter 1 starts from
the important role that the application of nuclear power may play in the global
issues of climate change, then focuses quickly on the spent fuel and nuclear
waste management in nuclear technology. The French trajectory and national
strategy is then presented to introduce the scenario as an analysis approach and
the deep uncertainty of nuclear future.

Chapter 2 sets the base of methodology development by presenting three
principal elements. The first one is the simulator Core Library for Advance Sce-
nario Simulation (CLASS) for the dynamic nuclear fuel cycle simulation. The
electro-nuclear scenario studies allow the physical comprehension on the behav-
ior of fuel cycle under the variation of parameters. The framework of robustness
assessment is then presented, introducing the concepts of static robustness and
adaptive robustness. The robustness is defined here as a strategy capacity to ful-
fill other objectives than the one it has been designed for. The robustness can be
defined as static if no further readjustments are needed, and adaptive otherwise.

The strategy assessment at a predetermined time is a common assumption
in lots of project evaluation. Chapter 3 develops the methodology of robustness
assessment within a preset time horizon, evaluating strategy performances at
the end of scenario. A pre-disruption scenario and a post-disruption adaptation
scenario are studied, giving a primary insight on the static and adaptive robust-
ness of different sets of strategies under respective scenario assumptions. In
the pre-disruption scenario, SFR deployment is pre-selected as the primary ob-
jective, while the change to the minimization of nuclear wastes without SFR is
deeply uncertain. The adaptation scenario supposes that this change happens
and readjustments for the new objective are allowed. This adaptation scenario
starts from one single prior trajectory. A complementary study is also carried out
to investigate the influence of problem formulation on the strategy assessment.

The dependency on predetermined time of strategy evaluations may lead to
assessment inconsistency under different time horizon of scenario. Chapter 4
introduces new assumptions in order to disconnect the assessment from prede-
termined time. Using a similar framework of scenario study as in Chapter 3, two
additional studies are carried out for a more comprehensive analysis. The first
one adapts a set of prior trajectories. We propose a definition for the notion of
adaptability and some indicators are analyzed, which help complete the robust-
ness assessment without the need of exhaustive runs of simulations. The second
one unlocks a new option during adaptation which was supposed to be unavail-
able in the past: the plutonium multi-recycling in PWRs. This new option will
intuitively lead to a broader adaptability of pre-disruption strategies regarding
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the objective changes.
Finally, Chapter 5 applies this methodology to a concrete though academic

case inspired from the French national strategy. Following a series of practical
constraints, two main strategies and their respective changes are analyzed: one
considers the plutonium multi-cycling in PWRs, and the other in SFRs. The analy-
ses take a set of output metrics into account, aiming to assess these two strate-
gies from various angles.





Chapter 1

Context of study

1.1 Nuclear power and concerns of wastes

Climate change is currently one of the most significant challenges in the world.
Great efforts, involving collaborations and protocols of hundreds of countries and
regions, have been and will probably be devoted to reducing greenhouse gases
emissions. These efforts pursue the ambition of limiting the increase of average
global temperature. Nevertheless, fossil fuels are still the world’s primary source
of energy. Emission increases are then driven by increasing energy demands
for regional developments and energy policies. The dilemma between the de-
velopment and the mitigation of climate change leads to consider low-carbon or
decarbonized energy, particularly on the electricity generation.

Some experts reckon that nuclear power has helped reduce substantially the
gases emissions from electricity generation over the past few decades [4]. They
estimate that nuclear power has the potential to create very low-carbon mixes
when used in synergy with renewable energy sources. A number of scenario
studies have been carried out to investigate the role of nuclear power in the
future goal of climate change [4, 5]. A rising importance of nuclear power were
found in many pathways of these scenarios. Accordingly, the expansion of the
use of nuclear energy is compatible with, and can be in favor of lower gases
emissions.

Despite the high potential to produce low-carbon energy, nuclear power have
faced many resistances from general public and several governmental and non-
governmental organisations. Some resistances can be overwhelming in certain
regions of the world, and have led some previously nuclear-dependent countries
to choose phase-out strategy to be independent from the nuclear energy [6].
One of the concerns is the nuclear waste management. The irradiation of nuclear
fuels creates a considerable amount of radioactive inventories that should be
disposed, remaining highly radioactive in a long run. In particular, the strong tox-
icity of heavy metals like actinide elements may last from thousands to millions
of years .

In general, two approaches may be considered to manage spent fuels. One
is to limit the production of wastes and burn them as much as possible during
irradiation. The other is to valorize a certain part of spent fuels in order to avoid
conditioning all of them. In the latter case, only materials without future use will
be sent to waste disposals. The other parts, like uranium and plutonium, are
reused for new fresh fuels. Thus, the quantity of waste depends on the valoriza-
tion of materials in spent fuels. This valorization strategy is, for instance, the one
currently followed in France.

To handle the heavy metals, new designs and technologies were developed

15
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for Minor Actinide (MA) transmutation and plutonium multi-recycling. Lots of ef-
forts are devoted to plutonium management because it is the primary radioactive
heavy metal in spent fuels in long term [7, 8]. In this section, the principles of re-
actor technologies regarding the plutonium multi-recycling are briefly presented,
giving a basic understanding on the possibilities for the future of nuclear power.
We will focus on the French case which allows a practical analysis without loss of
generality.

1.1.1 Once-through cycle and plutonium mono-recycling in a fleet of
PWR: the French fuel cycle as example

The first grid-connection of commercial nuclear reactors dated back to the 1960s.
In 2021, 444 reactors are in service operation around the world, corresponding
to a net total installed capacity of 394.1 MWe. During these decades of in-service
operation, the technology of Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) has been devel-
oped and progressively deployed worldwide. In the current global fleet, 303 PWRs
are in operation, accounting for 73% of the total installed capacity. Depending
on different national policies, either once-through or mono-recycling strategy is
adopted.

For once-through strategy, the fissile element of fresh fuels comes from the
uranium extracted in the mines, and the corresponding spent fuels after dis-
charge and cooling are directly conditioned as wastes, without any reprocess-
ing. Due to the considerable quantity and relatively long half-life of its isotopes,
the plutonium accounts for the major part of long-term radio-toxicity among the
radio-active components in these spent fuels [7, 8].

Some countries have implemented the mono-recycling strategy. They recycle
the uranium and plutonium from spent Uranium OXide (UOX) fuels, in order to
valorize the fissile components. The plutonium is mainly used for Mixed OXide
(MOX) fuel fabrication. In spite of the incineration of plutonium during irradiation,
there is still a large quantity of plutonium left in spent MOX fuels. UOX and MOX
fuels will be presented in the next subsections. Because of nuclear safety con-
cerns, plutonium from spent MOX fuels is currently not recycled. But if no further
use is considered for this plutonium, it must be included into the waste. The gain
on the radio-toxicity of total inventories relative to once-through fuel cycle is then
limited [9, 10].

In this work, the nuclear fuel cycle in France is taken as a reference to describe
and analyze fuel cycle strategies. A full detailed description of this nuclear fuel
cycle is presented in [11, 12, 13]. A brief summary of the most important aspects
is given in the following to allow a better understanding of the studies presented
in this manuscript.

The installed capacity of nuclear power in France is around 63 GWe contributed
by 58 PWRs, and the effective electricity production was around 420 TWh in 2016,
contributing to 75% of the total electricity generation. Two PWRs in Fessenheim
were shut down in 2020 [14]. 20 reactors among the 900MW-class PWRs are
loaded with MOX fuels in 30% of the core. The fraction of power produced by
MOX fuel in the whole French fleet is about 10%. The other 90% is produced by
UOX fuels. The physical properties of those two fuels and the relevant operation
of facilities in fuel cycle are extremely different. Subsequent descriptions of key
processes and relevant nuclear facilities, summarized graphically in Figure 1.1
from [15], are specified for each fuel type.
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Figure 1.1: Current nuclear fuel cycle in France [15]

1.1.1.1 From mines to UOX fabrication

The uranium needed for fresh UOX fuels is first extracted by ore mining and
milling, and converted through series of chemical process to UF6. The natural
uranium coming from the mines is mainly composed of the isotope 238U whose
abundance is about 99.27%, and 235U accounts for 0.72%. Because only 235U is
fissile, this natural isotopic composition can not satisfy the core criticality in PWR
(here denotes specifically the light water reactors). The uranium is thus enriched
in 235U for UOX fuel fabrication. In France, 235U is enriched by gaseous centrifu-
gation, up to the range of [3%, 5%] depending on the requirement of burn-up
between 30 and 60 GWd/t. Afterwards, the UOX fuel is fabricated in the dedi-
cated fabrication plant of Framatome. Meanwhile, large quantities of depleted
UF6 after the enrichment process, in which the isotopic fraction of 235U is about
0.25%, are converted to U3O8 and stored in specific depleted uranium stocks.
Fresh UOX fuels are then transported to power plants.

1.1.1.2 UOX reprocessing

After depletion in reactors, spent UOX fuels are discharged and moved to water-
filled pools in nuclear power plants for several years of cooling. During the cool-
ing, both residual heat and dose rate decrease due to the decay of short-lived nu-
clei. After years of cooling, the level of residual heat and dose rate of spent UOX
fuels are low enough for transportation and reprocessing if demanded. Spent
UOX fuels still contain a large amount of fissile materials. Mono-recycling strate-
gies can recycle the plutonium from spent UOX fuels leading to some resource
saving. Spent UOX fuels are thus transported to reprocessing plants, like La
Hague in France. During reprocessing, the reusable part, uranium and pluto-
nium, are separated from the high-level wastes (Minor Actinide (MA) and Fission
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Product (FP)). Cladding and structural material of assemblies, are conditioned
for storage as long-lived intermediate activity wastes. The reprocessed uranium
from the spent UOX fuels is stored in specific reprocessed uranium stocks under
the form of U3O8. The exact use of reprocessed uranium is not considered in this
work.

1.1.1.3 MOX fabrication

MOX fuels are fabricated by mixing both plutonium oxide and depleted uranium
oxide. MOX fuels are fabricated in dedicated plants like MELOX in France. The
use of MOX fuel presents mainly two advantages [16]: the reduction of natural
uranium resource consumption, and the reduction of volume as well as the long-
term radio-toxicity of waste packages if the further use of plutonium after MOX
irradiation is determined.

Plutonium content introduced in fresh MOX fuels depends mainly on the ex-
pected burn-up. Similar to the enrichment of 235U in UOX fuel, high burn-up of
MOX requires high plutonium content in fresh fuels. For industrial irradiation,
plutonium content in MOX fuel cannot exceed 12% [17], due to nuclear safety
constraints, notably on void effect.

1.1.1.4 Spent fuel management

Similar to spent UOX fuels, spent MOX fuels are moved to cooling pools after
discharge, so the decay heat and dose rate of spent fuels can decrease. In the
current fuel cycle in France, spent MOX fuels are stored in the pools of interim
storage and not yet reprocessed. During the depletion in PWRs, the quality of
plutonium decreases, preventing it to be recycled again in PWRs. In consider-
ation of void effect with low plutonium quality, the multi-recycling of plutonium
in PWR after MOX requires new design of fuels, which are not yet deployed in
France. Plutonium is therefore recycled only once currently. The reprocessing of
spent MOX fuels for the multi-recycling of plutonium is considered for the future
advanced fuel design, in fast reactors but also in PWRs suggested in the French
official strategy, written in the report Programmations Pluriannuelles de l’Energie
(PPE) [18].

1.1.2 Plutonium multi-recycling in fast reactor

The multi-recycling of plutonium can be realized in fast reactors. Actually, the
European-design uses plutonium as the principal fissile element [19]. In fast re-
actors, neutrons are not, or only marginally, moderated in the reactor core, lead-
ing to a fast neutron spectrum. The plutonium loaded in the core is burned for
the energy production, while the fertile isotope 238U is mainly converted to plu-
tonium. The radio-toxicity of spent fuels of fast reactor is similar or even higher
than those of PWR, due to a higher production of medium or long-lived Minor
Actinide (MA) and a considerable quantity of plutonium [20], but the plutonium
is recycled for the use of next irradiation. Based on this conception, plutonium
in the cycle is valorized instead of being considered wastes, and thus the vol-
ume and the radio-toxicity of waste canisters are significantly reduced. Despite
a slightly higher inventory accumulated of MA in total cycle, the increase of plu-
tonium in total cycle within a fleet of fast reactor is far smaller than a fleet of
thermal reactor in which the plutonium is constantly produced [21].

Depending on the core design, fast reactor can decrease, stabilize or increase
the plutonium content during its irradiation. These designs are respectively called
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burner, break-even or breeder. Some further conceptions of innovative system
are developed for the recycling of americium, or even other MA, aiming to trans-
mute them and reduce significantly the quantity of nuclear wastes as well as the
relevant radio-toxicity [20, 22, 23, 24]. Given the potential of far smaller burden
on the environment, these innovative systems may mobilize research efforts in
the future. Nevertheless, they are still draft designs and need further examina-
tions and analyses.

One should note that the first driving force of fast reactor deployment is the
independence of energy supply from the uranium resource (more precisely, from
the fissile 235U). The current fleet worldwide relies on the use of 235U, which ac-
counts for 0.72% of the available uranium. With an expansion of nuclear power
using the same types of nuclear fuels, we might encounter a risk of 235U shortage
in decades or in a century, depending on the degree of expansion [25]. The use
of plutonium-based fuel in fast reactor is able to free nuclear energy from such
dependence.

Under these considerations and designs, the deployment of a number of fast
reactor requires actually a considerable inventory of plutonium in the cycle. And,
despite the existence of advanced burner or transmuter configurations, the orig-
inal incentive of fast reactor deployment does not necessarily imply the net in-
cineration of plutonium or transuranium (TRU) inventories in the cycle, especially
in comparison to the current level of inventories. As a result, the fast reactor
deployment planning should start from a certain level of plutonium accumulation
in the cycle, even though it may reduce or stabilize it after the fleet transition.

1.1.3 Plutonium multi-recycling in PWR

The studies of plutonium multi-recycling in PWRs have been carried out since the
1990s [26, 27]. They aimed to stabilize the plutonium inventory, under the as-
sumption that PWRs would dominate the nuclear fleet during most of the century.
After decades of operation of PWR-fleet with UOX and MOX, spent MOX fuels pile
up significantly. If PWR is still the major reactor type of fleet, advanced fuel de-
signs are required to facilitate the spent fuel management. Four concepts have
been mainly developed: MIX, COmbustible Recycling A ILot (CORAIL), Advanced
Plutonium Assembly (APA) and DUPLEX [28, 29, 30].

MIX and CORAIL are advanced MOX fuels designed for near-term multi-recycling.
These two types of fuel rely on different assembly configurations, but based on
the similar principle of using enriched 235U to compensate the deterioration of
plutonium quality after the recycling and relevant depletion in PWR. MIX mixes
enriched 235U with plutonium homogeneously in the same oxide fuel pellet. In
a CORAIL assembly, the MOX fuel rods containing multi-recycled plutonium and
235U-enriched UOX fuel rods are arranged in different layers. The impacts of indus-
trialization concerning the use of these two fuel designs in the PWR-fleet are ana-
lyzed in detail, setting a firm base for near-term industrial application [31, 32, 33].
In short, within a reasonable pace of transition, a PWR-fleet of near 100% CORAIL,
or a PWR-fleet of near 30% MIX depending on the set plutonium content in the
fresh MIX fuels, is able to stabilize the inventory of spent fuels and plutonium in
the cycle.

The last two fuels, APA and DUPLEX, are studied as future technologies. Inert
matrices of uranium-free fuels are used to avoid too many neutron captures by
238U and achieve a reasonable moderation in a hardened spectrum under high
plutonium content. Above all, the industry-scale use of these four types of fuels
requires more investigation.
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In spite of the diverse fuel features and neutronics behaviors of these ad-
vanced fuels, MIX fuel is used in this work to present possible pathways of plu-
tonium multi-recycling in PWRs. The systematic physics and neutronics analyses
on the impacts of using all these advanced fuels on the cycle are out of scope.

1.1.4 French near-term strategy

This work uses the French nuclear fuel cycle as an example and reference for
the analyses concerning the ambiguous status of plutonium. The evaluation of
French-based strategy can be informative.

For the future low-carbon development regarding the fight against climate
change, a series of governmental planning and assessments on the near-term
transition of energy mix are established in the multi-year report PPE [18]. Besides
the reduction of dependency on fossil fuels, this document highlights a rising
share of renewables in the coming decades in the future structure of energy mix,
with a certain decrease of the nuclear power in electricity supply following the
shut-down of old-generation PWRs.

Regarding the nuclear power, PPE provides the guidelines on these aspects:
the research on dismantling and decommissioning of facilities as well as the rel-
evant disposition of very-low and low level wastes, the project of small modular
reactor, the continuous research on the multi-recycling in PWR and fast reactor,
the sustainable management of nuclear wastes according to the categories, and
possible trajectories of nuclear fleet transition in France.

In the near term, the dynamic transition of nuclear fleet is determined in this
report. The total installed capacity and the share of different adopted technology
depict the fleet configuration and the actions anticipated for the next decades. As
a direct result, this fleet transition will also influence the management of spent
fuels and nuclear wastes in the near term. In this report PPE, the uranium re-
source is estimated to be sufficiently abundant and the market price is estimated
to remain low. Under this estimation, the fast reactor technology which is ded-
icated to avoiding uranium resource shortages, is considered not economically
competitive during at least the first half of 21st century. It can be an important
technology by the end of century, and thus the accumulation of relevant knowl-
edge and experimental feed-back should be maintained in the academic research
and development. But from the viewpoint of national application, it is the multi-
recycling of plutonium in PWRs that will be considered for the coming decades.

Respecting the life time of nuclear facilities, the current generation of PWRs
will be replaced progressively by EPRs. Following the pace of decommissioning
of reactors, the government pursues an objective that reduces the share of elec-
tricity production of nuclear power from the current 70% to 50% by year 2035.
This share level can be maintained until year 2050. The mono-recycling strat-
egy is regarded as an intermediate phase of the transition towards the plutonium
multi-recycling. It will be kept during the share transition, requiring the MOX
licensing of reactors following the shut-down of current MOXed PWRs. In year
2040, the facilities concerning the reprocessing of spent fuels, La Hague, and the
fabrication of fresh fuels of recycled plutonium, MELOX, will have to be replaced
or renewed. Beyond that, the strategy of multi-recycling of plutonium in PWRs
should be determined based on the relevant research and development, linked to
the replacement with new plants of fabrication and reprocessing. Designs of new
facilities depend directly on the decision about the configuration of fuel cycle.

The outcomes of these actions are also related to the nuclear wastes manage-
ment. Not only does the technology deployed, but the scale of fleet also control
the quantities of wastes produced in each category defined in [34]. In particu-
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lar, the production of intermediate and high level wastes during the operation
of facilities of fleet are the focal points of concern which requires deep geologi-
cal repository. The relevant projects and sites need specific assessment, which
should match well the estimation of waste disposition related to the fleet and be
well planned in advance.

1.2 Scenario study: a way to assess strategy conception

With respect to a set of strategy conceptions for possible fuel cycle transitions,
the performance and possible outcomes should be evaluated through scenario
study. Simply speaking, a scenario depicts specific future states and the possi-
ble associated pathways, according to the conceptions and interests of analysts.
Based on the parameters and assumptions related to the strategy, the simulation
of the system of inquiry (here, the nuclear fuel cycle) provides the outputs that
can indicate the relevant consequences.

Scenario study is not only a simulation of a coherent future, but more impor-
tantly, it is a thought experiment to generate and observe the orientations of
the possible futures of interest with specific interpretations of outcomes. Sce-
nario studies should be carefully distinguished from the determined prognosis or
forecast [35]. Some scenarios may take extreme hypotheses to indicate qualita-
tively the orientation of interest, even though they are unrealistic. Despite some
confusing points on the distinction of techniques in the corresponding narratives
[36], one may consider two principal categories of scenario studies [10, 35]. One
is exploratory scenario, which reveals the diversity of consequences for a given
wide range of possible hypotheses of trajectories. It starts from the parametric
features of strategies and investigates their future outcomes. The other is nor-
mative scenario, which aims to provide some instructive norms towards desirable
futures. It constrains the phase of outcomes and characterizes retroactively the
strategies fulfilling the normative criteria. Depending on the purpose of study,
both types of scenario study can be useful tools for the study of nuclear fleet
strategy, because of the complexity of system and temporal limits of knowledge.
This scenario categorization indicates the functionality of scenario study concern-
ing the upper-level strategy, which comes from the decision-making and commu-
nications among the political, economic and industrial actors and stakeholders.

The time horizon is an important parameter of scenario, depending on the
purpose of study. One may focus on several minutes for accident scenarios, while
others think about millions of years for the deep geological repository. In the
frame of this work, several lines of temporality bring to light the role of scenario
study in the strategy assessment from nuclear industry.

First, the disposition of nuclear wastes, particularly the high level wastes, may
last generations of human activities. Such long term surpasses evidently the
supervision and management time length of an organization, and the possible
consequences can only be projected in a scenario study. This long time horizon is
out of the scope of this work, because the relevant outcomes of interest can be
actually deduced from the deployment of reactors for the coming decades.

The facility operation lifetime is an important time characteristic for the use
of scenario to assess transition strategies. The lifespan of nuclear facility, such
as nuclear reactor, reprocessing plant, or fabrication plant, is around 50 years,
with some deviations depending on the nature of facility, the operation parame-
ters and economic factors. The facilities built during transition will continue their
operation after. The influences of these facilities will be maintained or accumu-
lated during and even after the remaining operation. If a much shorter horizon
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is considered, like 10 years, it means that the possibility of facilities temporally
stopping afterwards or being permanently shut down is not taken into account in
the assessment. This seems not necessarily profitable for industry and thus not
realistic, unless some other positive outcomes are able to compensate it. In other
words, the construction of each new facility, implied by a transition strategy, re-
quires a series of careful inquiries, investigations and assessments. Once imple-
mented, the modification of the transition strategy can be hard within decades,
or it should respect the operation life time and be coherent with the interests
of stakeholders. In consideration of this temporality, a scenario study can then
present the impacts of strategy on the fuel cycle under a temporal-consistent
framework.

Last but not least, the time gap between the decision and implementation may
also play a role on the strategy assessment. To give an example, the decision of
using MOX fuels in some 900-MWe PWR was made in 1985, and the MOX was first
loaded in 1987 in the reactors of St. Laurent [37]. In contrast, the construction
of first EPR in France was authorized in 2007, and the connection to grid was first
estimated in 2012 [38]. But following the identification of anomalies in the pres-
sure vessel and in the welding of principal steam pipes, the in-service operation
of EPR suffered several adjournments, and the current estimation postpones it
to the year 2022 [38, 39]. This timeline of implementation varies from project
to project, depending on the technical difficulties, and the order of magnitude
can vary from months to decades. Consequently, its influence should be well
anticipated by scenario studies.

In summary, the strategy concerning the future fleet transition involves es-
sentially the deployment of facilities. This implies thus a time horizon of several
decades in a coherent scenario study of nuclear fleet and the assessment of rel-
evant transition strategies.

1.3 Deep uncertainty in the future of nuclear energy

1.3.1 Historical development of nuclear power in France

Even though the assessment of a transition strategy can be carried out with all
details of hypotheses, the result of assessment is not necessarily constant over
time during the temporality aforementioned. In fact, this time length is so long
that some uncertainties non-anticipated may change the interest of actors in an
inter-temporally incompatible way.

The historical trajectory of nuclear power in France gives a concrete exam-
ple about how the nuclear development interacted with uncertain factors. The
current reactors of French nuclear fleet, most of which were built and started
operation during the 1980s, is principally a consequence of the oil crisis in the
1970s [40]. This sharp expansion of nuclear deployment, involving national poli-
cies based on the consideration of independent national energy generation, led
to a strong dependence of nuclear electricity in France.

Motivated by the challenge against climate change, more countries become
interested in nuclear deployment. In the past, the perspective of a rapid nuclear
expansion worldwide brought the concerns of uranium resource shortage. The
project ASTRID was then launched as a commercial fast reactor prototype for the
deployment of coming decades in France [41, 42]. A large number of scenario
studies of fast reactor deployment were in parallel with the theoretical and en-
gineering research, aiming to explore possible pathways of diverse deployment
designs and provide some instructive indications about the future transition of
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fast reactor deployment [25, 21, 43, 42, 44]. Some optimistic studies supposed
that a phase of demonstration should start from the middle of century, and a first
phase of large-scale deployment would replace some of next-generation EPRs
during the last 20 years of the century.

Despite purposeful endeavors devoted to this project, the current attitude to
the option of fast reactor changed significantly during the recent ten years. The
Fukushima accident has an evident impact on the energy-related policies and pro-
grams all around the world, especially on the projection of future [45]. France,
as indicated in [18], decides to reduce the nuclear share in energy mix. The
phase-out planning in some European countries are accelerated. China, which
accounted a large part for future nuclear expansion in those estimations prior
to the accident, stops the projects of inland sites and old-generation reactors,
and slows down the pace of future expansion [46]. Even though [45] estimates
that the ultimate change of global energy policies attributed to the Fukushima
accident is quantitatively limited, lots of nuclear-dependent regions take more
conservative attitude and strategies than before. The change of expectation is
reflected in the estimation of future availability of uranium resources and the
market price. These knock-on effects alter indirectly the evaluation of the tran-
sition strategy concerning fast reactor deployment in France. The fast reactor
deployment planning made at the beginning of the 2000s was to some extent
disrupted.

No matter the oil crisis in 1970s or the Fukushima nuclear accident in 2011,
the influence of external shocks on future predictions and the adopted energy
strategy cannot be well anticipated. Changes before and after the shock can be
sometimes brutal and radical. This kind of change is called disruption in this work.
It is hardly possible to quantify the probability of disruptions and their impacts on
parameters by statistical distributions. The notion of deep uncertainty introduced
in the following subsections is used to study such extreme situations. Given the
highlighted time constraints of transition strategy and the inertia of nuclear fleet,
it is important to recognize the deep uncertainty of nuclear future concerning the
relevant transition pathways.

1.3.2 Uncertainty categorization in electro-nuclear scenario study

To consider the uncertainty in the assessment of transition strategies, the uncer-
tainties should be first well categorized.

From the parametric point of view, [47] classifies uncertainties into five levels,
depending on the precision on the uncertainty quantification, described by the
density function of probability and the clearness of the outcome estimation. Level
1 corresponds to the clearest description of uncertainty, needing a single system,
point estimates with sensitivity and single estimate with weights. Level 5, on the
contrary, stands for those uncertainties that cannot be described by estimate or
probability: no "parameter" in the description of uncertainty is known. Due to the
comprehensive lack of parametric description, it is called "deep uncertainty". The
foregoing example of external factors that pushed forward or slowed down the
expansion of nuclear power can be reckoned as deep uncertainty. Even if these
events can be imagined and listed, no one could foresee them with a degree of
certainty before they take place.

From the angle of source in electro-nuclear scenario studies, [48, 49] consider
principally six families of uncertainties:

• Nuclear data;

• Physics modeling;
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• Historical data;

• The choice of parameter values for the future strategy;

• Formulation of criteria to satisfy, allowing to figure out the relevant trajecto-
ries and strategies of interest;

• Hypotheses in the political, economic, industrial and societal decisions that
may impact the nuclear fleet.

The uncertainties of nuclear data can be, for the major part of nuclides and
nuclear reactions in electro-nuclear scenario studies, represented by the relevant
correlation matrices. The propagation of these uncertainties is analyzed in detail
in [48].

The uncertainties of physics modeling may involve the essential simplifica-
tions or approximations in the resolutions of equations and the choices of physics
parameters. To achieve an acceptable computational cost and a comprehensible
analysis, the biases from this kind of approximations are usually unavoidable.
This part will be discussed in Section 2.1.

Every single scenario study starts from a given point, usually the current sit-
uation that requires the simulation of the historical trajectory. In this case, the
uncertainties of historical data lead to a confusing zone of the starting point,
and it may influence the final assessment of scenario study. The impact of these
uncertainties is well discussed in [50].

Overall, the uncertainties in these three families can be well controlled and
quantified by relevant experimental and industrial feed-backs. It is sometimes
problematic for innovative systems; in this case, the benchmark studies with
validated codes can help estimate quantitatively the deviations. However, the
last three families of uncertainties concerning the external factors of future can
be deep and hard to describe accurately with appropriate parameters. At the
same time, they are mutually dependent. The policy-making based on the po-
litical, economic and societal compromises determines the normative objective
that infers the range or the set of fleet composition of interest. As shown by
the foregoing French case, it is almost impossible to predict well those external
factors a-priori, while they can disrupt the prior strategy or relevant estimation.
If the updated perspective is contradictory to the prior one, the previous efforts
devoted may lead to crucial vulnerabilities or regrets after disruption. Depend-
ing on the constraints imposed, it can be still possible or too late to heal these
vulnerabilities.

It is worth noting that the uncertainty may not only originate in the lack of
information or limited knowledge, but may also come from the increase or the
abundance of information but without sufficient goodness of quality, clear agree-
ment or interpretation [51, 52]. The progress of knowledge is conducive to recog-
nition and understanding of domains that were not well known previously; but
as the spectrum of knowledge is broadened, new uncertainties appear on the
boundaries. Even if the system and outcomes are presented without confusion,
individual or organizational preferences and interests may render different eval-
uation and options of strategy.

1.3.3 Integration of deep uncertainty in electro-nuclear scenario stud-
ies

Diverse options of nuclear energy development are still open. As indicated, sce-
nario studies allow investigations on the outcomes of trajectories of interest, and
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help identify the advantages and drawbacks of these strategies.
Even though some studies consider the influence of uncertainties of nuclear

data and physics modeling, most of the physical analyses in electro-nuclear sce-
nario studies start from justified but unchanged basic hypotheses of future ten-
dency, such as a preset perspective of installed capacity and the technology ap-
plied. The results of analyses are implicitly constrained by these hypotheses. The
result in one work may not be adaptable to another with different hypotheses.
The deep uncertainty of perspective of nuclear energy, taking different possibili-
ties of these basic hypotheses into account, is rarely considered in these physical
analyses.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The objective is the fruit of high-level strategies, implying the desirable shape of
future. But as introduced above, this desirable shape may be sometimes deeply
uncertain and may change abruptly. This work aims to integrate the deep uncer-
tainty in electro-nuclear scenario studies, involving several sorts of uncertainties.
The primary uncertainty concerns the choice of objective that can impact directly
the fuel cycle. At the beginning of the 2000s, fast reactor was supposed to be
deployed from the 2040s and this objective put forward a number of relevant
studies. Following a series of changes, one may currently prefer the options that
minimize nuclear wastes without the consideration of fast reactor. Nevertheless,
one still lacks a clear vision about which choice is pertinent.

Even if the nuclear future is well oriented by the determination of objective,
there is still an ambiguity on the criterion used to assess the strategy. This ambi-
guity comes from the transformation from language formulation to mathematical
expressions. In this transformation process, additional assumptions are needed,
which reflects delicate differences of strategy assessments. Last but not least,
some fuel cycle parameters regarding the near-term transitions, such as the total
installed capacity of fleet, may be also explicitly linked to the shape of future, and
may meet some levels of uncertainty.

To analyze their impacts on the strategy assessment, the uncertain disruption
of objective, which points out the global orientation of nuclear future, is consid-
ered for the subsequent scenario studies. We focus first on the situation when the
disruption has not yet taken place. In this pre-disruption scenario, strategies are
explored in consideration of the possibility of disruption. Then in an adaptation
scenario, the disruption of objective is supposed at a given time, and adaptive
strategies based on a given prior trajectory of the pre-disruption strategy are
evaluated.

Based on this general framework, the notion of strategy robustness is intro-
duced. In this work, the robustness is used to quantify the capacity of a strategy
to adapt to the disruption of objective. For example, a strategy is implemented
for a given objective before any disruption. In case of a disruption, the trajec-
tory may be easily adapted to the new objective with or without readjustments.
If it is the case, the strategy originally implemented or complemented with an
appropriate adaptive planning is considered robust.

To set the base of robustness assessment in electro-nuclear scenario studies,
the notions and the paradigm developed for this work are presented in Chapter 2.
First of all, the simulator Core Library for Advance Scenario Simulation (CLASS)
is presented in Section 2.1, the tool for the dynamic simulation of fuel cycle in
this work. With the use of CLASS, the methodology of Global Sensitivity Analysis
(GSA) for electro-nuclear scenarios studies is presented in Section 2.2, taking the
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screening method of Morris [53] as an example. The GSA of scenario provides
a fundamental understanding on the behavior of fuel cycle subject to large vari-
ations of parameters. After that, Section 2.3 details the framework of strategy
robustness assessment. This framework clarifies the relation between strategy
assessment and the deep uncertainty of disruption in scenario studies. It pro-
vides a solid frame for robustness study to adapt to various context and scenario
hypotheses.

To present the methodology, the French fleet is studied, and two contradictory
objectives based on its historical trajectory are considered. The SFR deployment
is regarded as the pre-selected objective. In case of disruption, the new objective
can be the minimization of potential wastes without SFR.

The strategy assessment at a predetermined time is often an assumption of
scenario study, giving an intuitive vision on the performance of strategy (e.g. an-
alyze the output values at the end of scenario). Through an exploratory scenario
study in Chapter 3, the methodology is first developed based on this assumption
within a preset time horizon of scenario. In Section 3.1, the problem is formu-
lated into mathematical expressions and numeric criteria, in order to perform the
assessment with determined values. The robustness assessment is divided into
two phases. The first one focuses on the pre-disruption scenario in Section 3.2. In
this scenario, the analyses give a primary view on the consequences of possible
strategies based on limited information before any disruption. The second one
in Section 3.3 considers the adaptation from the prior trajectory a pre-disruption
strategy, supposing that the pre-selected objective is disrupted. Robust adaptive
strategies for the new objective of minimizing the wastes are identified. In these
two scenario studies, the assessments start from two distinct principles and sce-
nario assumptions, and thus reveal the outcomes of strategies under different
context. To highlight the influence of problem formulation and criteria used on
the assessment, the minimization of normalized wastes instead of the absolute
quantity is considered for post-disruption adaptation in Section 3.4. Given the
normalization by the cumulative nuclear electricity production, the analysis gives
an insight on the assessment much less sensitive to the uncertainty of installed
capacity. Therefore, this choice of problem formulation can be interpreted as an
optional management of uncertainty for scenario studies.

The assessment at a predetermined time in Chapter 3 implies the considera-
tion of the same preset time horizon in all studied scenarios. Despite the common
use of this assumption in a large number of scenario studies, the assessment re-
sults are likely to be inconsistent in another time horizon. For instance, a given
strategy is robust under the evaluation at a predetermined time; but if it is as-
sessed at a later time or in an extended horizon, it may be no longer robust.
To address the possible inter-temporal inconsistencies, the framework of robust-
ness assessment is adapted in Chapter 4 to the independence from the need of
predetermined time. The problem and criteria are reformulated in Section 4.1 by
introducing new assessment assumptions. Using the same framework of scenario
study as in Chapter 3, Section 4.2 analyzes the pre-disruption scenario, and 4.3
analyzes the post-disruption adaptation scenario from one prior trajectory. The
following two sections complement then the strategy assessment from different
angles. Section 4.4 considers the adaptation from a set of prior trajectories. It
gives a much broader vision on a large set of pre-disruption choices connected
with the outcomes under necessary adaptations. Section 4.5 unlocks a new post-
disruption doorway that is not available before disruption, e.g. the plutonium
multi-recycling in PWRs. This change may bring potentially a large difference on
the strategy assessment.

Chapter 3 and 4 build the methodology from different basic scenario assump-
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tions. In these GSA-based studies, a relatively high variability of fleet leads to the
statistical analyses of a large-size set of strategies. Chapter 5 focuses finally on
the practical cases, applying the framework of robustness assessment to possible
transitions inspired from the French national strategy presented in PPE.





Chapter 2

Dynamic Simulation of Nuclear Fuel
Cycle and Methodology of Electro-nuclear
Scenario Analysis

Introduction

Scenario studies are often performed to evaluate different futures for nuclear en-
ergy. Those futures may involve the deployment of new technologies, the choice
of different options for fuel reprocessing and the selection of different parame-
ters for fuel cycle and reactors. With simulations, the trajectories and outputs of
interest can be calculated, and the strategies are then assessed. The scenario
study is often a key point for every decision-making process related to nuclear
energy.

When it involves the material irradiation in nuclear reactors, the simulation
in scenario studies can be problematic due to the complexity of nuclear reactor
modeling, demanding heavy computational time and high requirement of data
storage. Moreover, the time-consuming depletion computation only calculates
material evolution of several years. When the scenario considers the recycling
of materials, dynamic fuel cycle simulations need numerous depletion calcula-
tions in a row to complete decades or even hundreds of years of simulation time
period. Meanwhile, the mass flows in the fuel cycle also concerns the ones in
other facilities than reactors as well as the transportation between them, accord-
ing to different management strategies and fuel cycle parameters. To achieve
an acceptable precision of simulation with reasonable simulation time, specific
simulators rather than depletion codes should be developed. In this work, the dy-
namic simulation of nuclear fuel cycle is performed by Core Library for Advance
Scenario Simulation (CLASS) [54, 55].

With the simulator CLASS, a large number of transition strategies character-
ized by different fuel cycle parameters can be investigated within acceptable
computational time. To understand the general behavior of the nuclear fuel cy-
cle, the Wide Parametric Sweeping (WPS) technique for Global Sensitivity Anal-
ysis (GSA) is used to reveal the intrinsic relations between parameters and the
responses of the system. In consideration of the large variability of input vari-
ables, extreme cases can be taken into account in the fuel cycle analyses. The
basic understanding on the behaviors and the responses of fuel cycles help inter-
pret strategies performances and robustness assessment subject to uncertainty.

In this chapter, Section 2.1 presents the physics of nuclear fuel cycle and the
difficulties on the related dynamic simulations, in particular the material irradia-
tion in reactors. Differences between depletion codes for reactor modeling and
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fuel cycle simulators are highlighted. CLASS, the fuel cycle simulator in this work,
is then presented. Section 2.2 presents an analysis method of electro-nuclear
scenario. A simple cycle defined by a PWR loaded with 30% MOX, demonstrates
how CLASS simulates the fuel cycle dynamics. An exploratory scenario of fuel cy-
cle transition is then given to illustrate the WPS technique applied to the GSA of
fuel cycle. The Morris method [53], a derivative-based screening method, is used
to investigate the responses of fuel cycles, and to rank the input parameters of
fuel cycles according to their importance on several outputs. Then Section 2.3
introduces the general framework of robustness assessment of strategy under
disruption of objectives in electro-nuclear scenario. Section 2.4 concludes the
preliminary analysis results and the general presentations of analysis methods
employed in this work.

2.1 Dynamic simulation of nuclear fuel cycle

The fuel cycle in France is described in Section 1.1. This fuel cycle is taken as
example in this work. Before introducing CLASS for the dynamic simulation of
fuel cycle, important concepts on reactor physics and depletion codes for reactor
modeling are presented to help understand the material irradiation processes.
It justifies why such codes are not directly usable for fleet transitions in electro-
nuclear scenario studies. In fact, fuel cycle simulators may not be required for
steady-state scenario studies. In this work, we focus on dynamic transitions that
need a dynamic fuel cycle simulator. To end this section, the simulator CLASS
used in this work is presented in detail.

2.1.1 Modeling of reactor depletion and other processes for fuel cycle
simulation

2.1.1.1 Principal concepts and reactor physics notions

To calculate the time-dependent material inventories in a nuclear fuel cycle, the
first major step is the fuel depletion in reactors. The numeric resolution of mate-
rial depletion by reactor modeling codes requires the resolution of two equations:
Boltzmann equation and Bateman equation.

Boltzmann equation describes the neutron transport in reactor. Its resolution
gives neutron reaction rates as a function of the space for a specific time. The
numerical methods to resolve Boltzmann equation is out of the scope and not
presented here.

Bateman equation describes the evolution of materials under neutron irradia-
tion. For a given nuclide i, the evolution of its quantity Ni can be written under a
general form:

dNi

dt
= Prodi −Disapi (2.1)

where Prodi denotes the production rate of nuclide i and Disapi denotes the dis-
appearance rate. Production and disappearance of nuclides result from nuclear
reactions, such as radioactive decay, neutron capture and fission. If the nuclide i
is not a fission product, the creation term Prodi can be written as

Prodi =
∑
j

Nj(λj→i +

∫
E

σj→i(ε)Φ(ε)dε) (2.2)

where λj→i denotes the decay constant from nuclide j to i, σj→i denotes the mi-
croscopic cross-section of the nuclear reaction on nuclide j that generates i, and
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Φ denotes the energy-dependent neutron flux. If the nuclide is a fission product,
a term of production by fission should be added. Similarly, the term Disap can be
written as

Disapi = Ni(λi +

∫
E

σi(ε)Φ(ε)dε) (2.3)

where λi denotes the total decay constant of nuclide i, and σi denotes the total
microscopic cross-section excluding the scattering.

In this work, we focus particularly on the transmutation of heavy metal nu-
clides. Figure 2.1 shows a part of important reaction chain of heavy nuclides
during the depletion in reactor. Note that the fission and some other reactions
are not shown in this figure; it helps to understand how these heavy nuclides
transmute from one to another through nuclear reactions. The production and
the disappearance of these nuclides are, evidently, the results of Bateman equa-
tion.

Figure 2.1: Extract of transmutation chain of heavy nuclides during depletion in nuclear reactor

2.1.1.2 Composition of typical spent fuels after depletion

The prediction of spent fuel composition is complicated because it depends on
the fuel nature and the operation history. Spent UOX fuels are still principally
composed of 238U (about 95%). They also contain the fission products (3%), other
uranium isotopes (1% to 2%; 0.8% to 1% for 235U), plutonium (1%) and minor
actinides (order of 0.1%) [8]. More than half of plutonium is 239Pu. Meanwhile, the
half-life of abundant plutonium isotopes are relatively long (e.g. 2.4 × 104 years
for 239Pu, 6561 years for 240Pu). If these plutonium inventories are disposed as
wastes, this significant amount of radioactive inventories maintains an extreme
high level of radio-toxicity and dose rate during a long time.

The composition of spent MOX fuels depends on the initial plutonium content
and isotopic composition of plutonium in the fresh fuels. The simulation of MOX
depletion in the study of [56] gives several typical isotopic compositions of plu-
tonium in spent MOX fuels. In general, the plutonium content decreases over
irradiation, particularly the isotope 239Pu. Even though 241Pu is a short-lived fissile
nuclide, its quantity during irradiation in PWR may reach equilibrium, principally
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due to the neutron capture reaction of 240Pu which is also abundant in MOX fuels.
Meanwhile, the plutonium quality in MOX fuels decreases over the irradiation.
Here the quality can be defined as the fraction of odd-number isotopes in the iso-
topic composition of plutonium (or equivalently, the ratio between the quantity of
odd-number isotopes and the quantity of even-number isotopes [57, 42]). Given
the burn-up, low quality of plutonium needs a high content in the fresh fuel. The
plutonium in spent MOX fuels are not currently recycled.

Other advanced fuels e.g. MIX fuel for PWR and MOX fuels for SFR, have more
complicated physical properties under irradiation. Even though they may be em-
ployed in this work, the study of material evolution of these fuels are complete
studies in themselves in dedicated chapters and will not be detailed in this chap-
ter.

2.1.1.3 Why dynamic simulations of fuel cycle need more than a depletion code

One challenge of reactor modeling for depletion calculation is the long computa-
tional time and the significant computational memory [58]. This computational
cost depends strongly on the requirement of precision, the objective of studies
and simplification methods. Lots of efforts have been devoted to simplifying and
accelerating the simulations. For example, multi-threading parallelization is a
typical option to speed up the program. Simplifications specific to algorithm char-
acteristics, such as the cut-off methods of nucleus tree suggested in the depletion
code SMURE [59], also reduce parts of computational time [60]. Instead of total
core simulation with fine details, simulation of representative assemblies also re-
duce the complexity without generating unacceptable deviations [61]. However,
even with such methods, the computational time is still too expensive to simulate
tens of different irradiation cycles for a specific transition.

Another problem of complexity involves the necessity of iterations to deter-
mine reasonable isotopic composition for fresh fuels. In depletion codes, compo-
sitions of fresh fuel is predetermined and the criticality over burn-up is an output
of calculation. Depending on the fresh fuel composition and the burn-up, the
core can be over- or sub-critical. In electro-nuclear scenario studies, the critical-
ity of reactors needs to be ensured. The composition of fresh fuel that ensures
the criticality is a-priori unknown, and can only be found through iterations of
depletion computation. If a depletion code is used for these iterations, even if
one computation can be relatively fast, the corresponding iteration may increase
significantly the time cost [56].

Last but not least, depletion codes focus on the material evolution in reactor,
whereas a scenario study investigates the behavior within the entirety of fuel cy-
cle. Not only the material evolution in all facilities, but also the "events", e.g. the
start of operation or decommissioning of facilities and the material transporta-
tion are taken into account. Meanwhile, the mass flows are constrained by the
operation capacities of facilities, possibly playing important roles on the justifica-
tion of validity. In consideration of these needs, a dedicated module to organizing
and handling these threads is essential.

Given different needs of computation cost and parameters of interest, dedi-
cated simulator of nuclear fuel cycle to electro-nuclear scenario studies should
be developed.

2.1.1.4 Current simulators of nuclear fuel cycle

Several tools dedicated to the dynamic simulations of nuclear fuel cycle have
been developed in the last few decades to answer the demands of studies possi-
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ble nuclear futures. The purposes of these studies can be:

• Relation between the reactor systems and the evolution of mass flows;

• Impact of introduction of new concepts or technologies on the fuel cycle;

• Demand of resources and waste management;

• Adaptation of the nuclear fleet to uncertainties;

• Economic estimates.

Meeting different purposes of analyses, diverse simulators of nuclear fuel cycle
have their own characteristics, simulation hypotheses and specialties. Because
of the timescale and the size of facilities considered, it is extremely difficult to
validate the fuel cycle simulators by real-life experiments. Regardless, several
efforts have been done to increase the confidence of these simulators. An in-
ternational study of benchmarking has been coordinated to compare five codes
of reference developed by different institutions all over the world [62], including
COSI [63] by CEA in France, DESAE [64] by the Russian Kurchatov Institute, EVOL-
CODE/TR_EVOL [65] by CIEMAT in Spain, FAMILY21 by JAEA in Japan and VISION
[66] by the Idaho National Laboratory in the US. This benchmark puts into light
the importance of conceptions on the capabilities of these simulators. Three
simple scenarios concerning respectively PWR UOX, PWR MOX and fast reactor
are used to demonstrate their consistency in global tendency of outputs and dis-
agreements in complex system analysis. Some of these codes also participated
in a collaborative analysis of uncertainties of input parameters in the fuel cycle
[67] which includes two other codes: COSAC used by ex-AREVA in France and
SITON developed by EK in Hungary [68]. The investigation on several outputs
of interest reveals not only the sensitivity of some specific outputs on the in-
put parameters, but also the nuances of mass flow management due to implicit
hypotheses of conception in different codes.

Not only the code conceptions, but also the common physics modeling shared
by the codes should be investigated, which help indicate the confidence level
of simulation concerning the physics modeling. In conventional studies, experi-
mental and industrial data can calibrate and benchmark the modeling. For the
validation of physics modeling conceptions, there is always a lack of industrial
feedback due to the inaccessibility of industrial data, preventing any validation
and qualification program. It is even worse for innovative systems that have
never been deployed. To quantify the necessary level of confidence concern-
ing the conception of physics models, Functionality Isolation Test (FIT) project
has been launched [69], involving the simulator ANICCA [70], CLASS [55], COSI6
[63], Cyclus [71], JOSSETE [72] and TR_EVOL [65]. This project aims to perform
the intra-comparison of physics modeling of simulators by specific test exercises,
with a focus on the discrepancies between the preset fraction model and the spe-
cific loading model adapting for material physical properties (called Fuel Loading
Model (FLM) in FIT). The agreements and particularities of results among the par-
ticipant codes help estimate and quantify the potential biases of loading models,
especially the preset fraction that has been used.

2.1.2 CLASS: simulator for dynamic nuclear fuel cycles

2.1.2.1 Introduction of CLASS

Since 2012, CLASS is developed by Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
([EN.] French National Center for Scientific Research) (CNRS) with initial support
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of Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire ([EN.] Institute for Radiolog-
ical Protection and Nuclear Safety) (IRSN). It is a package with libraries written in
C++, in which the instances of facilities and other physics models can be created
and plugged together to simulate different fuel cycle transitions. The facilities
to be simulated include fabrication plant, reactor, cooling pool, separation plant
and interim storage [54]:

Fabrication plant

The complicated chemical processes in the front-end of cycle are yet not simu-
lated in CLASS. Fabrication plant provides directly the fresh fuel with fissile frac-
tion depending on the operation parameters of depletion. Each fabrication plant
can be customized by choosing the fabrication time, the stocks from which the
fresh materials as resources are extracted in which sequence. The fabrication
time represents the time needed inside the fabrication plant to prepare the fresh
fuel. In CLASS the model is doing the fabrication process instantaneously. If the
resource includes the recovered materials from spent fuels, an instant separation
of spent fuels is supposed at the start of fabrication period. The target materials
are then recovered, while non-reusable materials are sent to the block WASTE.
This block represents the conditioning and repository of waste canisters. After
waiting for the given fabrication time inside the fabrication plant, the fresh fuels
are transported instantly to the associated reactor.

Reactor

Reactors are the facilities where the materials evolve under irradiation producing
electricity. They can be customized by choosing physics model, operation param-
eters e.g. heavy metal mass loaded in core, burn-up, power level, effective load-
ing factor, operation/shut-down time and associated back-end facilities to which
the spent fuels are instantly transported after discharge. Through years of devel-
opment and specific analyses, many reactor models and relevant modules have
been developed, including PWR UOX and MOX [55], PWR MOXEUS [73, 74, 50],
PWR mono-Am [75], ESFR [76], flexible ESFR-like model [77], ASTRID-like model
[78, 42] and ADS [79]. The MOXEUS can be used for MIX fuel simulation, and it is
also used in this work.

Pool

Pools represent the cooling pools located nearby reactors where spent fuels are
stored just after discharge, and wait for the decrease of decay heat and dose rate
during a set time of cooling. During this period, materials are not available for
reprocessing. After the time of cooling determined by user, the spent fuels are
transported instantly to the associated back-end facility.

Separation plant

Separation plants are used for the separation of elements for given flow of spent
fuels, corresponding to the spent fuel reprocessing. Not only the materials to be
separated, but also the corresponding separation efficiency can be customized.
The separation is supposed to be immediate, and then the selected part of mate-
rials are transported instantly to the associated back-end facility, while the rest
is sent to the WASTE.
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Storage

Storage represents the interim stocks of spent fuels after the cooling in pools or
after the separation by separation plant. Radioactive nuclei continue their decay
in the stocks, and they can be recovered at any time if needed by another facility.

In the previous paragraphs, instant transportation of materials is emphasized,
responding to the demand of resource in front-end and to the parameters of spent
fuel management in back-end. For instance, a given quantity of plutonium from
the spent fuels in an interim storage is needed for MOX fabrication. The spent
fuels in the stock with respect to the required quantity of plutonium is then re-
processed instantly. As mentioned, the plutonium inventory is then transported
instantly to the fabrication plant of MOX and stays in the plant during a given time
of fabrication. The remaining elements from the spent fuel assemblies where
plutonium have been extracted are sent immediately to the WASTE. The level of
mass flow in the separation and fabrication plants are driven by the demand and
a-priori no limit is given. This demand of separation and fabrication leads to a
large variation of mass flow in the facilities from one year to another with peak
at the starting of new irradiation cycles. This does not represent a really realistic
industrial process; it comes from the CLASS conception and does not seem worse
than other options for our studies.

2.1.2.2 Mass flow management in CLASS

A specific module, called time vector in CLASS, is dedicated to the automatic cre-
ation of the time schedule as well as the designation of material transportation.

The progression of simulations is driven by this time vector. First, the time
of fresh fuels loading and spent fuels discharge can be deduced from the start
time of reactors and the time of each irradiation cycle. The times of fresh fuel
transportation can then be decided by considering the time of fresh fuel loading
and the time of fabrication; the times that move spent fuels from the pools to
interim storage can be decided by considering the time of discharge and the
time of cooling. With iteration, the time vector can be pre-built to manage the
mass flows in simulation.

One should note that any modification of operational parameters for a reactor,
e.g. the power level and the burn-up of fuels, respects the irradiation cycle. In
other words, if the parameters of a reactor need to be modified when the fuel
depletion is not yet finished, the modifications will only be applied at the start of
next irradiation phase. This hypothesis makes sense in reality, but it also desyn-
chronizes some timing of interest. In the analyses of subsequent chapters, this
desynchronization will be frequently highlighted when the results of robustness
assessment are interpreted.

2.1.2.3 Physics modeling in CLASS

The simplest method to consider fuel loading and depletion calculation in sce-
nario study is the use of recipes. This method uses one or several representative
fuel evolutions that have been pre-calculated by reactor simulations. Each de-
pletion in the scenario is then only a re-normalization of the recipe to match the
installed capacity of reactors. This method does not need complex calculations
of depletion or criticality verification during the scenario simulation, and thus the
simulation can be very fast. Nonetheless, the number of recipe is usually lim-
ited and cannot be sufficiently representative when the variability of fuel cycle
parameters or recycled plutonium isotopy is relatively large [69].
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In CLASS, the physics modeling of irradiation consists of two parts: the FLM,
and the irradiation model which includes a cross-section model and a solver of
Bateman equations. Once the time-dependent cross-sections are known, the
Bateman equations are solved by the Runge-Kutta fourth-order method [80]. The
prediction of fresh fuels is far more complex, and CLASS uses Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) in order to achieve reasonable computational cost with accept-
able precision.

Fuel Loading Model in CLASS

FLM predicts the composition of fresh fuel, depending on a given determination
criterion. The resources for the fissile components of fresh fuel can be simply
classified into two categories. The first one is 235U coming from natural resources,
and in this case the enrichment should be determined. The other concerns the
components recovered from spent fuels, e.g. the plutonium. In this case the
isotopic composition is determined by the history of material evolution, and thus
the composition prediction for plutonium-based fuel focuses on the plutonium
content.

The determination of fresh fuel by the FLM should guarantee the criticality dur-
ing irradiation. As an important indicator of criticality, the evolution of effective
multiplication factor keff is used as a criterion parameter, and the keff predic-
tor as a function of time and the fresh fuel composition are built by ANN from
a database of reactor simulations. The database used for training cover a high
variability of fresh fuel composition to guarantee that all conditions encountered
during the scenario simulation stay within the boundaries.

The database of PWRs for ANN training are based on the simulations of infinite
assemblies, without considering control rod nor variable boron control. There-
fore, the effective multiplication factor keff decreases strictly over the burn-up in
PWR simulation data. To ensure the criticality until the end of depletion, the mul-
tiplication factor at the End Of Cycle (EOC), denoted as keff,EOC, should be larger
than 1 with a reactivity margin defined by a customized threshold. To maximize
the use of the fissile components of fuel, the keff,EOC should be as closed as pos-
sible to the threshold. Given the burn-up, the keff,EOC is strongly correlated to the
fissile fraction, e.g. the 235U enrichment in UOX fuel, or plutonium content in MOX
fuel. Under these hypotheses, the fissile fraction of fresh fuel can be determined
using an iterative dichotomy algorithm.

To take into account the core fractioning, the global keff can be approximated
by the mean value of k∞ of different batches [55]:

keff (t) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

k∞(t+
iT

N
) (2.4)

where N is the number of fractioning, T is the total irradiation time for a given
burn-up, and k∞ denotes the evolution of infinite multiplication factor over the
burn-up without core fractioning.

For SFR, the evolution of keff depends strongly on the isotopic composition
of fresh fuel and reactor design, and it is not necessarily monotonic over time,
especially for break-even configurations. In consideration of the criticality, the
multiplication factor at the Beginning Of Cycle (BOC), denoted as keff,BOC, can
be an option of criterion. Actually, given an isotopic vector of plutonium, the
plutonium content in the fresh fuel of SFR is strongly correlated with keff,BOC, and
thus it can be determined by dichotomy [76].
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For other more complex reactors and fuels, e.g. PWR MIX, flexible ESFR-like
reactors and ASTRID reactors, more parameters should be taken into account,
but the general idea remains the same.

Irradiation model in CLASS

To calculate the material evolution, time-dependent one-group cross-sections are
predicted. They depend on the burn-up and can be defined at each time step by:

< σ >=

∫
E
σ(ε)Φ(ε)dε∫
E

Φ(ε)dε
(2.5)

The level of neutron flux is then normalized by the effective power level:

Φ(t) =
P∑

iNi < σi,f > εi
(2.6)

where < σi,f > is the one-group fission cross-section of nuclide i and εi is the
energy released by one fission. For each time step, cross-sections are accessible
by ANN predictors of time-dependent cross-sections. With these hypotheses, the
reaction rate Ri,r of a given reaction r of nuclide i at the time t can be deduced:

Ri,r(t) = Ni < σi,r > Φ(t) (2.7)

and then the Bateman equation previously presented can be resolved by Runge-
Kutta fourth-order method.

In other facilities, nuclides only decay without neutron flux to cause nuclear
reaction. The evolution is calculated by other numeric method.

2.1.2.4 Discussion: trade-offs between computation cost, precision and approxi-
mations

With the foregoing predictors constructed by ANN, reasonable computation time
can be achieved for a simulation of tens of irradiation cycles. Compared to the ref-
erence calculations by standard depletion simulations, the deviations from ANN
predictors on the inventories of important nuclides after one irradiation cycle are
limited [55, 76, 77, 74, 78]. Concerning PWR UOX and MOX, deviations between
CLASS predictions and databases are smaller than 1% for plutonium and ura-
nium, and smaller than 5% for MA.

Some measurable biases may come from the assumptions of reactor modeling
for each evolution in databases. E.g. the estimation of keff by equation 2.4 can
induce percentages of deviation on the prediction of fissile content, in compari-
son with the simulation of core fractioning in PWR [56]. These biases are mainly
introduced by the FLM. Nevertheless, owing to the high precision of cross-section
predictors, the bias of global inventories in the cycle are still acceptable.

Moreover, the PWR loaded with 30% core of MOX are simulated by two sep-
arate reactors in CLASS: a PWR UOX and a PWR MOX, because the predictors of
PWR MOX (resp. PWR UOX) are built by the simulations of an infinite MOX (resp.
UOX) assembly. This approximation neglects the neutronic communication be-
tween UOX and MOX assemblies and can lead to some biases on the material
evolution compared with the depletion in reality.

Considering fast reactors, each evolution of databases are based on full-core
calculations supposing fewer approximations of keff calculations. However, the
heterogeneity of material in the core brings new challenges as illustrated in
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[78, 42] for the case of the ASTRID modeling. Actually, most of cross-section
predictors in CLASS are homogenized by conserving the respective total reaction
rate in the total core. It is shown that a highly heterogeneous core as ASTRID
requires multi-zone modeling to reduce the bias on the material evolution.

In this work, we focus on PWR UOX and PWR MOX which are well described in
the literature. More innovative concepts like PWR MIX and SFR are studied only
in Chapter 5.

In conclusion, an electro-nuclear scenario study about fleet transitions re-
quires a specific tool for the dynamic simulation of nuclear fuel cycle. CLASS
is used in this work, which employs ANN to build predictors for physics models
and can achieve a good trade-off between computation time and precision. Al-
though some systematic bias resulting from the modeling assumptions still exist,
their impacts on the strategy assessment are low enough for the studies made in
this work.

2.2 Methodology of analysis of nuclear fuel cycle and electro-
nuclear scenario

With the simulator CLASS, a wide range of nuclear fuel cycles can be simulated
taking into account various parameters, like reactor burn-ups, cooling time, and
fabrication time. In this section, the simulation of fuel cycle by CLASS is pre-
sented. Implicit hypotheses and limitation of the code are explained. After that,
a scenario study is carried out to demonstrate the method of GSA employed in
this work and to clarify relevant hypotheses of use.

2.2.1 Presentation of CLASS simulation

2.2.1.1 Simulation of two simple trajectories

To illustrate the simulation process of CLASS, this section studies a simple fuel
cycle concerning the operation of PWR UOX and MOX. The Figure 2.2 describes
the simulated facilities and the material flows between them.

Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of the simulated fuel cycle

A fabrication plant dedicated to the UOX fuel fabrication is simulated, where
the FLM of PWR UOX is used to predict the composition of fresh UOX fuels. After
that, the UOX fuels are depleted in the PWR UOX, where the PWR UOX irradiation
model is used. Then, the spent UOX fuels are cooled in the pool and then disposed
in the interim storage. When the MOX fuel fabrication is demanded, the spent
UOX fuels in the interim storage are reprocessed; the plutonium is recovered
while the fission products and minor actinides are sent to the waste. Similarly, the
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fabrication of MOX fuels requires the FLM of PWR MOX, and its depletion requires
the irradiation model of PWR MOX. Finally, the spent MOX fuels are cooled in the
pool and disposed in the interim storage of spent MOX fuels.

As a first illustrative study, two trajectories are simulated, as shown in Figure
2.3. Trajectory 1, shown in figure 2.3a, considers a PWR UOX with a thermal
power of 2785 MWth, a 900 MWe-class PWR operated for 100 years. The initial
mass of heavy metal of fresh fuel in total core is 72.3 tons. Trajectory 2 differs
from trajectory 1 from year 40, when 30% of the core starts to be loaded by
MOX fuel. The thermal power level instead of the electric power or the annual
electricity production is simulated in CLASS.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Two trajectories of demonstration: (a) Trajectory 1 - operation of PWR UOX for
100 years; (b) Trajectory 2 - disruption of trajectory 1 in year 40 - loading of MOX

The power evolution of these two trajectories are a-priori the same, a constant
power of 2785 MWth. After the simulations, we can see in Figure 2.4a that the
power evolution of Trajectory 2 is not constant over time. Indeed, a peak occurs
in year 40 when the MOX is loaded for the first time, reaching 3620.5 MWth; and
then, from year 56, the stopping of energy production from MOX leads to dis-
continuities in the power level. As introduced previously, the depletion of UOX
and of MOX are separate in the simulation of CLASS, and thus the peak results
from the desychronization between the loading of UOX and of MOX . The absence
of energy production from MOX is due to missed loading, called missload in this
work. They are the consequences of the lack of plutonium for the MOX fabrica-
tion, as shown by the plutonium inventory in the interim stock of spent UOX fuels
in Figure 2.4b. After several times of MOX loading, the plutonium inventory in
spent UOX fuels decreases until it is not sufficient for the next irradiation cycle of
MOX. This happens in year 54, two years for fabrication before the next loading
time of MOX. CLASS skips automatically this irradiation cycle of MOX, and waits
for the next cycles until when the plutonium inventory is sufficient. Due to two
missloads, plutonium in the interim stock of spent UOX fuels re-increases (being
accumulated without being used). In year 62, such accumulation leads again to
sufficient inventory of plutonium for the fuel fabrication of PWR MOX. The loading
of MOX and missloads alternate this way depending on the plutonium availability.

The comparison of inventory evolution in the two trajectories shows the ef-
fects of using MOX fuels. Figure 2.5 shows the material evolution in two fuels
during the depletion in the reactor. Evolution before year 40 shows the evolution
in a PWR loaded with full UOX. Around 3.10 tons of 235U are used to create the
fresh fuel corresponding to 4.3% of enrichment. After depletion, 0.73 tons of 235U
is left in spent fuels, corresponding to 1.0%, while 0.80 tons of plutonium and
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.4: Results of Trajectory 2: (a) power evolution; (b) Pu inventory in the interim stock
of spent UOX fuels

0.071 tons of MA are created, corresponding to 1.1% and 0.1% of spent fuels.
After year 40, the size of PWR UOX decreases 30% and a PWR MOX is started
to replace the missing part of the PWR. 1.8 tons of plutonium is used to create
the fresh MOX fuel, corresponding to a plutonium content of 8.3%. 0.016 tons
of 241Am is also loaded in the fresh fuel. It was created from the decay of 241Pu
during the fabrication. After the depletion of MOX, around 0.45 tons of plutonium
are incinerated, corresponding to 25% of initial quantity, and 0.087-0.016=0.071
tons of MA is created. The absence of plutonium and the MA for several irradia-
tion cycles of MOX is a result of the plutonium shortage MOX fabrication leading
to missload.

Figure 2.5: Material evolution in the reactor of trajectory 2: evolution of 235U in UOX, pluto-
nium and MA in both UOX and MOX

Figure 2.6 shows in detail the evolution of important nuclides in MOX fuels
during depletion. Figure 2.6a allows to understand the incineration of plutonium
in these fuels, mainly leading to the decrease of 239Pu, while 241Pu still increases
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from the neutron capture reaction of 240Pu. Inventories of 238Pu and 242Pu are
nearly constant. Figure 2.6b shows the evolution of MA nuclides. Some 241Am at
BOC is loaded, coming from 241Pu decay during MOX fabrication. 243Am and 244Cm
increases much faster than 241Am. The inventory of 243Am is higher than 241Am at
discharge. But if spent fuels stay enough long time in cooling pools and interim
stockpiles, 241Am may be dominant in MA in the cycle due to the 241Pu decay.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Evolution of important isotopes in MOX fuels during depletion: (a) Isotopes of
plutonium 238∼242Pu; (b) MA isotopes 237Np, 241Am, 243Am, 244Cm,

Figure 2.7a compares the total-cycle plutonium in trajectory 2 with the one of
the 100% PWR UOX in trajectory 1. At the beginning of reactor operation, total-
cycle plutonium in both trajectories increase at the same speed. Then, between
year 40 to 56, the one in trajectory 2 flattens; after that, it re-increases but with a
smaller slope than the 100% PWR UOX trajectory. Actually, year 40 is when MOX
fuels are loaded for the first time. It shows that the loading of MOX in 30% of the
core can immediately stabilize the inventory of plutonium in the total cycle but for
a limited time period. Due to successive missloads, the plutonium inventory still
increases slowly. The smaller slope of plutonium inventory evolution in trajectory
2 than the one in trajectory 1 is a combined effect of the incineration of plutonium
by MOX and the lower production rate of plutonium due to lower quantity of UOX
fuels.

Figure 2.7b shows that the use of MOX can lighten the consumption of uranium
resources. Evidently, with the use of MOX fuels, 30% fewer UOX fuels are used.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: Comparison of two trajectories of demonstration: (a) Pu inventory in the total
cycle; (b) Cumulative consumption of natural uranium
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2.2.1.2 Simulation of the historical nuclear fleet in France

Since this work focuses on the French fuel cycle, CLASS is used to simulate the
French historical trajectory in order to set the starting point of work. The historical
data of operation parameters are accessible in [14] and also summarized in [50,
42]. According to these data, 58 PWRs started operation successively from year
1977, when Fessenheim-1 was connected to the grid for the first time.

Figure 2.8 shows the French fleet power evolution simulated by CLASS. It
started in the 1970s when the first power plants were installed. A rapid increase
of installed capacity between 1980 and 1990 can be observed. Following the new
in-operation PWRs, some old ones got the license for MOX loading and started us-
ing it from 1990. The latest PWR began its operation in 2000. Since 2015, the
two reactors of Fessenheim have been shut down; for the sake of simplicity, we
have not considered any power reduction and those two units are then supposed
to be operated in our following simulations. Under this assumption, the effective
thermal power of the whole fleet is 138 GWth (the nominal total power is 188.1
GWth). The effective fraction of power contributed by MOX fuels in the fleet is
around 10%.

Figure 2.8: Evolution of the effective thermal power of the French fleet until 2015

The inventories of transuranium (TRU) in the total cycle are presented in Fig-
ure 2.9. Due to the particular status linked to non-proliferation and industrial
valorisation potential, any data about real plutonium inventory is hardly accessi-
ble [50] and the uncertainty is relatively significant (between 274 and 411 tons
according to the estimation in [50]). Our calculation gives 318.5 tons of pluto-
nium in the total cycle in 2015, compatible with the estimated range.

For MA, it is mainly composed of neptunium, americium and curium, presented
in Figure 2.9b. By 2015, 19.3 tons of neptunium, 30.4 tons of americium and 2.2
tons of curium are accumulated in 2015 according to our calculation. It shows
that the americium inventory increases much faster since the use of MOX than
before, mainly from the 241Pu decay with 14.3 years of half-life which is more pro-
duced in MOX than in UOX per unit of energy produced. Compared to americium
and neptunium, curium is much less produced, but the quantity is not negligible,
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especially in regards to its dose rate.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Evolution of transuranium inventories in the total cycle of the French fleet until
2015: (a) plutonium inventory; (b) MA inventory

The simulation of the French fuel cycle is used as an appropriate starting point
for all further simulation of this work. As CLASS is deterministic, it is not nec-
essary to re-simulate the history for each run if several trajectories of different
futures are simulated. Moreover, this simulation of 38-year history of individual
reactors takes more than 5 minutes and requires more than 100 MB of memory
storage. The repetitions of this identical part of run would only result in a waste
of time and memory; the study can therefore start from the year 2015, based on
the results of this computation.

Some exploratory or statistical studies may involve tens of individual reactors.
The specific management of each of them implies hundreds or even thousands
of operational parameters [81, 49]. Following such high number of parameters
would be overwhelming for sensitivity analysis and the basic understanding of
system behavior. Moreover, it may increase output variability. In the subsequent
analyses, we will see that the simulation of thousands of trajectories are consid-
ered, and thus necessary simplifications should be taken.

2.2.1.3 Macro-reactor simplification

To reduce the computational cost, the simplification of macro-reactor is employed
in this work [82]. Macro-reactor simplifications consist in the creation of a single
macro reactor through the grouping of all similar individual reactors. The param-
eters of the same type of reactors are considered identical, and the nuances of
individual reactors are neglected. Under this simplification, the number of in-
put parameters for simulations decreases by an order of magnitude. However,
it may lead to some timing effects, e.g. synchronization of reactor behavior and
relevant missloads [82].

In our work, the gain by macro-reactor simplification is considered to be much
larger than the loss of precision. The French PWR fleet is grouped into two macro-
reactors: one is macro PWR UOX and the other is macro PWR MOX. These two
macro-reactors contribute to 188.1 GWth of nominal power and a normalized
loading factor of 72.8%. The effective MOX fraction is normalized to match the
number of spent MOX assemblies in 2014 from our simulations to the data coming
from [83]. This lead to an effective MOX fraction of about 7.6%. Burn-ups of each
reactor should be averaged over the global fleet for the calculation of the burn-
ups of the macro reactors UOX and MOX. To respect the energy produced by each
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type of fuel in the fleet, each burn-up are weighted by the heavy metal mass of
each reactor according to the expression:

BUR =

∑
iBUR,i ×HMR,i∑

iHMR,i

(2.8)

where R denotes the fuel type UOX or MOX, and HM denotes the initial heavy
metal mass of the i-th reactor. Final burn-ups for macro reactors UOX and MOX
are respectively 45.3 and 45 GWd/t.

As other simplifications, some other parameters of fuel cycles with little influ-
ence on the results are considered unchanging. For instance, five years of cool-
ing is supposed for spent UOX and spent MOX fuels. The fabrication of UOX needs
one year and the MOX needs two years. LiFo is supposed to be the reprocessing
management of spent UOX fuels for the MOX fuel fabrication.

With the assumption of macro-reactor, the complex reactor fleet character-
ized by a huge number of parameters can be reduced to two reactors, and the
relevant management of material flows is facilitated by the module of time vec-
tor in CLASS. The analysis becomes achievable regarding both the computational
cost and the system management.

2.2.2 Global sensitivity analysis of nuclear fuel cycle

CLASS can simulate fuel cycles with various parameters. In this work, a strategy
is defined by a specific combination of parameter options. Under the uncertain
future of nuclear plans, the variability of strategies can be large, and the impact
on the fuel cycle from the variation can be difficult to interpret. To investigate the
response of fuel cycles to a given strategy variations, global sensitivity analysis
is required, and the method of WPS is employed: first, the ranges of variation of
those parameters of interest are determined, and then a Design of Experiment
(DoE) is used to sample the strategies. The trajectories defined by the sampled
strategies are simulated, and the impacts are evaluated by calculating different
outputs of interest. The method of GSA reveals the intrinsic relation between the
input variables of strategy and the outputs of interest, and thus gives a global
understanding on the behavior of the system studied.

To illustrate the GSA of nuclear fuel cycle and check that the parameters
considered are the relevant ones, an academic scenario inspired from possible
French fleet transitions is studied. As justified previously, macro-reactors are
simulated instead of individual reactors. The scenario starts from year 2015 to
year 2140, a long time scope that can reveal even the more subtle effects of
strategies. In this study, the transition, which will start from an unknown time, is
supposed to last more than 10 years and to end before year 2140. After the start
of the transition, the burn-ups of UOX and MOX fuels and the cooling time of two
types of spent fuels are modified. The management of spent UOX fuel for MOX
fabrication can be changed as well; it is either LiFo or FiFo. During the transition,
the total thermal power of fleet and the power contributed by MOX fuel (using
the shorter locution "MOX fraction" in the subsequent analysis) change linearly.
After the transition, the final total power and the final MOX fraction are constant
until the end of scenario. To summarize, 9 input variables are taken into account,
characterizing the strategy space. These inputs and their ranges of variation are
shown in Table 2.1.

The ranges of variation of inputs presented in Table 2.1 are chosen to be as
wide as possible. Year 2025 is considered to be the earliest possible transition
time tstart. First, because the normalization of fleet by macro-reactors requires
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Input var. Init. value Min. Max. Unit Explanation

tstart - 2025 2140 - Starting time of transition

D - 10 130 year Duration of transition

Ptot,f 188.1 18.8 282.2 GWth Total thermal power of the fleet after transition

FrMOXf 7.6 0 30 % MOX fraction after transition

BUUOX 45.3 30 60 GWd/t Modified burn-up of UOX fuels

BUMOX 45 30 60 GWd/t Modified burn-up of MOX fuels

TCUOX 5 3 10 year Modified cooling time of spent UOX fuels

TCMOX 5 3 10 year Modified cooling time of spent MOX fuels

MPu 1/LiFo 1/LiFo 2/FiFo - Modified management of spent UOX fuels

Table 2.1: Strategy space of the exploratory scenario for the demonstration of GSA

several irradiation cycles to re-build an appropriate material flow and to reduce
the impacts of normalization; but also year 2025 is close to the estimated of
the grid-connection time of the first EPR in France. The duration D should be
longer than 10 years so that the fuel cycle has enough time to adapt for the
changes. The variability of Ptot,f corresponds to the interval of [10%, 150%] of
the initial level (188.1 GWth). This range indicates the wide options of future
installed capacity in this exploratory study, including larger deployment of nu-
clear reactors than the current level and approximate phase-out strategies. The
maximal FrMOXf is set to respect the current limit that only up to 30% of the
core of MOXed PWRs can be loaded with MOX fuels. The assumptions of ranges
of burn-up involve both historical value and economic factors, as justified in [25].
Variability of TCUOX, TCMOX and MPu cover the respective ranges of industrial
application.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the decisions guiding the fleet transition are driven
by the future nuclear plans, e.g. the deployment of SFR or phase-out. With
respect to the future interest, outputs of interest are calculated to evaluate the
impacts of transition strategies. In this study, three outputs are considered:

• Number of deployable SFR NSFR

• Ratio of substitution of the PWR-fleet with deployable SFRs RSubs

• MA inventory in the total cycle MAtot, including those in the waste canisters.

No SFR is simulated in the studied scenario. According to the design of ESFR
[19], the operation of each SFR in France requires a large quantity of plutonium,
and thus the availability of plutonium inventory can be seen as the primary con-
straint of SFR deployment. The plutonium quantity for each SFR is unknown be-
cause the design of SFR is still under investigation. However, uncertainties on
plutonium inventories needed for the deployment of NSFR can be seen as sys-
tematic errors and are tackled by margins on the considered outputs NSFR and
RSubs.

In this study, the large-size oxide core (MOX 3600 GWth) in [19] is consid-
ered. Under these assumptions, NSFR is proportional to the available inventory
of plutonium to the first degree of approximation:

NSFR(t) =
Puin(t)

HMSFR × cPu
× feff (2.9)

where Puin denotes the plutonium inventory in the cycle, HMSFR denotes the
heavy metal mass of fresh fuels in the active core of SFR, and cPu denotes the
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average plutonium content in these fresh fuels. According to the design in [19],
HMSFR is 75 tons and cPu is about 17%. feff denotes the effective factor in con-
sideration of the necessary recycling time of plutonium in the fleet of break-even
SFR, calculated as:

feff =
Tirrad

Tfab + Tirrad + Tcool
(2.10)

The irradiation time Tirrad of SFR corresponds to the burn-up of 100 GWd/t with
a normalized loading factor, and thus equals to 7.8 years; 2 years of fresh fuel
fabrication and 5 years of spent fuel cooling are supposed. Hence, feff = 0.53 in
this study.

According to its definition, NSFR measures the material availability of imme-
diate deployment of NSFR SFRs; the available plutonium includes the ones in
reactors, in cooling pools and in interim storage. These assumptions are cer-
tainly not realistic; in reality, the SFR deployment involves the schedule as well
as other strategy details of management. But in this work, we aim to focus on
the contradiction of different objectives, and we choose to avoid making detailed
hypotheses for precise scenario simulations that can add uncontrolled biases.

Last but not least, the given plutonium content cPu neglects the effects of iso-
topic composition on the plutonium content of SFR fresh fuel. The fluctuation of
cPu due to the isotopic composition results from the fuel cycle parameters sug-
gested by strategies, but a precise content is hard to predict, requiring iterations
of SFR simulations. It also depends on the reactor design and the core behavior.
Nevertheless, the variation is to some degree under control, potentially much
smaller than the uncertainties of SFR deployment schedule and relevant strate-
gies that are not considered.

Besides the absolute capacity of SFR deployment measured by NSFR, the pro-
portion of the total fleet installed capacity that may be replaced by SFRs is also
important. It can be represented by the substitution ratio RSubs, defined as

RSubs(t) =
NSFR(t)× 3.6GWth× YSFR

Ptot(t)× YPWR

(2.11)

where the value of 3.6 GWth denotes the nominal thermal power of ESFR de-
sign in [19], Ptot denotes the total nominal thermal power of the PWR fleet, YSFR
and YPWR denotes the energy conversion efficiency of SFR and PWR, being 40%
and 33% respectively. The efficiency of a reactor may vary depending on the
power plant design. The relevant deviations owing to the uncertainty of yield are
systematic and therefore neglected in this study.

Whether SFR will be deployed or not, it is always important to estimate the MA
inventory which contributes to a large part of nuclear wastes. In this study, the
output MAtot considers mainly the total inventory of neptunium, americium and
curium in the total cycle, including those in conditioned wastes.

In addition to these physics quantities, the effect of observation time should
be also considered. Actually, the time when strategy performances are evaluated
plays an important role in both uncertainties and strategy assessments. In this
sensitivity analysis, three observation times are considered: year 2050, 2095
and 2140, representing short-term, mid-term and long-term effects. Therefore, 9
outputs of interest are taken into account.

2.2.3 Introduction of Morris method: ranking and screening of input
variables

Dedicated methods and designs of experiments are needed for sensitivity anal-
ysis. Sobol indices [84, 85] calculations are widely used for GSA. As a variance-
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based method, it focuses on the decomposition of output variance, into the con-
tributions of inputs and their interactions. The importance of an input and the
strength of interaction are indicated by corresponding indices, which are the ra-
tios between conditional variances and the total variance of output. The indices
of each input can be simply classified into these categories:

• Total index: indicates the contribution of a given input, including its variation
and the interaction with other inputs

• First-order index: indicates the contribution by the independent variation of
a given input, without consideration of its interaction with others

• Higher order indices: indicates the contribution by the interaction of a given
input with others

Sobol indices are used in electro-nuclear scenario studies to assess the im-
portance of tens of fuel cycle parameters on a given output [86, 87, 88]. The
application of Sobol analysis have been proven very insightful for electro-nuclear
scenario studies.

In this study, we choose to test another GSA method, the Morris method [53],
which is a derivative-based screening method. The introduction of Morris method
in this preliminary analysis is mainly based on two considerations: the first one
is to test the Morris method in the sensitivity analysis of electro-nuclear studies;
the second and the main objective is to rank the inputs in order to reduce the
exploratory phase space of parameters in the subsequent analyses if possible.
Results of this analysis allows to find the minimal number of parameters to take
into account for the scenario studies in Chapter 3 and 4. Even though the validity
of method is not a-priori guaranteed, its introduction into preliminary analysis
can still give some useful information on the relation between outputs and inputs
of interest.

For a given output, the Morris method evaluates the contributions of input
variables by the estimation of output partial derivatives regarding each input
One At a Time (OAT). With a given number of repetition, the statistical properties
of partial derivative approximations with respect to input variables reveal their
importance on the output. The general idea of the DoE of the Morris method
can be presented by an example in Figure 2.10. The space of 2-dimension input
variables (Xa, Xb) is divided into a grid of 6 × 6 levels. The first point (xl1a , x

l1
b ) is

randomly chosen (for the so-called "repetition 1" in the figure). From this point,
two others are determined in order to define an elementary pattern able to esti-
mate first order derivative for each dimension. Here a random choice of variation
indicates a jump along the input Xa followed by another jump along the input Xb,
and thus (xl3a , x

l1
b ) and (xl3a , x

l3
b ) are selected respectively. For all these points, the

output Y = f(Xa, Xb) is calculated, where f denotes the system’s response func-
tion. It gives then y1, y2 and y3, the values of the output for each point defined
by the elementary pattern. To investigate the elementary effects of input vari-
ations, partial derivatives of the output Y with respect to inputs Xa and Xb are
approximated by

dya =
y2 − y1

xa,l3 − xa,l1

dyb =
y3 − y2

xb,l3 − xb,l1
These calculations are then repeated, such as the "repetition 2" shown in Figure
2.10. A number of repetition creates the estimations of elementary effect of
each input on the output of interest. Statistical metrics are finally considered to
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evaluate the randomly sampled derivatives. The mean as well as the standard
deviation of partial derivative with respect to each input is calculated, denoted
respectively as µ(doi ) and σ(doi ) where i and o denotes the input and output.

Figure 2.10: Graphical representation of Morris method

In this exercise, among all possible variations for Morris customization, the
number of repetition is calibrated. r times of repetition for a p-dimension input
space requires then r(p + 1) calculations of system response. According to the
mean µ and standard deviation σ of partial derivative, inputs can be qualitatively
classified into four categories:

• Small µ(di) and small σ(di): effect non-measurable;

• Large µ(di) and small σ(di): strong linear effect;

• Small µ(di) and large σ(di): highly non-linear effect on output or strong inter-
action with other inputs;

• Large µ(di) and large σ(di): strong linear effect on output as well as strong
interaction with other inputs.

Input variables are then ranked according to µ(doi ) and σ(doi ) regarding the deriva-
tive observations of output o with respect to input i.

2.2.4 Ranking of inputs by Morris method

2.2.4.1 Calibration of repetitions: taking year 2095 for an example analysis

Three physics quantities (NSFR, RSubs andMAtot) for three observation times (2050,
2095 and 2140) are considered. One should note that a transition starting after
the observation time does not give any useful information. The transition starting
time tstart should be therefore earlier than the observation time. Meanwhile, Mor-
ris method supposes the independence of input variables. Since the observation
time is set for each output while tstart varies, the transition may finish after the
observation time, questioning the needed independence of inputs. D is then still
in the range of [10, 130] years.
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The derivatives introduced in section 2.2.3 have different units with respect
to the input variables. One may think that the comparison of results in different
units does not make sense. E.g. the variation of an output per 1 GWth and per
1 MWth may differ a factor of 1000 if the output is linear function of power level.
Even though they have the identical physical meaning, the values for comparison
are not the same. In local sensitivity analysis, the derivatives are usually normal-
ized by reference levels of the OAT design, which represents the percentage of
change of output resulted from a given percentage of relative input variation. But
in GSA, reference levels can be of very different size, and the meaning of "ref-
erence" becomes much weaker. One may use the initial levels of investigated
parameters for normalization, but two problems should be tackled here: one in-
volves the normalization with respect to the inputs whose "initial value" does not
exist, e.g. tstart and D; the other is linked to the variability of input. Initial levels
of variables are not strongly related to the variability of inputs in the scenario,
whereas the latter is an important assumption of the study and may impact the
results and relevant interpretation. As a result, the derivatives of output y with
respect to given inputs are normalized as

d̃yi =
yk+1 − yk

(xi,k+1 − xi,k)/Li
= Li × di (2.12)

where Li denotes the length of range of the i-th input. It can be interpreted as
the approximate variation of output under a maximum-allowed variation of the
given input, estimated by a given fraction of such maximum-allowed variation.
The mean value and standard deviation of d̃i are denoted as µ(d̃oi ) and σ(d̃oi ). This
is specifically true for MPu since it only has two discrete values, whereas not
necessarily realistic for other parameters. This option of normalization is not
arbitrary, because the variability of inputs is also an important assumption of the
study for the interpretation of scenario analysis. One may interpret the variation
ranges in the study as the controllability on the parameters, or even coupled with
the uncertainties; nevertheless, this discussion is out of the scope in this work,
and this normalization step should be kept in mind along the analysis.

Before ranking the input variables, the number of repetition should be deter-
mined: if there is not sufficient statistical information with low number of repe-
tition, results can be biased, whereas a high number requires too many calcula-
tions and it can be time-consuming. In this preliminary step, the number of 10,
15, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 500 are investigated, and the observation time
of 2095 is taken as an example.

The rankings of input variables over the number of repetition are shown in
Figure 2.11. The higher is the value of metric (µ and σ respectively), the higher
is the rank. From this figure, we conclude that at least 200 repetitions need to
be performed. Even though ranking may change even after 200 repetitions, we
are still able to group these input parameters regarding their importance on the
output value. The fluctuation of rank of BUMOX in σ(d̃RSubs) can be explained by
the fact that the corresponding standard deviation of derivatives with respect to
FrMOXf , BUUOX and BUMOX are close. In all cases, TCMOX has always the lowest
ranks, because spent MOX fuels are not reprocessed and its cooling does not
affect in any way these three outputs of interest.

For the three outputs of interest, tstart, D and Ptot,f have inherently high ranks
on both the mean value and the standard deviation, regardless the number of
repetition. It means that these three inputs impact strongly the three outputs
and also have strong interactions with each other not in a linear way. tstart and
D describe the transition timing, on which the impacts of other parameter vari-
ations depend strongly. Most of the interactions involve those various options
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Figure 2.11: Ranking of input variables according to the mean value and standard deviation of
corresponding outputs observed in 2095

of tstart and D. Ptot,f dominates the final scale of fleet after transition and thus
impact all extensive quantities, e.g. NSFR which is proportional to in-cycle pluto-
nium inventory, and MAtot. Dependence of RSubs on Ptot,f is more subtle, which is
the result of competition between the effect of Ptot,f on NSFR and the effect on the
power level at the time of observation. Meanwhile, the effects of Ptot,f is always
subject to the transition schedule controlled by tstart and D, and thus the standard
deviation of derivatives with respect to Ptot,f are all at high level. FrMOXf and
BUUOX have measurable impacts on NSFR and RSubs. Both of them have strong
correlation with in-cycle plutonium inventory [86] and therefore with NSFR and
RSubs. Regarding MAtot, the effects of FrMOXf and BUUOX are much smaller than
MPu. In fact, the major part of MA in the total cycle is 241Am which comes from
the 241Pu decay. Since 241Pu is relatively short-lived compared with the recycling
time, LiFo strategy can use more efficiently the 241Pu in new spent fuels, while the
241Pu decay in old spent fuels remains at a limited level. FiFo strategy leads to
significant 241Pu decays into 241Am for each new arrival of spent fuels during the
wait for reprocessing; this part of 241Am, which contributes a large part of MA in
spent fuels, are sent to the wastes when the assemblies are reprocessed. As a
result, much more quantities of MA are accumulated by FiFo than by LiFo. TCUOX
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affects MAtot in a similar way that a long time of cooling leads to the decay of
large amount of 241Am.

As suggested in [53], the scatter plots of standard deviations σ(d̃) versus
means µ(d̃) of derivatives are shown in Figure 2.12a, taking 200 repetitions as
example. One important information that the scatter plots convey is the signs
of µ(d̃)s, which indicate the negative/positive correlation between outputs and
inputs. In this step only the signs of relatively significant µ(d̃)s are analyzed.

In terms of Ptot,f , µ(d̃NSFR
Ptot,f

) and µ(d̃MAtot
Ptot,f

) are positive while µ(d̃RSubs
Ptot,f

) is negative.
The behavior of the increase/burning of in-cycle plutonium depends mainly on
the MOX fraction. Within the range of FrMOXf in this study, most of trajectories
have a net production of plutonium and thus accumulates plutonium over time.
A higher Ptot,f with a low FrMOXf can amplify the net production of plutonium,
and therefore NSFR. In terms of RSubs, it is mainly the power level that leads to a
negative correlation according to its definition. For MAtot, it is simply due to the
extensive effect dominated by Ptot,f as explained.

FrMOXf and BUUOX have similar impacts on these three outputs of inter-
est, because the plutonium contributes a lot on fission during the depletion of
high BUUOX, which is approximately similar to increasing the use of MOX fuel.
µ(d̃NSFR

FrMOXf
) and µ(d̃RSubs

FrMOXf
) are negative because a larger use of MOX increases

the incineration of plutonium. It is also the same explanation for the negative
µ(d̃NSFR

BUUOX
) and µ(d̃RSubs

BUUOX
). The µ(d̃MAtot

FrMOXf
) is positive, because the use of MOX in-

creases the time-average production rate of 241Pu, which will finally decay into
241Am, one of the major components of MA. Actually, even though 241Pu is one of
major fissile components in MOX irradiation, the production rate of 241Pu in MOX is
much higher than in UOX, due to the higher fraction of other plutonium isotopes.
Similarly, the higher is BUUOX, the higher is the time-average production rate of
241Pu. Thus, the 241Am production in spent UOX fuels is also dependent on BUUOX.

tstart and D describe the transition timing and their corresponding µ of deriva-
tives of a given output have the same sign. One should note that their signs
depend strongly on the initial parameters values of fleet as well as the variation
ranges of parameters. As a dominant parameter on the outputs, the initial power
of fleet is at the high level of range. The random sampling of Ptot,f tends aver-
agely to select a lower level of power than the initial level. This leads to a lower
inventory of plutonium, and thus a smaller NSFR, a higher value of RSubs and a
smaller inventory of MA than sticking to the initial state. The MOX fraction may
have an opposite effect but is weaker than the fleet power variation. High values
of tstart and D delaying the transition then tends to increase the inertia of the ini-
tial fleet state, and thus mitigates the statistical responses of the system to other
parameters. As a result, the increase of tstart and D tends to statistically increase
NSFR and MAtot, and decrease RSubs.

Last but not least, those derivatives of impactful inputs have a similar order
for standard deviation σ as for the mean µ. As mentioned, they have strong
interactions, mainly due to the time effects resulted from the inputs tstart and D.

2.2.4.2 Effect of missload on the grouping and ranking of inputs

Some trajectories may have some missloads due to plutonium shortages for MOX
fabrication, leading to irregular evolution of power level. Missload of some trajec-
tories should be emphasized in this sensitivity analysis. It may result from high
consumption rate of plutonium, e.g. high power level and high MOX fraction, or
low production rate of available plutonium such as high BUUOX. Missload leads
to unexpected fluctuations of power level and may be considered unrealistic de-
pending on the purposes of study. In particular, the power level is not always
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the same as the input parameters indicated in this case. The evolution of mate-
rial inventories can be then deviated depending on the acceptation of missload
in analyses and the definition of validity of strategy or trajectory. However, the
verification of missload requires a complete computation and cannot be decided
in the design of experiment. If missloads are considered unacceptable, one al-
ternative is to add a back-up stock of plutonium for MOX fabrication to avoid the
plutonium shortages. It is evident that the inclusion/exclusion of missload can
change the results of calculation, and thus the ranking of input variables.

To quantify the effect of missload on the ranking, a new ranking have been per-
formed with a new DoE that considers a huge initial stock of plutonium preventing
any missload. The comparison between this new ranking and the previous where
simulations may present some missloads is the subject to this paragraph, taking
200 repetitions and year 2095 as example and shown in Figure 2.12. The ranking
with missloads and the one without missload present a small difference.

(a) σ vs µ of derivatives of outputs, in the case
with missloads

(b) σ vs µ of derivatives of outputs, in the case
without missload

Figure 2.12: σ vs µ of derivatives of outputs in 2095: comparison between the case with
missloads and the one without missload

For NSFR, the major difference of derivatives can be observed on those with
respect to FrMOXf and to Ptot,f . The case with an additional stock of plutonium,
in which missloads are avoided, presents larger µ(d̃NSFR

FrMOXf
) (absolute value) and

larger σ(d̃NSFR
FrMOXf

) than the case in which missloads cannot be excluded. In fact,
when there is no missload, the high consumption rate of plutonium by some
sampled trajectories can be realized and thus a stronger negative effect can be
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perceived. For the same reason, the statistically positive effect contributed by
Ptot,f represented by µ(d̃NSFR

Ptot,f
) is weaker than the case with missloads. Also, the

σ(d̃NSFR
Ptot,f

) without missload is slightly smaller than the one with missloads because
missloads over-estimate the change of NSFR contributed by the variation of Ptot,f .
Actually, missloads due to the increase of Ptot,f result in an accumulation of plu-
tonium inventory more rapidly without the incineration by MOX fuels.

Regarding RSubs, the difference of µ and of σ of derivatives is not measurable.
In terms of MAtot, σ and µ of derivatives with respect to the input tstart, D, Ptot,f

and FrMOXf increase a lot when the availability of plutonium is ensured. These 4
inputs are evidently important factors for the missload, and have globally positive
correlation with MAtot. Missloads owing to the variation of these four inputs lead
to the stop of several irradiation cycles of MOX and thus reduce the production of
MA.

Nevertheless, these two cases, with and without missloads, share a very sim-
ilar pattern of σ(d̃)-µ(d̃). The ranking and grouping of inputs according to their
importance on the given output does not change much regardless of missload.
We can therefore suppose that the ranking of inputs with 200 repetitions is cred-
ible in the previous DoE of Morris method.

2.2.4.3 Ranking of inputs over observation times

For observations in 2050 and 2140, 200 repetitions are considered for the corre-
sponding Morris analysis. One may note that this number is far higher than that
is employed in the original design [53] or some other applications. In fact, a rel-
atively low number is sufficient for a fast screening and to group variables with
acceptable biases. In this study, this high number relies on the foregoing calibra-
tion results, which can be less biased. In order to simplify the visual comparison
of the ranking of inputs over different times of observation, the normalized µ(d̃)
and normalized σ(d̃), denoted as µnorm(d̃) and σnorm(d̃) and defined as

µnorm(d̃oi ) =
µ(d̃oi )

max
j
|µ(d̃oj)|

σnorm(d̃oi ) =
σ(d̃oi )

max
j

σ(d̃oj)

are plotted separately in radar chart in Figure 2.13. This last normalization pro-
cess is only used to simplify the comparisons between different observation times.
Signs of mean values are noted beside the variable names. To give an order of
absolute level of these metric values, the maximal ones used for normalization
for each µnorm and each σnorm are listed in Table 2.2.

The rankings of inputs remains relatively stable over different observation
times. For these three outputs of interest over three times of observation, in-
puts tstart, D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf are always important factors. BUUOX, TCUOX and
MPu have some measurable effects depending on the metrics of outputs. Effect
of BUMOX and TCMOX are negligible.

The interpretation of ranking should be linked to the assumption of variation
and variability of inputs. We could have shown that a variation range of Ptot,f in
[180, 200] GWth, which is a much more reduced range than that in this study,
would have led it to a lower rank. As highlighted above, the variability of inputs
is an important hypothesis of the analysis on which the assessment of inputs
depends.
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(a) µnorm(d̃) and σnorm(d̃) of the output NSFR

(b) µnorm(d̃) and σnorm(d̃) of the output RSubs

(c) µnorm(d̃) and σnorm(d̃) of the output MAtot

Figure 2.13: µnorm(d̃) and σnorm(d̃) of three outputs of interest with respect to nine inputs over
the times of observation
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Obs. time 2050 2095 2140

µnorm(d̃NSFR) µ(d̃NSFR
Ptot,f

) = 1.38 µ(d̃NSFR
Ptot,f

) = 6.32 µ(d̃NSFR
Ptot,f

) = 14.26

σnorm(d̃NSFR) σ(d̃NSFR
tstart ) = 2.58 σ(d̃NSFR

tstart ) = 9.06 σ(d̃NSFR
tstart ) = 18.30

µnorm(d̃RSubs) µ(d̃RSubs
Ptot,f

) = −0.24 µ(d̃RSubs
Ptot,f

) = −0.78 µ(d̃RSubs
Ptot,f

) = −1.58

σnorm(d̃RSubs) σ(d̃RSubs
Ptot,f

) = 0.99 σ(d̃RSubs
D ) = 2.06 σ(d̃RSubs

D ) = 3.10

µnorm(d̃MAtot) µ(d̃MAtot
Ptot,f ) = 6.32 µ(d̃MAtot

Ptot,f ) = 53.17 µ(d̃MAtot
Ptot,f ) = 138.10

σnorm(d̃MAtot) σ(d̃MAtot
Ptot,f

) = 11.08 σ(d̃MAtot
Ptot,f

) = 67.56 σ(d̃MAtot
tstart ) = 148.21

Table 2.2: Maximum metric values of these output metrics with respect to different inputs over
the observation times: µ(d̃NSFR), σ(d̃NSFR), µ(d̃RSubs), σ(d̃RSubs), µ(d̃MAtot) and σ(d̃MAtot)

Meanwhile, the change of absolute values of µ and σ over observation time
should be noted, which can be deduced from Table 2.2 and Figure 2.13. It means
that the absolute change of outputs of interest owing to the given change of
parameters diverges over time. This simple fact can be a crucial factor for the
assessment related to different time horizons of scenario studies.

2.2.5 Discussion and remarks on this preliminary sensitivity analysis
of electro-nuclear studies using Morris method

Morris method is applied to the GSA of an example scenario study in this section.
As a complement of other approaches such as variance-based Sobol indices, this
derivative-based method is used to screen the important inputs for given outputs
of interest. For these three outputs of interest NSFR, RSubs and MAtot, inputs tstart,
D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf are very important factors; BUUOX, TCUOX and MPu have
measurable effects on some outputs; while the effects of BUMOX and TCMOX are
negligible. But as indicated, the validity of method is not mathematically proven
in our case. The results should be taken with precaution.

The first factor that possibly affects the credibility of results can be the depen-
dence of input variables. In this analysis, tstart and D are supposed independent.
One may argue that these two inputs should be dependent because the transi-
tion should finish before the time of observation. Some advanced processing of
Morris method [89] can employ dependent input variables to perform global sen-
sitivity analysis. But in all, whether the time of observation is disconnected from
the end of transition depends on the purpose and the interest of study.

More importantly, if missloads are not allowed, the results of evaluations may
be biased and this could lead to invalid conclusions. The problem of plutonium
shortages can be "solved" by several options, e.g. adjusting the capacity of fab-
rication as presented in [67], or adding a back-up stock of plutonium as done
here if the adjustment is not satisfying. The unrealistic trajectories can then be
turned to a feasible one in simulation. However, they are not definitive solutions:
even if the missload can be avoided by back-up stocks, the corresponding strat-
egy and trajectory is only virtually valid, because the combination of parameters
is physically prohibited. The results that should not exist in reality may bias the
analysis. For example, Ptot,f is highly non-linear with NNSFR or the in-cycle plu-
tonium inventory in this exercise, due to strong interaction with FrMOXf and
other time-related inputs. If missloads are considered invalid and those combi-
nations of inputs are removed, a stronger correlation between Ptot,f and in-cycle
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plutonium inventory can be expected.
Another solution is to cut the trajectories with missloads, and to analyze di-

rectly the valid samples without missload after cut. This option creates implicitly
dependence between input variables that cannot be predicted a-priori in the DoE,
and thus the corresponding analysis method should allow sampling a-posteriori
determined to rank inputs and to investigate input-output relation. When the
fraction of missload in the input space is relatively small, cut-off of the results of
DoE can be applied to Morris method. But in this exercise, the phase space of
missload is measurable, and the number of valid repetitions for a given input is
not ensured for Morris method.

The problem of missload can be generalized to other similar constraint prob-
lems that require post-simulation verification. For instance, the reprocessing of
spent fuels in CLASS is immediate in response to the needs. Some strategies
may lead to an unacceptably high level of reprocessing capacity, requiring calls
of simulation to verify. Nevertheless, the constraints also depend on the interest
of study. Also, the setting of scenario should be reasonable and "intelligent" so
that the fraction of phase space that respects the constraints of interest can be
sufficiently large.

The last remark made in this preliminary analysis is related to the observation
time or the temporal horizon of scenario. It is intuitive that the output differences
owing to different choices of important input parameters diverge over time, and
so is the respect of constraints of the problem, which depends on the temporal
horizon of scenario. In other words, both the absolute impacts of inputs and the
validity of a strategy and a trajectory are temporal. As will be shown in subse-
quent analyses, the strategy assessment can be affected by the time horizon of
scenario studies.

2.3 Methodology of strategy robustness assessment: no-
tions and general framework

In additional to the method of sensitivity analysis applied to electro-nuclear sce-
nario studies, specific framework for the robustness assessment should be built
in this work. The concepts of robustness are defined in this section. As introduced
in chapter 1, the uncertain context of nuclear planning implies various scenarios
and strategies that are not directly comparable. In this section, the methodology
allowing the inter-scenario comparison is presented, regarding the robustness of
strategy subject to the deep uncertainty of objective.

2.3.1 Trajectory, strategy and the relation with objective

Several basic notions need first to be defined clearly. As frequently used in the
preliminary sensitivity analysis, "trajectory" and "strategy" are distinct concepts.
A trajectory denotes the single pathway defined by the total nuclear fleet evo-
lution, and leads to one deterministic simulation. A strategy refers to a future
planning summarizing a set of measures. In this work, a trajectory is the re-
sult of one unique simulation subject to a strategy represented by a group of
input parameters. Even though they are conceptually distinct, a strategy and the
corresponding trajectory can be bijectively matched and considered equivalent
under the common hypotheses and constraints of scenario.

As introduced in [10], some scenario studies aim to investigate the outcomes
with respect to a wide range of possibility of strategies. They are referred to as
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exploratory scenario studies. The strategy performances regarding given objec-
tives are quantified by specifying the outputs of interest and investigating the
responses of outputs to a large diversity of strategies of interest. Meanwhile,
some studies back-cast the dedicated choices of strategy to a given future ob-
jective. They are called normative scenario studies. In this kind of study, criteria
describing the objective in quantitative manner are imposed on the output re-
sponses to given strategies. The phase space that satisfy the criteria can then
be identified as the ones that achieve the given objective.

The studies in this work are rather exploratory scenario studies: a wide range
of strategies are explored, and the performance of a given strategy are evalu-
ated. Strategies that satisfy given criteria of interest are identified, and they are
compared according to the objectives considered.

2.3.2 Deep uncertainty of objective and possible options to consider
them

The decision-making processes for future fleet transitions are driven by different
objectives that may evolve drastically. More than uncertainty this is even a deep
uncertainty on the objective because both the probability and the time of change
are unknown. Depending on the evolution of industry operation, economic es-
timation, political decision and public opinions, the change of objective can be
abrupt for which it lacked clear anticipation in the past. This kind of change is
called the disruption of objective in this work. Note that it is distinguished from
the disruption of parameter in the study of resilience in [49, 81].

As introduced in Chapter 1, the evolution of policy changes regarding SFR de-
ployment in France, can be viewed as an example of disruption of objective. The
deployment of SFR is deeply uncertain given the insufficient competitiveness of
economic estimation and technological challenges. Without the option of SFR,
the minimization of TRU inventories with limited measures and limited need in
new technologies can be crucial. To build a firm framework of methodology, ob-
jectives of two incompatible futures are taken as examples for this study:

• Obj. A: To allow the use of plutonium and the reprocessing of TRU in fur-
ther design, deployment of SFRs in the whole French fleet is planned. This
objective is considered pre-selected in this study.

• Obj. B: The future deployment of SFR is no longer a priority; in this per-
spective, the transuranic inventories in the total cycle should be minimized,
without the need of SFR or any technology not yet proven. It is linked to the
disruption of prior objective A.

The ambiguity on the plutonium status, whether it should be considered as a
waste or a valuable matter, is the first consequence of the deep uncertainty on
the SFR deployment. The operation of SFR of European design demands a large
inventory of plutonium. If SFR deployment is considered, the plutonium produced
in the cycle is a valuable resource for the start of future SFR. On the contrary, if
SFR deployment is not considered, plutonium produced in the cycle can become
the material which we aim to minimize. Since the major part of TRU inventories
in the total cycle of PWR UOX and PWR MOX is contributed by the plutonium
which can be potentially used for SFR operation, the relevant minimization may
seem contradictory to the objective of SFR deployment, even though they are
not entirely incompatible. In the following, we consider that these two objectives
are completely independent.
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Strategy assessments subject to uncertainties require dedicated methods,
which have been developed since long time in decision-making studies. One
intuitive option is to optimize the expected utility inside a random future state
with probabilities, to be one or the other considered future through an estimated
probability density function. However, there can be significant biases when the
probability function is not well agreed upon. Particularly, under the context of
deep uncertainty, the probability cannot be described precisely by definition, and
it may lead to considerable vulnerabilities within the choice of strategy [51, 90].
Another option is to be as precautionary and conservative as possible for any
change, constructing a strategy that is guaranteed to work in all possible future
states. But this may lead in many cases to important sacrifices regarding the
original objective [91].

To ensure acceptable strategy outcomes subject to deep uncertainty, robust
decision-making is needed. Various robustness studies involve a large diversity
of processes, designs and metrics of evaluation, employing diverse but concep-
tually similar notions and concepts [51, 90, 92]. [47] summarizes systematically
four categories of strategies regarding the deep uncertainty of future evolution
and possible disruptions: resistance, resilience, static robustness and adaptive
robustness. Terminologies in [47] are mainly introduced in this work and the rel-
evant concepts are adapted to the electro-nuclear scenario studies, as schema-
tized in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Schema of the concepts resistance, resilience, static robustness and adaptive ro-
bustness adapted to the electro-nuclear scenario studies

Resistance and resilience refer to the capacity of a given strategy to absorb
the impacts of uncertainties of system parameters regarding the respect of given
criteria or constraints. A resistant strategy is able to offset the effects of dis-
rupted parameters by the endogenous adjustments by the system itself without
any external adjustments. Precaution is usually considered in advance for uncer-
tain disruptions in a resistant strategy. But in some cases the impacts of param-
eter disruption can be unbearable; exogenous readjustments outside the system
are necessary to compensate the unacceptable results from disruption and to
recover the system. If the respect of criteria is guaranteed by these exogenous
adaptations, the strategy is then considered resilient. A concrete example of
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strategy resilience assessment in electro-nuclear scenario study can be found in
[49]. In this example the French nuclear fleet is studied, subject to the constraints
in terms of reprocessing capacities, quantity of separated stockpiles, inventories
of spent fuels and MOX fraction. The respect for these constraints is regarded as
the criterion to identify the strategies of interest. Due to the deep uncertainty
on the future installed capacity, the evolution of electricity supply is disrupted,
and the resistance as well as the resilience of possible strategies are investigated
regarding their performances on the constraints.

Static and adaptive robustness describe the capacity of strategy to adapt to
uncertain disruptions of objectives. The objectives imply instructively the criteria
to respect. Static robustness represents the acceptable goodness level of out-
comes resulted from a given strategy for all possible conditions. Such strategy
can fulfill any objective finally adopted without additional readjustments. Adap-
tive robustness quantifies the performance of reevaluation with adaptation in
case of disruption of objective or constraint criteria.

The objective disruption is studied in this work, and correspondingly, the ro-
bustness of strategies of interest is assessed. The following sections present
how the concepts and methods of robustness assessment are adapted to electro-
nuclear scenarios in this study.

2.3.3 Static robustness: a precautionary approach

The study of static strategy is essential due to the nature of deep uncertainty. It
highlights the performance boundaries of the strategies that are currently avail-
able. More precisely, a static strategy means that the time-dependent configura-
tion of fuel cycle is determined in the beginning, and the parameters evolve as ini-
tially planned without further dynamic readjustments outside this pre-determined
planning, even in case of disruption. The static robustness assessment investi-
gates the performance of static strategies with respect to different objectives.

In our example, the SFR deployment is the pre-selected objective A, but there
is always a doubt of changing this planning. If this objective is disrupted, the TRU
inventories in the total cycle should be minimized at least within the currently
available technology. A robust static strategy implies that by implementing this
strategy, objective A can be achieved, while the TRU inventory in total cycle
is sufficiently low if A is disrupted and B is considered. It is equivalent to an
appropriate strategy with good performances for all possible objectives in a multi-
objective problem.

The static robustness of strategy can be thus investigated by non-disrupted
scenario studies. Under the context before any disruption, WPS is used for the
analysis of scenario, and a strategy space can be created in terms of fuel cycle
transitions to explore the possibilities to achieve given objectives. The outputs
of interest to quantify the performance of strategies with respect to two objec-
tives should be defined. After the simulations of sampled strategies, the analysis
of outputs indicates the strategy performances regarding given objectives, with
dedicated criteria to identifying robust static strategies. These criteria can be
determined by specific thresholds, or as presented in the subsequent analyses,
by deterministic calculation.

Due to the contradiction of two objectives, robust static strategy is supposed
to be a precautionary option to avoid unacceptable consequences in any situa-
tion. Analysis of robust static strategy can reveal the necessary precautionary
actions which should be considered before any disruption to counterbalance the
uncertainty of objective.

One may interpret the implementation of static strategy as a hypothesis of
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a scenario. In fact, the degree of liberty of fuel cycle readjustment in case of
disruption is not obvious, and it is possible that the fuel cycle has to stick to
the original planning of pre-disruption strategy. Static robustness assessment
indicates then the performance of strategy under this hypothesis.

2.3.4 Adaptive robustness: a dynamic approach with post-disruption
readjustments

The counterpart of static robustness is to look for appropriate adaptations in case
of disruption. The relevant assessments of adaptive robustness of strategies re-
quires a dedicated scenario of adaptation, which confirms the disruption and dif-
fers from the pre-disruption scenario context. This post-disruption scenario starts
from a given prior trajectory, which may be the result of a pre-disruption strat-
egy. At the first step, the trajectory of a representative pre-disruption strategy
achieving objective A, or an optimal strategy for objective A, can be chosen to de-
termine the prior trajectory. In fact, it is intuitive to employ the trajectory related
to objective A because it is pre-selected before any disruption.

The trajectory can be adapted from different times because the disruption
is deeply uncertain. After the disruption, objective B is adopted in an updated
context. A new space of adaptive strategy can be created, different from the pre-
disruption one. Employing the similar analysis method, the performance of avail-
able adaptive strategies is investigated to indicate which readjustments have to
be made to adapt to objective B.

Adaptations can always improve the performance regarding objective B, in
comparison to the prior trajectory, or at least keep it at the same level. To high-
light the effects of adaptation and to carry out inter-scenario comparison between
static and adaptive robustness, a threshold as criterion level deduced from the
phase space of pre-disruption strategy can be used. The most conservative strat-
egy for objective B among pre-disruption strategies that achieve objective A can
be chosen, as in Chapter 3; it is called robust static optimum in this work. Note
that this conditional optimum is different from the global optimum for objective
B, due to the priority of objective A before any disruption. The robust static op-
timum, leading to minimal TRU inventories among those achieving objective A,
indicates the best achievable level among historical available choices. The dif-
ference between the results of prior trajectory and the outcomes of this optimum
implies the regret from the implemented pre-disruption strategy under the dis-
ruption of objective; readjustments are thus explored to countervail this regret.
The trajectories with adaptation are then compared with the robust static opti-
mum. If the adaptive strategy performs better than the robust static optimum,
the concatenation of that implemented pre-disruption strategy and this adaptive
one is considered adaptively robust, and this adaptation is called robust adaptive
strategy.

The choice of the criterion level for comparison is not unique. Similar to the
criteria related to static robustness, it can be decided by meaningful thresholds
from the estimation of industry or political decisions; but as presented in the fol-
lowing chapters, the validity of threshold is sometimes difficult to justify, whereas
the assessment can be highly sensitive to the choice of value. Therefore, criteria
from deterministic runs, such as the robust static optimum, can be more useful.

The main objective of this Ph.D thesis is to build a methodology for robustness
assessment for electro-nuclear scenario studies. Chapter 3 adapts this frame-
work to offer a first glance for the robustness assessment dependent on a prede-
termined time or a preset time horizon. Chapter 4 aims to free the assessment
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from these temporal hypotheses.

2.3.5 Remarks on the methodology of robustness assessment

The framework of robustness assessment previously illustrated is still narrative,
since the assumptions or other implicit hypotheses of scenario study are not com-
pletely defined. To perform effectively the study, the assessment process can be
translated into mathematical operations; but it means that the relevant hypothe-
ses should be explicitly highlighted for the interpretation of results.

Actually, even the given examples of objectives are also all narrative, indicat-
ing the strategic orientation without sufficient accuracy. The relevant interpre-
tation of these objectives into mathematical criteria and the choice of relevant
output metrics can be diverse depending on the interest of analysts or stake-
holders [92]. The strategic orientation of objective, the numeric interpretation
of objective, and the choice of threshold related to a given objective, may corre-
spond respectively to three different levels of deep uncertainties of objective.

Another factor that can affect the assessment is the exploratory space of strat-
egy in both pre-disruption and adaptation scenario studies, which indicates the
variability of inputs and richness of options, depending on the context, hypothe-
ses of scenario, and the interest of analysts or stakeholders [91]. As an example,
the resilience study in [49] shows the significant impact of different preferences
on input values of strategy on the resilience assessment. It also indicates the
necessary modifications of the fuel cycle for robust adaptations, which motivates
the discussion among stakeholders.

2.4 Conclusion of this chapter

In this chapter, the fuel cycle simulator CLASS and relevant physics models have
been introduced. A simulation of the historical French fleet by CLASS has also
been presented to set an appropriate starting point for subsequent scenario stud-
ies.

To analyze the fuel cycle responses to the variation of fuel cycle parameters,
Morris method [53] was used for the GSA. An exploratory scenario inspired from
the French fleet of PWR UOX and MOX from 2015 to 2140 was considered, focus-
ing on the variations of nine input parameters and the responses of three outputs.
This exploratory study provides an example of an electro-nuclear scenario study
and allows to clarify the choices made for the more complicated studies in the
subsequent chapters. For all three outputs NSFR, RSubs and MAtot, the input Ptot,f
standing for the final power level of fleet after transition has a dominant influ-
ence. Its interaction with other inputs like tstart and D characterizing the timing
of transition, and the final MOX fraction FrMOXf and the burn-up of UOX BUUOX,
also have measurable effects on these outputs, in particular NSFR. The cooling
time for spent UOX fuels TCUOX and the reprocessing orderMPu account for some
variation of MAtot. MOX-related parameters, BUMOX and TCMOX, however, have
limited influence on these three outputs of interest.

To take the deep uncertainty of objective for nuclear future into account, the
framework for strategy robustness assessment was introduced. Two types of sce-
narios of interest have been described. One is the pre-disruption scenario, which
identifies the reference strategy optimized for the single pre-selected objective,
and also the set of robust static strategies which trade the performance on the
pre-selected objective for the one linked to the disruption. Before any disrup-
tion, robust static strategies can be interpreted as taking precautionary action
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with conservative attitude, and in case of disruption it may lead to acceptable
outcomes even without post-disruption readjustment. The other is adaptation
scenario, which allows post-disruption readjustments. The performance of adap-
tive strategies based on a given prior trajectory will be compared with an optimal
level deduced from the pre-disruption scenario. If this adaptive strategy has a
better outcome than this level, it means the adaptation is able to adapt the sit-
uation to the best level that could be chosen before disruption, and thus can be
considered robust.

However, the framework defined this way needs more precise characterization
to be practically applicable. In the following chapters, the methodology to assess
robustness are presented. Chapter 3 and 4 differ in the additional assumptions
and the definition of numerical criteria concerning the dependency on the time
horizon of scenarios.



Chapter 3

Robustness assessment with a preset time
horizon of scenario

Introduction

The methodology of scenario analysis and robustness assessment presented in
Chapter 2 needs a very precise and clear formulation of each problem of interest.
One way to determine if a given objective is fulfilled is to estimate and evaluate
the relevant outputs of interest at a given time. In this chapter, two objectives,
one related to SFR deployment and the other linked to the minimization of TRU
inventories without SFR, are redefined as mathematical expressions that focus
on observations at the end of scenario, with deterministic criteria and relevant
outputs of interest.

This formulation of the problem implies that the robustness assessment of
strategies depends strongly on the temporal horizon of the scenario. As revealed
in the example scenario of Section 2.2, the observation time can be a key factor
in assessment, since the absolute values of outputs evolve over the time. Never-
theless, an objective defined with a given point of time is quite common in lots of
projects and perspectives, which set a clear and explicit reference point to eval-
uate the results and performance of implemented strategies. This point of view
with a set time horizon is a common way for strategy assessment. For instance,
this is how the French strategy is discussed in different national institutions.

Within a set time horizon and at a predetermined observation time, the per-
formance of strategies can be well-defined and strategies of interest can be as-
sessed depending on the chosen objectives. Using Wide Parametric Sweeping
techniques to investigate the statistical behaviors of fuel cycle in a huge phase
space of parameters, a large sized sampling of strategies is performed. As in-
dicated in Section 2.1, thousands of simulations of individual reactors require a
heavy management of fuel cycle parameters and computational cost. Simplifica-
tion of macro reactor is thus applied. Note that under the assumption of macro
reactor, parameters of same type of reactor are uniform and their behaviors are
synchronized.

To perform the strategy assessment, numerical formulation of problem and
the criteria for the assessment are determined in Section 3.1, introducing new
assumptions to clarify all numerical criteria. The pre-disruption scenario study is
performed in Section 3.2, using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to evaluate
the importance of inputs on two possible outputs of interest. The physical anal-
ysis of all simulated trajectories considers both objectives equally. However, the
selection of different particular strategies relies on the choice of the primary (or
pre-selected) objective which is here the deployment of SFR. Using the criteria of
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static robustness assessment, two strategies are identified. The first one is refer-
ence strategy, which is optimal for the single pre-selected objective without any
regard on the secondary. And the second one is the robust static optimum. These
two strategies represents two extreme cases in the Pareto front. The Pareto front
standing for the zone of trade-offs between two contradictory objectives is also
analyzed.

In Section 3.3, adaptive strategies are studied, based on the prior trajectory
of reference strategy. According to the criteria defined in Section 3.1, the tem-
porality of adaptive robustness is determined. Finally, Section 3.4 considers a
different numerical formulation of the secondary objective. The new numerical
criteria is built to decouple the objective from the uncertainty on the total fleet
power evolution. Furthermore, this new reformulation allows to study the influ-
ence of problem formulation on the strategy assessment.

3.1 Problem formulation

3.1.1 Determination of numeric criteria

The problem considers the deeply uncertain disruption of objective. Based on
the French fuel cycle, two possible objectives with respect to two different future
states are taken as examples: one is the substitution for PWR-fleet with SFRs,
and the other is to minimize TRU inventories in total cycle without SFR.

The time horizon of the scenarios studied in this chapter should be defined
before anything. Time horizon represents primarily the time of interest in the
study. The results beyond horizon are not of interest. In this chapter, the sce-
nario starts in year 2015 and ends in year 2090. This choice of horizon matches
possible reactor fleet transitions. According to the start time of PWRs and the
estimation of reactor life limit ranging from 40 to 60 years, the generation of cur-
rent PWRs will start their decommissioning from year 2020, and the fleet will be
progressively replaced with EPRs [39]. Year 2090 corresponds then to the end of
this generation of EPRs and to the time period for next replacement of fleet with
new generation reactors after EPRs, possibly SFRs. Two objectives of interest are
connected with the end, year 2090, which means that the strategy performances
are directly quantified by the corresponding results in year 2090. It represents a
natural choice of perspective, setting a time point to evaluate strategies.

The preset time horizon of scenario implies that the trajectories with missloads
before 2090 are not acceptable, and thus unfeasible in practise. The replace-
ment with UOX in case of plutonium shortages for MOX is not modeled because
it hides the real MOX fraction which is different from the value indicated by input
parameters of strategy. Trajectories and the relevant strategies with missloads
are considered invalid in this study, and are then discarded before any strategy
assessment.

In this time frame, only PWRs UOX and PWRs MOX similar to what exist in
the French fuel cycle, are simulated. In the following illustration, the objective
A denotes the pre-selected objective related to SFR deployment, and objective
B denotes the TRU minimization. Even though both objectives are considered,
no innovative system nor advanced fuel is modeled. This absence of simula-
tion of SFR or multi-recycling of plutonium only allows for a rough estimation
on the strategy performance for objective A. For a more precise evaluation of
strategies in regards to objective A, several other hypotheses would be needed,
but it would greatly complexify the study. This choice of a simplified evaluation
keeps the physical analysis clear without the loss of generality: only the effects
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of depletion of PWR UOX and PWR MOX are involved, and it avoids complicated
technical details concerning the behaviors of innovative systems and transition
details during the substitution phase.

Trajectories and strategies related to SFR deployment have been widely ana-
lyzed in various studies with various purposes, such as the consequences of final
system configuration of fleet on fuel cycle [93, 21], the back-end reprocessing
mode of spent fuels [93], the impact of deployment schedule on uranium con-
sumption and wastes [43]. In this work, these technological issues and related
consequences are not detailed and we focus on the valorization of plutonium and
relevant constraints on material availability. To quantify the performance in re-
gards to objective A, the substitution ratio RSubs defined by Equation 2.11 in Chap-
ter 2 is used. As a reminder, RSubs measures the plutonium availability to replace
the whole PWR-fleet with SFRs, with the hypotheses of given plutonium content
in the fresh fuel (17%), the default specific power of future SFR (48 W/gHM), the
necessary recycling time of plutonium (seven years including the fabrication of
fresh fuel and cooling of spent fuel), etc. As assessments are connected with the
end of scenario, RSubs(t = 2090) of trajectories resulting from possible strategies
are calculated.

Objective A represents the goal of the substitution of fleet with SFRs. Under
the assumption of time-set evaluation in year 2090 and the relevant connection
with output RSubs, objective A demands strategies achieving RSubs(t = 2090) = 1.
This implies that the material availability in 2090 allows the entire substitution
of PWR-fleet with SFRs. However, due to the assumptions on the estimation of
RSubs, margins should be taken to ensure the entire replacement. Objective A is
then recast in criterion A as:

• Ct-set
A : Giving priority to RSubs(t = 2090) > 1, maximization of RSubs(t = 2090).

where t-set means that criterion A and objective A studied in this chapter depend
on the evaluation in year 2090. The larger the margin, the more at ease the
substitution of PWRs with SFRs is.

One may argue that the plutonium inventories should not be in excess even
if SFRs are deployed. For example, RSubs(t = 2090) = 10 may be an inappropriate
choice because too much plutonium is out of use even after the full fleet substi-
tution. Since ranges of RSubs(t = 2090) of possible strategies in the given strat-
egy space cannot be anticipated, an acceptable range indicated by two bound-
ary thresholds can be an alternative. Under different context of future states in
robustness study, a criterion determining a so-called optimal or representative
strategy is a better choice. Choosing the representative with average input val-
ues among target ones [94] or using clustering methods as suggested in [95] is
then possible, but requires additional hypotheses and relevant interpretations.
In this study, as will be shown in the following analyses, the use of Ct-set

A is a-
posteriori justified because RSubs(t = 2090) never reach extremely high values.
Because of that, this criterion can determine directly a so-called optimal strategy
of objective A and simplify the analysis.

One may also note that RSubs(2090) > 1 implies the complete replacement of
fleet with SFRs by 2090 (from the angle of plutonium availability), which is a
deployment schedule much faster than most planned deployment [21, 43]. In
this work, an accelerated deployment is considered which amplifies the contrast
between the two future states and objectives, and thus emphasizes the impact
of disruption.

Similarly, objective B can be recast in criterion B as:

• Ct-set
B : Minimization of TRU inventory in total cycle including that in the wastes

in 2090, TRUtot(t = 2090).
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TRU considered in this work mainly consists of neptunium, plutonium, americium
and curium.

When the future state and objective are uncertain in the pre-disruption sce-
nario, taking precautionary actions can be a good choice. To determine such
strategy, a conditional criterion CB|A can be useful:

• Ct-set
B|A : Minimization of TRUtot(t = 2090) among all valid strategies achieving

RSubs(2090) > 1.

The notation of B|A means that objective B is considered but only in condition
objective A is fulfilled. Ct-set

B|A is therefore a criterion different from Ct-set
A which pur-

sues purely objective A without consideration of disruption. Ct-set
B|A will be used to

determine the so-called robust static optimum in the analysis of static robust-
ness in pre-disruption scenario. On the contrary, if the objective is disrupted, the
SFR deployment is no longer of interest, and Ct-set

B should be used to search for
optimal readjustments in adaptation scenario.

3.1.2 Possible source of bias affecting the assessment

Even after the reformulation of the problem in numeric criteria without ambigu-
ity, several sources of bias may still be involved in the strategy assessment. First
of all, there are the systematic errors in each CLASS simulation. Subject to the
lack of industry and experimental feedback, simulation errors of CLASS can only
be quantified by benchmarks with reference simulations. The errors induced by
cross-section predictors of ANN can be compared with Monte Carlo depletion cal-
culations, as quantified in [55].

For modeling errors, as indicated in Section 2.1 and in [56], the lack of fuel
batches modelling in CLASS (even if approximation is made, see Section 2.1)
leads to a bias on in-core inventories much larger than the depletion predic-
tors. These errors are mainly reflected on "local" inventories, such as that in
pools, stocks and fabrication plants, coming from the FLM. But thanks to the pre-
cision of cross-section predictors, biases may compensate themselves between
the loaded inventories and the discharged ones. Thus, the outputs of interest
defined in this study, RSubs and TRUtot, which depend on "global" inventories in
the cycle, are not so biased as "local" inventories.

Another source of uncertainties comes from the hypotheses of scenario study.
An impactful one is the respect of irradiation cycle and synchronization effect
due to the use of macro reactors. The timing of fuel cycle transitions respects the
irradiation cycles of those macro reactors. The use of macro reactor assumption
synchronizes all reactors of the same type. The change of parameters of all PWR
UOXs may take place only one irradiation cycle after the beginning of transition.
A typical irradiation cycle of UOX and MOX last around four years. Consequently,
there is a maximal bias on the beginning of transition around four years in this
study.

As an indirect results of this timing shift due to the respect of irradiation cycle,
the inventories of plutonium and MA at a given time is also deviated. In the
current fleet, 169.3 GWth at nominal state is contributed by PWR UOX and 18.8
GWth is contributed by PWR MOX. Normalized by the power level and based on
the simulation of a 900-MWe reactor (2785 MWth of thermal power in nominal
state) in Section 2.2.1, the production of plutonium and MA in one irradiation
cycle of all UOX fuels are respectively 49 tons and 4.3 tons. For MOX fuels, those
productions are respectively -10 tons and 1.6 tons. Hence, if the irradiation cycles
are not respected, the deviation on the estimation of plutonium inventory in one
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cycle may range between -10 and 49 tons. The deviation in terms of MA can
reach around 6 tons. These ranges of bias are deduced from the extreme cases
with synchronization of reactors, and they are therefore the most conservative
estimations.

As for hypotheses on scenario outputs, the most impactful are probably the as-
sumptions on the estimation of RSubs. Because of this importance we will explicit
them more clearly than what was presented in Section 2.2. As mentioned therein,
the plutonium content in the fresh fuels of future SFR is supposed to be 17%, and
the value of RSubs is proportional to plutonium content in fresh SFR fuels. How-
ever, this content may fluctuate due to the variation of isotopic composition of
plutonium in stocks. This dependency is systematically studied in [57, 42], based
on ASTRID-like reactor. The plutonium content in fresh fuel is highly correlated
with the plutonium quality, which is defined as the ratio between the quantity
of odd-number isotopes and the quantity of even-number isotopes of plutonium,
denoted as Puo/Pue in [57, 42]. Extrapolating the results in [42], the maximum
uncertainty of Puo/Pue in the spent fuels of French fleet leads to at most 6.5% of
relative bias on the estimation of RSubs in this study.

3.2 pre-disruption scenario and static robustness analysis

Numeric criteria with respect to uncertain objectives allow us to analyze quan-
titatively the impact of a disruption. In this section, the pre-disruption scenario,
in which the disruption is still uncertain, is studied. Strategies of interest in this
scenario are analyzed and their static robustness can be assessed. Before all,
a basic analysis on the behavior of fuel cycle in response to diverse options of
parameters should be performed.

Eight inputs and two outputs are considered (three outputs in the case of plu-
tonium shortage study). Conventional graphical techniques can be exhaustive
but give limited information if it lacks quantitative analysis. Meanwhile, even
though Morris method used in Section 2.2 gives a primary insight on the behav-
ior of fuel cycle, it may be biased when valid observations do not match well
the original DoE. To address these issues, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
is used to analyze the input-output relation and to figure out the importance of
inputs with respect to given output. After that, inputs can be grouped, and graph-
ical techniques can be used on different groups as a complement and verification
of the analysis. From the analysis, specific strategies from the Pareto front are
analyzed and compared, leading to the definition of robust static strategies which
is clarified in the last part of section.

3.2.1 Description of pre-disruption scenario

The pre-disruption scenario, inspired from the French nuclear fuel cycle of PWR
UOX and PWR MOX, starts from year 2015 and ends in year 2090. Similar to
the scenario illustrated in Section 2.2, strategies of interest are linked to the
transition of fleet according to the French national strategy, pursuing objective A
and B, as shown in Figure 3.1. The transition starts from the time tstart and lasts
a time period D. tstart ranges from year 2030 to 2050, a time interval related to
the decommissioning of large number of old reactors and the start of new EPRs.
These two time variables characterize the timing of transition. The transition is
supposed to finish before year 2090, which means that tstart + D < 2090. After
tstart, burn-ups BUUOX and BUMOX, cooling time of spent UOX fuels TCUOX and the
management of spent UOX fuels for reprocessing MPu change immediately. As
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the evolution of fleet in pre-disruption scenario

revealed by the analysis of Morris method in Section 2.2, the change of cooling
time of spent MOX fuels does not have any effect on two outputs of interest RSubs

and TRUtot and it is not considered here. In this study, it is set to five years. Even
though the burn-up of MOX BUMOX influences little these two outputs of interest,
it may affect the mass of plutonium demanded for MOX and thus the plutonium
shortage and the missloads. It is therefore considered in this study. During the
transition, total thermal power of fleet and global MOX fraction change linearly,
reaching their final values, Ptot,f and FrMOXf respectively, at the end of transition
and kept constant until year 2090.

Under the macro reactor assumption, only two reactors are simulated, repre-
senting respectively the global behaviors of PWR UOX and PWR MOX. In summary,
a strategy in this pre-disruption scenario is characterized by eight input variables,
presented in Table 3.1. Difference on Ptot,f and FrMOXf from the ones in the pre-
liminary analysis in Section 2.2 can be noted. In terms of Ptot,f , the lower bound of
power level corresponds to 50% of current level instead of 10%. Because objec-
tive A targeting the SFR deployment in the future is pre-selected, a power level
corresponding to phase-out in the fuel cycle is not of interest. The lower bound
50% of current level covers the envisaged decrease of nuclear installed capacity
in [18] with reasonable margins. In terms of the MOX fraction, 10% as the initial
level is chosen, different from 7.6% selected in Chapter 2.

Input var. Init. value Min. Max. Unit Explanation

tstart - 2030 2050 - Starting time of transition

D - 10 2090-tstart year Duration of transition

Ptot,f 188.1 94.1 282.2 GWth Total thermal power of the fleet after transition

FrMOXf 10 0 30 % MOX fraction after transition

BUUOX 45.3 30 60 GWd/t Modified burnup of UOX fuels

BUMOX 45 30 60 GWd/t Modified burnup of MOX fuels

TCUOX 5 3 10 year Modified cooling time of spent UOX fuels

MPu 1/LiFo 1/LiFo 2/FiFo - Modified management of spent UOX fuels

Table 3.1: Strategy space of pre-disruption scenario

To achieve an efficient sampling in this 8-dimension variable space, Latin Hy-
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percube Sampling (LHS) is used for the DoE [96, 97, 98]. To guarantee the de-
pendence of D on tstart, a cut is done in the hypercube. A sampling with a size
larger than 10000 is generated by software R [99], and 6401 are kept after the
cut.

All these trajectories are simulated by CLASS. The results are graphically pre-
sented at the end of this section. Given the huge amount of data, we first try to
extract statistically the important parameters for the outputs.

3.2.2 Introduction of principal component analysis: a flexible option
to study the input-output relation of system of interest

As shown in Section 2.2, some methods of GSA , such as Morris method and
Sobol indices, may be too complicated when the fraction of valid observations
is uncertain or varies depending on the purpose of analysis. In this chapter, the
method of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is introduced, which is flexible
regarding this complicated feature of validity.

PCA is a method of multivariate analysis, which can be applied directly to the
valid samples selected by analyst. In principle, for a given variable vector of inter-
est, PCA identifies the orthonormal linear transformations that can explain suc-
cessively the maximal variances. Suppose a p-dimension original variable vector
X, whose correlation matrix is C. PCA identifies the first variable Y1, which is the
normalized linear combination of these p original variables that maximizes the
variance among all possible linear combinations. Then the second variable Y2 of
normalized linear combination is identified, which maximizes the variance among
all possible linear combinations but subject to the orthonormality to Y1. The it-
erative steps are carried out to identify one-by-one new variables as normalized
linear combinations of original variables that maximize the variance, subject to
the orthonormality to previously identified variables. p new variables, called Prin-
cipal Component (PC), are then generated, denoted as Y s or a p-dimension vari-
able vector Y in the subsequent analyses. The original variable vector X and the
new variable vector of PCs Y can be written in a matrix form as

Y = AX

or
X = A−1Y = AtY

where matrixA denotes the orthonormal transformation matrix, and its elements
are denoted as αij. Because of the orthomormality, its inverse A−1 is its trans-
posed At.

It can be shown [100, 101] that under these criteria of variance maximization
and the orthonormality, the variance of the j-th PC Yj, is actually the j-th largest
eigenvalue λj of the correlation matrix C; the relevant linear combination is then
the corresponding normalized eigenvector. Or equivalently,

λi = max
b⊥Pi−1

V (bX) = αi·X (3.1)

where Pi−1 denotes the space created by i−1 previously identified PCs (Y1, Y2, . . . , Yi−1),
V denotes the variance, and αi· = (αi1, αi2, . . . , αip) denotes the i-th row of A. The
correlation matrix of PCs Y is therefore a diagonal matrix L = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λp).

Some analysts use covariance matrix instead of correlation matrix of X to
deduce PCs. Numerical results can be quite different with respect to the choice,
and so is the relevant interpretation of results. The huge difference of variability
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of original variables in this work requires standardization according to their own
variability, which implies the use of correlation matrix.

The total variance of original variables, denoted as Vtot in the following illus-
tration, is usually used to represent the sum of variances of original variables.
According to the definitions above, it is also the sum of variances of PCs:

Vtot =

p∑
i=1

V (Xi) = tr(C) =

p∑
i=1

V (Yi) =

p∑
i=1

λi = tr(L) (3.2)

where tr denotes the trace of matrix, and it equals to p in this work because
PCs are deduced from correlation matrix C. In some applications, the sum of
few largest variances is quite approximate to Vtot. Those corresponding PCs can
explain the major part of variability ofX. In this case, the original high-dimension
of variable space can be reduced to a lower dimension space, so that the problem
is simplified. But we will see it is never the case in our studies, showing that we
do not have too many input parameters. Meanwhile, if the smallest variance of
PCs λp is far smaller than Vtot (i.e. λp << 1/p), Yp accounts for little variability of
X, implying a linear dependency among original variables [101]. In fact, the Yp in
this case can be regarded as a constant compared to global behavior of X, which
implies the correlation of original variables:

p∑
i=1

αpiXi = Yp ≈ Constant (3.3)

Another feature of PC useful in our study, concerns the squared correlation of
a given original variable Xi and a given PC Yj, denoted as ρ2(Xi, Yj). Evidently,

Xi =

p∑
j=1

αjiYj (3.4)

According to the orthonormality of A, the variance of Xi can be written as

V (Xi) =

p∑
j=1

α2
jiV (Yj) (3.5)

and

ρ2(Xi, Yj) =
α2
kiV

2(Yj)

V (Xi)V (Yj)
=
α2
kiV (Yj)

V (Xi)
(3.6)

Equations 3.5 and 3.6 reveal together that ρ2(Xi, Yj) can be interpreted as the
fraction of variability of Xi explained by the variation of PC Yj [100]. If it is near
1, Xi can be approximated by Yj, which also means that a linear combination of
original variables represented by Yj shows a similar variation pattern as Xi. In
this case, the coefficients of linear combination indicates the importance weight
of original variables on Yj as well as on Xi, because they share highly similar
variation.

In this study, inputs and output are regarded as components of the original
variable vector X. According to the method above, ρ2(Xout, Yj) (where Xout stands
for the output variable) with respect to each PC Yj is calculated, and the compo-
sition of the PC with the highest squared correlation coefficient is investigated.
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3.2.3 Application of PCA to the analysis of pre-disruption scenario

3.2.3.1 Primary analysis on missload

Depending on the purpose of study, PCA can be applied to those observations de-
termined after simulations. Before assessing strategies with respect to RSubs(t =
2090) and TRUtot(t = 2090), it is important to analyze the missloads of all sampled
strategies.

All 6401 sample strategies are taken into account. The number of missloads
in 2090, denoted as NML(t = 2090) resulted from a strategy, is regarded as the
output in this part of analysis. To simplify the notations, "year 2090" is omitted
in this section; but it should be always noted that the observation of outputs of
interest are always the one in the year 2090.

At the first glance on the histogram of NML in Figure 3.2, almost half of strate-
gies meet plutonium shortages for MOX fabrication before 2090 (NML(t = 2090) >
0), while 3214 do not have missload.

Figure 3.2: Histogram of number of missloads NML of static strategy samples

This proportion of missloaded strategies is measurable. Discarding the miss-
loaded strategies is equivalent to remove a certain portion of input phase space.
The dependencies of inputs can be shown by the correlation matrix of inputs be-
fore and after the cut of trajectories with missloads presented in Table 3.2. In
this table, only the correlation coefficients larger than 0.1 are presented; the up-
per triangle contains the coefficients with respect to all 6401 samples, while the
lower triangle corresponds to those 3124 samples without missload after the cut.
When there is not cut of trajectories with missloads, only tstart and D presents
a correlation coefficient larger than 0.1, which is created by the dependency of
the preliminary cut that supposes tstart + D < 2090. Due to the use of LHS, other
correlations are negligible, which are actually smaller than 0.03. The cut of trajec-
tories with missloads mainly creates the correlation on the pair of Ptot,f -FrMOXf ,
and the pair of FrMOXf -BUUOX, presented in lower triangle of Table 3.2. Subject
to the plutonium availability, a relatively high FrMOXf requires a relatively low
Ptot,f to limit the consumption rate of plutonium in spent UOX fuels, and demands
a relatively low BUUOX so that plutonium in the stock of spent UOX can be accu-
mulated efficiently. These correlations induced by the validity of trajectory are
not surprising, but it shows the advantage of PCA relative to the Morris method
presented in Chapter 2.
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Cor. Coef. tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

tstart 1. -0.24
D -0.23 1.
Ptot,f 1.

FrMOXf -0.24 1.
BUUOX -0.21 1.
BUMOX 1.
TCUOX 1.
MPu 1.

Table 3.2: Correlation matrix of input sampling: upper triangle considers all 6401 samples;
lower triangle cuts off those with missloads and consider 3124 valid samples

To analyze the plutonium availability for MOX fabrication, the PCA is performed.
The original variable vector X has nine components, including eight inputs and
one output NML. Since PCA in this work depends on the correlation matrix ofX, it
is useful to add the correlations between input and the output NML, as presented
in Table 3.3. Only those (absolute value) larger than 0.1 are presented. PCs are
then identified by calculating the eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of the sampling
correlation matrix of X. Three metrics concerning PC are calculated:

• Individual fraction of total variance explained by Yj: λj/Vtot

• Cumulative fraction of total variance explained by first j PCs:
∑j

k λk/Vtot

• Squared correlation between the output NML and Yj: ρ2(NML, Yj)

The results relevant to these metrics are presented in Table 3.4.

Input Xin tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

ρ(Xin,NML) -0.13 -0.11 0.19 0.79 0.19 -0.19

Table 3.3: Correlation coefficients between input and the output NML

PC Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9

λj/Vtot 0.21 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.01∑∑∑j
k λk/Vtot 0.21 0.35 0.46 0.57 0.68 0.79 0.90 0.99 1.00

ρ2(NML, Yj) 0.94 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.05

Table 3.4: Statistical information of principal components in the PCA where NML(t = 2090)
one component of original variable vector

The rows of individual fraction λj/Vtot and cumulative fraction
∑j

k λk/Vtot indi-
cate that at least eight PCs are necessary to account for most of the variability
of original variable vector. It means that the correlations of original variables are
globally weak. If a reduction of original variables is required, only one dimension
can be removed. Y9 explains extremely little the total variance. It indicates a
potential linear dependency between the original variables in X.

In regards to ρ2(NML, Yj), Y1 is sufficient to explain most of the variability of
NML, as shown by ρ2(NML, Y1) = 0.94 highlighted in red in the table.
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According to these numeric results, Y1 and Y9 are two PCs of interest to inves-
tigate: Y1 is strongly correlated with Xout = NML, while Y9 has little variability that
may imply linear dependency of original variables. The coefficients of original
variables in the linear transformations Y1 and Y9 are shown in Table 3.5.

Coef. in Yj tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu NML

Y1 -0.09 -0.07 0.16 0.64 0.16 -0.16 0.09 -0.01 0.71

Y9 0.14 0.13 -0.16 -0.63 -0.15 0.15 -0.07 -0.02 0.70

Table 3.5: Coefficients of original variables in the linear transformations of PCs Y1 and Y9,
where Xout = NML

Table 3.5 shows that Y1 is mainly composed of FrMOXf and NML, highlighted
in bold in red. The variance of NML can be nearly explained by Y1. The signifi-
cant coefficient of FrMOXf implies that it affects strongly Y1 and thus NML. This
implication is coherent with the relatively strong correlation between FrMOXf

and NML shown in Table 3.3. The composition of Y9, which can be regarded as
a constant, confirms the measurable effect of FrMOXf on NML. This effect is
expected, because a high level of MOX fraction, requiring a huge inventory of
plutonium, may keep stopping the loading of MOX until the end and provokes
many missloads. The importance of other parameters such as Ptot,f , BUUOX and
BUMOX are second order effect (highlighted in bold if the coefficient is larger than
0.1).

3.2.3.2 PCA on the outputs of interest with respect to the objectives

For the analyses of RSubs(t = 2090) and TRUtot(t = 2090), invalid strategies are cut
off. Only the 3214 strategies without missload are considered valid. To sim-
plify the notations, "year 2090" is omitted in this section for the evaluation of
RSubs(t = 2090) and TRUtot(t = 2090). Histograms of these two outputs of interest
for valid strategies are shown in Figure 3.3. For the explored valid strategies,
RSubs ranges from 0.58 to 1.68, and TRUtot from 849 to 1666 tons. The range
of RSubs justifies the use of criterion Ct-set

A to look for a maximal RSubs: the upper
bound of output space still indicates a reasonable margin for plutonium availabil-
ity regarding objective A.

Figure 3.3: Histogram of RSubs(t = 2090) and TRUtot(t = 2090) resulted from valid trajectories
without missloads. Bin width is 0.01 for RSubs(t = 2090) and 10 tons for TRUtot(t = 2090).

To investigate the relation of these output distributions to the inputs, PCA with
respect to Xout = RSubs(t = 2090) and to Xout = TRUtot(t = 2090) are performed sepa-
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rately. This separation allows focusing on the effect of inputs on one single output
without the consideration of interaction between outputs. Before all, the correla-
tion between input and the outputs RSubs and TRUtot are given in Table 3.6. Only
those (absolute value) larger than 0.1 are presented. PCA are then performed on
X = (tstart, . . . ,MPu,RSubs) and X = (tstart, . . . ,MPu, TRUtot) respectively.

Input Xin tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

ρ(Xin,RSubs) -0.90 -0.18

ρ(Xin, TRUtot) 0.88 -0.45 -0.28

Table 3.6: Correlation coefficients between input and the outputs RSubs and TRUtot

Similar to the analysis of missload, the overall variability of original variables
explained by given PCs, represented by λi/Vtot, is not of interest, except the last
one if it accounts little variation in comparison to the total variability. Instead,
the variance of output of interest explained by PCs can give more information. In
these two separate PCA, PCs are identified respectively. For each PC Yj, λj/Vtot and
ρ2(Xout, Yj) are calculated for Xout = RSubs and Xout = TRUtot separately, presented
in Table 3.7. Therefore, PCs in the PCA with respect to Xout = RSubs and those with
respect to Xout = TRUtot are totally dissociate.

PC Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9

λj/Vtot|Xout = RSubs 0.22 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.01
ρ2(RSubs, Yj) 0.89 0.02 0.04 0. 0. 0. 0.02 0.01 0.02

λj/Vtot|Xout = TRUtot 0.24 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.
ρ2(TRUtot, Yj) 0.95 0.01 0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.02

Table 3.7: Statistical information of PCs in separate PCA with valid observations

In both cases, their own first PC Y1 can explain most of the variability of output,
and last PC Y9 has a relatively limited variability. The compositions of Y1 and Y9 in
both PCAs are then investigated, and the coefficients are presented in Table 3.8.

Coef. in Yj tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu Xout

Y1|Xout = RSubs 0.02 0.05 -0.68 0.23 -0.17 -0.04 -0.03 0. 0.67

Y9|Xout = RSubs 0. 0. 0.69 0.19 0.18 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.68

Y1|Xout = TRUtot -0.07 -0.07 0.61 -0.39 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 0.01 0.67

Y9|Xout = TRUtot 0.02 0.01 -0.59 0.24 0.25 0.03 0. 0. 0.72

Table 3.8: Coefficients of original variables in the PCs of interest, with Xout = RSubs and
Xout = TRUtot in separate PCA

For both outputs, coefficients of Ptot,f and Xout are the most significant in the
PCs of interest. In other words, Ptot,f is the most important parameters on these
two outputs of interest. As revealed in Section 2.2, the power level has a direct
effect on RSubs according to the definition, and TRUtot is an extensive quantity.
Therefore, Ptot,f , which determines the final magnitude of power level of fleet,
has dominant impacts in terms of both the capacity of SFR substitution and the
TRU inventory accumulated in the whole cycle. As Y9 for two PCAs are nearly
constant, the sign of coefficients of Ptot,f and Xout imply that Ptot,f has negative
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correlation with RSubs and positive correlation with TRUtot, which are coherent
with the previous analyses.

In addition, the coefficients of FrMOXf and BUUOX are not negligible. As in-
dicated, they have similar influence on the production of plutonium, and thus on
RSubs and TRUtot. Similarly, the sign of coefficients in Y9 for two PCAs indicate
that these two inputs have statistically negative correlation with RSubs and TRUtot.
Their non-negligible coefficients may also reveal the combined effects with Ptot,f
on the two outputs.

In summary, FrMOXf is the primary factor that induces the number of miss-
loads, and other parameters including Ptot,f , BUUOX and BUMOX, as well as the
timing factors of transition tstart and D, have a secondary effects on the miss-
load. For both outputs of interest RSubs and TRUtot, Ptot,f is always the most im-
portant input, while FrMOXf and BUUOX may have some measurable effects. In
these cases, the analysis of missload considers all simulated trajectories, while
the studies with respect to RSubs and TRUtot focus on the ones without missloads.

3.2.3.3 Discussion on the use of PCA

As demonstrated in previous analyses, PCA is flexible regarding the determina-
tion of valid sampling. One should note the difference between the results with
PCA and the ones in the analysis with Morris method in Section 2.2. Some can
be explained by the differences in the phase space and the time horizon of sce-
narios. It may be also due to the rejection of invalid strategies. For example,
the derivatives of outputs with respect to input Ptot,f by Morris method are widely
disperse, because the standard deviation is even larger than the mean in Figure
2.12. In this Morris analysis, the outputs do not follow the linear trend with Ptot,f ,
mainly due to the interaction with other inputs such as tstart, D and FrMOXf .
However, in the PCAs where missloaded trajectories are cut, a strong linearity
can be observed between Ptot,f and the outputs as presented in Table 3.6.

To perform PCA, the correlations between inputs and outputs are calculated.
One may prefer using directly those correlation coefficients between input and
outputs of interest, which are much more simple to interpret. In this study, PCA
is also used because correlation coefficient does not consider the interaction with
other inputs. For example, one may think that FrMOXf do not have any effect on
RSubs due to a correlation coefficient equal to 0.03. On the contrary, PCA reveals
the symbiotic effects of inputs, including FrMOXf , on the output RSubs.

The main shortcoming of PCA is that it cannot deal with the non-linear rela-
tions, since it is based on the covariance/correlation matrix. For instance, an
output Y is a square function of input X which is uniformly distributed in [-1,1].
Their correlation matrix is then an identity matrix. Evidently, Y and X are also
PCs; in this case, PCA cannot reveal the dependency of Y on X. To complement,
we use graphical techniques in the following analyses, in order to verify if some
non-linear relations between outputs of interest and inputs have been missed.

3.2.4 Complement of analysis of input-output relation with graphical
representations

PCA in this scenario study is able to regroup the input parameters according
to their importance on the outputs of interest. In this exercise, graphical tech-
niques are used, principally the pairs plots, to qualify the impacts of inputs on
the outputs, and to verify the results of PCA. For NML, the most important input
is FrMOXf , while tstart, D, Ptot,f , BUUOX and BUMOX have measurable effects and
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may interact with each other. For both RSubs and TRUtot, Ptot,f is dominant, while
FrMOXf and BUUOX may have some non-negligible effects. With respect to the
output, inputs leading to measurable changes are grouped and plotted by pairs,
so that their effects on the output and the interaction with each other can be
presented. Those negligible ones are plotted versus the outputs, so their limited
contribution on the variation of output can be verified.

The plots concerning NML are shown in Figure 3.4. The color in the pairs plot of
Figure 3.4a is blue-to-red depending on NML, which can be viewed in the columns
and rows of NML. Near-blue points denote the strategies leading to small NML,
while near-red points denote the strategies to high NML. To simplify the visualiza-
tion, those without missload are in grey. In the pairs plot, the impacts of these six
inputs on NML are verified and visualized. The boundaries between valid strate-
gies (NML = 0) and invalid ones (NML > 0) are clearly shown, mainly characterized
by FrMOXf and its correlation with other input variables. High-NML points are
concentrated in the zone of early tstart, short D, high FrMOXf , high BUUOX and
low BUMOX. For FrMOXf and BUUOX it is well explained in the relevant PCA.
For time-related variables, early tstart and short D may emphasize the plutonium
shortages when FrMOXf and BUUOX are high. BUMOX also influences NML be-
cause low BUMOX implies a short irradiation cycle of MOX. When the plutonium
from spent UOX fuels meets a long-term shortage, short irradiation cycle leads to
higher number of missloads within the same time horizon. Figure 3.4b verifies the
limited effect of TCUOX and MPu on NML. Actually, TCUOX still has some visible
effects on NML, due to the fact that a long TCUOX delays the supply of available
plutonium for MOX fabrication and reduces the plutonium quality (241Pu decays to
241Am). But this influence is far lower than other important inputs. For MPu, the
patterns of two colors of points are not distinguishable.

Plots for the outputs RSubs and TRUtot are shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6 respec-
tively. Similarly, the colors in the two pairs plots are blue-to-red depending on the
values of respective output, which can be viewed by the columns and rows of the
outputs. Figure 3.5a and 3.6a verify the dominance of Ptot,f on these two outputs
(clear correlations), those measurable effects of FrMOXf and BUUOX, and the ef-
fects of their interactions. Figure 3.5b and 3.6b verify that the other five inputs
have limited effects. A slight tendency of TRUtot convergence over tstart and D can
be observed in Figure 3.6b. It is due to the timing effect discussed in Section 2.2.
Later tstart delays the transition and longer D mitigates the variations of transi-
tion. As the observation time is set, the later and the longer is the transition, the
smaller is the output variability due to the transition. It converges to the state
of current French fleet for very late and slow transitions. The time effect, which
is not linear to the outputs, cannot be revealed by PCA. This is typically an area
where scatter plots can be complementary.

One should note that the negligible effects of inputs shown in this section
does not mean that the outputs of interest are independent on these inputs. In
this global analysis, the variability of inputs, indicated by their ranges considered
in the scenario, is crucial to relevant evaluations. For example, the change of two
outputs of interest, RSubs and TRUtot, are mainly driven by input Ptot,f in this pre-
disruption scenario. One extreme case is that the variability of Ptot,f is quite small
in another study, even it can be seen as constant. It is evident that the change
of outputs can be driven by other factors than the slight fluctuation of the power
level. Therefore, the effects of inputs on the output depends also intrinsically on
the hypotheses of scenario, especially the distribution of input parameters.
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(a) Pairs plots of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX , BUMOX andNML, colored blue-to-red
by NML; grey points represent the strategies without missload

(b) NML vs TCUOX , over MPu

Figure 3.4: NML vs input variables
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(a) Pairs plots of Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and RSubs, colored blud-to-red by RSubs

(b) RSubs vs tstart, D, BUMOX and TCUOX , over MPu

Figure 3.5: RSubs vs input variables
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(a) Pairs plots of Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and TRUtot, colored blue-to-red by TRUtot

(b) TRUtot vs tstart, D, BUMOX and TCUOX , over MPu

Figure 3.6: TRUtot vs input variables
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3.2.5 Static robustness assessment and focus on particular cases

As illustrated in Section 3.1, numeric criteria are used to determine strategies of
interest, including the optimal static strategy and robust static strategies. Given
the basic understanding of input-output relations in the last subsection, we can
analyze the strategies of particular interest.

3.2.5.1 Static robustness: assessment of static strategies

The assessment of strategies depends on the evaluation of outputs of interest
according to the criteria. For valid static strategies without missload sampled in
the pre-disruption scenario, the substitution ratio RSubs and the TRU inventories in
the total cycle TRUtot in 2090 are plotted in Figure 3.7. The point color represents
the level of Ptot,f of each corresponding strategy. The figure shows clearly the
impact of Ptot,f on these two outputs. It seems to show a linear relation between
RSubs and TRUtot for each given level of Ptot,f . The slope of their linearity depends
strongly on Ptot,f . Actually, if Ptot,f is constant, RSubs is proportional to in-cycle
plutonium inventory in this case which accounts for the major part of TRUtot.

Figure 3.7: TRUtot vs RSubs by 2090 of valid static strategies, colored by input Ptot,f

To assess their robustness, the strategies are defined as "of interest" if a given
numeric output satisfies a comparison to an arbitrary threshold which represent
a goodness level of strategy performances [47]. In this study, a threshold for
RSubs = 1 makes sense, indicating that the strategy can complete substitution of
PWR fleet with future SFRs. This threshold is employed in the criterion Ct-set

B|A . In
contrast, the threshold for TRUtot is somehow not well defined. It should depend
on the evaluation of related geological wastes disposal projects and introduces
many other constraints and uncertainties, which is out of the scope of this work.

Otherwise, we can use statistical metrics, such as percentiles [92] or optimiza-
tion in the sampling to define values for the criteria in robustness assessments.
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Here, the maximization of RSubs and minimization of TRUtot are employed respec-
tively in criteria Ct-set

A and Ct-set
B . Moreover, subject to the priority of objective A, it

is reasonable to add a conditional constraint of RSubs > 1. According to the crite-
ria employed in this study and the priority given to objective A, strategies in the
Pareto front under RSubs > 1 can be assessed as robust strategies. In Figure 3.7,
a Pareto front is shown in consideration of these two optimization criteria, repre-
sented by the points surrounded by squares. RSubs of these strategies ranges in
[1.18, 1.68] (satisfying the condition RSubs > 1), while TRUtot ranges in [849, 1120]
tons. These results of Pareto front depend directly on the DoE in this scenario
study.

The zone is bounded by two extreme cases. According to the criteria Ct-set
B|A

and Ct-set
A defined previously, we define the robust static optimum as the strategy

in purple square and the reference strategy in red square, which are discussed
in the following subsection. One may note that the robust static optimum in this
study is different from the one in previously published study in [102] which is rep-
resented by purple cross in Figure 3.7. This specific strategy is also discussed in
the subsequent analysis to highlight the effects of different simulation hypothe-
ses on the simulation results as well as the assessment.

Strategies in Pareto front reveal the trade-offs between two objectives: each
of them cannot be improved for one objective if the performance on another
objective is not sacrificed. In multi-objective problem, this zone corresponds to
the set of optimal strategies. Each of them leads to the highest RSubs among
those leading to lower TRUtot, and leads to the lowest TRUtot among those leading
to higher RSubs. The Pareto front means that if the deep uncertainty of objective
keeps till the end, the largest achieved RSubs in our DoE equals to 1.68, implying
a margin of plutonium availability for objective A among static strategies of 68%.
At the same time, the lowest achieved TRU inventories in total cycle with the
possibility of achieving objective A is 849 tons. This high RSubs and low TRUtot
cannot be achieved simultaneously; instead, trade-offs should be made among
the robust static strategies in the Pareto front.

Two outputs and the important inputs Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX of these strate-
gies are shown in the parallel plot of Figure 3.8. The axes of the three inputs
are normalized by their sampling ranges. Each connected line characterizes the
same strategy, which is colored by blue-to-red levels of outputs. Near-blue lines
indicate the low values of RSubs/TRUtot, while near-red lines means the high values.
We show again the near-constant low Ptot,f in the Pareto front, which is a direct
result of our DoE. Given the very similar power level, RSubs and TRUtot of strate-
gies in this zone presents a strong correlation, principally affected by the in-cycle
plutonium inventories by 2090. The trade-offs between the maximization of RSubs

and the minimization of TRUtot can be realized by the control on FrMOXf and
BUUOX, both of which plays a similar role on the in-cycle plutonium inventories.

3.2.5.2 Focus on specific strategies

One may be interested in the result of the continuation of current French fleet.
By 2090, 865 tons of plutonium are accumulated in the cycle, which correspond
to RSubs = 0.83 with respect to a Ptot,f = 188.1 GWth, and TRUtot = 1139 tons are
accumulated. Evidently, the continuation of the current fleet cannot achieve ob-
jective A, and the accumulation of TRU inventories in the total cycle is far higher
than the lowest achieved in this DoE.

In the Pareto front, two particular strategies are of specific interest. One is the
strategy that satisfies criterion Ct-set

A , which maximizes RSubs by 2090 among all
valid ones and represents one extreme case in the front. It is shown as the point
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Figure 3.8: Parallel plot of important inputs Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX , and the outputs
RSubs and TRUtot of strategies in the Pareto front

surrounded by a red square in Figure 3.7. If the uncertainty of objective is not
considered, it is the optimal strategy for objective A; in this case, this strategy
is highly possible to be implemented for future SFR deployment. Hence, it is
called reference strategy in the following of this chapter. It neglects objective B
and accumulates high TRUtot in 2090 compared to other strategies in the Pareto
front.

The values of inputs and outputs are presented in Table 3.9. According to the
reference strategy, Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX are close to the lower bounds of
variation ranges, maximizing RSubs and accumulating efficiently plutonium. This
confirms the results from [86] which shows that FrMOXf and BUUOX are two main
factors for plutonium production. This strategy also suggests an early transition
from year 2032 and the long period of 56 years, so that the reduction of MOX
fraction starts early and plutonium production by UOX can be kept relatively high
during long time. This tstart-D pair implies that the transition lasts as long as pos-
sible, and thus it is also close to the bound in terms of these two input variables.

Strategy tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu RSubs TRUtot

Ref. 2032 56 94.6 1.94% 32.4 41.9 3.6 LiFo 1.68 1120

Rob. stat. op. 2031 19 94.3 16.31% 43.9 39.0 9.5 LiFo 1.18 849

Prev. stat. op. in [102] 2030 14 109.4 13.58% 52.5 56.2 8.2 FiFo 1.00 851

Unit year year GWth % GWd/t GWd/t year - - ton

Table 3.9: Values of inputs and outputs of particular strategies, calculated in this study: ref-
erence strategy, robust static optimum, and the static optimum identified in the previous pub-
lished study [102]

The other extreme case in Pareto front satisfies criterion Ct-set
B|A , and is shown

as the point surrounded by a purple square. Among all valid strategies allow-
ing RSubs > 1, it minimizes TRUtot. It means that this strategy takes the most
precaution regarding the uncertain disruption of objective while it preserves the
theoretical availability of plutonium for objective A. Therefore, it is called robust
static optimum in the subsequent analysis, where "optimum" stands for the view-
point of precaution to disruption. The values of inputs and outputs are presented
in Table 3.9. Ptot,f of this strategy is low and FrMOXf is relatively high, so that
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a relatively high RSubs can be achieved while large quantity of plutonium can be
incinerated by MOX depletion, minimizing the plutonium inventory in 2090. The
transition starts early from year 2031 and lasts for a short time, for 19 years. Lim-
ited production of plutonium by UOX and relatively high incineration by MOX can
then be achieved as soon as possible. In 2090, 18% of margin is preserved for
objective A and only 849 tons of TRU are accumulated in the total cycle. These
input values indicate an optimal transition that minimizes the consequence of
objective disruption. It can be regarded as an acceptable level even if no read-
justment is taken. Note that the limit of validity is mainly driven by FrMOXf and
its interaction with Ptot,f , as shown by the boundary between the zone of blue
points and the grey points in pairs plots with output RSubs and TRUtot in Figure
3.4a. The Ptot,f -FrMOXf pair of this strategy is quite close to the border of valid-
ity. The high risk of plutonium shortage for MOX fabrication by 2090 is verified by
the plutonium evolution in the interim stock of spent UOX in Figure 3.9. Due to
the high MOX fraction, the inventory of available plutonium in the stock of spent
UOX decreases progressively, reaching 4 tons by 2090. Here the importance of
time horizon in simulation should be highlighted. If extended to 2100, it is highly
possible that this strategy would have been rejected due to the missload between
2090 and 2100.

Figure 3.9: Evolution of plutonium inventory in the interim stock of spent UOX, resulted from
the reference strategy and the robust static optimum

The relevant results of robust static optimum published in the previous study
[102] is different from the one identified here. To distinguish those two strate-
gies, the previous one is called previous static optimum in this comparison, rep-
resented as the point covered by a purple cross in Figure 3.7. Its inputs and
outputs calculated in this study are shown in Table 3.9. Actually, the previous
study employs slightly different hypotheses of depletion parameters in reactor
modelling (mainly the specific power), which affects the length of irradiation cy-
cle and thus the timing of transition. Due to the respect of irradiation cycle, a
slight difference on the transition timing can lead to some discrepancies of out-
put, such as TRUtot. Nevertheless, these two strategies, the robust static opti-
mum in this study and in the previous one, lead to an extremely similar TRUtot,
with a very small difference that is compatible with the errors mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.1. More importantly, there seems to be a flat boundary of constant TRUtot
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over RSubs in Figure 3.7, where the strategies nearby are quite close to the invalid
zone. It may indicate additional trade-offs between significant risk of missloads
and limited gain on TRUtot but with a considerable change of RSubs. One may
therefore prefer a much higher RSubs while sacrificing little gain on TRUtot.

In respect with the numeric results in this study, the strategy of robust static
optimum identified here is considered for the following analysis.

To complement, the evolution of RSubs and TRUtot over time of these three par-
ticular strategies (reference strategy, robust static optimum and the previous
one) are shown in Figure 3.10. RSubs of these three trajectories increases over
time, mainly due to the reduction of power level during transition besides the
accumulation of plutonium in cycle. Several jumps of discontinuities result from
the changes of power level of macro reactors during transition, and thus justify
the contribution of power reduction on the increase of RSubs. On the contrary,
calculations of our DoE not presented here but analyzed during my Ph.D show
that strategies supposing measurable increase of power level lead to decreasing
RSubs, regardless the plutonium accumulation in cycle. Evolution of TRUtot in Fig-
ure 3.10b verifies that TRUtot of robust static optimum identified in this study and
the old one in previous study are really close.

(a) Evolution of RSubs of three particular strate-
gies of interest

(b) Evolution of TRUtot of three particular strate-
gies of interest

Figure 3.10: Evolution of RSubs and TRUtot of three particular strategies of interest

3.2.6 Conclusion of the analysis of pre-disruption scenario and the
static robustness assessment

In this section, a pre-disruption scenario which pre-selects the objective A and
retains a doubt of disruption towards objective B is described. Possible strategies
are explored, and they are viewed static because the disruption of objective is al-
ways deeply uncertain. This scenario sets the time horizon by 2090, the observa-
tion time on which the evaluation of outputs of strategies depends. Assessment
of static strategies is therefore able to give an insight of possible consequences
regarding two objectives under this context.

First, PCA is introduced to analyze the responses of missloads and outputs of
interest with respect to the two objectives. It is shown that the number of miss-
loads NML is quite sensitive to the final MOX fraction of fleet FrMOXf .In terms
of two outputs of interest RSubs and TRUtot, Ptot,f is dominant while FrMOXf and
BUUOX have measurable effects.

With the understanding of this fuel cycle physics, static robustness is assessed
for valid strategies. According to the optimization criteria, Pareto front of strate-
gies is found, presenting trade-offs with respect to the contraction between two
objectives. In this study, strategies in Pareto front are regarded as robust static
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strategies. In the front, two particular cases are identified. One is the refer-
ence strategy that satisfies criterion Ct-set

A , maximizing RSubs without consideration
of performance regarding TRUtot, which means that it is the optimal strategy in
mono-objective problem concerning the future SFR deployment. The other one
is the robust static optimum that satisfies criterion Ct-set

B|A , which minimizes TRUtot
among all strategies that allow RSubs > 1. It means that by preserving the possi-
bility to achieve objective A with a margin of 18%, it takes the most conservative
action regarding the uncertain disruption of objective. These two cases mark
the boundaries of possible consequences of uncertain disruption, and tradeoffs
can be made among robust static strategies in the Pareto front according to the
interests of stakeholders.

One important remark in this study is the role of the input variable Ptot,f : it
is so dominant that RSubs can be so different even the in-cycle plutonium inven-
tories are similar in two strategies. One example is that the reference strategy
leads to an accumulation of 879 tons of plutonium in the cycle, and RSubs = 1.68
with Ptot,f = 94.6 GWth; whereas the continuation of current fleet will accumulate
865 tons but leads to RSubs = 0.83 since Ptot,f = 188.1 GWth. One may doubt that
the power level cannot be controlled in such a large variability to respond to the
objective; instead, it should be adjusted, subject to the energy demand and polit-
ical policies related to the deployment of other energetic technologies. Actually,
the variability of controllable parameters are parts of hypotheses of this scenario.
Results and interpretations of this study should be connected with these hypothe-
ses. As highlighted in the study of system by PCA, importance of inputs depends
on their variation ranges, and so is the assessment of strategies. Meanwhile, all
stakeholders are supposed to be involved in this scenario, including scientific and
economic analysts, industry sectors, politicians, public, etc. Since the objectives
are simplified by dualization, the variability of Ptot,f makes sense but subject to
hypotheses aforementioned, and so is its effect on the outputs of interest in this
study.

3.3 Adaptation scenario and adaptive robustness assess-
ment

In the last section, strategies without any adaptation have been assessed in
a pre-disruption scenario, where the deep uncertainty of objective is always
present. In this section, adaptation scenarios are studied: the disruption of ob-
jective is supposed to happen, and parameter adaptations for objective B are
allowed. In other words, the objective A is no longer a priority, and SFR deploy-
ment is out of consideration. Instead, after disruption, the minimization of TRU
inventories in total cycle, objective B, becomes the only objective. Within the
hypothesis of time-set horizon, the objective B is also connected with the time
of evaluation, year 2090. In this context, adaptive robustness is assessed for
adaptive strategies in comparison with the robust static optimum identified in
the pre-disruption scenario, which represents the best historical choice subject
to the objective disruption.

Even though the Ct-set
B with respect to objective B after disruption is an op-

timization criterion, it is necessary to use a threshold criterion in this study to
answer the question of preferability between static or adaptive strategies. In
pre-disruption scenario, threshold criterion is not used for objective B, because
it lacks a reference level and the threshold can be uncertain, subjective and out
of context. In contrast, if disruption is supposed and adaptation is allowed, the
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robust static optimum identified in the pre-disruption context, implies a deter-
ministic level used for comparison. In this case, the performance of the robust
static optimum, equal to TRUtot(t = 2090) = 849 tons, can serve as a threshold
for adaptive robustness assessment, denoted as TRUth,ad. If an adaptive strategy
has a better performance, i.e. leads to a lower TRUtot in 2090 than TRUth,ad from
the robust static optimum, then this adaptive strategy, based on a selected prior
trajectory, is called robust. Both the robust adaptive strategies and the adaptive
optimum, the adaptive strategy that achieved the lowest TRUtot among all valid
ones, are investigated for given uncertain adaptation times.

It is important to clarify the notation of robustness in adaptation scenarios.
An adaptively robust strategy is defined as the combination of two parts: one
comes from the prior strategy under the context before disruption, and the other
is the post-disruption adaptation that leads to lower TRUtot than TRUth,ad by 2090.
Here the so-called prior trajectory denotes the trajectory meant to be adapted
after disruption, supposing the implementation of a given strategy in the pre-
disruption strategy. In the concept, the prior strategy is adaptively robust if such
an adaptive strategy follows the just-in-case disruption. From a given prior tra-
jectory, those adaptive strategies leading to lower TRUtot than TRUth,ad by 2090
are also called robust adaptive strategies or robust adaptations for the sake of
simplification.

3.3.1 Prior trajectory to be adapted and description of adaptation
scenario

First of all, the prior trajectory to be adapted should be determined. It sets di-
rectly the starting point of adaptation scenario and thus influences the robust-
ness assessment. Here, as the first step, the adaptation from the trajectory of
reference strategy which was supposed to maximize RSubs by 2090 before disrup-
tion is considered. As the optimal strategy for objective A, it is highly possible to
implement this strategy when the disruption of objective is not well anticipated.
Moreover, it is one of the extreme cases in the Pareto front, and the comparison
between the adaptation on the corresponding trajectory and the robust static
optimum can give as much information as possible.

To adapt to the new objective after disruption, a new transition fleet is sup-
posed, as presented in Figure 3.11. For the development of robustness assess-
ment method, no new technology is deployed, and parameters in existing facili-
ties are considered for adaptation, in order to simplify the analysis of physics and
system behaviors. Given the same parameters to be readjusted, the final val-
ues of adaptive strategy parameters are different from that in the prior strategy
which determines the prior trajectory before disruption. This should be notably
emphasized for Ptot,f and FrMOXf : in the ancient values of the prior reference
strategy, they were determined respectively as 94.6 GWd/t and 1.94%; whereas
in this scenario, they are "updated" for the adaptation.

Since the disruption time is uncertain, four adaptation times are considered:
year 2040, 2050, 2060 and 2070, denoted as tad. Adaptation time tad stands for
the starting time of readjustment, which should be distinguished from disruption
time. Conceptually, adaptations must be after the disruption time. As the time
horizon is set to year 2090 in this study, the adaptation scenario starts from tad
to year 2090. Same parameters as in the pre-disruption scenario are considered,
but the phase space is adapted to match the constraints relative to objective
B. After tad, a new transition of readjustment of fuel cycle shown in Figure 3.11
is calculated for a period D that finishes before 2090. Notably, the Ptot,f and the
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Figure 3.11: Graphical representation of the evolution of fleet in adaptation scenario. Ptot,f
and FrMOXf (and other re-sampled parameters) take different values from that in the pre-
disruption scenario

FrMOXf in this DoE are different from the pre-adapted strategy. At the beginning
of transition at tad, the burn-ups of two fuels BUUOX and BUMOX, cooling time of
spent UOX fuels TCUOX and the management of reprocessing order of spent UOX
fuels MPu change immediately. During the transition, total power level and MOX
fraction change linearly and keep constant after the transition, denoted as the
final level Ptot,f and FrMOXf . The major difference from pre-disruption scenario
is the variation ranges of D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf . After disruption, SFR deployment
is no longer in priority. In this case, phase-out strategy is conceivable, while the
power level will not increase. To minimize the TRU inventories, full core loaded
with MOX in PWR s is considered feasible. To maximize the variability of these
effects, an extreme short transition as one year is acceptable. In summary, seven
input parameters are taken into account as shown in Table 3.10, over four options
of adaptation time tad. The value of power level and MOX fraction in tad, denoted
as Ptot(t = tad) and FrMOX(t = tad), are shown in Table 3.11. One may note that
the values of Ptot(t = tad) and FrMOX(t = tad) do not match exactly the value of
linear change, as implied by its values of inputs shown in Table 3.9. Actually,
as mentioned, the simulation of macro reactors synchronizes the behaviors of
same-type reactors, and the relevant changes respect the irradiation cycles. The
case where tad matches exactly the reloading time is extremely rare.

Input var. Init. Val. (t = tad) Min. Max. Unit Explanation

D - 1 2090-tad year Duration of transition

Ptot,f Ptot(t = tad) 0. Ptot(t = tad) GWth Total thermal power of the fleet after transition

FrMOXf FrMOX(t = tad) 0 100 % MOX fraction after transition

BUUOX 32.4 30 60 GWd/t Modified burnup of UOX fuels

BUMOX 41.9 30 60 GWd/t Modified burnup of MOX fuels

TCUOX 3.6 3 10 year Modified cooling time of spent UOX fuels

MPu 1/LiFo 1/LiFo 2/FiFo - Modified management of spent UOX fuels

Table 3.10: Strategy space of adaptation scenario: starting from tad of the trajectory of reference
strategy

For each tad, 2000 strategies are sampled by LHS [96, 97, 98] from the prior
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tad 2040 2050 2060 2070 (Unit)

Ptot(t = tad) 176.2 158.9 144.4 127.1 GWth

FrMOX(t = tad) 9.5 7.7 6.6 4.6 %

Table 3.11: Starting point of level power Ptot,f (t = tad) and MOX fraction FrMOX(t = tad) in
each adaptation scenario over tad

reference trajectory. Corresponding new trajectories are simulated by CLASS.
Actually, same samples are employed for each tad except that the transition time
D is normalized by the time length of scenario over tad. This choice allows to
facilitate the comparison of results with respect to different tad.

One should also note that tad is not an input parameter in the adaptive strat-
egy. Even though numerically it plays to some extent a similar role as tstart of
pre-disruption scenario, it is important to distinguish and dissociate these two
variables. On one hand, tad concerns the disruption and thus it is intrinsically un-
certain, whereas tstart in the pre-disruption scenario is a controllable parameter as
one component of pre-disruption strategy. On the other hand, the time tad deter-
mines directly the starting point of fleet in adaptation scenario. As shown in the
subsequent analysis, the starting point of adaptation has significant influence on
the results of adaptation, which implies the temporality of adaptive robustness.

3.3.2 Missload and validity linked to the uncertain adaptation time

In total, 8000 new trajectories are simulated by CLASS. Number of missload for
each trajectory is calculated.

The first impact of uncertain tad in this time-set scenario is on the validity of
explored strategies. As indicated, same samples are employed for scenarios with
respect to the four considered tad. However, the percentage of valid strategies
are quite different, as presented in Table 3.12.

tad 2040 2050 2060 2070

% of valid strategies 28.9% 39.7% 54.9% 80.3%

Highest NML 16 12 9 4

Table 3.12: Percentage of valid strategies in the exploratory phase space over adaptation time
tad in adaptation scenario

The percentage of valid strategies in the same exploratory phase space in-
creases over tad, while the highest number of missloads NML decreases. It is
linked to the choice of prior trajectory and can be explained by two factors con-
cerning different tad. First, in the prior reference trajectory, plutonium inventory
is accumulated in interim stocks of spent UOX fuels over time, as shown in Figure
3.9. The later is tad, the more plutonium is available for MOX fabrication at the
beginning of adaptation, and thus the lower is the probability to meet the pluto-
nium shortage for MOX fabrication. The other factor concerns the time horizon
hypothesis: the results of adaptation are all evaluated in year 2090, regardless
tad. Actually, 10% of MOX, corresponding approximately to the current France fuel
cycle, indicates the limit that will not empty the spent UOX fuels. The variabil-
ity of MOX fraction in adaptation scenario is far from this value, and therefore the
risk of missload for adaptive strategies with higher FrMOXf increase over time. A
later tad implies a shorter simulation time period. Since the results are assessed
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2050

(c) tad = 2060 (d) tad = 2070

Figure 3.12: Pairs plots of important adaptive strategy inputs and output NML > 0, in the
color of blue-to-red represented by NML with respect to different adaptation times tad

in year 2090 and the evolution afterwards is not considered, the probability of
missload for a given adaptive strategy is also lower. Under these two factors, the
fraction of valid adaptive strategies increases over tad.

In the analysis of pre-disruption scenario, the impacts of FrMOXf and its inter-
action with other parameters on the validity of strategy is presented in Section
3.2. In the adaptation scenario, the variability of inputs of interest are larger
compared with the ones in pre-disruption scenario. We may expect that their ef-
fects on missloads are stronger, especially for the inputs D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf . It
is therefore useful to investigate the phase space of valid strategy over tad. The
values of important input variables on the number of missload NML are plotted by
pairs in Figure 3.12, in the blue-to-red color represented by the number of miss-
load NML > 0, while the valid strategies without missload are in grey. To compare
the results of different tad, the values of Ptot,f is normalized by Ptot(t = tad), and the
axes of NML are also the same in four cases. In brief, near-blue points represent
low number of NML and near-red points represent the high number, in each case.
The value represented by the color can be viewed in rows or columns concerning
NML. As shown in Table 3.12, highest numbers of NML are different with different
tad, the same color of points in different figures of tad do not stand for the same
NML.
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The most directly visualized result is the impact of tad on phase space of va-
lidity. The valid zone is larger when tad becomes later, and the maximal NML of
valid strategies is smaller. In all cases, red points, representing a relatively high
NML, are agglomerated simultaneously in the zone of short D, high Ptot,f , high
FrMOXf and low BUMOX. The explanation is evident: these strategies suggest
nearly full MOX for all PWRs and short irradiation cycles after a very short tran-
sition, keeping a similar power level as Ptot(t = tad), which implies an extremely
high consumption rate of plutonium from spent UOX fuels without supplying it.
The correlation between these inputs are also well shown in the figures.

3.3.3 Assessment over adaptation time: temporality of adaptive ro-
bustness and phase space of robust adaptations

3.3.3.1 Impact of adaptation time

In terms of TRUtot analysis, only valid strategies are taken into account from now.
The histogram of TRUtot by 2090 resulted from valid adaptive strategies over tad
are shown in Figure 3.13. The extremely late adaptation corresponds to tad = 2090,
whose TRUtot = 1120 tons as the prior reference trajectory represented by red
dash lines. Earlier is tad, more extended is the distribution of TRUtot. It is also due
to the fact that all outputs are evaluated in the same given observation time, year
2090. Early tad allows longer transitions and thus the variability of outcomes is
more significant; otherwise, the outcomes of adaptation converge progressively
to the state of prior trajectory when tad increases.

Figure 3.13: Histogram of TRUtot by 2090 resulted from valid adaptive strategies over tad

For the adaptive robustness assessment, the result of robust static optimum
identified in pre-disruption scenario, 849 tons of TRUtot, is chosen to indicate the
threshold for comparison and assessment, denoted as TRUth,ad. As a reminder,
the strategies considered adaptively robust consist of the prior strategy deter-
mining the prior trajectory before disruption, and the corresponding adaptations
that lead to lower TRUtot by 2090 than TRUth,ad; and to simplify, we call those
adaptations the robust adaptive strategies. Even though the early tad implies
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a relatively narrow phase space of valid strategy (see in Figure 3.12), a larger
fraction of them are robust as shown in Figure 3.13.

Quantitatively, the number of robust strategy and its percentage in the phase
space of valid strategy over tad are presented in Table 3.13. The earlier is tad,
the high is the number of robust strategies. Since the number of valid strat-
egy increases over tad, the percentage of robust strategy in the space of valid
strategy decreases dramatically. It can be explained by several factors. First,
the evolution of TRUtot of prior reference trajectory increases monotonously. The
earlier is tad, the larger is the margin relative to TRUth,ad, imposed by the robust
static optimum. Hence, the liberty of robust adaptive strategies is higher. Mean-
while, within a given time, the TRU incineration of the nuclear system of PWR UOX
and PWR MOX is extremely limited. Plutonium produced from PWR UOX cannot
be totally incinerated by PWR MOX, and thus most of adaptive strategies in this
adaptation scenario still tend to increase TRUtot over time regarding the risk of
plutonium shortages. As a result, to avoid going beyond TRUth,ad, it is important
to keep as large as possible the margin relative to TRUth,ad and tad. If the readjust-
ment is performed too late, no adaptive strategy can be robust. This result can
be clearly viewed in Figure 3.14, which shows the trajectories of valid adaptive
strategies based on the prior reference trajectory. In this figure, the trajectories
of two important static strategies identified in pre-disruption scenario, the refer-
ence strategy and the robust static optimum, are also presented. With respect
to given tad, the adaptive strategy leading to the lowest TRUtot by 2090 among
all valid ones is called the adaptive optimum. The trajectories of the two pre-
disruption strategies and the adaptive optima of different tad are emphasized in
thick lines. In this study, if tad ≤ 2060, there are always some appropriate adap-
tations that lead to TRUtot(t = 2090) < TRUth,ad. The increasing TRUtot over time
in prior reference trajectory explains the decreasing number of robust adaptive
strategies over tad. When tad = 2070, the lowest achieved TRUtot of valid adaptive
strategies by 2090 is 873 tons, slightly higher than the threshold. In other words,
based on the adaptation of prior reference trajectory, the time limit when there
is no robust adaptive strategy is between year 2060 and 2070.

tad 2040 2050 2060 2070
Num. of rob. 231 215 35 0

(Num. of valid adapt.) 577 793 1098 1065
% in valid space 40% 27% 3% 0%

Table 3.13: Number of robust adaptive strategy and the relevant percentage in the phase space
of valid strategy over tad

3.3.3.2 Phase space of robust or high-performance adaptive strategies

In the analysis of pre-disrutpion scenario, the dominance of Ptot,f and the measur-
able effects of FrMOXf on the output TRUtot are presented. In adaptation sce-
nario, we may expect a more considerable gain on TRUtot than in pre-disruption
scenario due to larger variability of important parameters.

According to the results of TRUtot, valid adaptive strategies are classified in
several groups. For each adaptation scenario of given tad, robust adaptive strate-
gies may define one group, denoted as Grob; since no adaptation of tad = 2070
is robust, this group is empty. For the other valid strategies that are not robust
(i.e. TRUtot > TRUth,ad without missload), they are grouped according to the quar-
tiles on TRUtot excluding the robust adaptive strategies. With respect to given tad,
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Figure 3.14: Evolutions of TRU inventories in total cycle from valid strategies over tad as well as
two particular pre-disruption strategies: the reference strategy and the robust static optimum

the first quartile Q1, the second Q2 and the third Q3 of TRUtot are shown in Table
3.14, dividing the non-robust strategies into four groups, denoted respectively as
G1, G2, G3 and G4. Each trajectory in each group satisfies the following relation
Qi−1 < TRUtot < Qi. Within each clustering group, mean values of inputs are calcu-
lated, presented in Figure 3.15 for each tad. The mean values of D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf

and BUUOX are specifically shown in Table 3.15. In the figure and the table, the
means of inputs of Grob are in purple, G1 in blue, G2 in sky blue, G3 in orange and
G4 in red. In the parallel plots in Figure 3.15, the connected lines indicate the
values of a given group, and axes are set to the limits of variation ranges. Given
the states of prior trajectory in tad, maximal values of D and Ptot,f are different for
four tad. This clustering calculation shows the average behavior of strategies of
the group according to their output ranking.

Quartiles of TRUtot Q1 Q2 Q3

tad = 2040 905 960 1040
tad = 2050 905 955 1020
tad = 2060 910 960 1010
tad = 2070 968 995 1030

Table 3.14: Values of TRUtot (ton) corresponding to the quartiles of non-robust valid adaptive
strategies with respect to given tad, where Qi represents the i-th quartile

Cluster means of tad D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX

tad = 2040 19/30/31/29/28 22.1/46.9/69.6/105.4/144.9 30.5/13.9/12.0/9.9/7.5 44.6/45.2/44.2/44.6/42.1

tad = 2050 13/22/25/26/23 16.2/33.8/53.3/82.1/125.5 46.3/28.2/18.0/13.8/8.6 45.1/45.2/45.6/44.3/1076

tad = 2060 7/12/17/19/18 21.9/21.3/39.6/63.5/101.1 83.2/54.6/35.0/21.3/11.3 47.1/45.3/45.0/45.3/43.1

tad = 2070 -/8/11/12/13 -/40.1/42.5/55.8/80.7 -/71.5/50.5/33.1/15.2 -/45.6/44.7/45.3/43.9

(Unit) year GWth % GWd/t

Table 3.15: Mean values of important inputs on TRUtot in each clustering group with respect
to tad, where colors represent the values in Grob/G1/G2/G3/G4

In Figure 3.15, the mean values of D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf are distinctive for
different clusters, while others do not vary from a group to another and the val-
ues approximately are around the average of their sampling ranges. It implies
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2050

(c) tad = 2060 (d) tad = 2070

Figure 3.15: Parallel plots of the mean values of inputs and output TRUtot in each clustering
group with respect to given tad, where colors represent the groups Grob/G1/G2/G3/G4

that different cluster groups have distinguishing behaviors on inputs D, Ptot,f and
FrMOXf regardless tad, while other variables are not important for the clustering.
It is particularly noticeable for BUUOX that had measurable effect on TRUtot in the
pre-disruption scenario.

The interaction between the deeply uncertain tad and these three important in-
puts on the clustering average behaviors can be viewed in Table 3.15. Within the
same clustering group, the increasing tad results from decreasing D and FrMOXf ,
but the interaction between Ptot,f and tad seems not clear and depends on the
groups. Nevertheless, the clustering performed here only indicates the average
behaviors within a large statistical sampling, and the results of clustering should
not be over-interpreted. TRUtot is not a linear function of these considered in-
puts. The inter-dependency of inputs or the high non-linearity between output
and inputs can be hidden in clustering [95].

The results can be further visualized by pairs plots of important inputs with
output TRUtot in Figure 3.16, which help understand the interactions between
inputs and output TRUtot. The importance of D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf on TRUtot are
verified. Particularly, the linear dependency of TRUtot on Ptot,f and FrMOXf can
be viewed. In brief, low TRUtot is globally a result of short D, low Ptot,f and high
FrMOXf . Intuitively, TRUtot can be minimized if the fleet is fully loaded by MOX
as fast as possible, while the power level is sufficiently low so that missload can
be avoided before 2090. When tad increases, high FrMOXf values get more and
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more available, while the Ptot,f of low TRUtot tends to shift towards a relatively
high level. It can be explained by the plutonium accumulation in spent UOX and
shorter simulation time period under a later tad. The effect of BUUOX is much
less evident than that in pre-disruption scenario. On one hand, the variability of
other three important inputs are higher in adaptation scenario. In comparison,
the effect of BUUOX is relatively smaller. On the other hand, the UOX fraction is
statistically not high, and thus the effects relevant to UOX are much less evident.

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2050

(c) tad = 2060 (d) tad = 2070

Figure 3.16: Pairs plots of important inputs D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf and possibly BUUOX , and
output TRUtot with respect to given tad; TRUth,ad = 849 tons is represented by purple dash
lines

In terms of robust strategies leading to TRUtot < TRUth,ad, threshold effects
can be observed on inputs. To limit the production of TRU in which plutonium
accounts for the major part, a quite low Ptot,f and a relatively high FrMOXf are
required. When tad is early, there is still a large margin relative to the threshold
TRUth,ad, and long transitions D is allowed; however, FrMOXf cannot be too high
in order to avoid missload before the end of scenario. On the contrary, if tad is
relatively late, very short D of transition towards low Ptot,f and high FrMOXf is
necessary, so that the plutonium can be incinerated efficiently and rapidly.

3.3.3.3 Focus on adaptive optima

In each adaptation scenario of given tad, the adaptive strategy leading to low-
est TRUtot by 2090 among valid strategies is called the adaptive optimum. As
analyzed, there is a time limit for the existence of robust adaptations between
2060 and 2070. At this stage, we define the temporality of adaptive robustness
as the difference between the observation time and this time limit. Hence, this
temporality is approximately between 20 and 30 years.
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It is still useful to focus on these four adaptive optima, whose values of inputs
and output TRUtot are shown in Table 3.16. As analyzed, all of them present a
short D, relatively low level of Ptot,f and quite high level of FrMOXf . LiFo as the
reprocessing order of spent UOX fuels help use more efficiently the fissle isotopes
of plutonium, and thus fortifies the incineration of plutonium and reduces the risk
of missload. Another remark can be the tendency that Ptot,f is higher when tad is
later. It is coherent with the forgoing analysis that late tad implies at the same
time a higher plutonium inventory in spent UOX fuels at the beginning of adaptive
transition and a shorter time period of simulation, and thus leads to a lower risk
of missload.

Strategy D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu TRUtot

Op. of tad = 2040 4.5 8.9 95.7 55.4 48.0 5.9 LiFo 617

Op. of tad = 2050 3.5 17.5 80.1 54.4 56.2 5.5 LiFo 717

Op. of tad = 2060 6.0 19.6 95.4 47.2 56.8 4.1 LiFo 818

Op. of tad = 2070 1.8 59.5 87.2 57.9 59.7 5.9 LiFo 874

(Unit) year GWth % GWd/t GWd/t year - ton

Table 3.16: Values of inputs and output TRUtot of adaptive optima with respect to tad

The evolution of TRUtot of these four adaptive optima are emphasized by thick
lines in Figure 3.14. There seems to be a tendency that the incineration rate of
TRUtot is higher when tad is later. The explanation is again the same. One may
note that the evolution of adaptive optima are to some extent separated with
other trajectories of adaptation with respect to given tad; in other words, the "den-
sity of lines" are optically smallerThat is because these optima aim to minimize
TRU by consuming all available plutonium in spent UOX fuels and thus have a high
risk of missload. The evolutions also show that the capacity of TRU/plutonium in-
cineration of a PWR UOX and MOX system is really limited.

3.3.4 Discussion about some key hypotheses of scenario: possible im-
pacts on the assessment

In this adaptation scenario, based on the definition of robustness and a set of hy-
potheses of scenario in this study, we determined the latest time for which a ro-
bust adaptation is possible, defining also the temporality of adaptive robustness.
Several hypotheses, including the definitions and the method of assessment are
discussed along the analysis. In this part, the validity of several hypotheses is
re-investigated based on the results obtained.

First important hypothesis concerns the prior trajectory to be adapted after
disruption. In this study, only the adaptation from the reference trajectory is an-
alyzed, on which the robustness assessment depends. More precisely, the pair of
the reference strategy identified in pre-disruption scenario and the related time-
dependent adaptation plan before 2070 is adaptively robust. Nonetheless, as
justified for the selection of robust static strategies, the determination of "refer-
ence strategy" satisfying all extra criteria of actors may depend on other various
factors that are out of the scope of work. The prior reference trajectory to be
adapted are only selected as an example to illustrate the method of robustness
assessment. When other criteria are more relevant regarding a decision mak-
ing process, the same method can be applied. Meanwhile, it is possible that the
same adaptive strategy on the prior robust static optimum trajectory can lead to
lower TRUtot than previously. However, this last hypothesis should be verified by
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a complete new set of calculations as the risks of missloads seem to be very high.
We shall remind that this study does not aim to search for the lowest achievable
TRUtot by an exhaustive investigation of adapting all possible prior trajectories.
In contrast, the purpose is to compare the consequence of adaptation on a rea-
sonable choice before disruption with another precautionary strategy, in order
to highlight the difference between the a-posteriori adaptation planning and the
a-priori conservative strategy.

Second, the variability of input parameters in adaptation scenario can also im-
pact the result of the assessment. It is constrained by the DoE which is defined
in accordance to the interests of stakeholders. The achievement of adaptive ro-
bustness as well as the temporality is mainly based on the different variability
of D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf from those in pre-disruption scenario, which are impor-
tant variables on the output TRUtot. Therefore, the assessment and temporality
of adaptive robustness can be impacted with different variability of input vari-
ables. Indeed, the high-performance adaptations suggest a quick approximate
phase-out strategy with high MOX fraction; whereas stakeholders may prefer a
less ambitious readjustment with a smaller gain on output TRUtot.

Based on various considerations, one may impose other constraints on varia-
tion ranges, noted as Ct, than the ones in this study. For instance:

• Ct(P ): the phase-out strategy after disruption, indicated by Ptot,f ' 0, is
not acceptable according to stakeholders of nuclear industry. The lowest
acceptable level is 50% of the level in tad, which means that Ptot,f ≥ 0.5 ×
Ptot(t = tad)

• Ct(D): In consideration of the stabilization of electricity supply and the pace
of readjustment, the new transition should always longer than 10 years, and
thus D ≥ 10.

• Ct(PMOX): the reprocessing capacities of spent UOX fuels and the fabrica-
tion of fresh MOX fuels cannot be too high. Since the capacity depends on
the power level contributed by MOX denoted as PMOX, one may give a rele-
vant constraint that PMOX after transition should be smaller than the double
of current level, and thus Ptot,f × FrMOXf ≤ 188.1× 10%× 2 = 37.6 GWth.

• Ct(TCUOX): in consideration of nuclear safety, cooling time of spent UOX
fuels should be longer than five years, and thus TCUOX > 5 years.

Depending on cases, these new constraints may be added to the DoE indi-
vidually or cumulatively. To give a rough estimation, the results of adaptation of
tad = 2070 are used since the number of valid strategy is relatively high; these
constraints are used cumulatively in the foregoing order. The lowest achieved
TRUtot by accumulating the constraints in this order are shown in Table 3.17.
Except the very weak effect of TCUOX on TRUtot, these new constraints, which
imply a smaller variability of inputs, affect significantly the performance of the
constraint-dependent adaptive optimum. Meanwhile, one may open other possi-
bilities of adaptation than sticking to the previous systems by adding new input
parameters, such as the use of technologies concerning the multi-recycling of
plutonium in PWRs. These new variables will probably change the results of as-
sessment, and requires further analyses.

Besides, by definition, the results of strategy assessments also depend strongly
on the link between output evaluations and the observation time (here the time
horizon). The dependency of objective on a given time is intuitively a natural and
common choice in practise. In this study, there is no robust adaptive strategy
because the trajectory of adaptive optimum leads to TRUtot(t = 2090) higher than
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Constraints accumulated - Ct(P ) Ct(D) Ct(PMOX) Ct(TCUOX)
Lowest achieved TRUtot 873 903 929 971 971

Table 3.17: Lowest achieved TRUtot (in ton) accumulating new constraints on the variability
of input variables

TRUth,ad, which is determined by the robust static optimum in 2090. However,
as shown in Figure 3.14, a longer simulation would lead to a lower TRUtot for this
optimum and thus the probable existence of robust adaptive strategies. In other
words, if the time horizon of scenario is later than 2090, the adaptation of year
2070 may be robust. It requires certainly further analysis because the validity of
robust static optimum and the adaptive optimum of tad = 2070 after year 2090 are
not justified; nevertheless, it indicates the possibility of inter-temporal inconsis-
tency in this way to assess adaptive robustness.

If the evaluation of outputs is always connected with a given observation time,
the investigation based on the system of PWR UOX and MOX can be infinitely iter-
ative. In fact, the management of MOX employed in current French fleet stabilizes
the available plutonium inventory in the stock of spent UOX fuels [13]. If the sta-
bilization is broken, leading to the reduction and not rebuilt after transition, there
is always a risk of missload and requires further simulation to verify the validity.

In all, the connection of evaluation with set observation time is rather an op-
tion of objective reformulation than a problem of numeric analysis. The objective
will be rephrased in another manner in next chapter, which aims to disconnect
the dependency.

3.3.5 Conclusion of adaptive robustness assessment

In this section, adaptation scenarios with respect to four adaptation times tad
are analyzed, based on the prior reference trajectory. The adaptive robustness
assessment is performed by comparing the performance of adaptive strategies
with the robust static optimum identified in pre-disruption scenario. The com-
parison aims to highlight the difference between post-disruption adaptation and
best historical and precautionary choice regarding the disruption. It is shown that
the latest adaptation time for which adaptive robustness can be achieved based
on the prior reference trajectory is before year 2070, defining the temporality of
adaptive robustness based on the prior reference trajectory is between 20 and 30
years. This show a limit of the adaptation process which cannot compensate the
difference with the robust static optimum when only 20 years remains between
the adaptation and the evaluation.

Several hypotheses of scenario are also discussed, which may impact the as-
sessment of robustness. Therefore, the results of assessment cannot be sepa-
rated with relevant hypotheses, and they are not generalizable out of the scope
of study. When the aforementioned results are interpreted, the hypotheses of
scenario should be also highlighted.

3.4 Complement of set time problem: another option of
objective translation

As highlighted in Section 3.1, the objectives considered in this work are formu-
lated with ambiguities (as any objective formulation for scenario studies), and nu-
meric criteria are used to translate objectives into numerically applicable propo-
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sitions by adding hypotheses. These hypotheses depend on the aim of analysts
to match the interests of stakeholders. To highlight the effect of other choices of
hypotheses, another reformulation of objective should be studied. In this section,
the objective B is rephrased into another criterion, and the same methodology of
assessment is employed.

It is worth noting that the criterion for objective B presented in Section 3.1
is quite different from the one for objective A regarding a specific parameter of
primary importance : the installed capacity of the fleet. Indeed, RSubs was de-
signed to quantify the feasibility of a SFR transition regardless of the fleet power,
whereas TRUtot is strongly dependent on it as revealed in the previous sections.
Some may argue that the power should not have the same status as other op-
erational parameters such as reactor burn-ups or cooling time, as it represents
the evolution of nuclear capacity and is then directly relative to the interest of
stakeholders.The power is then subject, as objectives, to deep uncertainty. Its
impact is particularly studied in the Ph.D work in [49] with firmly built paradigm
of analysis. To handle it in this study, it may be more relevant to define a criterion
for objective B independent from the future fleet power. Outcomes of this section
will then allow us to conclude, on one hand, on the importance to translation of
objectives into criteria, and on the other hand, on the power status as a specific
parameter subject to deep uncertainty.

3.4.1 Another choice of criterion for objective B

Objective B considered in this work aims to minimize potential wastes in the cy-
cle. In previous sections, TRUtot is used as the output of interest. Given the high
variability of energy supply, one may argue that the waste should be refered
to as the quantity relative to a given energy production, for example, the TRU
inventories normalized by the total energy supply, denoted as TRUnorm

tot :

TRUnorm
tot (t) =

TRUtot(t)

E(t)
=

TRUtot(t)∫ t
t0
Pelec(τ)dτ

(3.7)

where t0 denotes the grid-connection time of first commercial nuclear reactor
in France, and Pelec denotes the electric power. For all PWR simulated in this
chapter, a yield of 33% is supposed. The large production of energy leads to a
considerable benefit that allows wide flexibility and economic margin of waste
management. Moreover, the organization of waste management can be more ef-
ficient in a large scale. These positive effects may offset somehow the negativity
of proportional TRUtot to the large scale of fleet. Hence, it is also of interest to
investigate the wastes per unit of energy produced.

With respect to the output of interest TRUnorm
tot and the hypothesis of set time

horizon, the new criterion for objective B and the new conditional criterion, de-
noted respectively as Ct-set

Bnorm and Ct-set
Bnorm|A, are recast as:

• Ct-set
Bnorm: Minimization of the normalized TRU inventories in total cycle by 2090

TRUnorm
tot (t = 2090).

• Ct-set
Bnorm|A: Minimization of TRUnorm

tot (t = 2090) among all valid strategies which
achieve RSubs(2090) > 1.

The method of scenario analysis and robustness assessment are illustrated in
previous sections. The same methods are used for the investigation with respect
to the new criterion defined for objective B. Same scenario and trajectories simu-
lated in previous analyses are used to calculate new outputs and to evaluate the
strategies.
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3.4.2 Assessment of static robustness in pre-disruption scenario

The cumulative energy supply of nuclear fleet in France till 2015 is calculated
to give the starting point. According to the simulation of French fleet shown
in Section 2.2.1, the total electricity production from 1977 to 2015 is around
1.15 × 104 TWe.h, or 1313 GWe.y, while around 372 tons of TRU inventories are
accumulated. To facilitate the representation of results, TRUnorm

tot is expressed in
t/(MWe.y). By 2015, TRUnorm

tot = 283 t/(MWe.y).
Pre-disruption scenario is described in Section 3.2. For each simulated trajec-

tory, TRUnorm
tot (t = 2090) is calculated. Similarly, under the hypothesis of evaluation

in year 2090, the term "t=2090" is omitted in this study. PCA is employed to in-
vestigate the importance of the eight input parameters on TRUnorm

tot . To help com-
plete the correlation matrix of original variable vector X where Xout = TRUnorm

tot ,
the correlation coefficients between inputs and TRUnorm

tot are presented in Table
3.18; note that only the correlations higher than 0.1 are presented.

Input tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

Cor. coef. 0.10 -0.64 -0.58 -0.12

Table 3.18: Correlation coefficients between inputs and output TRUnorm
tot in pre-disruption

scenario

Only valid strategies are taken into account for PCA . For these valid observa-
tions, the correlation matrix ofX where Xout = TRUnorm

tot is calculated, and then the
principal components (PCs) are identified by calculating the pairs of eigenvalue-
eigenvector. Fraction of total variance of X explained by given PC as well as the
squares of correlation coefficients between Xout = TRUnorm

tot and inputs are pre-
sented in Table 3.19. The PC1 can explain nearly the whole variance of TRUnorm

tot ,
while PC9 is approximately a constant compare to other PCs .

PC Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9

λj/Vtot 0.21 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.00∑∑∑j
k λk/Vtot 0.21 0.36 0.49 0.60 0.71 0.82 0.92 1.00 1.00

ρ2(NML, Yj) 0.92 0.03 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0.02 0.01 0.01

Table 3.19: Statistical information of principal components in the PCA where TRUnorm
tot (t =

2090) is one component of original variable vector

According to the method illustrated in Section 3.2, the composition of PC Y1
indicates the importance of variables on PC Y1 and thus TRUnorm

tot , while the co-
efficients in Y9 imply a possible linear relation among these variables. The co-
efficients of inputs and output TRUnorm

tot in Y1 and Y9 are presented in Table 3.20.
Coefficients of variables in PC Y1 indicates the measurable importance of FrMOXf

and BUUOX on TRUnorm
tot , while tstart, D, Ptot,f and BUMOX may have some effects.

The composition of Y9 emphasizes the linear relation between FrMOXf , BUUOX
and output TRUnorm

tot , while the effects of other variables are negligible. Hence,
the composition of these two PCs confirms the high importance of FrMOXf and
BUUOX on TRUnorm

tot , while other inputs such as tstart, D, Ptot,f and BUMOX may pos-
sibly affect TRUnorm

tot .
As expected, a large difference of importance of Ptot,f on output TRUtot and on

the normalized quantity TRUnorm
tot is observed. Actually, after the normalization of

energy production, TRUnorm
tot is not an extensive quantity driven by scaling param-

eter such as Ptot,f . Instead, it measures the depth of energy released regarding
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Coef. in Yj tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu TRUnorm
tot

Y1 -0.14 -0.11 0.29 -0.50 -0.34 -0.15 0.08 0.05 0.69

Y9 0.07 0.05 0. 0.52 0.52 0.05 0. 0. 0.67

Table 3.20: Coefficients of original variables in the linear transformations of PCs Y1 and Y9,
where Xout = TRUnorm

tot

the production of TRU, particularly the plutonium. For other input parameters,
FrMOXf and BUUOX have strong impacts on TRUnorm

tot , because they character-
ize the valorization of plutonium. The effects of tstart, D and BUMOX are possibly
measurable but cannot definitely determined.

The impacts of input parameters can be verified by the scatter plots of TRUnorm
tot

by 2090 versus inputs and RSubs in Figure 3.17, where blue points represent the
strategies of LiFo and the red points are FiFo. The correlations between output
TRUnorm

tot and important inputs FrMOXf and BUUOX are clearly shown, whereas
the effect of Ptot,f is much smaller. Given the uniform distribution of two colors
of points, the effect of MPu on TRUnorm

tot can be considered negligible. In terms
of tstart and D, there seems to be a slight tendency of convergence of TRUnorm

tot ,
which can be the same explanation of transition time effects. While for BUMOX,
it seems to be slightly correlated with TRUnorm

tot , as indicated by their correlation
coefficient shown in Table 3.18, but globally its effect is much smaller than other
important input parameters.

To sum up, these results demonstrate a-posteriori the independence of the
new-built criterion from any nuclear power transition as our willing. The uncer-
tainty of the power evolution should then not impact our conclusions on robust
strategy assessments with this new translation of objective B.

Figure 3.17: TRUnorm
tot by 2090 versus inputs and RSubs, where blue points are LiFo and red

points are FiFo

The impacts of possible important interactions of input parameters are veri-
fied in Figure 3.18. The strong symbiotic effect of FrMOXf and BUUOX is obvious;
whereas the interaction between Ptot,f and FrMOXf accounts rather for the plu-
tonium availability than for TRUnorm

tot . Again, due to the normalization, wide range
of TRUnorm

tot is presented in all range of Ptot,f , and their dependency is not as high
as in the previous study with respect to output TRUtot.

The scatter plots of two outputs of interest, TRUnorm
tot versus RSubs, are shown in

Figure 3.19, colored respectively by FrMOXf and by BUUOX. Two figures present
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.18: Scatter plot of inputs FrMOXf versus RSubs respectively BUUOX and Ptot,f colored
by TRUnorm

tot by 2090

a slight difference on the color pattern, which means that the responses of the
two outputs to FrMOXf and to BUUOX still have some nuances. Figure 3.18a
shows that when RSubs is relatively low corresponding to very high level of Ptot,f
and BUUOX, low-level TRUnorm

tot can still be achieved with a FrMOXf around 15%,
which is much lower than the case of high RSubs corresponding to low power level.
Actually the high level of Ptot,f is not compatible with high FrMOXf due to the
plutonium availability.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.19: Scatter plot of outputs TRUnorm
tot versus RSubs by 2090, colored respectively by

FrMOXf and BUUOX

The strategies of Pareto front, represented as points surrounded by squares
in Figure 3.19, presents a wide range of tradeoffs between the maximization
of RSubs and the minimization of TRUnorm

tot . They can be considered as robust
static strategies depending on the requirement and interest on these two out-
puts. The RSubs of this zone ranges in [1.16, 1.68], while TRUnorm

tot ranges in [221,
273] t/TWe.y. The front can be first achieved by low level of Ptot,f , mainly con-
strained by the optimization on RSubs. The tradeoffs are then controlled by the
choices of FrMOXf and BUUOX. Note that under the priority of objective A, RSubs

of strategies of interest should be larger than 1; thus, the strategy achieving the
lowest TRUnorm

tot = 217 t/TWe.y is not of interest even though it is on the Pareto
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front, because its RSubs < 1. It is represented by a cross in Figure 3.19. Because it
is the global minimum, it is called mono-objective optimum satisfying Ct-set

Bnorm.
Two extreme cases can be investigated. The first one is the reference strategy

that maximizes RSubs. The other one minimizes TRUnorm
tot among valid strategies

achieving RSubs > 1; according to the new criterion Ct-set
Bnorm|A, this one is defined

here as the robust static optimum. Those two strategies are represented respec-
tively by red square and purple square in Figure 3.19. The reference strategy
leads to 273 t/TWe.y by 2090, while the robust static strategy in this study re-
sults in 221 t/TWe.y, which is quite close to the mono-objective optimum satis-
fying Ct-set

Bnorm. The values of inputs and outputs of robust static optimum in this
study are shown in Table 3.21. The previous robust static optimum that min-
imizes TRUtot satisfying Ct-set

B , leads to TRUnorm
tot = 232 t/TWe.y and is not in the

Pareto front.

Var. tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu RSubs TRUtot TRUnorm
tot

Valus 2036 34 98.2 15.8 58.3 47.4 9.0 LiFo 1.16 885 221

(Unit) year year GWth % GWd/t GWd/t year - - ton t/TWe.y

Table 3.21: Values of inputs and outputs of the robust static optimum satisfying Ct-set
Bnorm

One may note that a large part of explored valid strategies lead to lower
TRUnorm

tot than the initial state in 2015. Actually, the reduction of TRUnorm
tot can

date back to the beginning of fleet. The evolution of TRUnorm
tot of French nuclear

fleet is shown in Figure 3.20a. During the first irradiation, TRU nuclides are cre-
ated; the net production rate of TRU decreases due to the nuclear reactions of
TRU, specially during the plutonium mono-recycling. Since TRUtot and energy
production are both cumulative quantities, the influence of large deployment of
new reactors on TRUnorm

tot is relatively limited. The increase of BUUOX and the use
of MOX fortifies the reduction TRUnorm

tot over time.

(a) Evolution of TRUnormtot of historical French fleet
till year 2015

(b) Evolution of TRUnormtot of particular cases till
year 2090

Figure 3.20: Evolution of TRUnorm
tot of particular trajectories

A simple dual-state system can help understand more in detail the evolution of
TRUnorm

tot . Suppose that TRUnorm
early denotes the production of TRU normalized by the

energy production in early irradiation cycles, characterized by low BUUOX with-
out MOX, simply called the early system; TRUnorm

rec denotes the production of TRU
normalized by the energy production in recent irradiation cycles, characterized
by median BUUOX and a given fraction of MOX, simply called the recent system.
According to the simple individual reactor simulations in Section 2.2.1.1, the use
of MOX tends to reduce TRU during the electricity production. Accordingly, we
may have TRUnorm

early > TRUnorm
rec . The French fleet starts from TRUnorm

early ; following
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the modification of BUUOX and the use of MOX, the high value of TRUnorm
tot approx-

imates to TRUnorm
early is little by little "diluted" by the increasing weight of TRUnorm

rec :

TRUnorm
tot (t) =

Eearly
Eearly + Erec(t)

TRUnorm
early +

Erec(t)

Eearly + Erec(t)
TRUnorm

rec (3.8)

where Eearly and Erec denote the energy produced by the early system and by
the recent system. Following the application of recent system and the increase
of Erec, the time-dependent TRUnorm

tot decreases and converges to TRUunit
rec . It also

explains why TRUnorm
tot converges to a constant value over time. This explana-

tion is only an extremely simplified model of two system states; but also help
understand how TRUnorm

tot evolves over time.
Meanwhile, this simplified explanation also helps understand why high level

of Ptot,f corresponding to very low RSubs, can still achieve low TRUnorm
tot with high

level of BUUOX and a FrMOXf around 15%, a fraction much lower than the case
of high RSubs, as shown in Figure 3.19. When Ptot,f is high, the weight of TRUnorm

rec

represented by relatively high level of FrMOXf and BUUOX is also high, and thus
TRUnorm

tot decreases efficiently over time. While Ptot,f is low, the relevant weight
is consequently small. To achieve the similar low level of TRUnorm

tot within the
same time horizon, FrMOXf should be much higher to strengthen the reduction
of TRUnorm

tot .
Figure 3.20b shows the evolution of TRUnorm

tot of four particular strategies: ref-
erence strategy, the robust static optimum of this study and the one defined in
Section 3.2 satisfying Ct-set

Bnorm, and also the prolongation of current French fleet.
The two strategies concerning immediate precautionary action lead to the con-
tinuous decrease of TRUnorm

tot , since the FrMOXf and BUUOX are higher than the
initial levels. The continuation of French fleet, also keeps decreasing TRUnorm

tot

but seems to converge without any modification of fleet. On the contrary, the
TRUnorm

tot of reference strategy re-increases due to the reduction of FrMOXf and
BUUOX.

3.4.3 Adaptive robustness assessment with respect to TRU invento-
ries normalized by cumulative energy production

The same adaptation scenario and samples in previous study are used, based on
the prior trajectory of the reference strategy. The threshold for adaptive robust-
ness assessment, denoted as TRUnorm

th,ad = 221 t/TWe.y, is deduced from the robust
static optimum defined in this section. The aim is to explore adaptive strategies
to minimize TRUnorm

tot by 2090.
At a first step, Figure 3.21 indicates the histogram and distribution of TRUnorm

tot

of adaptive strategies by 2090 over tad. Compared to the prior reference trajec-
tory by 2090, 273 t/TWe.y represented by red dash line in the figure, most of
adaptive strategies can reduce TRUnorm

tot . According to the previous analysis, it
can be explained by the fact that the major part of valid FrMOXf sampled are
higher than the state in tad, which is summarized in Table 3.11. Therefore, the
TRUnorm

tot can be improved by adaptive strategies compared with the prior trajec-
tory without any readjustment. Coherent with the time effect of transition, late
tad limits the effects of adaptation, and thus the results are more close to the prior
reference trajectory. However, the width of distribution is similar over tad.

Similar to the study of adaptation with respect to the TRUtot minimization, pairs
plots of inputs and the output TRUnorm

tot of adaptive strategies allow to give an in-
sight on the responses of fuel cycle to the variation of input parameters. The pairs
plots are shown in Figure 3.22 over tad, where the points are colored by the val-
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Figure 3.21: Histogram of TRUnorm
tot of adaptive strategies by 2090 over tad

ues of TRUnorm
tot ; near-blue points stands for the low level of TRUnorm

tot and near-red
points represent the high level. The importance of FrMOXf is verified. However,
input BUUOX, an important parameter in pre-disruption scenario, seems to have
much smaller effects on output TRUnorm

tot . Actually, as highlighted in previous anal-
yses in section 3.3, the global statistical effects is strongly linked to the variability
of variable. In adaptation scenario, the variability of FrMOXf is much higher than
in pre-disruption scenario, and the relative importance of other parameters, such
as BUUOX, can a-priori be reduced. In addition, when MOX fraction is high, the ef-
fects from UOX fuels and relevant parameters become restricted because of the
limited share of UOX fuels. An extreme case is that if the MOX fraction is close to
100%, outputs can be insensitive to the parameters of UOX fuels.

In terms of other input parameters, the importance of Ptot,f is still measurable.
BUMOX also seems to have some effects on TRUnorm

tot , especially the strategies
leading to low TRUnorm

tot prefer high BUMOX. It may be explained by a better use
of plutonium: if BUMOX is high, fresh MOX fuels demands high content and thus
high inventory of plutonium, which implies that the inventory of idle plutonium
in spent UOX is kept at low level. Since 241Pu is short-lived, low inventory of idle
plutonium in spent UOX can improve the use of high-quality plutonium. Actually,
a LiFo strategy for spent UOX management has a similar effect as well, which is
verified by the adaptive optimum in the following analyses. Last but not least, the
parameter D is statistically not important on TRUnorm

tot , which is totally different
from its role on TRUtot. Actually, its contribution is principally presented by the
correlation with FrMOXf . According to the analysis above, the most efficient
way to minimize TRUtot is to incinerate the plutonium in spent UOX fuels, so that
TRUtot can be reduced while increasing the energy production. Within this large
range of FrMOXf , even long transition of large D can empty the interim stock of
spent UOX with appropriate choice of FrMOXf .

To assess the adaptive robustness, trajectories of adaptive strategies, as well
as the two important prior trajectories of reference strategy and robust static
optimum, are shown in Figure 3.23. In the pairs plots of Figure 3.23, the threshold
TRUnorm

th,ad = 221 t/TWe.y is also presented by purple dash lines.
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2050

(c) tad = 2060 (d) tad = 2070

Figure 3.22: Pairs plots of output TRUnorm
tot and important inputs D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX

and BUMOX over tad, colored by the values of TRUnorm
tot

Compared with the robust static optimum, there exists adaptive strategies
that lead to lower TRUnorm

tot by 2090 than TRUnorm
th,ad if tad = 2040; otherwise, the

TRUnorm
tot of possible adaptations are always higher than the robust static opti-

mum. With respect to the criterion Ct-set
Bnorm and the adaptation from reference tra-

jectory, the time limit to have robust adaptations is around year 2050. In regard
to the year 2090 as the time horizon, the temporality of adaptive robustness, as
defined in section 3.3 is longer than 40 years.

Adaptive optimum of each case of tad indicates if the adaptation can be ro-
bust. The evolution of TRUnorm

tot of these optima are represented by thick lines
in Figure 3.23, and the values of inputs and output TRUnorm

tot of adaptive optima
are presented in Table 3.22. Adaptive optima after disruption lead to the values
of TRUnorm

tot by 2090 quite close to the result of robust static optimum. Note that
the relative discrepancy of TRUnorm

tot of adaptive optima to TRUnorm
th,ad is around 3%,

while the uncertainty of accumulated TRUtot is also in this magnitude. Results are
totally different from the previous adaptation study with respect to TRUtot, where
a measurable fraction of valid strategies can be considered to be robust within
acceptable ambiguity. In this adaptation study, the robustness assessment de-
pending on a delicate nuance of numeric results may be not sufficiently credible.

Instead of exhausting the exploration of robust strategies possibly without suf-
ficient credibility, one useful information can be deduced with respect to the
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Figure 3.23: Evolution of TRUnorm
tot of adaptive strategies, and the prior trajectories of reference

strategy and robust static optimum

tad of op. D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu TRUnorm
tot

tad = 2040 47.7 13.5 40.1 59.8 55.1 3.1 LiFo 215

tad = 2050 22 34.7 51.6 58.8 58.1 4.1 LiFo 221

tad = 2060 15 18.8 100. 55.4 45.9 8.8 LiFo 226

tad = 2070 2 59.5 87.2 57.9 59.7 5.9 LiFo 226

(Unit) year GWth % GWd/t GWd/t year - t/TWe.y

Table 3.22: Inputs and output TRUnorm
tot of adaptive optima over tad

minimization of TRUnorm
tot . Even though the variability of important parameter

FrMOXf is much larger than the one before disruption, adaptive readjustments
cannot achieve a far better performance than the immediate precautionary ac-
tion suggested by the strategy of robust static optimum. Meanwhile, this optimal
performance can still be approximated by adaptation even in a large range of tad,
while necessarily high MOX fraction can be traded for the temporality of adapta-
tion.

3.4.4 Conclusion of the complement analysis and the comparison with
previous study without normalization on the waste

In this section, another translation of objective B is used, which aims to minimize
the normalized TRU inventories in the total cycle TRUnorm

tot . The same methods
of scenario analysis and robustness assessment as presented in Section 3.2 and
3.3 are employed. This study reveals that with a different translation of the same
objective to numeric criterion, the mechanism of fuel cycle responses to the vari-
ation of inputs in the two cases can be completely different, and so is the ro-
bustness assessment. Analysts should then take extra care to the stakeholders
interests they can not even define. Indeed, our two formulations for criterion B
were built to answer the same objective which is the minimisation of potential
waste.

For Ct-set
B , the relevant output of interest TRUtot is an extensive quantity and

depends strongly on the scale effect of Ptot,f . For most of strategies without mea-
surable risk of missload, TRUtot increases significantly over time. Since the varia-
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tion scales of total power of fleet in the situation before disruption and the one for
adaptation are completely different, the threshold of adaptive robustness TRUth,ad
deduced from pre-disruption scenario is a projection far in the future much higher
than the levels estimated at some given points of time, such as year 2040, 2050
and 2060; and the margin between TRUth,ad and TRUtot(t = tad) is therefore rela-
tively large to be adaptively robust with respect to the hypotheses of parameter
variation. The time limit to achieve robust adaptations is then in the 2060s.

When wastes are normalized, the output TRUnorm
tot of Ct-set

Bnorm is much less sen-
sitive to Ptot,f by construction, but much more sensitive to the use of plutonium,
such as FrMOXf and BUUOX. Due to the normalization, TRUnorm

tot is similar to an in-
tensive quantity that can be "diluted" or "concentrated", but bounded by extreme
states. In this case, even though the variability of the important factor FrMOXf

of adaptation is far higher than pre-disruption strategy, it does not help improve
the minimization of TRUnorm

tot compared to the robust static optimum before dis-
ruption. Under these implications, the adaptive robustness is far less evident.
Numerically, the time limit to achieve robust adaptations is the 2040s. However,
the discrepancies between the TRUnorm

tot of adaptive optima regardless tad and the
threshold TRUnorm

th,ad are in the similar magnitudes of uncertainties of TRUnorm
tot esti-

mations. In comparison, both the physics explanation of fuel cycle behavior and
the assessment of adaptive robustness with respect to Ct-set

Bnorm is globally different
from the analysis of Ct-set

B .

The cumulative production of energy builds the connection between these two
outputs, the absolute level of TRU TRUtot and the normalized one TRUnorm

tot . Be-
cause the energy produced from TRU is limited under the mono-recycling, TRUtot
is highly correlated with the cumulative production of energy, as shown in Figure
3.24. Figure 3.24a presents the TRUtot and the cumulative production of energy
by 2090 of all valid pre-disruption strategies, colored by the input Ptot,f in pre-
disruption scenario. The domination of Ptot,f on these two outputs is evident.
The dispersion of points leads to different slopes which stands for the normalized
waste TRUnorm

tot , principally due to the choices of FrMOXf and BUUOX as explained.
Equivalently, this corresponds to different allocation options of plutonium in facil-
ities, either stored in spent UOX fuels, or partially burned and stored in spent MOX
fuels. With dynamic readjustments, the available plutonium/TRU can be used for
energy production. In this case, a lowest achievable TRUnorm

tot seems highly possi-
ble to be reversible regardless the adaptation time (if neglecting the reduction of
plutonium quality during storage). It is however too hard to become measurably
lower than the robust static optimum in regard to criterion Ct-set

Bnorm|A.

In comparison, it is harder to reduce TRUtot by mono-recycling once it goes
beyond a given level, here determined by the corresponding robust static op-
timum (which fulfills Ct-set

B|A ). As shown in Figure 3.9, this robust static optimum
maximizes the use of available plutonium in the stock of spent UOX fuels. Corre-
sponding to this high use of plutonium of mono-recycling, each increment on the
cumulative energy production brings a net production of TRUtot. Thus, a lower
cumulative production of energy is much more effective to achieve a lower level
of TRUtot, and it is confirmed in Figure 3.24b. This figure shows the evolution
of TRUtot and the cumulative production of energy resulting from all valid pre-
disruption strategies as well as the robust adaptive strategies over tad, regarding
the minimization of TRUtot. Most of the robust adaptations lead to a lower cumula-
tive energy production than the robust static optimum (which minimizes TRUtot).
Cases that allow higher energy production by 2090 are extremely rare. As an
interpretation, the cost to adapt to lower level of TRUtot may be a lower eventual
energy production. At the same time, readjustments should be taken sufficiently
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.24: TRUtot versus cumulative production of energy of trajectories simulated: (a)
results by 2090 of valid pre-disruption strategies; (b) evolution of two outputs, for both valid
pre-disruption strategies and robust adaptive strategies regarding the minimization of TRUtot

in advance to achieve a lower cumulative energy production. This explains the
different approachability of TRUtot from that of TRUnorm

tot if the corresponding time
limit is over.

In spite of suggesting different strategies, both choices of outputs and criteria
for objective B make sense, and none of them is comprehensively superior. All
depends on the interest of stakeholders and the choice of analysts. It implies that
the translation of objective into numeric criterion should be clarified with caution,
because even a slight ambiguity of hypothesis can result in the obscurity of as-
sessment. Furthermore, the purpose of this Ph.D is to tackle deep uncertainties
in scenario studies by disruptions simulations. It seems reasonable to say that
objective A and objective B are related directly to the future evolution of nuclear
energy. The deep uncertainty of objectives (meaning the deep uncertainty of
stakeholders interest) may involve then a deep uncertainty on the power evo-
lution of the global fleet. The construction of criterion independent from this
installed capacity may be a way to handle the uncertainty and draw conclusions
of robustness assessments without any disruption simulation concerning power-
related objectives.

3.5 Conclusion of this chapter

In this chapter, robustness of strategies have been assessed in a pre-determined
observation time. Under this assumption, the static robustness of strategies in
pre-disruption scenario and the adaptive robustness of strategies based on the
prior reference trajectory have been assessed.

The maximization of RSubs by year 2090 for SFR deployment is pre-selected as
objective. Under uncertain disruption, it could be changed to minimizing TRUtot
by 2090 without any SFR deployment. Coherent with the preliminary scenario
study in Chapter 2, Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX are shown to be important pa-
rameters for both outputs RSubs and TRUtot in the pre-disruption scenario. The
Pareto front of these two contradictory objectives is achieved by the minimiza-
tion of Ptot,f , while the trade-offs of these robust static strategies are presented
on the different choices of FrMOXf and BUUOX. The reference strategy for the
pre-selected objective of SFR deployment leads to RSubs(2090) = 1.68 implying 68%
of the margin of plutonium availability in 2090. 1120 tons of TRU in total cycle is
accumulated. In contrast, the robust static optimum accumulates only 849 tons,
but keeping only 18% of margin for plutonium availability.
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The adaptation scenario starts from the prior trajectory of the reference strat-
egy. Four adaptation times tad are considered: year 2040, 2050, 2060 and 2070.
In the adaptation scenario, variables D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf have direct impacts on
the output TRUtot(2090). Furthermore, valid ranges of Ptot,f and FrMOXf change
over tad subject to the plutonium availability for MOX fuels. To perform the ro-
bustness assessment, the performance of adaptive strategies represented by
TRUtot(2090) is compared with the robust static optimum one. Strategies achieving
lower TRUtot(2090) are considered robust. Robust adaptive strategies are identi-
fied when tad ≤ 2060, but none has been found when the adaptation occurs after
2070.

The criterion with respect to the objective linked to disruption is then formu-
lated in another definition, considering the minimization of TRU normalized by
cumulative energy production, denoted as TRUnorm

tot . This study shows the influ-
ence of uncertain formulation of objective on the strategy assessment. It has
also been verified that this formulation freed the analyses from the dependency
on the deep uncertainty of future fleet power. With respect to output TRUnorm

tot ,
the analysis verifies that FrMOXf and BUUOX are the dominant factors, and the
effect of Ptot,f is much weaker than its impact on TRUtot. It is explained by the fact
that TRUtot is an extensive quantity controlled by scale-related factor like Ptot,f ,
while the normalized quantity TRUnorm

tot is rather sensitive to the valorization of
TRU (principally the plutonium), which is characterized by FrMOXf and BUUOX.
Therefore, compared with the robust static optimum standing for the historically
best choice before disruption, most of adaptive strategies lead to higher TRUnorm

tot ,
and robust adaptive strategies are extremely rare even if tad is early. However,
it also means that this best level can be approached increasing the MOX share,
in spite of irreversible loss due to insufficient time and possibly the decrease of
plutonium quality.





Chapter 4

Strategy evaluation and Robustness
assessment disconnected from
pre-determined time

A given time horizon for scenario evaluation is classically considered in lots of
projects for formulation of perspectives in different studies. However, as pointed
out in the discussion in Section 3.3, the analysis of adaptive robustness under a
set time horizon, especially connected with a pre-determined time, may lead to
inter-temporal inconsistency in practical assessments.

An option to address this issue is to disconnect the evaluation of strategy from
any pre-determined time. In this case, the time horizon of scenario can be more
flexible than the previous case. In this chapter, time characteristics of previous
outputs evolution (RSubs and TRUtot) are considered, with no consideration of any
pre-determined time. This implies new reformulations of objectives and their
relevant numeric criteria. Using these new objectives and criteria, the physics
analysis of fuel cycle as well as the robustness assessment can be quite different
from the ones connected to a set time horizon in Chapter 3.

Moreover, the new analysis in this chapter can highlight and address sev-
eral shortcomings of the previous adaptive robustness assessment discussed in
Section 3.3. Specifically, the assumptions that only one reference trajectory is
adapted, and the fact that no new technology is taken into account are discussed.
Some evaluations about how these aspects impact the conclusion are also carried
out.

In this study, the same two example objectives concerning the future of the fu-
ture plutonium status as in the previous chapter are considered: the pre-selected
objective A considers the substitution of PWR-fleet with future SFR deployment;
the objective B linked to the uncertain disruption is to minimize the TRU invento-
ries in total cycle without SFR deployment. To allow an independent evaluation
from a pre-determined time of observation, the problem is reformulated with new
criteria in Section 4.1, introducing new scenario assumptions. The thresholds Rth

and TRUth are defined and justified for the acceptable levels of RSubs and TRUtot
respectively. These two thresholds are the central assumptions for the evalua-
tion of strategy performances. Based on new assumptions, the static robustness
assessment is performed in a pre-disruption scenario in Section 4.2.

The new assumption regarding the time horizon implies also a more compli-
cated definition of validity and robustness assessment in adaptation scenarios.
To give a fundamental understanding, the adaptations from the prior reference
trajectory identified in pre-disruption scenario are studied for the adaptation from
year 2040 in Section 4.3. Learning from the studies in Chapter 3, two aspects are
complemented. The first one considers the adaptation from a set of prior trajec-
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tories. This introduces the notion of adaptability of prior trajectories in Section
4.4, which help complement the robustness assessment. Under the estimation
of adaptability, a set of prior trajectories are adapted from 2070, and the new
adaptive robustness assessment is carried out.

The second aspect in Section 4.5 considers the use of MOX on Enriched Ura-
nium Support (MOXEUS) in PWRs, a new option that is supposed to be unavailable
before disruption for adaptation. This analysis uses the model of MOXEUS de-
veloped in [50] in which both the 235U enrichment and the plutonium content are
variables for the Fuel Loading Model. The MIX fuel will be used in Chapter 5 where
more realistic issues of the future French fleet are addressed. New properties of
strategies concerning adaptive robustness can be expected.

4.1 Problem formulation: objectives disconnected from pre-
determined point of time

As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, the same two objectives are con-
sidered to compare the assessment disconnected from a pre-determined time
with the assessments in Chapter 3. Objective A aiming to the substitution of
PWR-fleet with future SFR deployment is pre-selected, while the disruption of this
objective is deeply uncertain. If objective A is disrupted, TRU inventories in total
cycle should be minimized in the PWR-fleet system.

Corresponding to these two objectives, two outputs, the substitution ratio
(RSubs) and TRU inventories in total cycle (TRUtot) are considered. To evaluate
if the strategies of interest have acceptable performances, thresholds in terms of
RSubs and TRUtot, written respectively as Rth and TRUth, need to be set to repre-
sents an estimation of an acceptable level. To disconnect the evaluation of the
strategy from the time horizon of the scenario, the general idea is to estimate the
time when the physics quantities check the inequalities defined by the thresholds
(RSubs > Rth and TRUtot > TRUth).

As discussed in Section 3.1, the choice of a relevant threshold is a difficult
issue. Rth = 1 may make sense but does not take any plutonium margin into
account for SFR fuel fabrication. In this study, the assumption of Rth = 1 is used,
considering that the margin asked by the uncertainties on the RSubs evaluation
can be replaced by a margin taken for the time when RSubs > Rth.

TRUth involves the bibliographical research on waste disposal. Several thresh-
olds may be considered in pre-disruption scenario; meanwhile, the threshold
used in adaptation scenario can be also different from the previous ones, due
to the different situations before and after disruption. To disconnect the evalu-
ation of strategies from a pre-determined time and a preset time horizon, new
notions with respect to thresholds different from the study in Chapter 3 should
be defined.

4.1.1 Role of time horizon in this study

In Chapter 3, the assumption of evaluating a strategy at a given time constrains
the time horizon of scenario. Although in this chapter we are aiming to free
ourselves of such dependency on a pre-determined time, the time horizon of
simulations and scenario cannot be indefinite. A fleet transition and outputs of
interest evaluated after several centuries are not of interest. Furthermore, the
simulation should stop on a reasonable time to keep the calculation time and the
size of the outputs reasonable. Therefore, a time horizon needs to be determined
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for both studies of pre-disruption scenario and adaptation scenario.
As presented in Section 4.2, some results of strategies may be quantifiable

and others may be not, depending on the behavior of the fuel cycle and the
choice of time horizon. The fact that some results are non-quantifiable can also
help construct meaningful strategies. The functionality of time horizon should
reflect more on the interest of studies than its impacts on the conclusion of sce-
nario studies. With the new notions introduced in the subsequent formulations,
the assessment of strategies can remain relatively consistent regarding different
assumption of time horizon.

The time horizon of pre-disruption scenario can remain the same as the one
in Chapter 3, from year 2015 to 2090. In short, the current fleet will be replaced
successively by the new generation of reactors, such as EPR, and this new fleet
may be replaced at the end of century. This time horizon covers then the fleet
transition in this century and the end corresponds well the timing of the substitu-
tion with SFR.

The horizon of adaptation scenario can be freed from the one of pre-disruption
scenario. To minimize TRU, a time period similar to the life of reactor can be
used to investigate the behavior of fuel cycle, like 50 years from the beginning of
adaptation. Such length of period is long enough to observe the dynamics of the
fuel cycle, and it is not so long that too many uncertainties of long-term future
involve in the study.

4.1.2 Validity and performances in pre-disruption scenario and static
robustness assessment

In Chapter 3, the pre-disruption scenario is studied considering RSubs and TRUtot
by 2090 for evaluation criteria. Here the pre-disruption assessment differs due to
the different criteria defined for the disconnection between the assessment and
the evaluation time, as presented in the following.

The priority is still given to objective A, while the minimization of TRU is sec-
ondary. Subject to the priority of objective A on the future deployment of SFR,
missloads within the time horizon of scenario is considered unacceptable. Hence,
the pre-disruption strategies leading to missloads are considered invalid and are
discarded from any further analysis.

The assessment of pre-disruption strategy in this study is related to the thresh-
old levels for the outputs of interest, Rth and TRUth. Suppose first these two
thresholds are known, and the two corresponding objectives can be recast into
the criteria as:

• Ct-dcn
A : The time when RSubs of each strategy becomes higher than the thresh-

old Rth is studied, denoted as tR. It should be within the time horizon of inter-
est given the priority of objective A; minimize tR if optimization is required.

• Ct-dcn
B : The time when TRUtot of strategy becomes higher than the threshold

TRUth is studied, denoted as tTRU . Maximize tTRU according to objective B.

Mathematically, the two mentioned times of interest, tR and tTRU of a given strat-
egy, are defined as:

tR = min{tr|∀t ≥ tr, RSubs(t) ≥ Rth} (4.1)

tTRU = min{ttru|∃t ≤ ttru, TRUtot(t) ≥ TRUth} (4.2)

By definition, Ct-dcn
A searches for the strategy that achieves objective A charac-

terized by threshold Rth as quickly as possible. The time needed, represented
by tR, evaluates the performance in regard to objective A. Given the priority of
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objective A, the valid strategies leading to quantifiable tR which should be ear-
lier than the time horizon, are of interest. With the same notation as used in
Chapter 3, the reference strategy that is optimal for the pre-selected objective A,
should minimize tR among all valid strategies in this chapter. Concerning Ct-dcn

B ,
the strategies should be able to postpone the time when the TRUtot exceeds the
threshold TRUth as late as possible. The time needed, represented by tTRU , evalu-
ates then the performance of strategy regarding a given acceptable level of TRU
disposal. tTRU later than the horizon (and thus not defined in our simulations)
means that the TRU inventories do not go beyond the given level within the time
horizon of interest. Therefore, these strategies are well performing regarding the
minimization of waste.

Figure 4.1 presents graphically how to calculate the tR and tTRU of a trajectory
from a given strategy, according to different choices of thresholds Rth and TRUth.
To summarize, objective A requires a sustainable material availability before the
substitution of fleet, while it can be problematic when the threshold of capacity
of waste deposit is exceeded for the first time. But due to the consideration of
objective priority, strategies leading to quantifiable tR within the time horizon are
conceptually more of interest than those leading to non-quantifiable tTRU before
any disruption.

Figure 4.1: Determination of tR and tTRU of a trajectory from a given strategy, according to
the choices of thresholds Rth and TRUth

Robust static strategies should then maximize tTRU , under the condition that tR
is earlier than the time horizon of interest, or even is minimized if possible. Given
the contradiction between these two objectives, some trade-offs may exist on the
performance of tR and tTRU . Similar to the study in Chapter 3, static strategies
in Pareto front of the output space tTRU -tR can be considered robust: if tTRU of all
strategies can be determined within the time horizon, a single optimum can be
identified by applying the conditional criterion Ct-dcn

B|A :

• Ct-dcn
B|A : Maximization of tTRU under the condition that tR is realized within the

time horizon of interest.

The strategy that satisfies Ct-dcn
B|A is then called the robust static optimum in the

following of this chapter. It is worth noting that this robust static optimum may
differ from the one identified in Chapter 3, because the criteria have different
definitions.

But because tTRU can be out of horizon (which also means that the TRU inven-
tories in total cycle are always under the threshold level), it is possible that the
Pareto front of this part is not well-defined. Actually, these foregoing cases de-
pend strongly on the choices of thresholds TRUth, which also influence the results
of fuel cycle analysis as well as the robustness assessment. As will be presented
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in Section 4.2, different TRUth are used, and the impacts of their definitions on
the fuel cycle analysis and robustness assessment are investigated.

4.1.3 Validity and performances in adaptation scenario and adaptive
robustness assessment

For adaptation scenario, the time horizon of interest should be also determined,
which is not necessarily the same as the one in pre-disruption scenario. After
the disruption, the goal becomes the minimization of TRU inventories in total
cycle in the PWR-fleet. Because the evaluation of strategy is separated from any
pre-determined time, the validity of an adaptive strategy can be different from
previous cases where we consider only the trajectories without any missload until
the end of the scenario (year 2090). Similar to the assumptions made in Chapter
3, the adaptations consist in the change of parameters in a large range, including
fast phase-out strategies starting from the adaptation time.

For each trajectory, the first time of missload, denoted as tML, may define its
time horizon as long as it is later than the end of the new transition defined by
adaptation. The first missload may happen hundreds of years after disruption
(even never). Consequently, we have to define a maximal time horizon, depend-
ing on our studies. This way to proceed leads to different time horizon for a set
of trajectories with adaptations.

The post-disruption planning can be characterized by the new transition of
adaptation. In brief, a valid adaptive strategy should finish this transition before
meeting missloads, which can be summarized as the criterion of validity, denoted
as :

• Ct-dcn
V,ad : An adaptive strategy is valid in this adaptation scenario study if tML >

tad+D; the well-defined duration of the corresponding trajectory is {t|t < tML}.

where D is the duration of fleet transition defined by the corresponding adap-
tive strategy. According to Ct-dcn

V,ad , the evolution of the fleet is well defined before
the first missload; once the first missload is met, the level of TRUtot is implicitly
maintained by phase-out after the first time of plutonium shortage. This assump-
tion ensures then the results validity of a valid adaptation within different time
horizons.

In terms of the assessment of adaptive robustness, one may choose the same
threshold TRUth as the one in pre-disruption scenario, which relies on the esti-
mation of waste disposals availability in the future. However, this choice is not
coherent with our approach that disconnects assessment to time horizon. Indeed,
this value only makes its own sense within the time horizon of pre-disruption sce-
nario, whereas the adaptation scenario may have a different horizon. Another
choice is to investigate the lowest level of TRUtot(t = tad) among valid strategies
leading to tR within the horizon of pre-disruption scenario. Figure 4.2 presents
graphically how this threshold level can be determined from prior trajectories.
This value, denoted as TRUth,ad, has to be distinguished from the threshold taken
in pre-disruption scenario. It indicates the best historical choice regarding the
level at adaptation time among all pre-disruption strategies pursuing objective
A. Thus, the aim of adaptation is to adapt the prior trajectory to reduce TRU in-
ventories and to go beneath TRUth,ad, absorbing the excess of TRU relative to
this best historical level by tad. In this case, a new criterion of adaptation can be
used, respecting Ct-dcn

V,ad , in order to be distinct from the one Ct-dcn
B in pre-disruption

scenario:
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• Ct-dcn
B,ad : Respecting Ct-dcn

V,ad , the time that TRU inventories in total cycle go be-
neath TRUth,ad, denoted as t′TRU , should be within the time horizon of adap-
tation scenario, and before the first missload (t′TRU < tML). The optimum
should minimize t′TRU .

where t′TRU of a strategy is mathematically defined as:

t′TRU = min{t′|∃t ≥ t′, TRUtot(t) ≤ TRUth,ad} (4.3)

Thus, t′TRU denotes the first time when TRUtot goes beneath TRUth,ad. Actually,
when the regret of TRUtot relative to TRUth,ad is absorbed by adaptive strategies,
there exist at least a phase-out option to keep this low-level TRUtot. For a given
tad, t′TRU also indicates the time needed to remove the excess of TRU inventories
in total cycle relative to TRUth,ad.

Figure 4.2: Determination of threshold level TRUth,ad and the time t′TRU in adaptation scenario
study

To summarize, the robustness assessment is carried out only for valid strate-
gies that satisfy Ct-dcn

V,ad . An adaptive strategy is considered robust if it satisfies
Ct-dcn
B,ad . Moreover, the performance of adaptive robustness can be estimated by

the output t′TRU . The earlier is t′TRU , the less time is needed to go beneath TRUth,ad,
and so the better is the robust adaptive strategy.

4.2 Pre-disruption scenario and static robustness analysis

The methodology concerning the static robustness assessment is well developed
and presented in Chapter 3, in which the results are connected with predeter-
mined evaluation time. The method is not directly suitable for the analysis in
this study: due to the disconnection from any predetermined time, tR or tTRU
of an explored strategy can be out of time horizon of simulation and thus non-
quantifiable, while it is valid without missload. This issue depends directly on the
thresholds used to define these two outputs of interest.

To establish the framework for this new pre-disruption scenario study with suf-
ficient clarity, the analysis of fuel cycle and strategy assessment are performed
in various assumptions, and the results under these assumptions are compared.
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Three assumptions are addressed: the thresholds used to calculate the outputs,
the subset of samples used to perform the fuel cycle analysis, and the assess-
ment of static robustness depending on the two previous conditions.

4.2.1 Possible problems in the application of new concepts in pre-
disruption scenario study

4.2.1.1 Pre-disruption scenario and possible phase space of outputs of interest

As justified in Chapter 3, a time horizon from year 2015 to year 2090 is of inter-
est. Accordingly, the simulation of fuel cycle stops by 2090. Since the context of
this study is not modified, the global idea of this scenario study is similar to the
analysis in Section 3.2.1, summarized in Figure 3.1 and in Table 3.1. The same
exploration space of pre-disruption scenario is considered. The particularity of
the pre-disruption scenario study in this chapter is to evaluate the time needed
to go beyond a given threshold with respect to two objectives within the time
horizon of interest, represented by tR and tTRU respectively. Those times are the
outputs of interest in this study and the assessment method of robustness are de-
fined in Section 4.1. The goal is to minimize tR, which brings forward the capacity
to replace the fleet as fast as possible, while maximizing tTRU at the same time,
which postpone the accumulation of TRU inventories as late as possible. Within
the same strategy space, there is no need to launch new simulation, and only the
computation of outputs tR and tTRU is required for each simulated trajectories.

Given the priority of the planning of future SFR deployment, a strategy in this
pre-disruption scenario is considered valid if it does not have any missload before
2090. The analysis of validity is performed in Section 3.2. Since the time horizon
of interest is set to year 2090, simulations stop by year 2090, and the tR of a
strategy that does not exist within the horizon is considered too far. Equivalently,
a strategy leading to tR ≤ 2090 means that the substitution of fleet can be fulfilled
from the angle of plutonium availability within the time horizon, and thus this
strategy can achieve objective A. Meanwhile, a strategy leading to tTRU ≥ 2090
means that within the time horizon, TRU inventories in total cycle will not reach
the threshold, and thus it is a well-performing strategy for objective B. In general,
the output space tTRU -tR of valid static strategies can be divided into four subsets
according to the given horizon of interest, as shown in Figure 4.3:

• SA∧B+: the strategy leads to tR ≤ 2090, achieving objective A; it also leads to
tTRU ≥ 2090, relatively well-performing regarding the uncertain disruption.

• SA∧B−: the strategy leads to tR ≤ 2090, achieving objective A; but it leads to
tTRU < 2090, which means that a larger TRU inventories than TRUth should be
anticipated within the time horizon of interest.

• S¬A∧B+: the strategy leads to tR < 2090, and thus it cannot achieve objec-
tive A; while it leads to tTRU ≥ 2090, relatively well-performing regarding the
uncertain disruption.

• S¬A∧B−: the strategy leads to tR < 2090 and tTRU > 2090, and thus it cannot
achieve objective A, while a larger TRU inventories than TRUth should be
anticipated within the time horizon of interest.

In practice, the tR and tTRU out of horizon are deduced respectively by a linear
fit of RSubs and TRUtot, over their evolution during the last ten years. The fitted
values may complete the information on the times of interest, but they are hypo-
thetical with some bias not well quantified. For instance, those fitted values do
not make any sense if the first missload happens before.
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Figure 4.3: Division of the output space tTRU -tR

4.2.1.2 Possible choice of thresholds to determine the outputs of interest

Before all, one should define the thresholds used for the calculation of tR and
tTRU . The position of Rth and TRUth is important for the numeric results of these
two outputs. Given the results of trajectories simulated, Figure 4.4a provides
a qualitative representation of the time-dependent TRUtot versus RSubs from the
valid strategies in pre-disruption scenario, colored as a function of time. The
gradual change of color shows the dynamic approach of RSubs relative to Rth and
TRUtot relative to TRUth over time. The figure also illustrates how the positions
of thresholds affect these two times of interest. Rth = 1 is a reasonable choice

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Graphical explanation about the effects of choice of thresholds: (a) TRUtot vs RSubs

over time of the trajectories of valid strategies in the pre-disruption scenario, colored by the
time; (b) How TRUMM and TRUmax,ref are determined as threshold TRUth.

regarding objective A. It implies that the in-cycle plutonium inventories allows
theoretically the substitution of PWR-fleet with SFR. However, the options for
TRUth are diverse and relatively problematic. Instead of searching for a threshold
responding to the uncertain interest of stakeholders without clear concession,
TRUth here is chosen by the result of a "particular" strategy, which may present a
special status in this pre-disruption scenario study. In this framework, two values
are available:

• TRUmax,ref : the maximal TRU inventories over time in the trajectory of the
reference strategy (which minimizes tR) is used.

• TRUMM : For each valid strategy strategy, the maximal TRUtot over time is
calculated; the minimum of those maxima among all valid strategies is used
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as threshold. This is a minimax determination.

Mathematically, they are defined as:

TRUmax,ref = max
t
TRUtot(sref , t) (4.4)

TRUMM = min
s|tR≤2090

(max
t
TRUtot(s, t)) (4.5)

where sref in Equation 4.4 is the reference strategy that minimizes tR, and s|tR ≤
2090 in Equation 4.5 implies the condition that the considered valid static strategy
achieves the objective A within the time horizon. Actually, given the monotone
increase of TRUtot over time of all valid static strategies in this pre-disruption
scenario, these two thresholds can be equivalently simplified as TRUmax,ref =
TRUtot(sref , t = 2090) and TRUMM = min

s|tR≤2090
TRUtot(s, t = 2090). Figure 4.4b presents

the determination of the values of TRUMM and TRUmax,ref . The most important
issue of the assessment is then the interpretation of these two thresholds.

TRUmax,ref means that the highest accepted TRUtot is given by the reference
strategy optimized for objective A. By definition, we have tTRU(sref ) = 2090. If
the reference strategy is implemented for objective A, a corresponding capacity
of disposal of TRUmax,ref may be envisaged subject to the uncertain disruption.
If another strategy leading to a later tR accumulates larger inventories of TRU
than the reference strategy, it is comprehensively a worse strategy regarding
these two possible objectives. On the contrary, if a strategy s allows tTRU(s) >
2090 = tTRU(sref ), tradeoffs with a later tR is also of interest, and this strategy can
then be considered robust. In this case, the robust static strategies (srob) lead to
tR(sref ) < tR(srob) ≤ 2090 and tTRU(srob) ≥ 2090. Equivalently, the strategies in the
subset SA∧B+ are considered robust.

TRUMM implies a strict condition on TRUtot within the time horizon of interest
under the condition of achieving objective A. If TRUMM is used as the threshold,
the tTRU of strategies achieving objective A (tR ≤ 2090) can be all quantified. Ac-
tually, given the relation TRUMM = min

s
TRUtot(s, t = 2090), TRUMM is given by the

previous robust static optimum identified in the study of Section 3.2. This value is
actually the global minimum of the highest achieved TRUtot of all valid strategies.
Therefore, tTRU of all valid strategies (including those leading to tR > 2090) can
be quantified. SA∧B+ only contains one strategy and S¬A∧B+ is empty if TRUMM is
employed. In this case, a single optimum that satisfies Ct-dcn

B|A can be identified;
a Pareto front concerning the tradeoffs between the minimization of tR and the
maximization of tTRU exists as well, in which the strategies can be considered
robust.

It seems difficult to settle as none of these two choices is completely better
than the other one. It is therefore important to take the assumption of the choice
of thresholds into account when the results of static robustness are interpreted.

4.2.1.3 Sample space employed for the analysis of fuel cycle by PCA

PCA can be employed to investigate the relation between tR and tTRU and the
input parameters of the fuel cycle. However, as shown in Figure 4.3, the determi-
nation of the subsets taken for PCA can be problematic due to the tR or tTRU out
of horizon of interest. For example, to study tR over static strategy characterized
by eight input parameters, three sets are possible and they correspond to differ-
ent interest and interpretation: SA = SA∧B+ ∪ SA∧B−, SA∧B−, and the set of all valid
strategies SpreV in the pre-disruption scenario.
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Strategies of other subsets than SA are not necessarily of interest as they lead
to non-quantifiable tR. Hence, a PCA with respect to this output is a first possible
choice.

The use of SA for the analysis of tR implies by the same logic the use of the
set SB− = SA∧B− ∪ S¬A∧B− for the analysis of tTRU . In this case, one may doubt the
coherence of two PCAs because the samples used in two analyses are not the
same. As an alternative, using SA∧B− can ensure the coherence using the same
set of samples. But in this case, the samples are implicitly cut, even though their
results also make sense in the respective analysis. The cut creates potentially
some more correlations which are not well anticipated nor relevant in SA or in
SB−.

The main concern of the use of SA or only the part SA∧B− for the analysis of
tR is the extrapolation of the results on the whole valid space. Similarly, the use
of these two subsets for the analysis of tR implies a cut-off on the valid strate-
gies taken into the analysis, imposing additional correlations on input variables
in the phase space of valid strategies. Whether the results of this analysis can be
applied to the cases with non-quantifiable tR (which are beforehand unknown),
should be investigated. Meanwhile, if the valid strategies leading to tR > 2090 are
used in the PCA concerning tR, some bias is directly introduced. It is worth noting
that this issue of subset definition for PCA would appear whatever the definition
of time horizon.

Each of these three choices for the PCA with respect to tR has shortcomings
and advantages. These same remarks can be made for the PCA with respect
to tTRU . The interpretation of results should correspond to the set of samples
used for the analysis of fuel cycle. The choice of sample set can be also coupled
with the choice of threshold TRUth, which can be viewed as an extension of the
discussion on the advantages and the drawbacks of the Morris method and PCA.

In comparison, the choice of samples for PCA in the pre-disruption scenario
study in Chapter 3 is much less problematic than the one in this study. In that
previous study where the strategy evaluation is connected with a given time,
the outputs of interest RSubs and TRUtot at year 2090 can be well quantified by
deterministic runs for all valid strategies (the ones without missload). But in
this study, the strategy validity of scenario does not implies that the results of
simulation are quantifiable for PCA.

4.2.1.4 Summary of the problems and the outline of pre-disruption scenario study

Even though the methodology of static robustness assessment is well developed
and presented in the study of set time horizon in Chapter 3, it cannot be directly
transposed in this study where the evaluation are separated from a predeter-
mined time. In summary, three principal issues need dedicated analysis:

• Which thresholds are used to calculate the outputs of interest, tR and tTRU?
A specific focus is put on the threshold of TRUtot in this study.

• Based on the results of tR and tTRU , which part of samples are taken for PCA?

• Which part of strategies are regarded as robust static strategies?

These three questions are dependent. In both PCAs concerning tR and tTRU and
different choices of sample subset, two thresholds TRUth = TRUmax,ref and TRUMM

are used and the results are then compared. In that way, the consistency of using
different hypotheses can be studied.
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4.2.2 PCA using various subsets of samples with respect to two out-
puts of interest

4.2.2.1 Basic information about the valid strategies

In total, 3124 strategies from our sampling are valid. For each of them, tR is
calculated under the assumption of Rth = 1. To determine tTRU , TRUth = TRUmax,ref
defined in Equation 4.4 and TRUth = TRUMM defined in Equation 4.5 are used.
Given the monotone increase of TRUtot over time, TRUmax,ref = TRUtot(sref , t =
2090) = 946 tons, where sref denotes the reference strategy in this pre-disruption
scenario which minimizes tR; TRUMM = TRUtot(sop, t = 2090) = 849 tons, where
sop denotes the robust static optimum identified in the previous pre-disruption
scenario study in Chapter 3. According to the thresholds used, the results of
tR and tTRU of a strategy may vary, and so is its position in the phase space.
The histograms of tR and tTRU over the choice of threshold TRUth are presented
in Figure 4.5. Note that the total count of tR in Figure 4.5a and in Figure 4.5b
are identical, because the choice of threshold TRUth does not change tR of any
strategy. In all four figures, the tR or tTRU later than 2090 are values deduced
from an extrapolation of a linear fit of each relevant outputs. Year 2200 of tR
means that under the implementation of corresponding strategy, RSubs by 2200
is still smaller than Rth according to the fitting. Hence, the count in year 2200
represents all trajectories of tR > 2200. Compared to tR, the distribution of tTRU is
more concentrated. Actually the two thresholds considered for TRUth are close
to the minimum value of the output space, and the TRUtot of most of explored
strategies reach the threshold within the horizon of scenario.

The size of samples in the four subsets shown in Figure 4.3 are presented in
Table 4.1, corresponding to the two choices of TRUth. The values highlight that
when TRUth = TRUMM , the subset SA contains only one more strategy than SA∧B−.
The statistical information of these two sets are therefore extremely similar.

Conditions of subset A: tR ≤ 2090 ¬A: tR > 2090
B+: tTRU ≥ 2090 1/87 0/4
B−: tTRU < 2090 1083/997 2040/2036

Table 4.1: Size of valid strategies in the subset SA∧B+ , SA∧B− , S¬A∧B+ and S¬A∧B− related to
two choices of TRUth; values correspond to the choice of TRUMM = 849/TRUmax,ref = 946
tons

4.2.2.2 PCA with respect to tR

To study the effects of input parameters on tR, three subsets of valid strategies
are possible: SA∧B−, SA = SA∧B+ ∪ SA∧B−, and the total set of valid strategies SpreV .
The original variable vector becomes X = (tstart, ..., tR). When TRUth = TRUMM , the
results using SA and the ones of SA∧B− are identical; the subset SA as well as SpreV

keeps the same regardless of the choice of TRUth, since it does not change the
result of tR.

To carry out the PCA, the correlation matrix of vectorX in the subset SA is pre-
sented in Table 4.2. Correlations are independent from the definition of TRUth,
because it does not affect tR of strategies. The correlation matrix in Table 4.3 cor-
responds to the correlations considering the smaller subspace SA∧B−, where the
upper triangle presents the results under the assumption of TRUth = TRUMM , and
the lower one under TRUth = TRUmax,ref . Only the coefficients larger than 0.1 are
presented; the results in gray in Table 4.3 underlines the impacts of TRUth: when
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(a) Histogram of tR when TRUth = TRUMM (b) Histogram of tR when TRUth = TRUmax,ref

(c) Histogram of tTRU when TRUth = TRUMM (d) Histogram of tTRU when TRUth = TRUmax,ref

Figure 4.5: Histogram of tR (stack of tTRU < 2090 and tTRU ≥ 2090) and tTRU (stack of
tR ≤ 2090 and tR > 2090) over the choice of TRUth; bin width = 1 year

TRUMM is considered, these correlations are smaller than 0.1; and if TRUmax,ref
is used they are larger than 0.1. Note that when TRUth = TRUMM , SA contains
one more strategy than SA∧B−, and thus the upper triangles of Table 4.2 and 4.3
are identical. If SpreV is considered, the correlations between input variables have
been presented in Table 3.2; the analysis of tR requires additionally the correla-
tions between tR and inputs, which are presented in Table 4.4.

The comparison between Table 3.2 (input correlation matrix in the pre-disruption
scenario study in Section 3.2) and Table 4.2 underlines the effects of the strategy
space considered for PCA. Compared with Table 3.2 in the study of Chapter 3,
Table 4.2 discards the valid strategies leading to tR > 2090 (from SpreV to SA). As
shown in Table 4.1, this reduction of subset excludes a large part of valid strate-
gies. A slight dependency between the time variables (tstart and D) and FrMOXf ,
and between Ptot,f and BUUOX are created.

The comparison between Table 4.2 and 4.3 reveals the impact of the definition
of TRUth and the constraint tTRU < 2090 (from SA to SA∧B−). These two effects are
evidently dependent.

The principle of PCA is well illustrated in Section 3.2. In brief, PCA is used to
deduce the PCs according to the correlation matrix of original variable vector X.
The output of interest, tR in this study, is a component of the original variable
vector, besides the other eight input variables. Two metrics are considered to
reveal the relation between the inputs and the ouput tR: the fraction of total
variance explained by a PC Yj, denoted as λj/Vtot, and the square of correlation
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Cor. Coef. tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tR

tstart 1. -0.21 0.11
D 1. 0.12 0.32
Ptot,f 1. -0.36 -0.23 0.73

FrMOXf 1. -0.18
BUUOX 1.
BUMOX 1.
TCUOX (symmetrical) 1.
MPu 1.
tR 1.

Table 4.2: Correlation matrix of original variable vector X = (tstart, ..., tR), taking the subset
SA; the results of tR is not sensitive to the choice of TRUth

Cor. Coef. tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tR

tstart 1. -0.21 -0.09 0.11 0.05
D -0.26 1. -0.05 0.12 0.32
Ptot,f -0.16 -0.12 1. -0.36 -0.23 0.73

FrMOXf 0.16 0.17 -0.32 1. -0.18
BUUOX 0.10 -0.19 -0.23 1. 0.05
BUMOX 1.
TCUOX 1.
MPu 1.
tR 0.27 0.72 0.11 1.

Table 4.3: Correlation matrix of original variable vector X = (tstart, ..., tR), taking the subset
SA∧B− ; upper triangle presents the values using the threshold TRUth = TRUMM to calculate
tR, and lower triangle presents the values using the threshold TRUth = TRUmax,ref to calculate
tR

between tR and a PC Yj, denoted as ρ2(tR, Yj). The PCs that have measurable
correlations with the tR imply their interpretability on the variation of tR; and
the PCs that are nearly constants imply a linear dependency between original
variables. Therefore, the composition of these PCs indicate the importance of
original variables, principally those eight input variables, on the output tR.

The results of the two metrics aforementioned are shown in Table 4.5. In all
cases of subset and threshold TRUth, the last PC (Y9) only explains 1% of total
variance of the original variable vector, and thus the composition of such PC in
respective case can give the information on the linear dependency between tR
and the input variables. Meanwhile, when all valid strategies in the set SpreV are
used for PCA, the first PC (Y1) can explains 87% of the variance of tR. If additional
cut is imposed on this set (in the case of SA or SA∧B−), the variance of tR is mainly

Input tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

Cor. Coef. 0.12 0.83 0.21

Table 4.4: Correlation coefficients between tR and input variables using the whole set of valid
strategies SpreV , regardless of the choice of TRUth
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Set of samples TRUth Metrics Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9

SA∧B−

TRUMM

λj/Vtot 0.21 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.75 0.05 0.01 0.12 0. 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03

TRUmax,ref

λj/Vtot 0.20 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.73 0.04 0.02 0.15 0. 0. 0.02 0.01 0.03

SA Both Same results as in the case when SA∧B− is taken and TRUth = TRUMM

Spre
V Both

λj/Vtot 0.21 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.87 0.03 0.04 0. 0. 0. 0.03 0.01 0.03

Table 4.5: Fraction of variance of original variable vector X explained by j-th PC Yj, λj/Vtot,
and correlation squares between tR and PC Yj, ρ2(tR, Yj), under the choices of subsets and
TRUth in the PCA with respect to tR

shared by two PC, Y1 and Y4. Therefore, the composition of Y1, Y4 and Y9 when
SA∧B− or SA defines the subset for analysis, and the composition of Y1 and Y9
when SpreV is considered, are investigated.

The coefficients of original variables in these PCs in the respective cases are
shown in Table 4.6. Note that the PCs are calculated in each PCA given the choice
of sample set and the TRUth. For any i, the Yi in one given configuration for PCA
is conceptually unrelated to the Yi in the other one.

Set of samples TRUth Yj tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tR

SA∧B−

TRUMM

Y1 -0.13 0.17 0.68 -0.29 -0.09 -0.05 -0.02 0.02 0.63

Y4 0.62 0.10 -0.07 0.13 0.61 0.24 -0.20 -0.06 0.34

Y9 -0.10 -0.24 -0.67 -0.24 -0.22 -0.03 -0.02 -0.05 0.62

TRUmax,ref

Y1 -0.24 0.14 0.68 -0.25 -0.03 0. -0.01 0.02 0.63

Y4 0.58 0.12 -0.07 0.17 0.63 0.24 -0.08 -0.12 0.37

Y9 -0.09 -0.22 -0.66 -0.26 -0.24 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 0.62

SA Both Same results as in the case when SA∧B− is taken and TRUth = TRUMM

Spre
V Both

Y1 -0.01 0.04 0.68 -0.19 0.20 0.05 0.02 0. 0.68

Y9 -0.06 -0.10 -0.66 -0.23 -0.21 -0.02 0. -0.03 0.67

Table 4.6: Coefficients of original variables in the PCs of interest in the respective PCA under
the choices of subset and TRUth in the study of tR

As shown by the results in Table 4.5 and 4.6, all cases share a common fea-
ture: Y1 explains most of the variance of output variable tR, and Y9 implies linear
dependency between original variables; both of them are mainly composed of
the input variable Ptot,f and the output tR itself. In other words, for all possible
assumptions on the choice of subset and threshold TRUth in this study, Ptot,f is
always the most important input parameter for tR. Their signs in Y9 indicate that
they have a strong positive correlation, verifying the results in the correlation
matrix. It is also coherent with the study presented in Chapter 3 where Ptot,f is
the most impacting factor on RSubs. The reduction of total installed capacity of
fleet is the most efficient manner to increase RSubs during short term, helping get
close to or go beyond the threshold Rth, and thus brings forward tR.

Meanwhile, the coefficient of FrMOXf in Y1 and Y9 in all cases is not negligible.
The influence of FrMOXf on tR cannot be deduced from their correlation from a
mono-variate point of view, as their correlation is always smaller than 0.1. Actu-
ally, the impact of FrMOXf on tR is a symbiotic effect with Ptot,f . As the sign of
the FrMOXf coefficients in Y9 suggests, the increase of FrMOXf under a given
power level of fleet leads to the reduction of plutonium inventories in the cycle,
and thus delays tR. Further graphical representations may help visualize this ef-
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fect as shown in the next subsection. BUUOX also seems to play a consistent role
on tR in all cases, even though it does not account for Y1 when SA or SA∧B− is
considered for analysis.

Some effects of the choice of subset on the statistical analysis can be ob-
served. In consideration of the set SA or SA∧B−, Y4 accounts for more than 10%
of the variance of the output tR, whereas it is not of interest in the analysis con-
sidering SpreV . Actually, this PC Y4, regardless of the use of SA or SA∧B−, is mainly
weighed by the variable tstart and BUUOX, while the coefficient of tR itself is also
measurable. Nevertheless, Y4 does not imply that tstart or BUUOX is important for
tR. If we suppose that these nine variables are independent (even though it is not
the case), the term α49tR in Y4 can explain approximately the fraction of variance
of tR indicated by the value of ρ2(tR, Y4), where α49 denotes the (4, 9)-th element
of the transformation matrix A (or equivalently, the coefficient of tR in Y4). In
other words, the non-negligible interpretability of Y4 on the variance of tR may be
contributed by the part tR itself, but not by other variables.

Secondly, taking SA or SA∧B− seems to indicate the non-negligible effect of
time variables, tstart and D, on tR, whereas this transition timing effect vanishes
when all valid strategies are considered. It can be explained by a simplified rela-
tion between time variables and the outputs. In general, the responses of most
of outputs to these two variables can be represented in Figure 4.6: given the vari-
ation range of other parameters, the timing of transition control the variability of
outputs. Early tstart and short D amplify the effect of the modification of fuel cycle,
while late tstart and long D mitigate it. The all-range tstart or D has a global ten-
dency of converging to the values of initial state in the output space. As shown
by the mono-variate correlation coefficients, tR is slightly correlated with D but
statistically uncorrelated with tstart when SpreV is taken. If the constraint of tR < 2090
is imposed, the correlation between tR and two time variables is strengthened, as
schematically explained in Figure 4.6 after the cut. The strengthened correlation
can be verified by the corresponding correlation coefficients of tR and D with re-
spect to different subsets; but the correlation of tR and tstart is still globally weak.
On the contrary, the PCs of analysis reveals the stronger effects of the dynamics
of transition on tR, characterized by tstart andD, in consideration of the variation of
other parameters. Similar to the effect of FrMOXf , the complement of graphical
techniques can help visualize these symbiotic effects of input parameters.

Figure 4.6: Simplified graphical representation of responses of possible outputs to transition
timing variables tstart and D

Last but not least, taking the subset SA∧B− into the analysis allows to show the
influence of the choice of TRUth, as presented in Table 4.5 and 4.6.

Although the results are numerically different, they share lots of similarities
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concerning the importance of input parameters on tR. In summary, it is a com-
mon result that the input Ptot,f is the most impacting factor on the output tR,
regardless the choice of subsets or threshold TRUth in this study. The symbiotic
effects concerning FrMOXf and possibly BUUOX are also revealed by PCA. The
effects of transition timing (from tstart and D) appear when the strategies leading
to tR > 2090 are cut. The visibility of the effects of FrMOXf in this analysis empha-
sizes again the advantage of using PCA instead of simple correlation coefficients.

4.2.2.3 PCA with respect to tTRU

To perform PCA with respect to tTRU , three subsets may be considered: SA∧B−,
SB− = SA∧B−∪S¬A∧B−, and SpreV . The original variable vector becomesX = (tstart, ..., tTRU).
The correlation matrix of X concerning the subset SB− is shown in Table 4.7,
where upper triangle presents the results of TRUth = TRUMM , and the lower trian-
gle corresponds to TRUth = TRUmax,ref . Only the values strictly larger than 0.1 are
presented. The values in gray means that the value of this correlation is strictly
smaller than 0.1, whereas it is strictly larger in the counterpart triangle. Since
only one valid strategy leads to tTRU > 2090 when TRUth = TRUMM , the correlation
between input variables (results in the upper triangle except the column of tTRU)
are identical to the ones of all valid strategies presented in Table 3.2. The small
differences between Table 3.2 (input correlation matrix in the pre-disruption sce-
nario study in Section 3.2) and 4.7 indicates the negligible effects of the cut of
valid strategies leading to tTRU ≥ 2090 (from SpreV to SB−) on the correlations be-
tween input variables. Meanwhile, the comparison between Table 4.7 and 4.3
underlines the additional correlations between input variables due to the con-
straint of tR ≤ 2090. In terms of SA∧B− and SpreV , the correlations between input
variables (components in X except tTRU) have been presented in Table 4.3 and
3.2 respectively.

Cor. Coef. tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tTRU

tstart 1. -0.23 0.01
D -0.25 1. 0.10
Ptot,f 1. -0.24 -0.68

FrMOXf 0.11 -0.20 1. -0.21 0.32
BUUOX -0.23 1. 0.38
BUMOX 1. 0.10
TCUOX 1.
MPu 1.
tTRU 0.10 -0.79 0.38 0.31 0.06 1.

Table 4.7: Correlation matrix of original variable vectorX = (tstart, ..., tTRU), taking the subset
SB− ; upper triangle presents the values using TRUth = TRUMM to calculate tTRU , while lower
triangle presents the values using TRUth = TRUmax,ref to calculate tTRU

The complement of correlations between tTRU and input variables concerning
these two subsets are presented in Table 4.8. When TRUMM is used as threshold,
the correlations between tTRU and input variables are approximately identical in
two subsets SB− and SpreV , because only one strategy makes the difference be-
tween the two sets. But even if TRUmax,ref is used, these correlations do not differ
much in the two sets of strategies. For all possible subsets considered, the cor-
relations between tTRU and input variables seem to change over the choice of
TRUth.
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Set of samples TRUth tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

SA∧B−
TRUMM -0.25 -0.24 -0.55 0.32 0.47 0.17
TRUmax,ref -0.13 -0.67 0.46 0.46 0.10

Spre
V

TRUMM -0.68 0.32 0.37 0.10
TRUmax,ref -0.76 0.41 0.31 0.09

Table 4.8: Correlation coefficients between tTRU and input variables, taking the subset SA∧B−

and the subset of all valid strategies SpreV , with respect to two choices of TRUth

Given the correlation matrices under the choices of subsets and threshold
TRUth, the PCA is carried out for each subset. Once the PCs are identified, the
fraction of the total variance of X explained by the j-th PC Yj, denoted as λj/Vtot,
as well as the square of correlation coefficient between tTRU and Yj, denoted as
ρ2(tTRU , Yj), is calculated for each PCA. These two output metrics regarding a given
PC are presented in Table 4.9.

Set of samples TRUth Metrics Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9

SA∧B−

TRUMM

λj/Vtot 0.22 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.81 0.05 0. 0. 0.02 0. 0.05 0.01 0.05

TRUmax,ref

λj/Vtot 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.85 0.01 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0.09 0.02 0.02

SB−

TRUMM

λj/Vtot 0.21 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.02
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.86 0.02 0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.09

TRUmax,ref

λj/Vtot 0.22 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.91 0.02 0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.04

Spre
v

TRUMM

λj/Vtot Same results as in the case when SB− is taken and TRUth= TRUMM
ρ2(tR, Yj)

TRUmax,ref

λj/Vtot 0.22 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.01
ρ2(tR, Yj) 0.90 0.02 0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.06

Table 4.9: Fraction of variance of original variable vector X explained by j-th PC Yj, λj/Vtot,
and correlation squares between tTRU and PC Yj, ρ2(tTRU , Yj), under the choices of subsets and
TRUth in the PCA with respect to tTRU

In all cases, Y1 can explain most of the variance of tTRU , while the last PC Y9 ac-
counts for negligible variation of X, and thus implies linear dependency between
the components of X. Therefore, the composition of Y1 and Y9 in respective PCA
under different choices of subset and TRUth are investigated, presented in Table
4.10.

Y1 and Y9 in all combinations of assumptions (choice of subset and threshold)
justify the measurable impacts of Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX on tTRU . The signs of
corresponding coefficients in Y9 indicate that tTRU increases if Ptot,f decreases, and
if FrMOXf or BUUOX increases. It is consistent with the correlation coefficients
between tTRU and these three variables, and also coherent with the analysis of
TRUtot in Chapter 3. Low Ptot,f , high FrMOXf and high BUUOX mitigate the accu-
mulation of TRUtot over time, and thus delay the time to surpass the threshold.

The nuances of the importance of input variables can be observed on tstart, D
and Ptot,f within different combinations of assumptions, as shown in Table 4.10.
When SA∧B− is taken, the coefficients of tstart and D in Y9 are on the same magni-
tude of other important factors, and Ptot,f is not strongly dominant. When SB− or
SpreV is considered, the time variables seem to have a negligible impact and Ptot,f is
more important for tTRU . In other words, the cut of strategies of tR > 2090, creates
the dependency of tTRU on the transition timing (characterized by tstart and D),
while the importance of Ptot,f is reduced. The reduction on the importance of Ptot,f
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Set of samples TRUth Yj tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tTRU

SA∧B−

TRUMM

Y1 -0.04 -0.06 -0.56 0.34 0.36 0.16 0.02 0.01 0.64

Y9 0.36 0.34 0.25 -0.30 -0.38 -0.06 0. 0.01 0.67

TRUmax,ref

Y1 0.17 0.02 -0.57 0.39 0.29 0.07 0.02 0. 0.63

Y9 0.24 0.28 0.34 -0.39 -0.39 -0.05 0. 0.01 0.66

SB−

TRUMM

Y1 0.05 0.01 -0.60 0.36 0.20 0.10 -0.05 -0.01 0.67

Y9 0.07 0.10 0.53 -0.23 -0.38 -0.06 -0.01 0. 0.71

TRUmax,ref

Y1 0.12 0.07 -0.61 0.37 0.12 0.04 -0.05 0. 0.67

Y9 0. 0.03 0.57 -0.25 -0.32 -0.04 0. -0.01 0.71

Spre
V

TRUMM

Y1 Same results as in the case when SB− is taken and TRUth= TRUMM
Y9

TRUmax,ref

Y1 0.05 0.03 -0.60 0.40 0.12 0.08 -0.05 -0.01 0.67

Y9 0.05 0.07 0.55 -0.27 -0.31 -0.05 -0.01 0. 0.72

Table 4.10: Coefficients of original variables in the PCs of interest in the respective PCA under
the choices of subset and TRUth in the study of tTRU

can be explained by the strong dependency of RSubs or tR on Ptot,f , as shown by the
study of RSubs in Chapter 3 and of tR aforementioned. Actually, the constraint of
tR ≤ 2090 demands implicitly a relatively low level of Ptot,f ; hence, with the cut of
those of tR > 2090, the Ptot,f of strategies in SA∧B− are relatively low. As analyzed,
the reduction of the variability of Ptot,f may highlight the effects of other impor-
tant variables, such as FrMOXf and BUUOX. Meanwhile, those cut strategies with
tR > 2090 lead to averagely earlier tTRU than those retained in SA∧B−, according
to the histograms of tTRU shown in Figure 4.5c and 4.5d. By the similar explana-
tion of Figure 4.6, the cut of these strategies with relatively early tTRU creates a
negative correlations between tTRU and two time variables, tstart and D. Besides
this statistical explanation, for the strategies leading to tR ≤ 2090 in SA∧B−, late
tstart and long D implies a heavy inertia of initial system state which accumulates
faster the TRU inventories than the low-power-level fleet after transition, and thus
the TRUtot of the corresponding strategy surpasses earlier the threshold TRUth.

Comparing the case using TRUmax,ref with the one using TRUMM as threshold,
we can find that the coefficient of tstart in Y1 is larger, whereas in Y9 it is smaller.
Globally, the discrepancies of results between the use of these two thresholds
are relatively limited, and thus the results are considered consistent with respect
to these two choices of threshold.

In summary, the PCAs in this section, based on different assumptions on the
definition of thresholds and subsets considered, share the common point that
three input parameters, Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX have measurable impacts on
the output tTRU . The constraint of tR ≤ 2090 tends to accentuate the influence of
transition timing, characterized by tstart and D. Furthermore, the importance of
inputs on tTRU seems insensitive to the choice of threshold TRUth.

4.2.2.4 Summary of PCA

This sub-section presents the PCAs that look into the input-output relation in the
pre-disruption scenario, with different choices of sample subsets and thresholds
to calculate the outputs considered.

For both outputs, the global consistency of the importance of input parame-
ters is verified. Ptot,f is the dominant factor in most of cases, and both FrMOXf

and BUUOX have measurable effects on these two outputs. The status of input
parameters relevant to tTRU seems insensitive to the TRUth definition. But the cut
of strategies of tR > 2090 may highlight the importance of the transition timing on
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these two outputs, characterized by tstart and D.
Given the consistency of results, the subset SA∧B− and SpreV are considered

and TRUmax,ref is used to deduce tTRU for the complementary graphical analysis
presented in the next section.

4.2.3 Complement by graphical techniques for the analysis

Since the effects of inputs BUMOX, TCUOX and MPu on the two times of interest in
this study are not measurable, they are not presented in the following graphical
representations.

Under the assumption TRUth = TRUmax,ref , the pairs plot of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf ,
BUUOX and the output tR are shown in Figure 4.7, colored by the value of tR. Fig-
ure 4.7a considers all valid strategies, including those fitted values for tR > 2090.
Figure 4.7b considers only the subset SA∧B−. Note that the values of tR > 2090 are
deduced from the fitting process instead of simulation except that tR = 2200 rep-
resents all cases of tR > 2200 according to the fit. The axes of variables, especially
the Ptot,f and tR, are not the same in two figures.

The dominance of Ptot,f on tR among input parameters is clearly proved. FrMOXf

or BUUOX cannot modify tR in a large degree, but their synergy with Ptot,f changes
more efficiently tR, as shown by the distribution of colors in the sub-figure of Ptot,f
versus FrMOXf and the subfigure of Ptot,f versus BUUOX.

Two variables concerning the transition timing characterized, tstart and D, have
limited effect on tR when all valid strategies are considered in Figure 4.7a, while
their positive correlations with tR are more accentuated in SA∧B− in Figure 4.7b.
One may argue that Figure 4.7a shows indeed a slight positive correlation be-
tween tR and D, which can be verified by the correlation value in Table 4.4. This
may be somehow contradictory to the foregoing analysis explained in Figure 4.6
which suppose that their correlation should be near zero. This can be explained
by the discarding of short-D strategies that lead to late tR by the validity. In fact,
if a short transition will lead to late tR, it means that the final state of fleet after
transition is characterized by high Ptot,f but also relatively high FrMOXf . This
configuration of fleet may lack plutonium for MOX fabrication and thus is highly
possible to be invalid.

Similarly, the pairs plot of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and the output tTRU
is shown in Figure 4.8, colored by the value of tTRU . Figure 4.8a considers all
valid strategies including those fitted values of tTRU > 2090. Figure 4.8b zooms
into SA∧B−. The axes of variables, especially the ones of Ptot,f and tTRU , are not the
same in two figures. In both figures, the importance of Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX,
and their synergy on tTRU are verified. While in terms of the transition timing, the
symbiotic effects of tstart, D and Ptot,f is highlighted after the cut, as shown by the
distribution of colors in the sub-figures of Ptot,f versus tstart and Ptot,f versus D.

In brief, the results deduced from the pairs plot are consistent with the ones in
PCA. Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX and their interactions have measurable effects on
both times of interest, tR and tTRU in this pre-disruption scenario. The influence of
transition timing, in particular the symbiotic effects of tstart, D and other important
input parameters, are highlighted if the subset SA∧B− is taken for the analysis.
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(a) Pairs plot of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and output tR, colored by the value of tR.
Strategies in SpreV are considered.

(b) Pairs plot of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and output tR, colored by the value of tR.
Strategies in SA∧B− are zoomed.

Figure 4.7: Pairs plots of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and output tR, colored by the
value of tR, considering TRUmax,ref as threshold TRUth, taking strategies in SpreV and a zoom
in SA∧B−
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(a) Pairs plot of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and output tTRU , colored by the value of tTRU .
Strategies in SpreV are considered.

(b) Pairs plot of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and output tTRU , colored by the value of tTRU .
Strategies in SA∧B− are zoomed.

Figure 4.8: Pairs plots of tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX and output tTRU , colored by the
value of tTRU , considering TRUmax,ref as threshold TRUth, taking strategies in SpreV and a zoom
in SA∧B−
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4.2.4 Static robustness assessment

As the times of interest depend on the choice of thresholds, the determination of
robust strategy does as well.

Under the assumption of TRUth = TRUMM , tTRU of all valid strategies can be
quantified. Accordingly, the trade-offs between the minimization of tR and the
maximization of tTRU present among the strategies in the Pareto front. The trade-
offs can be visualized in the scatter plot of tTRU versus tR, shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9a considers all valid strategies and the color depends on the input Ptot,f .
The importance of Ptot,f , especially on the output tR, is clearly presented. The
strategies in the Pareto front, represented as the points surrounded by squares,
share relatively low Ptot,f . Figure 4.9b zooms into strategies in SA whose tR ≤ 2090,
and they are colored by input FrMOXf . Under a low Ptot,f condition, the trade-offs
on the Pareto front depend on the choice of FrMOXf as seen for the four strate-
gies of interest. The trade-offs imply that within a small increase of FrMOXf , the
gain on tTRU is much larger than the delay on tR.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Scatter plots of tTRU versus tR, under the assumption TRUth = TRUMM : (a)
colored by input Ptot,f taking SpreV ; (b) colored by input FrMOXf zooming in SA

On the Pareto front, two extreme cases are of interest. The first one is the
unique strategy that leads to tR ≤ 2090 and tTRU ≥ 2090 simultaneously, repre-
sented as the point surrounded by purple square in Figure 4.9. Retaining the
plutonium availability to satisfy objective A within the time horizon, this strategy
takes the most precaution relative to the accumulation of TRU inventories. Note
that the margin of tTRU not only represents the discrepancy between the TRUtot
of trajectory and the threshold, but also considers the dynamic change of TRUtot
owing to the inertia of fuel cycle. Hence, it can be regarded somehow as an
optimum, or called robust static optimum.

The other case of particular interest minimizes tR, represented as the point
surrounded by red square. Under the context of mono-objective where objective
A is pre-selected, this strategy represents the optimum respecting the criterion
Ct-dcn
A , and thus it is called the reference strategy in this pre-disruption scenario

study. The earliest achieved tR is year 2048, while the time when the accumu-
lated TRU inventories surpass threshold TRUth = TRUMM in year 2074. If this
threshold is regarded as an alarming level, hedging actions should be prepared
before year 2074 concerning the TRU inventories in total cycle.

The parameters and outputs of interest of these two strategies are presented
in Table 4.11. The robust static optimum is the same as the one in Chapter 3.
To complement, the values of inputs and outputs of two other strategies in the
Pareto front, denoted as sPF,1 and sPF,2 respectively, are added in Table 4.11. The
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values of inputs verify that the Pareto front can be achieved by a relatively early
and short transition towards quite low level of Ptot,f , while the tradeoffs depend
on the choice of FrMOXf and BUUOX.

Strategy tstart D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tR tTRU

Rob. stat. op. 2031 19 94.3 16.3 43.9 39.0 9.5 LiFo 2051 2090

sPF,1 2039 10 95.3 16.6 37.7 43.0 7.7 FiFo 2050 2081

sPF,2 2034 11 95.1 2.7 59.9 43.8 4.5 FiFo 2050 2078

Ref. 2033 11 95.2 1.8 48.6 46.6 3.3 FiFo 2048 2074

(Unit) year year GWth % GWd/t GWd/t year - year year

Table 4.11: The values of inputs and outputs of robust static optimum and reference strategy;
to complement, the information of two other strategies in the Pareto front, denoted as sPF,1
and sPF,2, are added

The pattern of scatter points distribution in the output space of tTRU -tR is glob-
ally insensitive to the choice of threshold TRUth. The similar pattern of distribution
under the assumption TRUth = TRUmax,ref is shown in Figure 4.10. In fact, tR does
not depend on TRUth, while TRUth shifts the tTRU of strategies in the same direc-
tion. Similarly, the values of tR > 2090 and tTRU > 2090 are fitted from the last ten
years of scenario.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Scatter plots of tTRU versus tR, under the assumption TRUth = TRUmax,ref : (a)
colored by input Ptot,f taking SpreV ; (b) colored by input FrMOXf zooming in SA

It is worth noting that the choice of TRUth makes conceptually a difference
on the robustness assessment. In the case of TRUth = TRUmax,ref , tTRU that are
strictly later than 2090 are not precisely quantified. Most importantly, the validity
of corresponding strategy until the fitted time is not justified. Thus, the fitted tTRU
only indicates the margin left concerning the TRU inventories. The determination
of Pareto front lacks then sufficient precision. Instead, the strategies resulting in
tR ≤ 2090 and tTRU ≥ 2090, indicate that the material availability to replace 100%
of fleet with SFRs can be achieved within the time horizon of interest, while the
TRU inventories in total cycle are always under the threshold considered. It is
therefore reasonable to define these strategies as robust static strategies. In this
case, a single optimum cannot be identified.

As shown in Figure 4.10b, the trade-offs of robust static strategies between the
minimization of tR and the maximization of tTRU seem not obvious. The pairs plots
of important input parameters of robust static strategies are preformed, colored
by tR in Figure 4.11 and the fitted tTRU in Figure 4.12 respectively, under the
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assumption of TRUth = TRUmax,ref . Note that the range of Ptot,f of these strategies
is different from the original sampling range, since the constraint of tR ≤ 2090
requires relatively low level of Ptot,f . For these robust static strategies, early tR
requires short D and low Ptot,f . The symbiotic effects between short D and low
Ptot,f , and between high FrMOXf and high BUUOX are also obvious. As for tTRU ,
late fitted tTRU prefers relatively high FrMOXf . The synergy of early tstart, short D,
low Ptot,f and high FrMOXf help postpone tTRU . Therefore, the trade-offs between
the tR achieved and the margin deduced from tTRU may still depend on the choice
of FrMOXf and its synergy with other input parameters.

Figure 4.11: Pairs plots of output tR ≤ 2090 and inputs tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf , BUUOX of
robust static strategies (thus simultaneously tTRU ≥ 2090) under the assumption of TRUth =
TRUmax,ref , colored by tR

4.2.5 Summary of the pre-disruption scenario study and comparison
with the study depending on the evaluation at given time

In this section, a pre-disruption scenario subject to the deep uncertainty of dis-
ruption of objective is studied, in which the evaluation of strategy is separated
from a given time. Two outputs of interest, tR and tTRU , are used to quantify the
performance of strategies regarding two uncertain objectives. On one hand, tR
characterizes the time needed to allow the substitution ratio RSubs to go beyond
the threshold Rth. Objective A demands the minimization of tR, implying that the
in-cycle inventory of plutonium is accumulated as quickly as possible in order to
replace the fleet with SFRs. On the other hand, tTRU points out the time when
TRUtot surpasses the threshold TRUth. Regarding the objective B linked to the
disruption, one may aim to postpone tTRU as late as possible.

Those two outputs are strongly related to the choice of relevant thresholds.
There is no standard choice for threshold TRUth concerning the TRU inventory in
total cycle, which is an issue. Two choices of TRUth are then considered, denoted
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Figure 4.12: Pairs plots of fitted output tTRU ≥ 2090 and inputs tstart, D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf ,
BUUOX of robust static strategies (thus simultaneously tR ≤ 2090) under the assumption of
TRUth = TRUmax,ref , colored by tTRU

as TRUMM and TRUmax,ref , determined respectively from the most conservative
strategy and the reference strategy minimizing tR.

Several subsets have been considered for the PCA because the tR or tTRU of
some strategies is not quantifiable. In practise, these values of corresponding
strategies are deduced from a linear fit of last ten-year evolution of RSubs and
TRUtot respectively. To verify the consistency of analysis, principally on the choice
of the subset in the statistical analysis and on the choice of TRUth on both the
statistical and robustness evaluation of strategy, a systematic comparison using
different combinations of assumptions is performed.

PCA is used to investigate the response of fuel cycle concerning the output
tR or tTRU to the strategies characterized by eight input parameters. Combina-
tions of the choice of TRUth and subsets considered for PCA are enumerated and
investigated. The comparison of these combinations shows that the results are
qualitatively insensitive to the choice of TRUth. It is evident that tR is unrelated
to TRUth. The TRUth does not change substantially the relative results of tTRU
either, given the monotone increase of TRUtot of all valid strategies. The impor-
tance of Ptot,f , FrMOXf and BUUOX on two times of interest are also consistent in
all choices of sample subsets, while the effects of time variables tstart and D are
statistically highlighted without taking the valid strategies leading to tR > 2090.

The scatter plots of tTRU -tR are used to visualize the distribution of perfor-
mance of valid strategies, helping assess the static robustness. Although the
choice of TRUth does not change the relative distribution, it may affect the ro-
bustness assessment. In the case of TRUth = TRUMM , one unique strategy leads
simultaneously to tR ≤ 2090 and tTRU ≥ 2090. Regarding the priority of objective
A and the precaution on the uncertain disruption, this strategy is defined now
as the robust static optimum. Related to reference strategy that minimizes tR, a
Pareto front can be identified. The front can be achieved by early and short tran-
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sition towards relatively low level of installed capacity. The tradeoffs between
the minimization of tR and maximization of tTRU depend then on FrMOXf and
BUUOX. While in the case of TRUth = TRUmax,ref , a non-negligible size of set of
valid strategies lead simultaneously to tR ≤ 2090 and tTRU ≥ 2090, and they can
also be defined as a set of robust static strategies. The set shares relatively low
Ptot,f but no trends for other parameters can be pointed out. In general, those
achieving early tR requires low FrMOXf and BUUOX, and the ones maximizing
the gain on the delay of tTRU demands high FrMOXf . The transition timing char-
acterized by tstart and D limits the bounds of these effects.

In all, the results are consistent regarding the definition of subsets and thresh-
olds TRUth for the PCA, whereas the choice of TRUth may change the determina-
tion of robust static strategies.

This study of pre-disruption scenario and static robustness assessment is worth
a comparison with the one in Chapter 3 where TRUtot is used as output of interest
and evaluated at the end of scenario. The time horizon in this chapter is re-
garded as the horizon of interest, while in Chapter 3 it plays an important role on
the results. Even though the problem and the outputs of interest are formulated
differently, the analyses of fuel cycle are similar and coherent. The similarity is
actually expected, because the tR is strongly correlated with RSubs(t = 2090) and
tTRU is strongly correlated with TRUtot(t = 2090) for the valid strategies, as shown
in Table 4.12. A drop of correlation ρ(tR, RSubs(t = 2090)) can be observed when
the subset considered passes from SpreV to SA∧B−. It can be explained by the fact
that more than a half of valid strategies lead to tR > 2090, and the fitted values
from the evolution of RSubs strengthen the correlation; but for strategies in SA,
the discontinuities of RSubs evolution soften the correlation between RSubs and tR.
Nevertheless, these correlations are high regardless of the assumptions. tR and
RSubs(t = 2090) are therefore good indicators for each other, and so are tTRU and
TRUtot(t = 2090).

TRUth Set of samples ρ(tR,RSubs(t = 2090)) ρ(tTRU , TRUtot(t = 2090))

TRUMM

Spre
V -0.91 -0.86

SA∧B− -0.72 -0.83

TRUmax,ref

Spre
V -0.91 -0.90

SA∧B− -0.77 -0.93

Table 4.12: Correlations (denoted as ρ) between tR and RSubs(t = 2090) and between tTRU and
TRUtot(t = 2090) of strategies under the choice of TRUth and the subset

Despite the coherence of numeric results, these two studies are built on en-
tirely different purposes and angles of vision. In the study in Chapter 3, in ac-
cordance with the same point of comparison, both the analyses of static strategy
and the adaptations should be stuck to a given time. The vulnerability of this
assumption is the potential inter-temporal inconsistency of adaptive robustness
assessment. This study liberates the evaluation from this constraint; as pre-
sented in the following Section 4.3 and 4.4, it is not necessary for the analysis of
adaptation scenario to consider the same time horizon. In that case, the adap-
tive robustness assessment is consistent over the extension of the time horizon
of scenario.
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4.3 Adaptive robustness assessment: adaptation by year
2040 as an example

By definition, the adaptation scenario supposes that readjustments are taken in
order to respond to the disruption of objective. In general, a robust adaptive
strategy may be looked for, which can recover the impacts of disruption through
some appropriate adjustments.

As indicated in Section 4.1, the choice of time horizon of scenario matches the
horizon of interest of analysts or stakeholders. In this study of adaptation sce-
nario, 50 years after the adaptation time tad is defined as a primary time horizon
for the simulation, and thus the adaptation scenario starts from tad and ends by
tad + 50. This definition covers the remaining life time of reactors operation. An
adaptive strategy, based on a given prior trajectory, is considered valid if it satis-
fies Ct-dcn

V,ad , meaning that the first missload takes place after the planned transition.
The time of first missload is denoted as tML and Ct-dcn

V,ad demands tML > tad +D. The
adaptation is considered robust if it satisfies Ct-dcn

B,ad , meaning that the TRU inven-
tory in the total cycle should be reduced beneath a given threshold TRUth,ad. The
corresponding output of interest, t′TRU , indicates the time when TRU inventory in
total cycle decreases beneath TRUth,ad.

Intuitively the choice of TRUth,ad can affect to a large degree the result of the
robustness assessment. One may use the same threshold as in the pre-disruption
scenario; but the choices in pre-disruption scenario are determined within its own
time horizon of interest. To address this issue of dependency, one can also use
a threshold value from bibliographical review and industrial feed-backs that rep-
resents real interest and estimation. But given the complexity and uncertainty
of accessing such value, a "historically lowest TRUtot by tad" is used as TRUth,ad,
denoted as TRUA

min(tad). Mathematically, it is determined by

TRUA
min(t) = min

s∈SA

TRUtot(s, t) (4.6)

where SA denotes the set of strategies in the pre-disruption scenario that achieve
tR ≤ 2090. In other words, TRUA

min(t) indicates the lowest achieved TRUtot at a
given time t, among the valid strategies prioritizing objective A. In the follow-
ing illustrations, both notations TRUA

min and TRUth,ad are used, depending on the
context: TRUA

min makes sense when the pre-disruption strategies are analyzed,
while TRUth,ad is more informative when the adaptations after disruption are con-
sidered.

Based on the new definitions of validity and adaptive robustness introduced,
an adaptation scenario is studied for year 2040 as the adaptation time in this
section. It starts from the prior trajectory of the reference strategy, which was
supposed to minimize tR before disruption.

4.3.1 Adaptation scenario with flexible time horizon

To liberate the evaluation of strategy from given time, new concepts and defini-
tions are introduced, complicating the problems related to the uncertain tad. For
the first step, only tad = 2040 is studied in this section. Correspondingly, the time
horizon of scenario lasts from year 2040 to 2090, and we have TRUA

min(t = 2040) =
616 tons as the threshold.

In a mono-objective context where the deployment of SFR is pre-selected, it
is reasonable to implement the reference strategy that minimizes tR. The as-
sessment of adaptive robustness that adapts the prior reference trajectory can
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give primary information on the impacts of disruption. Besides the parameters
of prior reference trajectory shown in Table 4.11, Ptot(t = 2040) = 151.0 GWth
and FrMOX(t = 2040) = 7.6% should be also noted. Compared to the threshold
TRUth,ad = 616 tons, the evolution of TRU starts from TRUtot(t = 2040) = 628 tons. In
spite of the different starting point, the adaptation scenario is very similar to the
one suggested in Section 3.3, summarized in Table 3.10. In brief, starting from
the state of prior trajectory by tad, an adaptive transition of fleet is considered to
minimize t′TRU . The nuclear system of interest is still PWR UOX and PWR MOX in
this section. Since SFR deployment is no longer in priority after the disruption,
the final total power of fleet Ptot,f ranges in [0%, 100%] of the level by tad, while
the MOX fraction FrMOXf can reach 100%. To maximize the effects of the mod-
ification of fuel cycle parameters, a transition as short as one year is considered
acceptable. The only change of sampling space concerns the lower bound of
FrMOXf , which is 10% instead of 0%. 10%, corresponding to the current global
fraction of MOX in the whole fleet, results in a stable increase of TRU inventories
in total cycle. But with respect to the threshold TRUth,ad determined in this adap-
tation scenario, robust adaptive strategies should lead to net incineration of TRU.
Hence, a higher fraction of MOX than 10% is expected for robust adaptations.

The interest of introducing this exploration space into this adaptation scenario
reinforces the necessity of the new definition of strategy validity. The current
management strategy concerning MOX in France is able to stabilize the flow of
plutonium between the reprocessing rate of spent fuels and the fabrication of
fresh MOX fuels [13]. It is highly possible that a TRU-burning strategy breaks the
stabilization and leads to plutonium shortage, while the time of this shortage is a-
priori unknown. Under the demand of inter-temporal consistency, a valid strategy
should preserve its validity subject to the change of time horizon of scenario.

4.3.2 Results of adaptation on prior reference trajectory from year
2040

4.3.2.1 Analysis of validity

The definition of strategy validity is now different from the one in pre-disruption
scenario. Hence, it is useful to perform a dedicated analysis on the responses of
tML (defined as the first missload time) to input parameters.

Similar to the analyses concerning tR and tTRU in Section 4.2, the statistical
analysis concerning tML may raise some issues on the selection of samples. This
is mainly due to the fact that a large part of explored strategies lead to tML > 2090
which are not quantifiable. A solution like a linear fit as done previously in 4.2
is even not a suitable solution, because the available plutonium inventories in
spent UOX fuels can be gradually accumulated for a non-negligible part of tra-
jectories. In these cases, tML tends to infinity. To simplify, only the strategies
with plutonium shortages within the time horizon are taken for the PCA, and this
subset of strategies is denoted as SML. Its subset of valid strategies denoted as
SML,v, and that of invalid strategies SML,nv, are also considered. To facilitate the
representations of subsequent analyses, the set without missload is denoted as
SnoML, which must be a subset of valid strategies. Obviously the set of valid adap-
tive strategies is the sum of SnoML and SML,v, denoted as SadV . A simple graphical
representation of these subsets depending on the value of tML is shown in Figure
4.13.

To evaluate the effects of inputs on the quantifiable tML, three subsets of total
sampling can be of interest for the study of validity characterized by tML: SML and
its subsets, SML,v and SML,nv. The analysis on SML,v provides the information about
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Figure 4.13: Graphical representations of subsets of adaptive strategy according to their values
of tML: SML (strategies with the first missload before tad + 50), SML,nv (non-valid strategies
with the first missload before tad + 50), SML,v (valid strategies with the first missload before
tad + 50), SnoML (strategies with no missload) and SadV (valid adaptation strategies)

tML from valid strategies. One may also focus on the space of invalid strategy and
to deduce backward the properties of validity, considering SML,nv into analysis.
The consideration of the sum of these two subsets complements then the analysis
with each other.

2000 adaptive strategies by LHS in the total adaptation space are simulated
based on the prior reference trajectory (which was supposed to minimize tR be-
fore disruption). The size and the approximate percentage of these subsets of
interest in the total space presented in Table 4.13 give a basic grasp on the fea-
ture of the exploration space concerning the validity. Accordingly, the part of
missloading set SML accounts for 78% of the total sampling, while the valid set
SadV takes 47%.

Set of sample SML,nv SML,v SnoML

Size 1060 506 434
% of total space 53.0% 25.3% 21.7%

Table 4.13: Size of subsets SML,nv, SML,v and SnoML, and their percentage in the whole space
of adaptive strategy

The correlation matrix with respect to different choice of subsets (SML and its
subsets SML,v and SML,nv) are shown in Table 4.14. Those lower than 0.1 are omit-
ted in the matrix. In all cases, the importance of D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf on the
study of tML is highlighted. The upper triangle indicates the correlations in the
subset SML, corresponding to the constraint of tML < 2090 in SML. This constraint
creates the correlations between Ptot,f and FrMOXf , which is coherent with the
analysis on the missloads NML. The lower triangle presents the correlations in the
two subsets, in the order of SML,v/SML,nv, corresponding respectively to the addi-
tional constraint of validity and invalidity. The validity constraint with respect to
SML,v highlights the correlations of FrMOXf with timing effect D and with Ptot,f ,
whereas the constraint of invalidity in SML,nv creates lower correlations concern-
ing FrMOXf , but enhances the correlation between D and Ptot,f . One may also
note that the correlation between tML and D is measurably lower in the set SML
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than that in both its two subsets. The division between valid and invalid subset
emphasizes the correlation between D and tML.

Cor. coef. D Ptot,f FrMOXf tML

D 1. -0.07 0.02 0.33
Ptot,f -0.05/-0.18 1. -0.16 -0.26

FrMOXf -0.45/-0.25 -0.38/-0.13 1. -0.67
tML 0.68/0.68 -0.28/-0.25 -0.60/-0.71 1.

Table 4.14: Correlation matrix of original variable vector X = (D, .., tML): upper triangle
indicates the correlations under the set SML; lower triangle indicates the values in the order of
SML,v/SML,nv. Correlations lower than 0.1 are not indicated.

With respect to three possible choices of sets, the PCAs are separately per-
formed. The fraction of total variance ofX explained by the j-th PC Yj, denoted as
λj/Vtot, as well as the correlation square between tML and Yj, denoted as ρ2(tML, Yj),
is shown in Table 4.15. The results of λ8/Vtot indicate that Y8 of respective analysis
may indicate a linear dependency among the original variables, and according to
the values of all ρ2, Y1 for all subsets considered account for more than 80% of
variance of tML. The coefficients of original variables in the composition of Y1 and
Y8 in the respective PCA are then of interest and presented in Table 4.16.

Set of samples Metrics Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8

SML,v

λj/Vtot 0.27 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.05 0.01
ρ2(tML, Yj) 0.82 0.08 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.04 0.06

SML,nv

λj/Vtot 0.27 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.01
ρ2(tML, Yj) 0.94 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.01 0.05

SML

λj/Vtot 0.22 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.02
ρ2(tML, Yj) 0.91 0. 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0.01 0.07

Table 4.15: Fraction of variance of original variable vector X explained by j-th PC Yj, λj/Vtot,
and correlation squares between tML and PC Yj, ρ2(tML, Yj), under the choices of subsets in
the PCA with respect to tML

Set of samples Yj D Ptot,f FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu tML

SML,v

Y1 0.57 0. -0.53 -0.05 -0.01 -0.03 0.06 0.61

Y8 -0.22 0.44 0.54 0.01 0. 0.04 0. 0.68

SML,nv

Y1 0.52 -0.17 -0.50 -0.05 -0.06 0.06 -0.11 0.66

Y8 -0.37 0.20 0.51 0.05 -0.04 0.07 0.02 0.74

SML

Y1 0.31 -0.15 -0.59 -0.06 -0.04 -0.08 -0.06 0.72

Y8 -0.26 0.30 0.61 0.02 -0.03 0.07 0. 0.68

Table 4.16: Coefficients of original variables in the PCs of interest in the respective PCA with
respect to tML

In all sets of sample, FrMOXf is the most important factor on the quantifiable
result of tML. It is also coherent with the missloading study concerning the out-
put NML in Chapter 3. The coefficient sign of FrMOXf in Y8 indicates that tML is
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brought forward over the increase of FrMOXf , explained by the higher consump-
tion rate of plutonium from spent UOX fuels. Ptot,f also plays a similar role but
brings smaller effect, which requires a sufficient high level of FrMOXf .

The coefficient of D in Y1 is higher in the analysis taking the subsets SML,v

or SML,nv than in the case of SML. As explained for the correlation matrix, it is
mainly due to the correlation between tML and D reinforced by the constraint of
validity/invalidity. On the contrary, the part of D in Y8 is similar in three cases,
which reveal the consistence of contribution of D to tML, regardless of the validity.

Despite this result consistency over the subsets SML,v and SML,nv considered
for PCA, one should note the importance of differentiating these two subsets.
Pairs plot of D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf and tML help visualize the distribution of these
strategies, shown in Figure 4.14. The scatter plots are colored by the value of
tML, where near-blue points indicate early tML and near-red points correspond to
late tML. Gray points are those without missloads in the set SnoML, and the tML

are set to 2100 in the figure in order to represent the corresponding strategies
in the plots. To distinguish, the invalid strategies in SML,nv are represented by
crosses. The scatter plot of tML versus D verifies their enhanced correlation in
the subset SML,v and SML,nv, while it is reduced in the sum of two. Coherent with
the missloading study in Chapter 3, the boundary between SnoML and SML is rel-
atively clear, mainly characterized in the plot of Ptot,f versus FrMOXf . In case of
inevitable missloads within the horizon, valid and invalid strategies are not well
distinguished in the set SML as visualized.

Figure 4.14: Pairs plot between D, Ptot,f , FrMOXf and tML, scatter points colored by the
value of tML. Strategies in SML,nv are represented by crosses. Strategies in SnoML are in gray,
and their tML are set in 2100 to be fit in the figures. Diagonal figures give the stack histograms
of corresponding variable, with SnoML in gray, SML,v in green and SML,nv in brown

Diagonal sub-figures give the stack histograms of corresponding variables,
distinct in three subsets: strategies of SnoML in gray, SML,v in green and SML,nv

in brown. While the missloading is well distinguished by the choice of Ptot,f and
FrMOXf (in gray), the validity with missloads (in green) is mainly characterized
by short D. Short transition requires simply a stable plutonium supply during
short term and thus has a higher probability to meet the plutonium shortage
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after transition. If we look for valid strategies in SnoML and/or SML,v, short D and
low FrMOXf are evidently preferred.

Even though other input parameters have little effect on tML, it is worth notic-
ing that a "structural" pattern can be observed on the plot of tML versus BUMOX,
as shown in Figure 4.15. Radial-shape lines seem to indicate linear relation be-
tween these two quantities. Because the missload only happens on the loading
of MOX fuel, tML is correlated to the length of irradiation cycle of MOX, and so to
BUMOX. Each radial-shape line indicates the missload with respect to the same
irradiation cycle of MOX given different values of BUMOX. As the number of cycle
increases, the discrepancy on the starting time of cycle is accumulated. Hence,
the slope of radial-shape lines increases if the first missload happens on a later
irradiation cycle of MOX. Anyway, BUMOX is not impactful regarding tML from a
statistical point of view, but they are linear dependent under the condition where
the plutonium shortage is met on the same irradiation cycle of MOX.

Figure 4.15: Scatter plot of tML versus BUMOX for the trajectories with tML realized before
the end of scenario

4.3.2.2 Analysis of outputs: performance of strategy

In the study of adaptive strategy performances, we only focus on the valid strate-
gies in SadV . However, t′TRU is actually not an appropriate output to explain the
behavior of fuel cycle. Indeed, most of the adaptive strategies cannot result in
a meaningful t′TRU due to the increasing TRUtot over time. Here, other more gen-
eral outputs are considered: the minimal achieved TRUtot within the well-defined
part of trajectory, denoted as TRUmin, and the corresponding time tmin. Mathe-
matically, for a valid adaptive strategy s ∈ SadV , these two quantities are defined
as

TRUmin(s) = min
t<tML

TRUtot(s, t) (4.7)

tmin = min{t|t < tML, TRUtot(s, t) = TRUmin(s)} (4.8)

where the time t is implicitly in the range of [tad, tad + 50]. The strategies leading
to net increase of TRUtot over time after adaptation account for a measurable
part of SadV . They result commonly in TRUmin = TRUtot(t = tad) and tmin = tad.
Therefore, they are not of interest in this adaptation scenario. Those leading
to net incineration of TRU implying TRUmin < TRUtot(t = tad) are potentially of
interest, denoted as Sburn. According to the definition, an adaptive strategy is
robust with meaningful t′TRU if TRUmin < TRUth,ad.

Before the analysis in detail, one should first note the inertia of the reactor
fleet after tad. The adaptation respects the irradiation cycle, implying that the
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macro PWR UOX and MOX continue their planned services determined before
adaptation till their first EOC after tad. The trajectories of all valid adaptive strate-
gies follow then similar evolution at the beginning of adaptation. Based on the
prior reference trajectory, the evolution of TRUtot begins with an inevitable incre-
ment during the first years. The TRU-incineration strategies in Sburn should be
capable to offset this part of TRU. To give an order of magnitude of this excess
quantity, the effective TRU inventories in total cycle denoted as TRUeff can be
defined:

TRUeff = TRUtot(tad) +
∑
r

(TRUr(EOCr)− TRUr(tad)) (4.9)

where index r denotes PWR UOX or MOX. Both TRUr and EOCr, the quantity of
TRU in reactor r depend also on the strategy s, and it is omitted in the equation.
In regards to tad, TRUeff considers the inventories that is going to be discharged
at the EOC of each reactor. If an adaptive strategy is not able to incinerate the
quantity of discrepancy TRUeff − TRUtot (if it is positive), we will have TRUmin >
TRUtot(tad), and thus this adaptation is not of interest. For the prior reference
trajectory, TRUeff (t = 2040) = 647 tons, and the difference relative to TRUtot(t =
2040) is 19 tons, consistent with the range estimated in Section 3.1.

The calculation of TRUmin of valid strategies in SadV shows that only 72 adaptive
strategies are in Sburn, representing approximately 7.7% of the valid set SadV and
3.6% of the overall sampling space. Such number is too small to carry out a
credible statistical analysis. Pairs plots ofD, Ptot,f and FrMOXf with output TRUmin
and tmin may still give some indications on the response of these two outputs
over the strategy of Sburn, shown in Figure 4.16. Two sub-figures are respectively
colored by TRUmin and tmin, where the upper triangles show the correlations of
investigated variable pairs.

(a) Colored by the output TRUmin (b) Colored by the output tmin

Figure 4.16: Pairs plots of D, Ptot,f and FrMOXf with: (a) TRUmin, (b) tmin. Only TRU-
incineration strategies in Sburn are considered. Upper triangle shows the correlation matrix.

The first remark that should be noted is the ranges of these three important
inputs: threshold effect can be observed for D and FrMOXf , while Ptot,f is avail-
able in a relatively large range. The net incineration of TRU in the total cycle by
this nuclear system demands a rapid loading of MOX, within a transition shorter
than 14 years, towards a global fraction higher than 50%. Such short transition is
approximately equivalent to two or three irradiation cycles. The all initial range
of Ptot,f can satisfy the criterion of validity and the constraint of TRU incineration
which is correlated measurably with the choice of D. In other words, the pluto-
nium in spent UOX fuels should be rapidly recovered and incinerated by the use
of MOX.
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Under the significant cut of strategy space, these adaptations lead to a rela-
tively narrow range of TRUmin. One singular case can be observed, which sug-
gests a transition as short as two years, loading MOX into nearly 100% core of
all PWRs, remaining 35 GWth after the transition. TRUmin = 587 tons is achieved
by tmin = 2057 followed by the first missload. Except for this singular strategy,
a simultaneous synergy between three inputs on TRUmin is slightly visible but
globally not measurable. On the contrary, tmin is strongly correlated with Ptot,f ,
especially impacted by the synergy between Ptot,f and FrMOXf .

This result can be simply explained by the limited capacity of TRU incineration
by the fleet of PWR UOX and MOX. In a fleet of PWR UOX and MOX, each inven-
tory of plutonium produced in UOX after tad lifts up the lowest achieved TRUmin,
because it cannot be thoroughly burned by the use of MOX. As a result, the lower
bound of TRUmin is controlled by the available inventory of plutonium in spent
UOX fuels at tad. A TRU-incineration strategy in Sburn in this scenario suggests
then loading as much as possible MOX, so that the production during the deple-
tion of the UOX fuels can be minimized, and the incineration by the irradiation
of MOX fuels can be maximized. Given this limited capacity of incineration by
mono-recycling (approximately between 10% and 30% of plutonium in the fresh
MOX can be incinerated), the maximal quantity that can be incinerated is close to
the discrepancy between TRUeff and TRUtot at tad. In consideration of these fac-
tors, the constraint TRUmin < TRUtot(t = 2040) in Sburn imposes a strong cut in the
strategy space, presenting a uniform pattern over the the output-input space.
Given similar TRUmin achieved, the pace of consumption of plutonium in spent
UOX fuels is controlled by the choice of adaptive strategy, mainly subject to the
combination of Ptot,f and FrMOXf of the short-transition.

4.3.2.3 Robustness assessment of adaptive strategies

According to the criterion Ct-dcn
B,ad , the robust adaptive strategies must be in a subset

of Sburn. The evolution of TRUtot for the corresponding strategies is shown in Figure
4.17. Curves are colored by the final power level contributed by MOX given by
Ptot,f × FrMOXf . In Sburn, TRUmin is achieved either in tmin = tML for the strategies
that meet plutonium shortages, or at the end of scenario for other strategies,
given the monotonic decrease of TRUtot after the transition.

Figure 4.17: Evolution of TRUtot of Sburn strategies, colored by final MOX power level Ptot,f ×
FrMOXf

The possible robust adaptations share actually the similar characteristics of
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strategies in Sburn, with stricter requirements on the adapted parameters. In gen-
eral, the plutonium in spent UOX fuels are recovered as fast as possible within a
sufficient short transition, and loaded in MOX fuels. The time t′TRU is then a func-
tion of the TRUtot incineration rate, well characterized by Ptot,f ×FrMOXf . In total,
34 adaptive strategies are defined here as robust. The tML versus t′TRU of these
robust strategies is shown in Figure 4.18, colored by the final power level ofMOX
Ptot,f × FrMOXf .

Figure 4.18: tML versus t′TRU of robust adaptive strategies, colored by the final power level of
MOX Ptot,f × FrMOXf

For most of these robust strategies, the first missload follows rapidly t′TRU . As
analyzed previously, MOX fuels are loaded rapidly in a very high fraction of PWRs,
and the decrease rate of TRUtot is controlled by the power level. Even though the
difference between TRUtot(t = tad) based on the prior trajectory and the threshold
TRUth,ad is not significant in the whole evolution within the horizon, it is extremely
difficult to remove this part of TRU. Even a slight increment requires a radical and
brutal change of fuel cycle to offset it.

The difference of TRU to be burnt, (TRUtot−TRUth,ad)(2040) in this study, is close
to the capacity of TRU incineration by PWR MOX. As we can see in Figure 4.17,
most of robust adaptations TRUmin are close to the threshold TRUth,ad. Subject to
this condition, the assessment of adaptive robustness can be easily influenced by
some outer factors, such as modelling errors and subtle uncertainties of scenario
assumptions. The resistance and the credibility of assessment results are then
reduced.

In terms of the uncertainty of tad, the difference between the TRUtot of prior
reference trajectory and TRUA

min increases over time. Intuitively, later tad leads
to a smaller phase space for robust adaptations with tad increase. The space
becomes more and more strict on the demand of MOX loading and the pace of
transition. In consideration of the increasing cost of search and the fragility of the
assessment result aforementioned, the systematic comparison of adaptation on
this prior reference trajectory over different tad is not performed in this section.

4.3.3 Comparison of strategy assessments connected with/disconnected
from a pre-determined time

This section presents a study of adaptive robustness assessment which sepa-
rates the evaluation of strategies from a pre-determined time. With these new
introduced definitions, the assessment of an adaptive strategy can be general-
ized within extended time horizon, enhancing the inter-temporal consistency of
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analysis, which is an issue in the study connecting the evaluation to a given time
in Chapter 3.

The disconnection is done by the change on the definition of threshold levels.
In the adaptation study in Chapter 3, the threshold levels are still attached with a
projection in the future, being variable over the assumption on the time horizon.
In this adaptation scenario study, a "historical level" relative to the adaptation
time is taken as threshold, which is invariant for the future afterwards. But this
threshold varies over the adaptation time. Correspondingly, one other major
change is the validity of strategies. Due to the independence of assessment from
a given time, the validity of strategies is generalized such that it only focuses
on the duration of each adaptation transition. If the transition can be carried out
without plutonium shortage, this adaptive strategy is considered valid.

Under these changes of definitions, the adaptive robustness assessment is
performed for an early adaptation tad = 2040, based on the prior reference trajec-
tory that minimized tR in pre-disruption scenario. Even though the adaptation is
early, the fraction of robust adaptive strategy in the exploration space is small.
Actually, net incineration of TRU inventories is a necessary condition of being
robust, whereas the fleet of plutonium mono-recycling has a weak capability of
TRU incineration. Even a tiny increase of TRU in total cycle requires a huge mod-
ification of the fuel cycle to burn it out.

4.4 Adaptability in case of disruption

Section 4.3 shows that a slight increment of TRU inventories requires a huge
change on the fuel cycle to be offset completely. The difficulty of healing such
vulnerability requires us to be more precautionary in the pre-disruption con-
text, minimizing the regrets on TRU accumulation relative to the so-called low-
est achieved level. In this section, adaptations from a set of prior trajectories
are investigated, aiming to give more comprehensive assessments on both pre-
disruption and adaptive strategies.

To do this, we define the adaptability of a given pre-disruption strategy as
the fraction of robust adaptive strategies over the total sampling of adaptation.
For the reference strategy that minimizes tR in the pre-disruption scenario, it is
1.6% (32/2000) as shown in Section 4.3 for the case tad = 2040. From this prior
reference trajectory, the quantity of the TRU that should be incinerated (in order
to be adaptively robust), which can be represented by TRUeff−TRUA

min, is actually
close to the maximal burnt TRU achieved by PWR MOX. If this small difference is
a common outcome for all possible prior trajectories, it may reduce dramatically
the credibility of the numeric values of adaptability for a set of pre-disruption
strategies investigated.

Otherwise, if the difference of adaptability between two pre-disruption strate-
gies is sufficiently large, 10% versus 1% for instance, a qualitative conclusion can
still be drawn. The phase space of robust adaptation is a-priori less restrained for
the high-adaptability pre-disruption strategies than for the low-adaptability ones.
Accordingly, not only the adaptive planning characterized by the phase space of
robust adaptations is an important criterion for the robustness assessment, but
the adaptability is also informative for the choice before disruption.

However, it is not realistic to apply a large size of LHS to all prior trajectories of
interest to deduce their adaptability. Associated with the identical DoE of adap-
tation space, the adaptability of prior trajectories depends on themselves that is
completely controlled by eight input variables of pre-disruption strategy. In this
section, some intermediate outputs of prior trajectories are analyzed to help un-
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derstand how our notion of adaptability builds the link between pre-disruption
strategies and robust adaptations. With the help of these outputs, a test is per-
formed for the adaptation from year 2070, as a complement about the uncer-
tainty of the disruption time.

4.4.1 Indicator of adaptability

The adaptation scenario in this study looks back to the outcomes before or at tad,
neglecting the performance and evolution of trajectories afterwards in case of
disruption. The trajectory state at tad is informative to deduce the adaptability of
the corresponding pre-disruption strategy. Given the limited capacity of inciner-
ation of TRU by PWR MOX, two intermediate outputs of prior trajectory at tad can
describe the potential of adaptability.

The first one is the TRU inventory at tad, or more precisely TRUeff , the effec-
tive TRU inventory in consideration of the complete irradiation cycles of reactors,
as defined in Equation 4.9. To be robust, the adaptive strategy should be able
to incinerate enough TRU to bridge the gap between TRUeff and the threshold
considered: TRUth,ad = TRUA

min(2040) = 616 tons. As the incineration capability of
considered technologies is very limited, it is highly possible that the adaptability
drops sharply even with a small increase on TRUeff over different pre-disruption
strategies.

We shall remind that only plutonium from UOX spent fuel can be recycled.
Consequently, the available plutonium inventories for MOX fabrication, denoted
as PutoMOX, should also be looked at in detail. PutoMOX considers the plutonium in-
ventories available for the MOX fabrication after tad, including those in the cooling
pool and the interim stock of spent UOX, the inventory staying in the fabrication
plant of MOX, as well as the ones that will be discharged from PWR UOX just af-
ter tad. A larger PutoMOX indicates directly a larger burnable mass of plutonium,
which accounts for the major TRU incineration. The isotopic vector may modify
the fraction to be incinerated, but it is only a second order effect, relatively minor
compared with PutoMOX.

Figure 4.19 presents the evolution of these two intermediate outputs, TRUeff
and PutoMOX, in the prior trajectories of pre-disruption scenario. Figure 4.19a
shows the evolution of TRUeff , and the minimal achieved TRU TRUA

min considered
for the threshold level in adaptation scenario, colored by Pueff for given time.
Figure 4.19b, as a complement, presents the evolution of PutoMOX, colored by the
difference between TRUeff and the threshold level TRUA

min in case of disruption.
These two figures provide complementary indications on the possible adaptabil-
ity of prior trajectory. Under the uncertain tad, the difference between TRUeff
and TRUA

min is a better metric to characterize the adaptability than the simple
consideration of TRUeff or TRUtot.

Figure 4.20 explains why TRUeff and PutoMOX are important indicators of adapt-
ability for a given tad. From a global point of view, the final trajectory is a result on
a prior pre-disruption strategy (spre) concatenated with a post-disruption adaptive
strategy (sad). Starting from a given state of prior trajectory, the TRUtot evolu-
tion is generally monotone under the TRU-incineration strategies. In these TRU-
incineration trajectories, the TRUtot variation rate after tad is directly determined
by the adaptive strategy, principally through Ptot,f and FrMOXf of sad. This TRUtot
variation rate is then specifically linked to t′TRU , which characterizes the perfor-
mance of adaptive robustness. Regardless, the variation of TRUeff and PutoMOX

may shift the TRUtot evolution and impact the TRUmin achieved by a given adap-
tive strategy. As a result, both the adaptability of pre-disruption strategies and
the t′TRU after adaptations, are impacted by these two indicators regardless of tad.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.19: Evolution of TRUeff colored by PutoMOX , and PutoMOX colored by the difference
TRUeff − TRUA

min

Nevertheless, one should note the approximation of these two quantities on
the adaptability. As it can be anticipated (and presented previously in section
4.3), all robust adaptive strategies suggest a relatively high power level of MOX.
Under the assumption of macro-reactor, the first missload can happen even if
a considerable inventory of Pu is still available in spent UOX fuels. Meanwhile,
because the robust adaptive strategies need to be valid strategies, the vague
boundary between valid and invalid adaptive strategies may complicate and af-
fect the estimation of the adaptability of pre-disruption strategies. As a result,
both the value of adaptability and its dependency on both TRUeff and PutoMOX are
approximate, and the nuances of adaptability between different pre-disruption
trajectories should not be over-interpreted.

Figure 4.20: Graphical representation of the influence of prior pre-disruption strategy and
adaptive strategy on TRUtot evolution, in the fleet of PWR UOX and MOX

4.4.2 Analysis of two indicators of adaptability by 2040

To verify the importance of indicators TRUeff and PutoMOX and to carry out the
study on adaptability, 18 prior trajectories, characterized by the corresponding
pre-disruption strategy, are chosen for adaptation. tad = 2040 is taken as an exam-
ple. Note that an adaptation scenario is always based on the disruption of objec-
tive under the pre-disruption context; thus, the prior trajectories chosen should
lead to tR < 2090. Among these chosen strategies, only one allows tstart > 2040,
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since all prior trajectories with tstart > 2040 are identical at tad = 2040. TRUeff and
PutoMOX of chosen prior trajectories should vary in a large range for the chosen
strategies, as shown in Figure 4.21.

In Figure 4.21a, these two intermediate outputs, TRUeff and PutoMOX in 2040,
are actually highly correlated. In fact, just after several years of transition in the
pre-disruption scenario, the variation of TRUeff of trajectories is mainly reflected
by the incineration during MOX depletion for one or two irradiation cycles. A lower
PutoMOX results from a larger consumption of plutonium in spent UOX fuels, and
implies then a lower TRUeff . But because the high values of these two quantities
have potentially opposite effects on the adaptability, their positive correlation
may enhance their competition of their effects on the adaptability. To comple-
ment, the chosen strategies are also widely distributed in the output space of
tTRU -tR, as shown in Figure 4.21b (only those of tR ≤ 2090 are presented). It em-
phasizes again that tR and tTRU are not appropriate indicators of adaptability,
because the strategies of tstart > 2040 lead to considerable variability of these two
outputs, while their adaptability with respect to tad are identical.

(a) PutoMOX(2040) versus TRUeff (2040) (b) tTRU versus tR

Figure 4.21: Chosen strategies among the valid ones achieving tR ≤ 2090 for the study of
indicators of adaptability: (a) the output space of PutoMOX(2040) versus TRUeff (2040); (b)
the output space of tTRU versus tR (TRUth = TRUMM = 849 tons)

The same DoE of adaptation is applied to these 18 prior trajectories. Robust
adaptive strategies are counted for each prior trajectory so that the adaptabil-
ity is approximately deduced, shown in Figure 4.22a. Two over these 18 pre-
disruption strategies cannot be adapted robustly. The adaptability shows a global
decreasing tendency over the difference TRUeff − TRUA

min. Some fluctuation of
adaptability occurs over the increase of this difference: certain cases with higher
difference TRUeff − TRUA

min seems to achieve higher adaptability than several
other cases with smaller difference. This fluctuation may be accounted by the
larger PutoMOX, as presented in Figure 4.22b. A much larger PutoMOX indicates to
the first degree of approximation a larger burnable inventory of plutonium, and
may induce a gain on the adaptability due to the dominance of plutonium in TRU
in this fuel cycle. But this effect is still secondary compared to the domination of
TRUeff .

A particular adaptive strategy sad40, i.e. a set of parameters for the adaptation,
is taken to show the effect of TRUeff of different prior trajectories on the perfor-
mance of adaptation. It is chosen because it can adapt robustly 14 prior trajecto-
ries of the 18 sampled, much more than all other adaptive strategies. The input
parameters of sad40 is presented in Table 4.17. Instead of absolute power level Ptot,f ,
the ratio relative to Ptot(t = tad) is presented, because the starting point of all prior
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.22: Scatter plots of adaptability, the difference TRUeff −TRUA
min and PutoMOX , with

respect to tad = 2040; both figures are colored by the level of adaptability, where TRUA
min

stands for the threshold level of adaptation by 2040

trajectories are different. As shown in Figure 4.23, the difference between TRUeff
and the threshold TRUA

min shifts proportionally the TRUmin after adaptation, based
on the same readjustment plan. Given the same adaptive space for possible prior
trajectories, the higher TRUeff is, the lower the adaptability is.

Figure 4.23: Evolution of TRUtot under the adaptation of sad40, based on 18 sampled prior
trajectories

Once the importance of TRUeff and PutoMOX on the adaptability is verified,
we can investigate the relationship between them and the input parameters of
pre-disruption strategies characterizing each prior trajectory. This may give us
an insight even before simulating trajectories of adaptation from those poten-
tially adaptable ones. The scatter plots of TRUeff versus input parameters of
pre-disruption strategy over tad are shown in Figure 4.24. In the case of tad = 2040,
only strategies of tstart < 2040 are shown. The inputs TCUOX and MPu are omit-
ted due to their non-measurable effects on TRUeff . Gray points stand for the
strategies leading to tR > 2090, which verifies that the black points of interest are
distributed by the value of TRUeff instead of the constraint tR ≤ 2090.

Even though those of tstart > 2040 are cut, some strategies that starts the tran-
sition after 2040 are still left, because the irradiation cycles are not yet finished
by 2040. A line of constant TRUeff (2040) can be first remarked in the case of
tad = 2040 and is created by these trajectories.
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Strategy D Ptot,f/Ptot(t = tad) FrMOXf BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX MPu

sad40 3 17.1 70.2 46.5 58.3 3.7 LiFo

sad70 2 28.0 85.3 55.9 59.2 7.5 FiFo

(Unit) year % % GWd/t GWd/t year -

Table 4.17: Input parameters of particular adaptive strategies sad40 and sad70

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2050

(c) tad = 2060 (d) tad = 2070

Figure 4.24: Scatter plots of TRUeff and input parameters of pre-disruption strategies over
tad. Gray points stand for the strategies leading to tR > 2090.

For tad = 2040, a singular agglomeration of points appears in the region of high
TRUeff and low BUUOX. This set of trajectories passes one more irradiation cy-
cle when they finish the cycle of 2040 than others, due to the short cycle of low
BUUOX and a matching tstart. Apart from this cluster, TRUeff increases with BUUOX,
which seems contradictory to the previous studies. Actually, within a very short
term after the divergence of strategies, most of trajectories go through the same
number of irradiation cycles except the ones in that singular cluster aforemen-
tioned. The advantage of high BUUOX on the reduction of plutonium/TRU is not yet
effective; on the contrary, a longer cycle of UOX depletion leads to a measurably
higher production of plutonium at EOC. Similarly, the effects of other parameters
are not evident due to the limited time of divergence.

As time goes by, TRUeff of trajectories diverge. The effect on the lower produc-
tion of TRU by high BUUOX gets stronger, and Ptot,f becomes gradually dominant.
After decades of divergence of strategies, the importance of inputs on TRUeff
is extremely similar to the importance on TRUtot. The difference between them
becomes minor in the long term.

The relation between input parameters of pre-disruption strategies and the
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output PutoMOX shares lots of similarities with the relation concerning the output
TRUeff . A slight tendency of inflection of PutoMOX on the medium-level BUMOX

can be observed when tad = 2040. When BUMOX is high (>50 GWd/t), the PutoMOX

seems statistically lower than that of the medium BUMOX (between 40 and 50
GWd/t). In fact, within the identical number of irradiation cycles, high BUMOX con-
sume larger inventory of plutonium. While BUMOX is sufficiently low, one more ir-
radiation cycle is taken which consumes also one more part of plutonium. This ef-
fect of synchronization vanishes over the time. The increasing impact of FrMOXf

on PutoMOX much more measurable than on TRUeff should be highlighted as well.

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2050

(c) tad = 2060 (d) tad = 2070

Figure 4.25: Scatter plots of PutoMOX and input parameters of pre-disruption strategies over
tad. Gray points stand for the strategies leading to tR > 2090.

4.4.3 Complement of adaptation by 2070: applying the indicators of
adaptability

To complement the adaptation scenario study with respect to tad = 2070 which
stands for a late disruption, TRUeff and PutoMOX are used to perform the first
screening of prior trajectories. The principle is that for a given prior trajectory,
the PutoMOX should, under an optimistic estimation, allows an incineration of plu-
tonium larger than the difference between TRUeff and threshold TRUA

min at tad.
Because of the mono-recycling, an additional production of plutonium by UOX
depletion after tad is regarded as a net increment of TRU. Putting all available
plutonium into MOX as adaptation minimizes intuitively the achievable TRUmin.

It is therefore important to investigate the PutoMOX of pre-disruption strate-
gies over the difference TRUeff − TRUA

min for the study of adaptability. Figure
4.26 shows the PutoMOX versus this difference of pre-disruption strategies over
possible tad of year 2040, 2050, 2060 and 2070. Those leading to tR > 2090 are
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presented by crosses. The reference strategy that minimizes tR is surrounded by
a square. It situates on the boundary of high PutoMOX due to its low FrMOXf ;
and it has relatively low TRUeff − TRUA

min, because the low Ptot,f prevents it from
a too large TRU accumulation. Gloabally, a linear dependency between PutoMOX

and TRUeff − TRUA
min can still be drawn for all tad. Nevertheless, the scattered

points disperse when tad increases, mainly due to the divergence of the trajec-
tories under different pre-disruption strategies. If all PutoMOX is supposed to be
used for MOX and no UOX is considered, one may wonder how deep the TRU in-
cineration could be. The simulation of PWR MOX by CLASS in the study of [69]
shows that within a very large variability of plutonium isotopic composition, the
maximal fraction of initial mass of plutonium in fresh MOX fuels to be incinerated
is around 30%. This limit is drawn in Figure 4.26. For the case tad = 2070, the
threshold for robust adaptation is TRUA

min(2070) = 757 tons. This limit criterion is
able to cut a large amount of pre-disruption strategies that would not have any
robust adaptation.

Figure 4.26: PutoMOX versus the difference TRUeff − TRUA
min of pre-disruption strategies

For the available prior trajectories after the cut, a simplified exercise of adap-
tation is performed. For each of them, a quick transition converting all reactors
of the fleet to full-MOX just after the adaptation time is simulated. If the level of
TRUtot after emptying the interim stock is still higher than the threshold TRUA

min,
there is evidently no robust adaptive strategy available for this prior trajectory.

After these two steps of screening, 16 prior trajectories are left for adapta-
tion in 2070. The other ones are supposed not to be adaptable, meaning that no
robust strategies can be identified. Similar to the previous exercises, 2000 adap-
tive strategies for each of these 16 prior trajectories are simulated and analysed
for robustness assessment.

The adaptability over the difference TRUeff − TRUA
min and PutoMOX of prior tra-

jectories with respect to tad = 2070 is shown in Figure 4.27, colored by the value
of adaptability. With a significant divergence of prior trajectories after decades
of transition, the correlation between TRUeff and PutoMOX becomes weaker than
that of tad = 2040 presented in Section 4.3, which enhances the importance of
PutoMOX. That’s why the adaptability over TRUeff (or the difference relative to
TRUA

min) gets more disperse than in the case of tad = 2040. Particularly, in the in-
terval of [30, 45] tons of TRUeff − TRUA

min at 2070, a large variability of PutoMOX

can be observed, and so is the adaptability of pre-disruption strategies. For two
of these 16 prior trajectories, no robust adaptation is identified, meaning that
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none of 2000 adaptations can lead to TRUtot < TRUth,ad(2070) within the time hori-
zon.These two present respectively a difference TRUeff − TRUA

min of 60 and 70
tons and PutoMOX of 350 and 300 tons by tad = 2070. It emphasizes again that the
adaptability deduced by the sampling and these two indicators are only estima-
tors and should not be over-interpreted. But even with this limitation, the strong
dependency of adaptability on both these two indicators are verified and remains
credible with a different tad.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.27: Scatter plots of adaptability, the difference TRUeff −TRUA
min and PutoMOX , with

respect to tad = 2070; both figures are colored by the level of adaptability, where TRUA
min

stands for the threshold level of adaptation by 2040

The evolution of TRUtot of several particular trajectories after adaptation are
presented in Figure 4.28, showing the combined effects of prior pre-disruption
strategies and adaptive strategies. Figure 4.28a considers the TRU-incineration
adaptations based on three prior trajectories. The first one is from the prior refer-
ence strategy aiming to minimize tR in the pre-disruption scenario, which starts
from the orange square in the figure. For this prior reference trajectory, a large
inventory of plutonium is stored in the spent UOX fuels. The consumption rate of
plutonium characterized by the adaptive Ptot,f × FrMOXf can be kept during rel-
atively long time, and the quantity of TRU burned is also significant. But due to a
large difference from the threshold level TRUth = TRUA

min(2070), only several adap-
tive strategies can lead to adaptive robustness. In contrast, the prior trajectory
of robust static optimum which maximizes tTRU in the pre-disruption scenario,
leads to a relatively small difference to TRUA

min by 2070; but it has a relatively
limited inventory of plutonium available for the mono-recycling. The most adapt-
able prior trajectory by 2070 is also considered, represented by gray curves. As
verified in Figure 4.27a, the difference of TRUeff −TRUA

min of this trajectory is only
several tons while more than 170 tons of plutonium is available for MOX fabrica-
tion. These two considerations allow a relatively large choice for robust adaptive
strategies. In general, the performance of robust adaptation, characterized by
the time t′TRU , still depends strongly on the power level contributed by MOX fuels,
which is coherent with the previous analysis.

Figure 4.28b focuses on two adaptive strategies applied to all investigated
prior trajectories. One is the sad40 presented in the analysis of adaptation by 2040,
presented by gray curves, and the other is denoted as sad70 which adapts robustly
14 prior trajectories over 16 for this study of tad = 2070. The input parameters
of sad70 are presented in Table 4.17. The colored curve and the gray curve which
start from the same point stand for the evolution of these two adaptations from
the same prior trajectory. Even though sad40 seems universal to be robust subject
to the unknown prior trajectory in the case of tad = 2040 (but only 18 prior tra-
jectories are considered in this case), it is not the same when the adaptation is
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.28: Evolution of TRUtot of particular trajectories: (a) trajectories with adaptation on
three prior trajectories; (b) two particular adaptive strategies on all investigated prior trajec-
tories

taken in 2070. It can be explained by the different power level contributed by
MOX between these two strategies, which is also a numeric difference from the
scenario assumptions. Actually, if tad = 2040, this level should be sufficiently low
to be valid, because the available plutonium inventory for MOX fabrication is low.
The ratio Ptot,f/Ptot(t = tad) stays the same regardless of tad. The final level Ptot,f is
therefore relatively high, because Ptot(t = 2040) of prior trajectories are still high.
For tad = 2070, the plutonium consumption rate of MOX suggested by sad40 becomes
much smaller, leaving a large part of it in the spent UOX fuels. Then the inciner-
ation is not maximized. sad70 suggests, on the contrary, a higher power of MOX as
well as high BUUOX. Such changes highlight, at the same time, the interactions
between pre-disruption strategies, adaptive strategies and the uncertainty of tad
on the results.

4.4.4 Beyond the times of interest: feed-back of adaptability on avail-
able choices under uncertain disruption

In the pre-disruption scenario study, the importance of two times of interest, tR
and tTRU , are analyzed. The precaution for the uncertain disruption of objective
is pronounced on the value of tTRU , depending on corresponding threshold defini-
tion. In case of disruption, the adaptability, defined in this work as the proportion
of robust adaptations over all exploratory space, is also a helpful criterion on the
choice of pre-disruption strategy.As verified in two studies of adaptation in 2040
and in 2070, the robust static strategies are not necessarily the most adaptable
ones in case of disruption. In other words, even if a good tradeoff is achieved
between tR and tTRU , the corresponding trajectory can be hard to readjust back
to the lowest achievable TRU among historical choices.

One should note that irradiation cycle is supposed to be respected for any
adaptation. Given the limited TRU incineration capability of PWR MOX, the inertia
of the fleet can impact strongly the adaptability of pre-disruption strategies. If,
approximated at the first order, the burnable plutonium inventory is of the same
magnitude as the plutonium produced by one irradiation cycle of the macro PWR,
then the adaptability of the same pre-disruption strategy can differ measurably
around one or two years of tad. The assumption of macro reactor can also have
some influences. In this case, the adaptability may not be a very meaning full
quantity.

Regardless, TRUeff − TRUA
min and PutoMOX can be used as indicators to rank

the available strategies. The evolution of these two intermediate outputs, as
shown in Figure 4.19, gives an insight on the dynamic change of adaptability.
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One may also calculate the time-average values of these two indicators, in order
to perform a time-independent ranking. The use of these two quantities are de-
pendent on this study context, such as the assumption of PWR UOX and MOX for
the fleet adaptation. If other assumptions are considered, the use of them should
be checked, or other new indicators can be defined.

4.5 Adaptation with advanced technology: multi-recycling
of plutonium in PWR

The previous studies show how hard is to incinerate the excess of TRU relative
to another by PWR MOX, and how limited is the robust adaptation space. It im-
plies extremely precautionary choices before disruption to guarantee the possi-
ble adaptability.

Instead of sticking to existing technologies, it is possible to apply advanced de-
sign for adaptation, in order to free the fleet from narrow space of well-performing
adaptations. For example, the technology of multi-recycling plutonium in PWR
can be applied, in case SFR deployments are not considered any more [18]. To
investigate the impact of using different advanced technology from the fleet be-
fore disruption, the MOXEUS fuel is considered for adaptation in this section. It
is worth noting that MOXEUS is different from MIX fuel which is considered in
Chapter 5 of this manuscript.

4.5.1 Introduction of MOXEUS

The plutonium quality of MOX decreases during depletion in the reactors. There-
fore the recycling of plutonium from spent MOX fuels for current MOX assemblies
is not possible. To circumvent this problem, one option is to mix homogeneously
in the same fuel pellets the 235U-enriched UOX and plutonium oxides allowing
the use of multi-recycled plutonium. This allows to compensate the decrease of
plutonium quality and respect the limit of plutonium content regarding nuclear
safety. The MOXEUS fuel design applies this principle.

The modelling of MOXEUS in CLASS is well illustrated in [74, 50], in which
the physic properties of MOXEUS fuels and plutonium-/TRU-stabilization scenar-
ios are studied in detail. In practise, this fuel design varies first the plutonium
content to achieve the target burn-up. If the plutonium quality cannot guarantee
the target burn-up with a plutonium content below a given limit, 235U needs to
be enriched. If all plutonium is used but cannot reach lower limit of plutonium
content, MOXEUS fuel cannot be loaded in the reactor. Technically this low pluto-
nium content may result from either the severe plutonium shortages, or a very
high-quality plutonium. If the quality of plutonium is too low and the addition of
enriched 235U is not able to guarantee the required burn-up, the missload will be
triggered as well.

With the application of multi-recycling of plutonium and the enrichment of 235U,
fewer cases with missloads and a wider space of robust adaptive strategies can
be expected.

In this new adaptation scenario, the prior reference trajectory that minimizes
tR before disruption is adapted, in 2040 and in 2070. The input variables of in-
terest and their ranges are summarized in Table 4.18. The MOXEUS fuel replaces
the mono-MOX fuel of the previous adaptation scenario, and the final MOXEUS
fraction, denoted as FrMXEf in this section, ranges in [20%, 100%], while other
hypotheses concerning the input parameters remain unchanged. The smaller
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range of MOXEUS final fraction than the one of MOX in the previous scenario
studies aims to generate more useful observations for TRU-incineration or robust
adaptations. In short, a new transition is supposed after the adaptation time tad.
The burn-up of fuels, the cooling time of spent UOX, and the reprocessing strat-
egy (LiFo/FiFo) change at tad. During the transition, the total power level of fleet
and MOXEUS fraction change linearly; they are kept constant after the transition.
The cooling times are set to five years, remaining the same as in the scenario
using MOX. On the other hand, the reprocessing strategy of spent MOXEUS fuels
is an additional variable. In this study, it follows the same law as spent UOX re-
processing: either both types of spent fuels take LiFo, or both of them are FiFo.
The input variable of MOXEUS fraction is denoted as FrMXEf , and the MOXEUS
burn-up is denoted as BUMXE. The transition phase between the use of MOX in
prior trajectory and the use of MOXEUS for adaptation is neglected. The use of
MOXEUS is considered mature enough when adaptive strategy is implemented.
Thus, the evolution of MOXEUS fraction starts from the MOX fraction by tad of prior
trajectory, as indicated in Table 4.18. Other operational and fuel cycle parame-
ters concerning MOXEUS fuel should be specified as well. The plutonium content
of fresh MOXEUS fuel is variable and determined by the FLM of MOXEUS. The
maximal plutonium content is still set to 12%, as used for MOX fuel, even though
other values are also possible. Its minimal content is set to 4.5%. The highest
enrichment of 235U is set to 5%.

Input var. Init. Val. (t = tad) Min. Max. Unit Explanation

D - 1 50 year Duration of transition

Ptot,f Ptot(t = tad) 0. Ptot(t = tad) GWth Total thermal power of the fleet after transition

FrMXEf FrMOX(t = tad) 20 100 % MOXEUS fraction after transition

BUUOX 32.4 30 60 GWd/t Modified burnup of UOX fuels

BUMXE 41.9 30 60 GWd/t Modified burnup of MOXEUS fuels

TCUOX 3.6 3 10 year Modified cooling time of spent UOX fuels

MPu 1/LiFo 1/LiFo 2/FiFo - Modified management of spent fuels

Table 4.18: Strategy space of adaptation scenario allowing the use of MOXEUS: starting from
tad of the trajectory of reference strategy that minimizes tR

The same DoE of 2000 samples from LHS is performed for this adaptation
scenario with respect to tad = 2040 and tad = 2070. The starting value of power
level and MOXEUS fraction are described in Table 4.19. The use of the same DoE
allows a direct comparison with the adaptations using MOX.

tad 2040 2070 (Unit)

Ptot(t = tad) 151.0 95.2 GWth

FrMOX(t = tad) 7.6 1.8 %

Table 4.19: Starting point of level power Ptot,f (t = tad) and MOX fraction FrMOX(t = tad) in
each adaptation scenario over tad

4.5.2 Analysis of valid strategies

Same notions as in Section 4.3 are used to group the strategies regarding the va-
lidity and missloads. SnoML means strategies without plutonium shortage within
the time horizon. SML,v stands for the strategies leading to missloads within
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the horizon but satisfying the validity criterion Ct-dcn
V,ad . Finally SML,nv stands for

the invalid strategies that do not satisfy Ct-dcn
V,ad . SML = SML,v ∪ SML,nv is the then

the group of all missloading strategies, including the valid and invalid ones.
SadV = SnoML ∪ SML,v contains all valid strategies. Using MOXEUS for adaptation,
the space structure of validity is completely different from the previous one of
using MOX, as shown in Table 4.20.

tad 2040 2070

Set of sample SML,nv SML,v SnoML SML,nv SML,v SnoML

Size using MOXEUS 90 284 1626 1 49 1950
% of total space using MOXEUS 4.5% 14.2% 81.3% 0.0% 2.5% 97.5%

Size using MOX 1060 506 434 1011 630 359
% of total space using MOX 53.0% 25.3% 21.7% 50.5% 31.5% 18.0%

Table 4.20: Under the use of MOXEUS fuels for adaptations from the prior reference trajectory,
size of subsets SML,nv, SML,v and SnoML, and their percentage in the whole space of adaptive
strategy. Comparison with the use of MOX for adaptations.

With MOXEUS, a major part of the adaptations are valid, even without miss-
load. The validity of adaptive strategies using MOXEUS differs a lot from that
using MOX, especially from the angle of plutonium availability within the whole
horizon. The large part of adaptive strategies without missload with the use
of MOXEUS highlights the high sustainability of material flow even when high
MOXEUS fraction is considered. The 235U enrichment is a key point to ensure this
sustainability when the plutonium is not sufficient for a target burn-up.

Given the relatively small number of strategies with quantifiable tML, only
graphical techniques are used to investigate the impacts of adaptive strategy
input parameters on tML. The pairs plots of D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf of adaptive
strategies, with the output tML, are presented in Figure 4.29, colored by the value
of tML. In these pairs plots, gray points stand for strategies without missload, and
their tML are set arbitrarily to 10 years after the end of scenario in the figures.
Crosses stand for the invalid strategies. Note that Ptot,f in two cases are not in the
same range, due to the different starting point of Ptot(2040) and Ptot(2070).

We assume that these three parameters are the most important for the deter-
mination of quantifiable tML. The missload occurs when both Ptot,f and FrMXEf
are close to the maximum. tML depends on the combined effects of 3 input vari-
ables: Ptot,f , FrMXEf and D. They characterize the dynamic evolution of the
proportion of the power produced by MOXEUS. The correlation between tML and
Ptot,f × FrMXEf/D is around -0.73. It can be simply explained by the fact that a
fast transition towards a high consumption rate of plutonium of available stocks
may meet quickly the shortage of plutonium, even if a large amount of plutonium
stays in the cooling pool and would be available later. If the transition gets slower,
more plutonium can be accumulated by the depletion of UOX during transition,
and there is a larger margin of plutonium availability for MOXEUS fabrication.
Thus, slower transitions delay the missload, especially when it is an adaptation
for TRU-incineration.

With later tad, more available plutonium is accumulated to sustain the multi-
recycling, and the maximum achievable Ptot,f is lower, according to the prior ref-
erence trajectory. Thus, the adaptation scenario of tad = 2070 has much fewer
cases with missloads.

There is also a dependency between tML and BUMXE, as it is observed in the
case of MOX shown in Figure 4.15. Similarly, when the missload on the same
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.29: Pairs plot of D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf of adaptive strategies, with output tML,
with respect to tad = 2040 and tad = 2070, colored by the value of tML. Gray points stand for
strategies without missload, and their tML are set to 10 years after the end of scenario in the
figures. Invalid strategies are represented by crosses.

irradiation cycle is observed, a linear dependency between tML and BUMXE is
present. But statistically, these two quantities are not strongly correlated.

4.5.3 Analysis of outputs concerning the performance of adaptation

For each valid strategy, the minimal TRUtot achieved in the trajectory before miss-
load is calculated, denoted as TRUmin. The time when achieving TRUmin is also
informative, denoted as tmin. Among all valid adaptive strategies, those allowing
net incineration of TRU inventories, implying TRUmin < TRUtot(tad), are of interest.
The notation Sburn stands for this subset of valid adaptive strategy allowing the
incineration of TRU inventories. TRUmin help understand the behavior of fuel cy-
cle subject to the demand of incineration of TRU in a wider range than the focus
on robust adaptations. Besides, the time needed to be robust, characterized by
t′TRU , is also studied.

4.5.3.1 Analysis of minimal achieved TRU of given adaptation

Because the use of MOXEUS help sustain the recycling and loading of plutonium,
the size of subset Sburn is relatively large. In 2000 samples, there are 522 valid
TRU-incineration strategies in the case of tad = 2040, and 802 in the case of tad =
2070. With such a size of trajectories of interest, the PCA is performed for the
study of TRUmin.

One should note that the constraint of TRU-incineration creates an evident
cut on the adaptation space, especially on D and FrMXEf , and correlates the
input variables. The 8-dimension original variable vector X X = (D, ..., TRUmin)
is considered to perform the PCA. The correlation matrix of X is shown in Table
4.21. Lower triangle presents the correlations of the case of tad = 2040, and the
upper triangle presents the correlations of the case of tad = 2070. The correla-
tions concerning inputs BUUOX, BUMXE, TCUOX and MPu are smaller than 0.1 and
are not presented. The correlations between D and Ptot,f and between Ptot,f and
TRUmin are marked in red, which present opposite signs for two tad. They indicate
that both the interaction between input parameters (especially between D and
Ptot,f) and the relation between output TRUmin and those inputs (especially Ptot,f),
subject to the constraint of TRU incineration, depends on the adaptation time.
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Cor. coef. D Ptot,f FrMOXf TRUmin

D 1. 0.17 0.37 0.40
Ptot,f -0.29 1. -0.37

FrMOXf 0.355 1. -0.41
TRUmin 0.28 0.26 -0.31 1.

Table 4.21: Correlation matrix of original variable vector X = (D, .., TRUmin) of TRU-
incineration adaptations: lower triangle indicates the correlations of tad = 2040; upper triangle
indicates the values in the case of tad = 2070. Correlations lower than 0.1 are not indicated.
Opposite signs in two tad are marked in red.

Based on the correlation matrix, the PCA is performed. Similarly, two impor-
tant metrics are investigated. One is the fraction of total variability explained
by j-th PC Yj, represented by λj/Vtot, where λj is the j-th largest eigenvalue of
the correlation matrix. The smallest λj/Vtot is approximately a constant, it may
indicate a linear dependency between the original components of X. The other
one is the square of correlation between the output TRUmin and PC Yj, denoted as
ρ2(TRUmin, Yj). The composition of Yj achieving the highest ρ2(TRUmin, Yj) indicates
the importance of input variables on TRUmin.

The values of these two metrics in the PCA of two tad are shown in Table 4.22.
In both cases of tad, the last PC, Y8 in respective analysis, explains respectively
3% and 1% of the total variance of original variable vectorX, which is far smaller
than the average contribution of single variable to the total variance. The com-
position of Y8 indicates then a linear dependency and should be investigated. Y2
in the case of tad = 2040 and Y1 in the case of tad = 2070 present measurable cor-
relations with the output TRUmin. Their compositions are of interest as well. Last
but not least, Y1 for tad = 2040 and Y2 for tad = 2070 also account for non-negligible
but limited variances of the respective TRUmin, and thus their compositions are
investigated.

tad Metrics Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8

2040
λj/Vtot 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.03

ρ2(TRUmin, Yj) 0.19 0.67 0.01 0.03 0. 0.01 0. 0.08

2070
λj/Vtot 0.19 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.01

ρ2(TRUmin, Yj) 0.81 0.14 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.03

Table 4.22: Fraction of variance of original variable vector X explained by j-th PC Yj, λj/Vtot,
and correlation squares between TRUmin and PC Yj, ρ2(TRUmin, Yj), regarding the TRU-
incineration adaptation using MOXEUS

The composition of Y1, Y2 and Y8 in both PCAs are presented in Table 4.23. Y1
in the PCA of tad = 2040 and Y2 in tad = 2070 are first checked. Y1 in tad = 2040
is principally a combination of D, Ptot,f , FrMXEf and TRUmin. BUUOX and BUMXE

also have some weights on Y1. The 19% of TRUmin variance explained by Y1 comes
mainly from the part of TRUmin itself. The limited accountable fraction of TRUmin
variance does not allow Y1 to provide more information on the importance of
input parameters on the output. Among all PCs, Y1 accounts most of variance of
all variables X, because it captures the strong correlations of input parameters
created by the constraint of TRU incineration. It is the similar for Y2 in tad = 2070,
which is principally composed of D, with some weights on FrMXEf and TRUmin
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as well. Since these two PCs provide little information on the relation between
input parameters and output TRUmin, other PCs of interest are needed.

tad Yj D Ptot,f FrMXEf BUUOX BUMXE TCUOX MPu TRUmin

2040
Y1 -0.47 0.51 -0.59 0.12 0.12 0.02 -0.06 0.35

Y2 0.63 0.02 -0.03 0.17 -0.02 0.19 0.13 0.72

Y8 -0.58 -0.37 0.47 -0.02 0.03 0. -0.01 0.55

2070
Y1 0.04 -0.46 -0.50 -0.09 0. -0.01 -0.04 0.72

Y2 0.81 0.06 0.46 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.08 0.31

Y8 -0.53 0.35 0.49 0.05 -0.02 -0.02 0. 0.60

Table 4.23: Coefficients of original variables in the PCs of interest in the PCA of TRU-
incineration adaptations, for the output TRUmin

In the case of tad = 2040, 67% of the variance of TRUmin explained by Y2 which
is principally composed of D and the output TRUmin itself. According to their cor-
relation and their coefficients in Y2, this accountable fraction of TRUmin variance
can be actually decomposed to the part of TRUmin in Y2 and its correlation with D.
This PC cannot therefore give new information. On the contrary, the composition
of Y8 shows a strong synergy of D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf on TRUmin. For tad = 2070,
81% of variance of TRUmin can be explained by Y1, and its composition highlights
the importance of Ptot,f and FrMXEf . The composition of Y8 also emphasizes the
importance of D in addition to these two input parameters.

The importance of D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf revealed by respective PCA seems
not intuitive to be interpreted from a physics point of view. For the effect of D on
TRUmin, a longer transition continues the prior trajectory tendency of TRU accu-
mulation, and a lower TRUmin becomes harder to achieve. According to the signs
of coefficients in Y8, the effects of D and of FrMXEf on TRUmin are consistent
over two tad, whereas the sign of Ptot,f is different. It is also indicated by the cor-
relations between TRUmin and Ptot,f and between D and Ptot,f presented in Table
4.21. The dependency of TRUmin on Ptot,f and FrMXEf involves the interaction
with the constraint of validity. Graphical representations are needed to visualize
their effects.

The evolution of TRUtot in the valid part of trajectory of those TRU-incineration
adaptation in Sburn is shown in Figure 4.30, over the value of Ptot,f and colored over
FrMXEf . Given the understandable behavior of TRUmin over D, only those with
D < 5 years are chosen to simplify the graphical representation.

From a statistically point of view, high FrMXEf of fleet has a deeper poten-
tial of TRU incineration and may lead to lower TRUmin, even though some pluto-
nium/TRU-stabilization fleets with FrMXEf = 100% have been identified in other
studies [9, 50]. As shown in Figure 4.30, a higher FrMXEf has a larger potential
to achieve a lower TRUmin, in particular when Ptot,f is well chosen. Other factors
may interact with the choice of FrMXEf and complicate indirectly the behavior
of TRUmin on FrMXEf . For example, a fleet with high FrMXEf may need a rel-
atively high enrichment of 235U because the plutonium content is not sufficient
to reach the specified BUMXE. In this case, an increasing FrMXEf weakens then
the capability of plutonium incineration. Still, it is secondary in comparison to the
scale effect characterized by FrMXEf .

For Ptot,f , the correlation with FrMXEf as mentioned can be viewed in Fig-
ure 4.30. In particular, when tad = 2040 the trajectories of high Ptot,f and high
FrMXEf simultaneously meet very early the first missload, and thus the level of
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TRUmin stays at a high level. That is because the available inventory of plutonium
for MOXEUS fabrication is still limited by 2040, while the power level Ptot(2040) is
high. The high level of both Ptot,f and FrMXEf results in a significant consump-
tion of plutonium for each irradiation cycle of MOXEUS. Since the recycling of
plutonium needs a certain time (e.g. the cooling of spent fuels and the fabrica-
tion time), such high consumption rate may empty rapidly the interim storage
and there is not enough available plutonium for MOXEUS fabrication (note that
the lower bound of plutonium content in MOXEUS is set to 4.5%; if the content
cannot reach this threshold when all available plutonium is loaded, the loading
is missed). It is under this constraint of validity that the minimization of TRUmin
needs a matching between Ptot,f and FrMXEf , in order to sustain the plutonium
supply for MOXEUS fabrication and deepen the TRU incineration. When tad = 2070,
the plutonium in the cycle is much more available and the maximum achieved
power level Ptot(2070) is lower according to the features of the prior reference
trajectory. In this case, most of adaptive trajectories with high Ptot,f and high
FrMXEf meet the missload later than the case of tad = 2040, and the level of Ptot,f
that achieves low TRUmin is higher.

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.30: Evolution of TRUtot in the valid part of trajectories over Ptot,f and colored over
FrMXEf , under the constraint of D < 5 years of those TRU-incineration adaptations in Sburn

The pairs plots shown in Figure 4.31 help visualize and verifies such change
over tad, where the scatter points are colored by the value of TRUmin. Note that
the axes of variables respect the ranges of TRU-incineration adaptations in the
respective cases, and it is completely reduced from the original sampling space.
The strong cutting effect of the constraint of TRU-incineration TRUmin < TRUtot(tad)
can be observed on these three important parameters, particularly on D and
FrMXEf , while the value of Ptot,f depends on the choices of other two parame-
ters. The consistent effect of D and FrMXEf on the minimization of TRUmin over
tad is clearly shown. Coherent with the dependency aforementioned, the value
of Ptot,f achieving minimal TRUmin moves over the adaptation time. There may
be some optical effects that amplify this change because the axis of Ptot,f in the
two cases are different. Short D and near 100% of FrMXEf are necessary con-
ditions for the minimization of TRUmin; under these conditions, the TRUmin can
be minimized with a compromised level of Ptot,f that allows a rapid but also con-
tinuous incineration of TRU inventories. As the plutonium is more available for
MOXEUS fabrication when the prior trajectory is adapted later, this compromised
Ptot,f shifts to a higher level in the case of later adaptation. Hence, from a global
viewpoint upon the respective sampling space, the correlation between TRUmin
and Ptot,f has different sign in the case of tad = 2040 and in tad = 2070.
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.31: Pairs plots of D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf with the output TRUmin, for the TRU-
incineration adaptations, with respect to tad = 2040 and tad = 2070, colored by the value of
TRUmin

4.5.3.2 Particularities of using MOXEUS: minimal TRU achieved in the middle
of trajectory

In the previous study of MOX, we notice that the evolution of TRUtot of TRU-
incineration strategies is monotone, which leads to tmin = tML or the end of sce-
nario. If MOXEUS is used for adaptation, new behaviors can be observed, as
shown by the red points in Figure 4.32. Besides the two cases mentioned, we
may also observe that some strategies reach TRUmin in the middle of their tra-
jectories, which means that the evolution of TRUtot is not necessarily monotone.
The tmin of these trajectories is achieved before both the first missload and the
end of scenario. But compared with the total size of TRU-incineration strategies
Sburn, the number of these strategies is relatively small (68/522 for tad = 2040 and
23/802 for tad = 2070).

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.32: tML vs tmin with respect to tad = 2040 and tad = 2070, in the adaptation scenario
using MOXEUS

The evolution of TRUtot of these particular strategies are shown in Figure 4.33.
The curves are colored byD. The gradual change of color confirms that a longerD
slows down the transition. The increase of TRUtot at the beginning of adaptation,
owing to the inertia of prior trajectory, is highlighted by longer D.

Some trajectories without missload achieve TRUmin near the end of scenario
(tmin close to the end which is tad + 50), within the last irradiation cycle. These
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.33: Evolution of TRUtot of strategies reaching TRUmin at the middle of trajectory
(tmin achieved before tML and before the end of scenario), colored by D

strategies seem therefore not yet to reach stabilization and may be not of inter-
est. For most of others, their TRUtot seem to reach or approach to stabilization.
The fluctuations around their stable levels explain why tmin is realized in the mid-
dle of trajectory. The conditions of TRU stabilization and incineration in total cycle
by using MOXEUS fuels are well studied in [50]. The goal of this study of TRUmin
and tmin is to minimize TRU and not to stabilize it, and therefore the strategy
space of TRU-stabilization regardless of the final level of TRU is not investigated
in detail.

Two singular cases can be observed in the case of tad = 2040, in which TRUtot
achieves TRUmin early and re-increases measurably afterwards. These strategies
change rapidly to a medium-level of FrMXEf and keeps high Ptot,f near to the
initial Ptot(2040). This condition takes lots of plutonium for each irradiation cycle
of MOXEUS, while keeps a relatively high power level of PWR UOX as well. After
several cycles of MOXEUS, there is not enough plutonium inventory for MOXEUS
to reach target burn-up (and thus the plutonium content in fresh fuels is low)
and high enrichment of 235U is needed. In this case, the plutonium incineration
by MOXEUS is limited and the behavior may be less similar to MOX, and thus
TRUtot re-increase. Conceptually, it is not a real TRU-incineration adaptive strat-
egy if the trajectory continues after tmin. One may consider an additional output
max(TRUmin, TRUtot(tad + 50)) to screen TRU-incineration adaptations, but this may
complicate the further interpretation of results. It shows the complexity of anal-
ysis of introducing MOXEUS in this study.

4.5.3.3 Analysis of adaptive robustness

The multi-recycling of plutonium help deepen the incineration of TRU inventories
in the total cycle. A larger space of robust adaptive strategies than the use of
MOX for adaptation can be expected.

According to the criterion Ct-dcn
B,ad , the size of robust adaptive strategies is 409

for tad = 2040 and 362 for tad = 2070, accounting for respectively 20.5% and 18.1%
of the total sampling space (2000 adaptive strategies). Note that Ct-dcn

B,ad does not
exclude the several strategies leading to the re-increase of TRUtot after tmin as
shown in Figure 4.33. As discussed in Section 4.1, this kind of strategies still
have the potential to bring the situation back to a sufficiently low TRUtot as the
threshold level, and this level can be kept by phase-out strategy. In comparison,
if only MOX is used for the incineration in adaptation, there are only 32 robust
adaptive strategies for tad = 2040 and 5 for tad = 2070.

In the previous analysis of TRUmin, the importance of D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf
are well presented. For robustness assessment, strategies that lead to lower
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TRUmin than the threshold level TRUA
min are considered robust. Given this rela-

tion between TRUmin and adaptive robustness and given the importance of input
parameters on TRUmin, it is reasonable to see inputs D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf as
important factors for output t′TRU which indicates the performance on strategy
robustness. Regardless, TRUmin stands for the minimal inventory achieved and
t′TRU indicates the time to let TRUtot of a given trajectory reach the threshold level,
and thus they have substantial difference. Graphical skills are used to verify this
derivation, and to reveal different combination effects of inputs on t′TRU from that
of TRUmin.

For the t′TRU of these robust adaptive strategies, the effects of these three
inputs, D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf , can be verified in Figure 4.34, colored by the repro-
cessing strategy MPu. It is worth noting that the plots only take the robust adap-
tive strategies and are not scaled by the original sampling space. Particularly,
the cut in the range of D and FrMXEf should be noted. The non-measurable
effects of BUUOX, BUMXE, TCUOX and MPu are also verified. The distributions of
MPu in these scatter plots for both tad are uniform.

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.34: Scatter plots of t′TRU over the inputs D, Ptot,f , FrMXEf of robust adaptive
strategies, colored by the reprocessing strategy MPu

To understand the synergy of inputs, the pairs plots of the three important
input parameters and the output t′TRU of two tad are shown in Figure 4.35. The
distribution patterns regarding the input pairs are very similar to the plots in the
study of TRUmin in Figure 4.31, because robust adaptive strategies are literally a
subset of TRU-incineration Sburn, imposing stricter constraints on those important
parameters such as D, Ptot,f and FrMXEf on the set Sburn. The distributions of
color in the pairs of input parameters confirm their strong synergy on t′TRU . Par-
ticularly, late t′TRU under high Ptot,f seems achievable for tad = 2070 but not for
earlier tad = 2040. This difference comes mainly from the availability of plutonium
for enormous demand of MOXEUS loading as mentioned. This high Ptot,f matches
very high FrMXEf and short D so that t′TRU is achieved earlier than the missload.
In brief, the t′TRU can be minimized by a very short transition towards an almost
full-MOXEUS fleet, keeping a similar power level as before adaptation.

One may note that the minimization of t′TRU and of TRUmin do not lead to the
same conditions of adaptation for tad = 2040, as shown by Figure 4.31 and 4.35.
The difference presents mainly on the choice of Ptot,f . According to the definition
of adaptive robustness in this study, the most robust adaptive strategy mini-
mizing t′TRU requires relatively high Ptot,f . As tad gets later like year 2070, both
minimizations require high Ptot,f , and these two sets of strategies overlap. To ex-
plain this difference, Figure 4.36 compares the trajectories concerning the min-
imization of t′TRU and the minimization of TRUmin. For both tad, the trajectories
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(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.35: Pairs plot of D, Ptot,f , FrMXEf and t′TRU of robust adaptive strategies, colored
by the value of t′TRU

achieving the 10% earliest t′TRU of all robust adaptive strategies are presented by
red curves, and the ones achieving the 10% lowest TRUmin of all TRU-incineration
adaptations in the subset Sburn are presented by green curves. Note that some
trajectories fulfill both criteria and they are in brown in the figure.

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure 4.36: Contrast of trajectories on the minimization of t′TRU and the minimization of
TRUmin. Some strategies are overlapped in two example groups

When tad = 2040, most of early-t′TRU trajectories meet plutonium shortage early
as well, due to the low available inventory of plutonium but a high demand from
MOXEUS. Because of the massive loading of MOXEUS, the plutonium is rapidly in-
cinerated so that TRUtot decreases fast beneath the threshold as well. The depth
is relatively limited due to the early shortage of plutonium. On the contrary, the
low-TRUmin trajectories trade some performance of t′TRU for a stable supply of plu-
tonium during the multi-recycling. The continuation of MOXEUS loading ensures
a deeper incineration of plutonium.

When tad = 2070, available inventories of plutonium for MOXEUS loading be-
come larger. Therefore, the well-performing strategies on t′TRU with simultane-
ously high Ptot,f and FrMXEf achieve also low TRUmin.

4.5.4 Conclusion on the adaptation using MOXEUS and its difference
from the adaptation using MOX

The outcomes of allowing multi-recycling of plutonium is thoroughly different
from the case sticking to the use of MOX. When only MOX is allowed, the only
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available plutonium to be used remains in the spent UOX; and once it is emptied,
no further measure can bring improvement. It is extremely hard to keep the same
level of TRU inventories, and even a small increase requires a brutal change of
fuel cycle to burn it out. An abrupt transition of fleet, recycling all available plu-
tonium in spent UOX fuels for the MOX fabrication, is consequently demanded.
In contrast, one direct advantage of using MOXEUS is that the use of plutonium
from spent MOX as well as the 235U enrichment avoids missload and sustain the
operation of reactors, subject to the demand of incinerating TRU. As a result,
the fraction of subsets concerning the validity in the original sampling space are
much larger with the use of MOXEUS (take the early adaptation of tad = 2040 as
example): the no-missload subset SnoML and the valid subset SadV with MOXEUS ac-
counts for more than 80% and 95% respectively of total sampling, while smaller
than a quarter of them do not have missload in the case of MOX and the fraction
valid subset is smaller than a half.

A longer duration of TRU incineration can be liberated from the mono-recycling
constraint, and it is intuitively conducive to improve the performance of strate-
gies. If the adaptation is as early as year 2040, the minimal TRU before a quick
phase-out can be lower than 500 tons with MOXEUS (around 580 tons if only MOX
is considered). Transitions as long as 40 years can still be robust, if Ptot,f and
FrMXEf are well chosen. Different from the fleet only using MOX for inciner-
ation, phase-out is not the unique strategy to maintain a given level of TRU in
total cycle by MOXEUS, and Ptot,f can be kept at a reasonable level to stabilize it.
The use of MOXEUS also unlocks the option of trading performance of adaptive
robustness, quantified by the time t′TRU , for the availability of recycled plutonium
and thus for a deeper incineration of plutonium/TRU.

4.6 Conclusion of this chapter

Compared to the scenario study in Chapter 3, this chapter shows another vi-
sion of robustness assessment of different strategies, disconnected from pre-
determined observation time. The method developed in this chapter pay a spe-
cial attention to the inter-temporal consistency of robustness assessment. To
achieve this, we focus on the time needed to reach a given threshold.

In the pre-disruption scenario, tR and tTRU are defined as the output to evalu-
ate strategies for two possible objectives. They stand respectively for the time
needed for the corresponding physical quantities RSubs and TRUtot to go beyond
given thresholds. tR ≤ 2090 implies that the RSubs can achieve the (desirable) level
before year 2090, and tTRU ≥ 2090 means that the TRUtot will not reach the (un-
desirable) level before 2090. Under the assumption of thresholds used, the PCA
has been performed to reveal the importance of input variables. Ptot,f , FrMOXf

and BUUOX are shown to have large influences on tR and tTRU . This result is co-
herent to the physical analysis on the relevant outputs RSubs and TRUtot in Chap-
ter 3. By definition, the reference strategy for objective A minimizes tR in year
2048. While for the robust static strategies, trade-offs can be observed between
the maximization of tTRU and the minimization of tR, depending on the choice of
thresholds.

In adaptation scenario, the strategy validity for adaptation is different from
previous studies. To be valid, it is sufficient to finish the adaptive transition be-
fore the plutonium shortage. Afterwards, phase-out strategies are considered
acceptable to keep the of TRU inventory when it lacks plutonium for MOX fuels.
Similar to the pre-disruption scenario, we focus on the the time when the TRUtot
can decrease beneath the threshold level deduced from the historical best strat-
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egy before disruption, denoted as t′TRU . In particular, the threshold is deduced
from the history before disruption, so that it does not change over different time
horizons of adaptation scenario. This evaluation method is first applied to an
early adaptation from year 2040, based on the prior reference trajectory that
was supposed to minimize tR before disruption.

To complete the adaptive robustness assessment, the notion of adaptability
of pre-disruption strategy is introduced. It is defined as the fraction of robust
adaptations in the exploratory strategy space. Subject to the nuclear system de-
fined by PWR UOX and MOX, two indicators deduced from the corresponding prior
trajectories are analyzed: the effective TRU inventory TRUeff , and the available
plutonium for MOX fabrication PutoMOX. These two outputs can characterize the
difficulty of a given prior trajectory to be adaptively robust. They help screen and
get adaptable prior trajectories to complement the study of adaptation in 2070.

Finally, the use of MOXEUS fuels for the plutonium multi-recycling is taken as a
new option for adaptation that was not available before disruption. This advanced
fuel design liberates the adaptation from limited plutonium availability, and thus
leads to deeper TRU incineration than MOX fuel. As a result, the adaptability of
pre-disruption strategy becomes much higher.

In summary, the methodology of robustness assessment is adapted and en-
hances the inter-temporal consistency. In comparison to 3, a quite different phase
space of robust strategies is identified, which are valid within an extended time
horizon of adaptation. From the numeric point of view, the difference space is
directly linked to a different threshold used for adaptation. Furthermore, stick-
ing to one possible prior trajectories, and to the same technology of plutonium
mono-recycling, are two principal limits mentioned in Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 3,
while these two constraints are liberated in this chapter. All these considerations
improve the methodology development from different aspects, giving a relatively
comprehensive frame of work.



Chapter 5

Application: impact of disruption to the
plutonium multi-recycling in PWR and in
SFR

In the previous two chapters, the methodology of robustness assessment under
uncertain disruption of objective is developed within different assumptions on the
time horizon of the studied scenario. The physical analyses provide explanations
about how a fuel cycle constituted of PWR UOX and MOX responds to the modi-
fication of parameters; more specifically, these scenario studies give an insight
about how all these parameter interact with a change of objective, which is an
important factor for prospective studies, deeply uncertain and out of any phys-
ical aspect. These studies are based on statistical analyses and they neglects
industrial constraints in order to make analyses more comprehensible. Lots of
approximations had to be introduced to simplify the simulations and to reduce
computational costs.

Based on the understanding acquired from previous studies, the robustness
assessment methodology is applied to a more concrete scenarios close to possi-
ble French nuclear fleet transitions without diving into large sampling or statisti-
cal analysis in this chapter. Inspired from those possible transition strategies in
France, we focus on two prior trajectories concerning different options for the fu-
ture of nuclear power before any disruption, and their respective post-disruption
scenarios are considered:

• Prior TRJ MIX: plutonium is multi-recycled in PWRs using MIX fuels. This
pathway corresponds to the context where SFR technology is not ecnomic
competitive, and plutonium should be stabilized by PWR-related technology.

• Prior TRJ SFR: SFRs are deployed, substituting for the PWR-fleet. This path-
way corresponds to the high risk of uranium shortages in the near-term fu-
ture.

• SCN MIX2SFR after the disruption of the trajectory TRJ MIX: when pluto-
nium is recycled in PWRs, SFR deployment is reconsidered after the new
estimation of uranium resources availability. The interest is to see if the plu-
tonium multi-recycling in PWRs would necessarily postpone the deployment
of SFR.

• SCN SFR2MOXEUS after the disruption of the trajectory TRJ SFR: in the
middle of the SFR deployment, no new SFR is put into service owing to eco-
nomic factors, and thus the plutonium should be multi-recycled in PWRs by
MOXEUS. The interest is to maximize the use of plutonium, represented by

169
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the plutonium inventory in interim storage (called idle plutonium), and to
compare it with the level without SFR deployment as in the trajectory TRJ
MIX. The small distinction between the use of MIX and MOXEUS will be de-
tailed in the subsequent description of scenarios.

MOXEUS and MIX for plutonium-recycling PWR assemblies present a slight differ-
ence on the control of the plutonium content in fresh fuels. In MOXEUS, plutonium
content in fresh fuel is variable. In the simulation of MIX, the plutonium content
is given whatever its isotopic quality and then the enrichment of 235U is adjusted
to achieve the given burn-up. A medium level in [31], 9.54%, is used in the MIX-
related scenarios in this study. MIX plays a more important role than MOXEUS
in current R&D of innovative fuels for plutonium multi-recycling, as shown in
[31, 32, 33, 16]. But MOXEUS is still used for the SCN SFR2MOXEUS scenario, in
order to be more flexible regarding the plutonium quality variation from different
spent fuels when several SFRs are deployed just before disruption. This will be
further explained in the description of scenario in Section 5.2.

There are thus two families of adaptation scenarios: SCN MIX2SFR adapting
the prior trajectory TRJ MIX, and SCN SFR2MOXEUS adapting the prior trajec-
tory TRJ SFR. The prior trajectory of one family may set a comparison reference
for the other. Regardless, two families lies on different context, assumptions and
objectives with which the adaptive strategy assessment should be connected.

"Expert scenarios" from [18, 31, 21, 16] are taken as inspiration for our mod-
eling with CLASS of previous defined strategies. These studies set the baselines
of each possible future in industrial estimations, and avoid the unnecessary sta-
tistical information that complicate the following analysis. The macro reactor
assumption is used in this work. Different outputs are observed to evaluate the
strategies as comprehensively as possible. For the adaptation after disruption,
the optimization method of Nelder-Mead [103] is used, instead of a large sam-
pling as in the previous studies.

Scenarios are presented in detail in dedicated sections. The descriptions and
analyses of prior trajectories are presented in Section 5.1, and that of post-
disruption trajectories are studied in Section 5.2. As different nuclear systems
are involved in the transition trajectories, one should clarify the hypotheses on
the different concepts, such as electric and thermal power, and particularly the
fuel type or the reactor type fraction concerning the contribution on electric or
thermal power contribution. To distinguish, the notation of MOX denotes specif-
ically the MOX fuel for PWR, while the MOX fuel for SFR is called simply the SFR
fuel in this chapter.

5.1 Analysis of prior trajectories before disruption

The prior trajectories TRJ MIX and TRJ SFR are based on scenarios of plausible
futures studied in the literature, principally using [31] for TRJ MIX and [21] for
TRJ SFR. In this study, they are adapted with respect to the instructions of PPE
[18]. To set a baseline reference for the transition until the time horizon, the
continuation of the current French fleet of plutonium mono-recycling is simulated
as well, and the trajectory is denoted as TRJ FrMono. This simulation sets es-
pecially a reference level of installed capacities which plays a dominant role in
the previous scenarios (if the change of 50% of the current level is allowed). This
assumption avoids then the impact of the deep uncertainty of installed capac-
ity as discussed in [49]. After that, a set of outputs are taken to compare the
consequences of these two strategies.
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5.1.1 Description of pre-disruption scenarios

5.1.1.1 Simulation of TRJ FrMono

For the scenarios in this chapter, the time horizon from PPE should be extended,
because the SFR deployment that substitutes EPRs by the end of century should
be considered. Furthermore, the dynamics concerning disruption and adaptation
should be taken into account. The horizon from year 2015 to 2160 is chosen,
during which the details of SFR deployment or post-disruption adaptation will be
presented in corresponding paragraphs.

The simulation of TRJ FrMono focuses first on the fleet transition before 2035,
using report PPE [18] as reference. This report indicates that two 900-MWe PWRs
in the Fessenheim site started decommissioning by 2020, and most of PWRs of
current generation will start their decommissioning from year 2027 and replaced
by EPRs. Following the decommissioning of old reactors and the fleet renewal,
the electricity production from nuclear will decrease to a level between 250 and
325 TWh/y, corresponding to 50% of total French electricity production. This level
is supposed to be maintained till 2050. The nuclear fuels and designs used in this
simulation are always PWR UOX and PWR MOX, accounting for respectively 90%
and 10% of the total power.

Correspondingly, the nominal installed capacity decreases linearly to 75% of
its initial level during the transition between year 2027 and 2035. Then it is con-
sidered constant till the end of scenario. An ideal transition of nominal installed
capacity of the fleet can be presented in Figure 5.1a. Despite a higher loading
factor during recent several years, 72.8% normalized from the historical opera-
tion is used to deduce the effective level of annual electricity production, which
is presented in Figure 5.1b. It shows that under these foregoing assumptions, the
annual electricity production by nuclear power is about 297 TWh/y, correspond-
ing well to the interval supposed in PPE.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Ideal transition of electricity production inTRJ FrMono: (a) Evolution of nominal
installed capacity; (b) Evolution of effective annual electricity production by nuclear power

In practise, simplifications should be made for the simulation of this fuel cy-
cle evolution. Notably, macro-reactor assumption is used. It is worth noting
that CLASS simulates the thermal power of reactor which is directly linked to
the physics analysis, whereas the electric power is more informative for relevant
decision-making. To build the connection between the physics modelling and
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strategy assessment, 33% and 35% are considered for the energy conversion
efficiency of PWRs of current generation and that of EPRs respectively. Neverthe-
less, the physics model used by CLASS for these two water reactors are identical;
the use of two names in this study only highlights their different energy conver-
sion efficiencies and thus a slight difference on the thermal power level.

The timeline of transition simulation is presented in Figure 5.2. Pe and Pth
denote respectively the electric and thermal power of fleet in the figure. Several
key phases can be listed to help build conceptually the schedule:

• Year 2015: start from the current fleet characterized by normalized param-
eters of fuel cycle;

• Year 2027-2035: reduction of electricity production by nuclear power;

– Year 2027: decrease to 95% of the initial electric power level Pe,0;

– Year 2030: the first EPR in France is supposed to start (it is conceptually
considered for the subsequent reactor life calculation, but not taken in
simulation);

– Around 2031 (one irradiation cycle after): decrease to 85% of Pe,0;

– Year 2035: decrease to 75% of Pe,0;

• Year 2035-2160: constant electric power at the level of 75% of Pe,0, subject
to the renewal of fleet.

– Year 2040-2060: replacement of PWRs with EPRs; due to different
energy conversion capacity, the thermal power of fleet is assumed to
change linearly

– Year 2060: the burn-ups of both UOX and MOX fuels are set to 55
GWd/t;

– Year 2080-2120: renewal with new EPRs (no change in the simulation)

Figure 5.2: Schematic representations of timeline in the simulation of TRJ FrMono

This simulation sets the baseline of electric power evolution for all scenarios in
this Chapter. In particular, the phase between year 2027 and 2035 sets the com-
mon starting point. Figure 5.3 shows the thermal power evolution of simulation.
The staircase curve during the transition is a direct result of the macro-reactor
assumption. To approach realistic assessments, the power evolution shown in
Figure 5.3a is smoothed by 6-year average, as presented in Figure 5.3b which
considers also a loading factor of 72.8%. Between year 2040 and 2060, a slight
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reduction of thermal power can be observed, due to a higher energy conversion
capacity of EPR than the one of PWR of current generation.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Thermal power evolution in the simulation of TRJ FrMono: (a) nominal level;
(b) 6-year-average effective level

In the following analysis concerning plutonium multi-recycling, year 2040 is
the hinge time that considers the use of advanced designs. They share the same
evolution before 2040 as indicated above, and differs afterwards, subject to the
constant installed capacity.

5.1.1.2 Simulation of TRJ MIX

[31, 16] is used as a reference to simulate fuel cycle of plutonium multi-recycling
in PWRs, subject to the assumption of installed capacity transition indicated in
Figure 5.1. The aim of multi-recycling in PWRs is to stabilize the in-cycle pluto-
nium inventory and lighten the burden on the spent fuel storage. Among all pos-
sible designs of multi-recycling in PWRs, the preset plutonium content of 9.54%
for the fresh fuel is taken in this study. In the relevant perspective, MIX fuel ac-
counts for around 34% in the energy production of fleet.

In this scenario, the simulation of TRJ MIX follows the timeline schematized
in Figure 5.4a. Before year 2040, the same fleet transition in TRJ FrMono is
considered. After 2040, key steps of fleet transition can be listed:

• Year 2040-2060: transition with modified fuel fractions within the PWR-
fleet;

– Total thermal power: change linearly due to the replacement of PWRs
of current generation with EPRs;

– Fuel type fraction: MIX fraction in the energy production change lin-
early, replacing first the MOX, then part of UOX;

• Year 2060: burn-up of UOX becomes 55 GWd/t, and the fraction of MIX
reaches 34%, which is kept constant till the end.

The renewal of fleet with new EPRs from 2080 to 2120 is conceptually consid-
ered, but it does not make any change in our simulation due to our simulation
hypotheses. The burn-up of MIX fuel is set to 55 GWd/t.
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(a) Schematic representations of timeline in the simulation of TRJ MIX

(b) Schematic representations of the fuel cycle in the simulation of TRJ MIX

Figure 5.4: Simulation scheme of TRJ MIX

Regarding the mass flow management concerning the fabrication of fresh MIX
fuels, the plutonium recycling follows the path shown in Figure 5.4b: the fabrica-
tion plant of MIX looks first for the plutonium in the interim stock of spent MOX
fuels; if there is not sufficient plutonium, the stock of spent MIX fuels is checked;
finally it may turn to the stock of spent UOX fuels. Currently CLASS is not able
to mix the material with given fractions of flows from different stocks and thus
a preset order is essential; otherwise, it may also respect the global arrival time
order of spent fuels in stocks. It is also important to note that because the pluto-
nium content is set to 9.54% for fresh MIX, missload may happen if the plutonium
quality is too good. In that case, a lower content may be needed. To avoid this
absurdity breaking the validity of simulation, spent MIX fuels is ranked prior to
spent UOX for the multi-recycling path.

Under this schedule, the power evolution of each fuel type is shown in Figure
5.5. Figure 5.5a presents the ideal evolution of fuel type fraction in the electricity
production, while Figure 5.5b averages the effective thermal power level within
six years. Both figures considers the loading factor.

5.1.1.3 Simulation of TRJ SFR

An accelerated planning of SFR deployment is considered in this study in order to
be comparable with TRJ MIX under the similar time horizon. A similar schedule
is studied in [21]. In practise, such accelerated transition towards a 100% fleet of
SFR may face a number of engineering problems and other practical issues. Nev-
ertheless it is still considered for this study to emphasize the difference between
choices for the plutonium multi-recycling and the possible outcomes of uncertain
disruption.

Using [21] as reference, the timeline of TRJ SFR is summarized in Figure 5.6a.
Key steps are detailed as following:
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Evolution of fuel contribution on the nuclear power forTRJMIX: (a) ideal effective
annual electricity production; (b) 6-year-average effective thermal power in the simulation

• Year 2040: operation of an SFR demonstrator, accounting for 1.3% of elec-
tricity production;

• Year 2040-2060: replacement of PWRs of current generation with EPRs;

• Year 2060: burn-ups of UOX and MOX in EPRs are set to 55 GWd/t; new
SFRs are deployed, and thus 5% of the fleet electric power is contributed by
SFR;

• Year 2080-2120: replacement of EPRs with new-constructed SFRs

– SFRs: fraction in total electric power increases linearly;

– EPRs: fraction decreases progressively, while the MOX fraction in EPRs
is 5% in the irradiation cycle around 2090, and no MOX is used in EPRs
after 2095;

• Year 2120: SFRs are deployed for 100% of fleet

The reprocessing order of spent fuels for SFR fuel fabrication in TRJ SFR is
presented in Figure 5.6b. Stock of spent MOX fuels is also the prioritized stock.
In fact, one of the goal of multi-recycling is to address the issue on the volume of
spent fuels, currently problematic for the storage of spent MOX fuels in France.
Spent SFR fuel is the last one in the priority order, because in the reference sce-
narios studies [21, 16] the reprocessing of spent SFR fuels usually starts after
their massive deployment.

Simulations of SFR use the flexible model from [77], which allows to modify
the number of blanket layers based on depleted uranium oxides. The burn-up
of the active core is set to 100 GWd/t. For the first demonstration phase from
2040 and the completion of deployment after 2120, no blanket is added. For the
simulation between 2060 and 2120, two rows of blanket assemblies are added
for an effecient accumulation of plutonium.

One should note that the evolution of total thermal power Pth in this trajec-
tory is not regular, due to different energy conversion capacities of different re-
actor designs. Figure 5.7 shows how the power or the electricity production of
each fuel or reactor type changes over time. Under the constraint of ideal tran-
sition indicated in Figure 5.7a, Figure 5.7b presents the fluctuations of thermal
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(a) Schematic representations of timeline in the simulation of TRJ SFR

(b) Schematic representations of fuel cycle in the simulation of TRJ SFR

Figure 5.6: Simulation scheme of TRJ SFR

power, mainly due to the macro-reactor assumption, which can not completely
smoothed by the average. The total thermal power of fleet decreases over time
until the total substitution with SFRs, because the energy conversion capacity of
SFR, 40%, is measurably higher than water reactors.

TRJ SFR shows that under this deployment schedule and management of fuel
cycle parameters, the fleet can transition to 100% fleet of SFRs with sufficient
plutonium inventories, verified by the simulation of SFR. Those assumptions to
estimate the availability of plutonium in Chapter 3 and 4 are no longer needed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Evolution of fuel contribution on the nuclear power for TRJ SFR: (a) ideal effective
annual electricity production; (b) 6-year-average effective thermal power in the simulation

5.1.2 Analysis of optional trajectories in pre-disruption scenario

In total three trajectories are simulated for this pre-disruption scenario. TRJ Fr-
Mono provides the baseline of installed capacity of the fleet and reference values
of some outputs of interest. TRJ MIX and TRJ SFR represents two completely dif-
ferent options for plutonium multi-recycling.

5.1.2.1 Estimation of reactor lifespan

Before the physical analysis, it is useful to estimate the reactor lifespan, an impor-
tant industrial and economic constraint for electro-nuclear scenario studies. For
TRJ MIX, it is not problematic because the renewal of fleet can be easily adapted
to the updated planning of reactor decommissioning which makes no difference
in the simulation. For TRJ SFR, the operation of a new SFR often follows the de-
commissioning of an old PWR/EPR, especially during the massive deployment of
SFR. But in this simulation of macro reactors, it is not convenient to plan a-priori
the operation-decommissioning of each individual reactor and to imply indirectly
the transition. Instead, the evolution of power level is preset for each macro re-
actor. In this case, the lifespan of each shut-down PWR/EPR during the phase of
power reduction should be checked.

The check of reactor lifespans during the transitions is divided into two phases.
The first one tracks the replacement of current-generation PWRs reaching their
lifespan limit. To keep the approximately constant electric power level, the op-
eration of new EPRs should follow the decommissioning of old reactors. This
indicates the start time of operation for the EPRs. The second phase follows the
power decrease of EPRs under the preset planning, and deduce the lifespan of
EPRs. The power level of macro-EPR is smoothed by six-year average, in order to
provide a regular rhythm of individual reactors decommissioning.

The first phase focuses on the period from 2040 to 2060. PWRs that reach
the life limit during this period start decommissioning. The constant power level
should be kept by the start of new EPR operation. Several assumptions should be
made for this process:

• 20 oldest among 34 900MW-class PWRs are supposed to start decommis-
sioning before 2040, and the estimation process starts from 2040;
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• Life limit of current-generation PWRs is 60 years;

• Nominal capacity of EPR is 1500 MWe;

• Decommissioning of one 1300-MWe or 1400-MWe PWR, or of two 900-MWe
PWR is followed by the start of one EPR;

• Before 2040, one EPR is supposed to start operation in 2030;

• In total, 30 EPRs are supposed to be in service by 2060.

Under these assumptions, the decommissioning time of current-generation PWRs
and the start time of new-built EPRs can be deduced.

The second phase tracks the EPRs decommissioning time deduced from the
decreasing EPR power. Specifically, it gives particular attention on the period
from 2080 to 2120 in TRJ SFR when the SFRs are massively deployed. When the
power reduction reaches cumulatively the power of one EPR, the corresponding
rounding number of the oldest EPRs are supposed to start decommissioning. Be-
cause their start time are registered in the previous phase, their lifespan can be
deduced.

Different from the PWRs of current generation, life limit is not given for EPR.
One may note that this decommissioning is passively constrained by the increas-
ing deployment of SFR, which is logically opposite to the real life. As men-
tioned, the SFR simulation in this study of macro-reactors is not driven by the
commissioning-decommissioning tracking of individual reactors. The method il-
lustrated here is only used to help understand approximately the dynamics of
individual EPRs and identify possible contradictions between the lifespan of reac-
tor and the preset schedule of SFR deployment in the simulations.

The consistency between this start/decommissioning schemes of EPRs and
the simulation can be verified by the power level in Figure 5.8a, in which the
red curve denotes the simulation level and the grey curve is deduced from the
start/decommissioning dynamics of PWRs/EPRs. Despite the fluctuations be-
tween year 2040 and 2050, two evolutions are globally similar.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Estimation of PWRs/EPRs start/decommissioning dynamics: (a) verification of
the power level; (b) (de)start time and age.

Under these assumptions, the start/decommissioning time and age of reactors
are shown in Figure 5.8b. PWRs have, evidently, 60 years of age when they start
decommissioning. At the beginning of the massive SFR deployment from 2080,
the first EPR starting operation from 2030 should be shut down, at the age of 52
years. Following the increasing SFR deployment, EPRs deployed after 2040 starts
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decommissioning, at the ages ranging from 40 to more than 60 years. This inter-
val of reactor lifespan is coherent with the current estimation of nuclear facilities.
Nevertheless, the life of reactor tends to be extended in order to maximize their
economic profit, especially for EPRs. It may imply bringing forward the operation
of first several EPRs and postpone the phase of massive SFR deployment relative
to the assumption of this study.

5.1.2.2 Material evolution

Evolution of materials can be informative to evaluate the performances of each
strategy. Material evolutions under irradiation in reactors drive the evolution of
global inventories in the cycle. Figure 5.9 shows the evolution of important com-
ponent contents in PWR MIX and in SFR.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.9: Material content evolution under irradiation in new nuclear system, concerning the
235U, plutonium isotopes, and MA: (a) and (b) in PWR MIX, (c) and (d) in SFR

Figure 5.9a and 5.9b describe the contents of interest in PWR MIX. In the core
with MIX fuels, a similar behavior of plutonium isotopic contents as irradiated in
MOX fuels (Figure 2.6 in Section 2.2.1) can be observed in Figure 5.9a. The prin-
cipal difference is the lower plutonium quality in MIX fuels than the one in MOX
fuels, because the irradiation in PWR tends to burn out a large quantity of 239Pu
without sufficient generation from the neutron capture reaction of 238U. Mean-
while, some even-number isotopes like 238Pu and 242Pu at BOC (in the fresh fuel)
increase progressively under multi-recycling. As viewed in Figure 5.9b, the evo-
lution of plutonium content in PWR MIX is stable during more than 100 years of
multi-recycling. The decreasing plutonium quality is compensated by the slowly
increasing 235U enrichment. This enrichment starts from about 2% at the begin-
ning of the multi-recycling by 2040. In the 2060s, the enrichment becomes lower
due to the use of higher-quality plutonium from spent UOX fuels. After one or two
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cycles, it re-increases up to 4% by the end of the scenario, which is close to the
enrichment for fresh UOX fuels. In contrast, the evolution of MA content is simi-
lar in different cycles of irradiation, mainly due to the similar plutonium content
evolution.

Figure 5.9c and 5.9d present the contents of key components under the irra-
diation in SFR. A generally high plutonium contents can be observed before year
2060 and after year 2120. In fact, the contents presented here are normalized
by the heavy metal in total core including the depleted-uranium blankets. Before
2060 and after 2120, no blanket are considered for SFR and thus the average
plutonium contents are higher than that during the irradiation between 2060 and
2120 when two blankets are added.

As shown in Figure 5.9c, 239Pu increases in all irradiation cycles, while other
isotopes have various behaviours depending on the isotopy at BOC. During the
massive SFR deployment, a sharp drop of BOC content of 240Pu can be observed
around year 2110. That is because after the empty of spent MOX fuels, spent
UOX fuels are reprocessed for SFR fuel fabrication, containing low 240Pu content.
One cycle after, spent SFR fuels are also reprocessed for SFR fuel fabrication, and
thus BOC-240Pu re-increases. One may note a relatively high BOC content of 241Am
during this massive SFR deployment phase as well. It can be explained by the
significant production of 241Am from 241Pu in the wait for the reuse. Meanwhile,
the SFR model in this study does not reject 241Am during the SFR fuel fabrication
phase [77], which is different from the FLM of other recycling-based fuel models
in CLASS. The fresh fuel content of 241Am reaches the peak around year 2100.
For this cycle, all remaining spent MOX fuels are reprocessed for fresh SFR fuel
fabrication. Because of the LiFo mode by default, the 241Am content in these
oldest spent MOX fuels reaches the highest level. After this irradiation cycle, the
241Am BOC content decreases and keeps relatively low after year 2120, because
the spent fuels are quickly reprocessed after discharge.

Figure 5.9d shows mainly plutonium and MA contents; depleted uranium is
used for SFR fuel and thus 235U is always at a low level. The drop of plutonium
content at the BOC in 2110 can be explained by the aformentioned drop of 240Pu.
In this cycle, the plutonium quality is sufficiently high to satisfy the criticality
criterion. After 2120, the calculation shows that the core with no blanket is not
necessarily break-even. The breeding behavior relies actually on the isotopic
effects [42]. Depending on the number of blanket, plutonium content in fresh
fuel ranges from 10% to 16%, far different from the simulation of ASTRID in [42]
(between 22% and 28%). This highlights the importance of model and reactor
design in the study. Nevertheless, the material variation between BOC and EOC
is still representative for the estimation of global inventory evolution. As for MA,
it is particularly driven by 241Am.

This short analysis of material evolution under irradiation provides the physi-
cal explanation for the following studies, concerning the material evolution in the
cycle and in the stocks. Four mass-related quantities are considered, shown in
Figure 5.10: plutonium inventory in total cycle, idle plutonium in interim stocks
that are available for the recycling after cooling, the cumulative consumption
of natural uranium and MA inventory in total cycle that includes the ones in all
facilities and in waste canisters.

Stabilization of total-cycle plutonium is one of the objective for the strategy
using MIX fuels. As shown in Figure 5.10a, total-cycle plutonium is stabilized at
the level around 550 tons soon after 2060 in TRJ MIX when the MIX fraction
reaches the target value. If only mono-recycling is permitted, plutonium inven-
tory will continue increasing over 1000 tons in the second half of next century.
In contrast, the SFR deployment in TRJ SFR accumulates more slowly the pluto-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.10: Evolution of materials in the prior trajectories: (a) plutonium inventory in total
cycle; (b) idle plutonium inventory in interim stocks; (c) cumulative consumption of natural
uranium; (d) MA inventory in total cycle

nium than the fleet of mono-recycling. Even if no blanket is used after 2120, the
SFRs are still breeder. With other designs, SFR may be break-even and it would
be possible to stabilize the total-cycle plutonium after 2120.

For the idle plutonium in interim storage, the time-dependent inventory is av-
eraged within six years as for the power level calculation above. As shown in
Figure 5.10b, the idle plutonium in TRJ MIX is stabilized (with a slight tendency
of decrease) at the level of 250 tons, approximate to the current level. It verifies
that the use of MIX fuels in 34% of EPR-fleet has the potential to stabilize spent
fuel inventory in interim stocks. Without the multi-recycling, more than 800 tons
of idle plutonium will be accumulated, which account for the major part of total-
cycle plutonium. For TRJ SFR, idle plutonium is rapidly consumed during the
increasing deployment of SFRs. It drops to around 83 tons when the transition of
SFR deployment in 100% of fleet finishes.

The cumulative consumption of natural uranium shown in Figure 5.10c is also
an important indicator. In TRJ SFR, extremely limited quantities of natural ura-
nium are needed once SFRs are all deployed, because a huge stock of depleted
uranium can be reused. This matches well the objective of SFR deployment. In
contrast, TRJ FrMono and TRJ MIX lead to a very similar consumption of ura-
nium. Although the plutonium is multi-recycled and contributes to the energy
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production, 235U enrichment of MIX fuels can still be up to several percents de-
pending on the plutonium quality. In this case, the need of natural uranium in
TRJ MIX is close to that in TRJ FrMono.

MA inventory complements the information about the management of nuclear
wastes for the options of interest. As shown in Figure 5.10d, the use of MIX in TRJ
MIX leads to a faster accumulation of MA inventory than TRJ FrMono. This is
expected because MA isotopes are more produced during the plutonium multi-
recycling [9]. It is also worth noting that in TRJ MIX the total-cycle MA inventory
is comparable to the plutonium in the next century. In that case, it is rather
MA than plutonium that becomes the major concern of nuclear wastes. For SFR
deployment in TRJ SFR, MA seems to meet the stabilization during the transition
between 2080 and 2120, due to the modelling features as explained above.

5.1.2.3 Operational capacity of facility

Operational capacity of facilities, such as the fabrication of fresh fuels and re-
processing of spent fuels, are important industrial constraints that are not taken
into account in previous studies. [13] gives an order of magnitude about the
operational capacity of facilities. For the fresh UOX fuel fabrication, the current
need is around 1045 tHM/y and the maximal capacity of the fabrication plant of
Framatome is 1400 tHM/y. For MOX fuel the current need is 120 tML/y, and the
capacity of MELOX can theoretically reach 195 tHM/y. In terms of the reprocess-
ing capacity in the plants of La Hague, the quantity of reprocessed spent UOX
fuels range from 1000 to 1250 tHM/y.

The mass flows cannot be directly given by simulation, because the manage-
ment by CLASS responds to the instant demand of the associated back-end facil-
ity. To get reasonable level of continuous mass flow, the instant peaks of mass
transport are normalized by the "spare time" between the adjacent demands of
the identical facility (each fabrication/reprocessing demand of each fuel type).
With the time-average calculation, the annual fabrication of fresh fuels and the
annual reprocessing of spent fuels of each fuel type are then deduced, shown in
Figure 5.11.

5.11a presents the evolution of annual fabrication of heavy metal concerning
different sorts of fuel in TRJ MIX. The starting point of fresh UOX and fresh MOX
fabrication matches well the values indicated in [13]. Following the decrease
of installed capacity from year 2027 to 2035 and the increase of MIX fraction
from year 2040 to 2060, the annual demand of fresh UOX fuels drop rapidly and
is stabilized at the level of 430 tHM/y. For the MIX fuel fabrication, a capacity
higher than 220 tHM/y may be needed after the transition, which is obviously
over the current nominal capacity of MELOX. It is coherent because the energy
production by MIX fuels after the transition is higher than the that of current
use of MOX. Nevertheless, it is only marginally higher than the maximal level of
MELOX and thus reasonable. The future plant for the plutonium multi-recycling
in PWRs should consider well such demand.

For the fabrication in SCN SFR presented in Figure 5.11b, two levels are con-
sidered for the fabrication of SFR fuels. One only accounts for the SFR MOX in the
active core, and the other considers the sum with depleted-uranium blankets.
Regardless, these two levels are very close. When SFRs are deployed for 100%
of fleet, 312 tHM/y is needed for the fabrication of SFR fuels. This value is higher
than that for TRJ MIX, but still conceivable. At the same time, the higher plu-
tonium content in fresh SFR fuels than the MOX or MIX fuels, as shown in Figure
5.9d, should be taken into account. It may implies the need of innovative process
for the fuel fabrication.
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Figure 5.11: Requirement of facility capacity for the plutonium multi-recycling: (a) annual
fabrication of fresh fuels in TRJ MIX; (b) annual fabrication of fresh fuels in TRJ SFR; (c)
annual reprocessing of spent fuels in TRJ MIX; (d) annual reprocessing of spent fuels in TRJ
SFR

Figure 5.11c and 5.11d present the requirement of reprocessing capacity of
each type of spent fuels in respectively TRJ MIX and TRJ SFR. One may note the
sudden peaks, at 1140 tHM/y in TRJ MIX and 2410 tHM/y in TRJ SFR. It can be
explained by the fact that around the time of peaks, the stock of spent MOX fuel
is nearly emptied, and it is necessary to recycle the plutonium from spent UOX
fuels. However, the plutonium content in spent UOX fuels is around 1%, and to
feed the demand of plutonium-based fuels at that time requires the reprocessing
of a large quantity of spent UOX fuels. These peaks can be problematic for the
facility operation. In practise, at least two ways can tackle the issues of these
peaks. One is to anticipate this huge reprocessing requirement and to maintain
a reasonably high but stable level of reprocessing in advance, in order to lighten
the burden afterwards. The other may opt to mix the plutonium from different
stocks, ensuring the availability of high-plutonium-content spent fuels. In the
latter case, the need of spent UOX fuels reprocessing can be much lower than
when these high-plutonium-content spent fuels are not available.
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5.1.3 Summary of pre-disruption study

In this section, three trajectories are simulated and analyzed in detail: TRJ Fr-
Mono, TRJ MIX and TRJ SFR. This pre-disruption scenario study aims to assess
the transition strategy before any disruption under a more realistic framework
and provide informative outcomes for the subsequent adaptation scenario study.

Based on the instructions of PPE [18], TRJ FrMono sets the baseline of in-
stalled capacity evolution for scenarios of interest in this study. Respecting this
electric power evolution of fleet, two options on the plutonium multi-recycling are
studied: TRJ MIX recycles the plutonium in PWRs/EPRs using the MIX fuels, and
in TRJ SFR SFRs are deployed for 100% fleet.

A small algorithm is used to estimate the life of PWRs/EPRs when they start
decommissioning in TRJ SFR. It verifies that the schedule of SFR deployment in
TRJ SFR is coherent with the lifespan estimation of power plants. It may be use-
ful for the lifespan estimation of decommissioning reactors in subsequent post-
disruption scenarios studies.

Materials evolution such as the plutonium in interim stocks and in total cycle,
the cumulative consumption of natural uranium and MA in total cycle are studied
for these trajectories. TRJ MIX achieves the stabilization of plutonium in interim
stocks and in total cycle soon after the transition by 2060, but has approximately
the same consumption of natural uranium and accumulates the total-cycle MA
inventory faster than the mono-recycling trajectory. TRJ SFR continues to ac-
cumulate plutonium in the cycle for the substitution for the EPR-fleet with SFRs.
During the massive SFR deployment, idle plutonium in interim stocks are rapidly
consumed. Once the substitution finishes, the fleet is almost independent from
the fissile resources of natural uranium. Compared with TRJ MIX, TRJ SFR accu-
mulates more slowly the MA in total cycle.

For future fabrication plant, TRJ MIX requires the capacity of about 220 tHM/y
of MIX fuels, and in contrast, 310 tHM/y is necessary for the SFR fuels in TRJ
SFR. Besides this capacity difference on the mass flow, one should also note
the discrepancy of plutonium content in SFR fuel relative to MOX or MIX fuels. It
may requires new design for fabrication designs and bring another practical and
engineering challenges. As for future reprocessing plant, relevant anticipation or
mixing plutonium from different types of spent fuel should be taken, in order to
avoid an abrupt and huge demand of reprocessing of spent UOX fuels due to their
relatively low plutonium content.

Besides these physical analyses, one should note the contradiction between
these two trajectories depending on different context and nuclear technologies.
For instance, the strategy of plutonium multi-recycling in PWRs by MIX fuels is not
statically robust in case the SFR deployment is reconsidered, owing to the pluto-
nium availability. Meanwhile, if the new SFRs cannot be put into service in the
middle of TRJ SFR due to some economic effects, one may wonder how to max-
imize the use of idle plutonium. As emphasized all the time in this work, these
deep uncertainties should be considered for these possible transition strategies.
Given the lack of static robustness, the adaptive robustness of these two prior
strategies can be investigated.

5.2 Analysis of adaptive trajectories after disruption

Following the update of information and decision-making, the prior trajectories
may be disrupted. In this section, two families of post-disruption adaptive strate-
gies are studied: one is the adaptation based on the prior trajectory TRJ MIX,
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which reconsiders the SFR deployment, denoted as SCN MIX2SFR; the other is
based on the prior trajectory TRJ SFR which stops the new SFR in operation in
the middle of SFR deployment and recycles the plutonium in EPRs by MOXEUS
fuels, denoted as SCN SFR2MOXEUS. As a reminder, the MIX fuel is not used for
adaptation here, because the variable plutonium content in fresh MOXEUS fuels is
more flexible regarding a large variability of plutonium quality in different types
of spent fuels. To include the uncertainty of disruption time, three adaptation
times tad are considered: year 2065, 2085 and 2100.

The change from TRJ MIX towards SCN MIX2SFR can be triggered by the re-
adoption of massive nuclear deployment strategy in other countries, accelerating
the consumption of 235U in natural uranium. Under the rising risk of resource
shortage, SFR deployment may be needed after the second half of the century.
The objective of adaptation is then to minimize the time needed for the 100%
fleet substitution with SFRs. It can be interesting to compare with the timeline
of TRJ SFR in which the multi-recycling of plutonium in PWRs/EPRs is not taken.
One may note that the late adaptation of tad = 2100 is not contradictory to the
indications in PPE [18], which suggests maintaining SFR-related researches for
possible need by the end of century.

The change from TRJ SFR towards SCN SFR2MOEUXS may result from the
new estimation of the cost of SFR in comparison with other technologies, which
makes stakeholders take more conservative attitudes regarding the SFR deploy-
ment. To handle the significant quantity of in-cycle plutonium and spent fuels,
the plutonium multi-recycling in EPRs is considered. Lots of spent MOX fuels con-
taining low-quality plutonium have been reprocessed for the SFR fuels before
disruption, while a large quantity of spent UOX fuels containing high-quality plu-
tonium is accumulated. MOXEUS design instead of MIX is then used to adapt
more easily to various plutonium quality in different types of spent fuels. Nev-
ertheless, this choice is only an assumption to simplify the simulation and the
analysis. Given the significant plutonium accumulation for pre-disruption SFR
deployment, the post-disruption adaptation aims to maximize the use of idle plu-
tonium. The adaptation performances are then compared with TRJ MIX in which
SFR deployment is a-priori not considered.

The optimization based on the simplex method called Nelder-Mead optimiza-
tion is introduced [103] to identify adaptive strategies of interest. This optimiza-
tion method is used to deduce the earliest time when SFRs can be deployed for
the whole fleet in SCN MIX2SFR and to minimize the idle plutonium inventory
in SCN SFR2MOXEUS. WPS techniques is not used because of its relatively low
efficiency in this study where we would identify one of those possible optimal
solutions. With respect to three possible adaptation times tad, the optimal adap-
tive strategies are looked for, and the corresponding trajectories are analyzed in
consideration of a set of outputs of interest as presented in Section 5.1.

5.2.1 Description of adaptation scenarios

5.2.1.1 Adaptation scenario of SCN MIX2SFR

As indicated, SCN MIX2SFR disrupts the prior trajectory TRJ MIX and reconsid-
ers the SFR deployment. The objective is to substitute for the EPR-fleet with SFRs
as fast as possible after the disruption.

In this adaptation study, five input variables are considered: the time te,MIX to
end the use of MIX fuels in EPRs, the time ts,2SFR for the start of the first SFR, the
time te,2SFR defining the ending time of the fleet replacement with SFRs, and both
the burn-ups of UOX and MIX fuels, BUUOX and BUMIX. The adaptation scenario
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SCN MIX2SFR can then be characterized by these five variables, as described
in Figure 5.12. When adaptation starts in tad, the burn-ups BUUOX and BUMIX

change immediately to the new adapted values. The MIX fraction in the macro-
EPR decreases linearly to 0% from tad to te,MIX. The first SFR starts operation from
ts,2SFR. The fraction of SFR in the total fleet increases then linearly to 100% by
te,2SFR.

Figure 5.12: Graphical representation of the adaptation scenario SCN MIX2SFR

The variation ranges of these five variables are summarized in Table 5.1. First,
the use of MIX fuel restrains evidently the accumulation of plutonium for the de-
ployment of SFR. The variation of te,MIX indicates the permitted dynamics for the
transition of MIX fraction in EPRs, avoiding abrupt changes which are not realistic
in practise. Meanwhile, the study of TRJ SFR in Section 5.1 shows the risk of
plutonium shortage if MOX is used till year 2095. Therefore, it is not necessary to
consider te,MIX > 2095 if tad < 2095; if adaptation is taken later than 2095 (tad = 2100
in this study), the use of MIX is assumed to be stopped in short time (1 year
available).

The starting time of SFR deployment, ts,2SFR, should be after year 2070, be-
ing coherent with the reactor lifespans and the necessary time for the develop-
ment of SFR technology. The deployment should start with a demonstration-like
phase, contributing to 5% of electricity production. The massive deployment will
follow one irradiation cycle after. Thus, even in the case of early adaptation like
tad = 2065, no SFR can be deployed before year 2070, and the earliest possible
massive SFR deployment may begin by around 2078, consistent with the TRJ
SFR. After 2120, the substitution for EPR-fleet with SFRs can be problematic,
because EPRs may be renewed between 2080 and 2120 and most of them are
not operated for a long time just after 2120. There is then no need to consider
ts,2SFR > 2120. The ending time of transition te,2SFR ranges from year 2120 to year
2150. Actually, if te,2SFR = 2120 can be achieved, the SFR deployment can end
as early as TRJ SFR, and the corresponding adaptation from TRJ MIX can be
considered equally performing as TRJ SFR, regarding the the SFR deployment
timeline. In this case, the previous multi-recycling of plutonium in PWRs/EPRs
as well as the disruption has limited impacts on this timeline, mainly from the
angle of plutonium availability. In terms of the burn-ups BUUOX and BUMIX, they
are considered variable parameters to allow more efficient accumulation of plu-
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tonium for the SFR deployment.

Var. Min. Max. Unit Explanation

te,MIX tad + 1 max(tad + 1, 2095) year Time to end the use of MIX fuels.

ts,2SFR max(tad, 2070) 2120 year Time for the first SFR starts operation.

te,2SFR 2120 2150 year Time to finish the transition towards the SFR-fleet.

BUUOX 30 60 GWd/t Burn-up of UOX fuels after tad.

BUMIX 30 60 GWd/t Burn-up of MIX fuels after tad.

Table 5.1: Ranges of input variables in the adaptation scenario SCN MIX2SFR

In practise, the objective in this scenario is reformulated and becomes the min-
imization of te,2SFR subject to the plutonium availability. The adaptive strategies
identified by the optimization process are then compared with the deployment
timeline in the prior trajectory TRJ SFR. The difference between the minimal
achievable te,2SFR and year 2120, the time when SFRs are completely deployed
in the fleet in TRJ SFR, can be quantified as the direct influence of the previous
multi-recycling of plutonium in PWRs/EPRs on the temporality of SFR deployment.
To complement, the outcomes such as the material evolution and the require-
ment of facility capacity should be analyzed, which can be regarded also as the
relevant impacts.

5.2.1.2 Adaptation scenario of SCN SFR2MOXEUS

SCN SFR2MOXEUS assumes that during the implementation of prior SFR de-
ployment strategy, the uranium is estimated to be sufficient for the future and
SFR technology becomes much less competitive economically; therefore, stake-
holders stop deploying new SFRs. To respect the economic criteria, in-service
SFRs continue their operation after the disruption until their life limit. The pluto-
nium multi-recycling can be carried out by the EPR system and the existing SFRs.
The plutonium in the cycle should then be valorized as much as possible.

For plutonium multi-recycling in EPRs, MOXEUS is used instead of MIX. In other
words, the plutonium content in the fresh fuels for the multi-recycling in EPRs is
variable. That is because the first two phases of SFR deployment before 2080
reprocess a large quantity of spent MOX fuels in which the plutonium quality is
relatively low. In case of disruption, plutonium used for the multi-recycling in
EPRs comes mainly from spent UOX fuels at the beginning of adaptation. This
plutonium quality is higher than that from spent MOX, and a lower content than
the 9.54% in TRJ MIX is sufficient; but the level of content is a-priori not de-
termined. Following the multi-recycling, the plutonium quality will drop and a
level like 9.54% or higher can be needed. Therefore, the more flexible model of
MOXEUS is used to adapt to a large variability of plutonium quality for the whole
time horizon of scenario.

In this adaptation scenario, the fuel cycle can be divided into two parts: the
first one focuses on the EPR-fleet, and the other one is the SFR fuel cycle, as
shown in Figure 5.13. In short, the plutonium of MOXEUS fuels comes principally
from the spent UOX and spent MOX/MOXEUS fuels of EPRs, while the fabrication
of fresh SFR fuels gets its plutonium from spent SFR fuels. To avoid unrealistic
plutonium shortages, these two fuel cycles can still communicate for the use of
plutonium but with a lower priority.

In this adaptation scenario, four variables are taken into account to minimize
the idle plutonium: the fraction of MOXEUS in EPR system FrMXEinEPR,f , the time
when MOXEUS fraction reaches its target value te,2MXE, and the burn-ups of UOX
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Figure 5.13: Fuel cycle in SCN SFR2MOXEUS

and MOXEUS (BUUOX and BUMXE respectively). The process of scenario is graph-
ically presented in Figure 5.14. In tad, the new burn-ups BUUOX and BUMXE are
determined. The macro-SFR keeps the constant power which means the continu-
ation of in-service SFRs, and no blanket is added. Within the macro-EPR, MOXEUS
fraction increases linearly and reaches FrMXEinEPR,f in te,2MXE. By 2120, the
SFR share in the total electricity production in nuclear fleet decreases, because
the SFRs deployed in/before 2060 which accounts for 5% of electric power of
the fleet reach their life limit and should enter their decommissioning phase. If
tad < 2080, the SFR fraction is originally 5%, and thus all SFRs are shut down by
2120. Otherwise, those SFRs deployed after year 2080 are supposed to start
decommissioning in 2140. For each SFR entering decommissioning phase, the
corresponding electricity production is complemented by new-built EPRs with the
ongoing MOXEUS fraction in the macro-EPR, in order to keep the constant electric
power. The ranges of these four variables are summarized in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.14: Graphical representation of the adaptation scenario SCN SFR2MOXEUS

Var. Min. Max. Unit Explanation

FrMXEinEPR,f 0 100 % Final fraction of MOXEUS in EPR system.

te,2MXE tad + 1 2120 year Time when MOXEUS fraction in EPR system reaches FrMXEinEPR,f

BUUOX 30 60 GWd/t Burn-up of UOX fuels after tad.

BUMIX 30 60 GWd/t Burn-up of MIX fuels after tad.

Table 5.2: Ranges of input variables in the adaptation scenario SCN SFR2MOXEUS
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The variation of these four variables helps search for the strategy that min-
imizes the idle plutonium, which is a time-dependent quantity and thus not a
single value. One may also note that the plutonium in spent SFR fuels after the
decommissioning of all SFRs becomes definitively idle, but for each adaptation
scenario of same tad, this quantity is systematically the same. To take all these
factors into account, the maximum of the 6-year-average idle plutonium from
2140 to 2160 is defined as the output of interest, denoted as Puidle,max. With
respect to the objective of adaptation, Puidle,max should be minimized. The time
interval between year 2140 and 2160 allows the stabilization of mass flows and
ensures the arrival of spent SFR fuels in interim stocks.

5.2.2 Nelder-Mead simplex-based optimization

The Nelder-Mead optimization is a simplex-based approach to minimize the func-
tion value y = f(x) without constraint. For a N-dimensional input vector X, each
step of iteration is based on the simplex of N + 1 points and their function values.
The steps of iteration scheme can be summarized as:

• Step 0 - Initialization:

– Give N + 1 initial points: (X1, ...,XN+1);

– Calculate their function value yi = f(Xi) for all i;

• Step 1 - Update:

– Identify the highest output yh, the second highest ys and the lowest yl,
and their corresponding inputs Xh, Xs and Xl;

– Identify the centroid Xc of these inputs without considering Xh;

• Step 2 - Replacement:

– Do reflection (Equation 5.1): reflect Xh on Xrf , relative to Xc;

– Calculate yrf = f(Xrf );

– If yrf < ys, do Expansion (Equation 5.2): expand the reflection Xrf to
Xep, relative to Xc;

∗ If yep ≤ yl: replace Xh with Xep;
∗ Else: expansion fails, and replace Xh with Xrf ;
∗ Go to step 3;

– Else (yrf ≥ ys), do Contraction (Equation 5.3): contract the reflection
Xrf toXctr if yrf < yh (called outside contraction), or contractXh if yrf ≥ yh
(called inside contraction), relative to Xc, and calculate yctr = f(Xctr);

∗ If yctr < min(yrf , yh): replace Xh with Xctr, and go to step 3;
∗ Else, contraction fails, and do the Shrinkage (Equation 5.4): re-

place Xi by shrinking it towards Xl, then back to step 1;

• Step 3 - Exit criteria: back to step 1 if none of criteria is fulfilled, exit
otherwise.

These four key operations involve: reflection, expansion, contraction and shrink-
age. In practise, these operations can be carried out under these forms:

Reflection: Xrf = Xc + α(Xc −Xh) (5.1)
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Expansion: Xep = Xc + γ(Xrf −Xc) (5.2)

Outside contraction: Xctr = Xc + β(Xrf −Xc) (5.3a)
Inside contraction: Xctr = Xc + β(Xh −Xc) (5.3b)

Shrinkage: Xi = Xl + δ(Xi −Xl) (5.4)

and these four operations are characterized by four coefficients subject to:

α > 0, γ > 1, γ > α, 0 < β < 1, 0 < δ < 1

In this study, standard values as suggested in [104] are used:

α = 1, γ = 2, β =
1

2
, δ =

1

2

While for the conditions to exit the iteration, two criteria are considered:

• CtItNum: the iteration number reaches the limit of preset value, and 100 is
used in this study;

• Ctε: the maximal discrepancy between outputs of simplex defined as ∆ =
max
i 6=j
|2(yi − yj)/(yi + yj)| is smaller than a predetermined value ε, and ε = 10−4

is used in this study.

It is worth noting that the optimization process iterates without considering
any constraint. In this study, if a new-created point reaches out of the bound-
aries, the intersection onto the boundaries is used. Furthermore, the phase-out
strategies are not supposed in these adaptation scenarios, and thus missloads
should be avoided. As suggested in [103], the output can be penalized by an
additional value if the constraint is broken. Under different forms of penalty,
the convergence can be faster or slower, and it is also possible that the final re-
sult falls in the zone breaking the constraints (with missloads). Here the form
of penalty and optional choices of foregoing four coefficients are not discussed,
in order to focus on the analysis of scenarios. Relevant sensitivity studies and
convergence tests are analyzed in detail in [103, 104]. If the final result of opti-
mization still have missloads, other initial guess of simplex for the step 0 will be
tried.

Because the criterion Ctε used for the exit focuses on the discrepancy of the
output of different trajectories, it is possible to find very distinct adaptive strate-
gies for the final points of simplex if several minimums exist. However, this
method does not guarantee the exploration of all minimums. The outputs of
interest in these two adaptation scenarios provide actually the primary results of
interest. Further demands on the additional constraints or exploration of other
possible inputs under a given output level can be discussed based on this primary
result.

5.2.3 Analysis of adaptation scenario SCN MIX2SFR

5.2.3.1 Optimal transition

The values of inputs and output are presented in Table 5.3, and the evolution of 6-
year-average effective thermal power are shown in Figure 5.15. In fact, for each
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of three tad, the optimization process converges to extremely similar input pa-
rameters for the final six strategies of simplex. The standard deviations of inputs
relative to the respective length of variation are all smaller than 5%. In particu-
lar, the output is the minimal te,2SFR under the optimization. The discrepancy on
this quantity is extremely small. Given the small discrepancies of inputs, one of
these optimal strategies in the final simplex is taken for each tad to be shown in
Table 5.3.

tad te,MIX ts,2SFR te,2SFR BUUOX BUMIX Output (te,2SFR)

2065 2078 2114 2120 31.9 41.7 2120
2085 2088 2113 2120 33.8 43.4 2120
2100 2101 2118 2140 48.6 54.4 2140

(Unit) year year year GWd/t GWd/t year

Table 5.3: Values of inputs and output of optimal adaptation (by clustering) for the minimiza-
tion of te,2SFR in SCN MIX2SFR with respect to three tad

Figure 5.15: Effective thermal power evolution of optimal adaptation (by clustering) for the
minimization of te,2SFR in SCN MIX2SFR with respect to three tad

This optimization process indicates directly that the adaptation from 2065 and
from 2085 can finish the substitution for EPR-fleet with SFRs by year 2120, as
early as it does in TRJ SFR when the plutonium multi-recycling is not considered
for PWR/EPR. Figure 5.15 may presents some delay after 2120 due to the respect
of irradiation cycle and the average process. Even though te,2MIX can be numer-
ically determined, its uncertainty is indeed in the same magnitude of one SFR
irradiation cycle and the exact value should not be over-interpreted. In contrast,
the adaptation from 2100 leads to later completion of substitution. From the
viewpoint of timeliness on the SFR deployment for 100% of fleet, the adaptation
based on the prior trajectory TRJ MIX can be robust if necessary readjustments
are taken before the end of century. This result relies on the assumption that the
fleet can be as flexible as supposed on the ranges of input variation for the mod-
ification. To achieve these early te,2SFR, all optimal adaptive strategies suggest
an early te,MIX, late ts,2SFR and low BUUOX (except BUUOX of tad = 2100), in order
to accumulate more efficiently in-cycle plutonium inventory for SFR deployment.
In fact, the production of plutonium by UOX irradiation is nearly compensated by
the incineration by MIX irradiation, and thus the stop of MIX loading frees the
fleet from plutonium incineration. Meanwhile, the plutonium production under
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low BUUOX of UOX is more efficient than in the SFR irradiation, implying the ten-
dency of late ts,2SFR.

The BUUOX of tad = 2100 is measurably higher than the optimal strategies of
other two tad. There can be two principal explanations. One is the use of different
initial guess to start the iteration. In fact, the initial guess of inputs used for
tad = 2065 and tad = 2085 are all at the low levels within the variation ranges.
Because the minimum of output (te,2SFR) is achieved, no other guess is tested. But
this initial guess for the optimization of tad = 2100 converges to an adaptation with
missloads. Thus, another guess supposing high levels of all inputs is used. The
second guess converges to the optimal adaptive strategy presented above, in a
process where BUUOX decreases progressively. As mentioned, this optimization
algorithm does not guarantee with 100% certainty the achievement of global
optimum, and an adaptive strategy of tad = 2100 resulting in te,2SFR = 2120 without
missload may exist. But given the results of these two guesses, we can infer that
such optimum suffers an extremely high risk of plutonium shortage over time if
exists, and the biases of modelling and other uncertainties can break easily the
validity of strategy. This will be further discussed in the following analyses of
material evolution. Hence, no further effort is devoted to exploring other better-
performing adaptation for tad = 2100.

The other reason involves the synchronization of macro reactor, similar to
which is explained in Section 4.4. ts,2SFR = 2118 is only 18 years after tad = 2100,
equivalent to around five irradiation cycles of PWR. Because the demand of plu-
tonium for SFRs rises significantly afterwards, it is crucial to provide sufficient
plutonium in the good timing. Within the same number of cycles, the higher
is BUUOX, the larger available plutonium quantity is produced. In contrast, low
BUUOX only produces more plutonium than high BUUOX with higher number of
cycles under a period long enough, which is not necessarily the case here. Due
to the respect of cycle length, low BUUOX in this case may lead to a later time for
the same or higher available plutonium inventory, which can result in possible
missloads. Based on these two factors, a BUUOX = 48.6 GWd/t for tad = 2100 is
reached.

5.2.3.2 Reactor lifespan during the transition of fleet substitution with SFRs

Related to the fleet substitution for EPRs with SFR deployment, the estimation of
EPR lifespan can be the first interest. An identical process as done in TRJ SFR
illustrated in Section 5.1.2.1 is considered. There is a slight difference: 31 EPRs
are installed by 2060 instead of 30, because no SFR is deployed. As a reminder,
no lifespan limit is imposed for EPRs in this schema, in order to simplify the anal-
ysis. According to the fleet transition shown in Figure 5.15, the EPR lifespans in
these three cases of tad are presented in Figure 5.16.

For all three cases in Figure 5.16a, the first decommissioning EPR seems sin-
gular, which requires a much longer life than others. This EPR is assumed to start
operation in 2030. As the first EPR, it is old compared with others. If it starts
decommissioning at the age of 40 by 2070, the new-built EPR that replaces it
(before deploying any SFR) may be operated for more than 50 years after the
decommissioning in 2120 (as the last built EPR, and thus being the last one to
start decommissioning). Given the very short interval of decommissioning time
of adjacent EPRs, the ages of other EPRs are not measurably influenced by the
replacement with this new-built EPR in this case.

In the trajectories of tad = 2065 and tad = 2085, the ages of most of EPRs range
from 65 to 70 years, slightly higher than the current estimation of acceptable life
limit of nuclear power plant. A reasonably longer life of operation than the current
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: Estimation of EPRs lifespans during the transition towards SFR fleet, correspond-
ing to the optimal adaptive strategies of three tad: (a) no limit is imposed for EPRs; (b) for
tad = 2100, 40 years as lifespan limit is imposed for the first generation of EPRs.

estimation can be expected for EPRs. However, it can be somehow problematic
for tad = 2100. If they are divided into two generations, each of them share only
40 years of operation as shown in Figure 5.16b. This is more coherent with the
current estimation of reactor lifespan, while the industry may expect a longer life
of EPRs to be more profitable. In fact, in the trajectory of adaptation from 2100,
SFRs start replacing EPRs from 2118 till 2140. If a life limit of 40 years is imposed
for the first generation of EPRs (constructed between 2030 and 2060), a large
part of them are still young when the replacement with SFRs begins. It implies
that the beginning of next century is not necessarily a good timing for massive
SFR deployment.

5.2.3.3 Material evolution

Similar to the analysis of prior trajectories, material evolution help assess the
performance of adaptive strategies from different angles. Total-cycle plutonium,
idle plutonium in interim stocks, cumulative consumption of natural uranium and
total-cycle MA of optimal adaptive strategies are shown in Figure 5.17, in compar-
ison with that of TRJ SFR which does not consider a-priori the plutonium multi-
recycling in PWRs.

Figure 5.17a shows the evolution of total-cycle plutonium, mainly accounted
by in-cycle plutonium that is valorizable for SFR fuel fabrication. Due to the adap-
tation of quick stop of MIX fuels and low burn-up of UOX, the accumulation of plu-
tonium is much faster than that in TRJ SFR. In the macro-SFR producing approx-
imately 46.5 GWe, around 350 tons of plutonium is needed for each irradiation
cycle. In consideration of the temporality of recycling, about 700 tons of pluto-
nium in cycle is essential for a 100% fleet of SFRs. This figure shows the dynamic
change of how this availability of plutonium can be achieved with adaptation.
The multi-recycling of plutonium in PWRs stops or even slightly reduces the ac-
cumulation of plutonium. It is therefore evident that the longer is the period for
the use of MIX in PWRs, the later will the EPR-fleet be substituted with SFRs.

These three optimal adaptations share indeed a very similar slope of pluto-
nium accumulation. For tad = 2100, the plutonium inventory in the cycle (exclud-
ing the plutonium in the wastes, and it is very close to the total-cycle quantity)
seems extremely difficult to reach 700 tons before 2120 with this production
rate. The estimation of 700 tons for 100% fleet of SFRs is actually approximate.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.17: Evolution of materials in the optimal adaptive strategies in SCN MIX2SFR and
the comparison with the trajectory TRJ SFR: (a) plutonium inventory in total cycle; (b) idle
plutonium inventory in interim stocks; (c) cumulative consumption of natural uranium; (d) MA
inventory in total cycle

Even though the adaptation of tad = 2100 can replace the fleet by 2140 when
in-cycle plutonium reaches 700 tons, Figure 5.17b shows the high risk of miss-
load. Intuitively, even if a robust adaptation suggesting te,2SFR = 2120 may exist
for tad = 2100, the risk of plutonium shortage can be more severe.

Figure 5.17c shows the cumulative consumption of natural uranium resources.
The stabilized level is generally much higher than TRJ SFR, because all of them
consider very late deployment of SFR. This implies a much higher consumption
of uranium resources in the 100% PWR UOX fleet. In case of the re-estimation
of uranium scarcity, this larger need of uranium resource than that in TRJ SFR
should be anticipated.

As for the accumulation of total-cycle MA, trajectories with optimal adapta-
tions lead generally to a higher inventory than that in TRJ SFR, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.17d. It can be explained by the rapid increase under the use of MIX fuels.
After the fleet substitution with SFRs, the MA inventory in total cycle of all these
trajectories share approximately the same slope of increase. Thus, the regrets
from the adaptation time on MA accumulated in total cycle can be measured by
the discrepancies between these parallel evolution.
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5.2.3.4 Capacity of related facility

Requirements on the capacity of front-end and back-end facilities should be also
investigated for these adaptive strategies. Due to the fact that CLASS transports
instantly the materials in responding to the demand of associated facility, the
normalized by the duration between two adjacent demands is performed as sug-
gested in Section 5.1.

For the fabrication capacities, only the annual fabrication of fresh SFR fuels for
the active core (the SFR MOX, without the consideration of blanket) is shown in
Figure 5.18, in comparison with the level in TRJ SFR. But it is also important to
realize that the use of MIX is rapidly stopped, implying a relatively short period
of the operation of fabrication plant for MIX, and a requirement of increasing
capacity for fresh UOX fabrication.

Figure 5.18: Annual fabrication of fresh SFR MOX fuels for the active core of optimal adaptive
strategies in SCN MIX2SFR, in comparison with TRJ SFR

The final levels of fabrication capacities shown in Figure 5.18 are similar when
the fleet transition finishes for all cases. For tad = 2065 and tad = 2085, the transition
is short, and thus the fabrication capacity has to rise rapidly.

For the reprocessing capacities, because CLASS is not able to mix the spent
fuels from different stocks in given fractions and because it responds to instant
demands, unrealistic peaks of spent UOX reprocessing appear and are not pre-
sented here. These peaks can reach several thousands tHM/y, due to the re-
processing of spent UOX fuels with low plutonium content for the fabrication of
high-plutonium-content fresh SFR fuels. The peaks may be smoothed by antici-
pation in advance or mixture of spent fuels. Nevertheless, these peaks are even
one time higher than that of TRJ SFR, which means stricter constraints on the
reprocessing of spent fuels than TRJ SFR should be anticipated.

5.2.3.5 Possible robust strategies with softer readjustments

In comparison to the timeliness of SFR deployment for 100% fleet in TRJ SFR,
the adaptation on prior TRJ MIX in 2065 and in 2085 can be robust, which means
the fleet substitution with SFRs is able to finish by 2120 (te,2SFR = 2120). But the
optimal strategies previously identified suggest a relatively short transition of
deployment, lasting about two cycles of SFR irradiation. This rapid modification
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of fleet may be unrealistic or difficult from the economic and engineering point of
view.

One may be interested in softer conditions of fleet transition for tad = 2065
and tad = 2085, subject to robust adaptation, i.e. te,2SFR = 2120. For instance, the
starting time of SFR deployment ts,2SFR can be brought forward. Based on the
physical analysis above, such robust adaptive strategies exist due to the rapid
accumulation of in-cycle plutonium over the inventory needed for total fleet of
SFRs.

Because the previous output te,2SFR is also an input variable, the optimization
algorithm can still be used to search for other inputs by presetting te,2SFR = 2120.
Here the minimization of ts,2SFR can be supposed for a slower transition to lighten
the burden of fleet replacement. Using the Nelder-Mead optimization, ts,2SFR
is regarded as the new output, and robust adaptive strategies (thus subject to
te,2SFR = 2120) that minimize ts,2SFR for tad = 2065 and tad = 2085 are identified. The
final simplex of optimization converge to very similar strategies, and the mean
values of inputs (and outputs) are presented in Table 5.4. The transition can be
viewed in Figure 5.19.

tad te,MIX ts,2SFR te,2SFR BUUOX BUMIX Output (ts,2SFR)

2065 2066 2077 2120 47.7 59.2 2077
2085 2088 2087 2120 31.8 42.1 2087

(Unit) year year year GWd/t GWd/t year

Table 5.4: Mean values of inputs and output of robust adaptations (te,2SFR = 2120) that
minimize ts,2SFR in SCN MIX2SFR with respect to tad = 2065 and tad = 2085

Figure 5.19: Fleet transition of robust adaptations (te,2SFR = 2120) that minimize ts,2SFR in
SCN MIX2SFR with respect to tad = 2065 and tad = 2085

The existence of robust adaptive strategies allowing slower transition paces
is verified. Compared with the previous robust adaptations identified in Table
5.3, these trajectories of robust adaptations can deploy SFRs within several ir-
radiation cycles instead of a quick replacement, allowing sufficient engineering
and industrial feed-backs and improvements. But the smoothness of transition is
traded with an immediate stop of the use of MIX, in order to accumulate sufficient
plutonium in the cycle.
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Due to an earlier starting of SFR deployment, the first few decommissioning
EPRs may be younger than that shown in Figure 5.16. The compromise between
the lifespan for the maximization of economic profits of EPRs and the reasonable
paces of transition depends on the interest and estimations of stakeholders.

5.2.3.6 Summary of adaptive robustness assessment of strategy in SCNMIX2SFR

In this adaptation scenario study, robust strategies adapting the prior trajectory
TRJ MIX can be identified for the adaptation time of year 2065 and 2085, but not
for 2100. In other words, if the adaptive actions are taken from the time before
2085, the substitution of EPR-fleet with SFRs can be achieved by 2120. But as
shown by the analyses of these trajectories, rapid and large modifications of fleet
are required, because the prior use of MIX fuels stopped the accumulation of in-
cycle plutonium for SFR. In the transition phase of these adaptations, the EPRs
have generally an age higher than the current estimation of life limit for nuclear
power plants; in particular, during the optimal adaptation of tad = 2100 (but not
robust), it is not evident about how to optimize the fleet update regarding the age
of EPRs. These options of adaptation also lead to larger consumption of natural
uranium resources and higher accumulation of MA inventory in total cycle.

Other alternative robust adaptations are also identified for tad = 2065 and
tad = 2085, suggesting earlier start of SFR deployment and thus a smoother tran-
sition. To allow this, the use of MIX in EPRs are stopped right after tad in order to
accumulate efficiently the plutonium for SFR deployment.

5.2.4 Analysis of adaptation scenario SCN SFR2MOXEUS

This adaptation scenario study adapts the prior trajectory TRJ SFR to the pluto-
nium multi-recycling in PWRs/EPRs, halting the start of new SFRs. The optimiza-
tion aims to identify the adaptations that maximizes the use of idle plutonium
among all possible adaptive strategies. In practise, the maximum between year
2140 and 2160 of 6-year-average inventory of plutonium in all interim stocks is
considered, denoted as Puidle,max. The minimization of this maximal level implies
that the plutonium inventory outside the core waiting for the reuse can be guar-
anteed under a certain level. In particular, it is useful to compare with the prior
trajectory TRJ MIX, in which the plutonium is always multi-recycled in PWRs/EPRs
instead of being accumulated for SFR deployment. Based on this comparison, the
adaptive strategy that leads to lower Puidle,max than that of TRJ MIX can be con-
sidered robust.

MOXEUS is used for the plutonium multi-cycling in EPRs, allowing the variation
of plutonium content in the fresh fuels. Instead of using MIX as in TRJ MIX, the
use of MOXEUS model aims to adapt to the possibly large variability of plutonium
quality when different types of spent fuels involve in the recycling.

5.2.4.1 Optimal transition

The Nelder-Mead optimization is used for the minimization of Puidle,max in the ex-
ploration space as described in Table 5.2. For each of three tad, the optimization
process converges to the identical optimal adaptation for the final simplex. The
values of inputs and outputs of these are presented in Table 5.5, and their fleet
transition are shown in Figure 5.20.

The optimal adaptive strategy for tad = 2065 suggests a EPR-fleet with more
than 50% loaded by MOXEUS fuels, while the others are loaded by UOX. The
duration to reach this fraction lasts around 20 years.
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tad FrMXEinPWR,f te,2MIX BUUOX BUMXE Output (Puidle,max)

2065 52.8 2087 40.2 37.5 17
2085 34.3 2096 40.1 36.8 174
2100 33.4 2105 38.9 40.0 332

(Unit) % year GWd/t GWd/t ton

Table 5.5: Mean values of inputs and output of optimal adaptive strategies in SCN
SFR2MOXEUS with respect to three tad

Figure 5.20: Effective thermal power evolution of optimal adaptation for the minimization of
Puidle in SCN SFR2MOXEUS with respect to three tad

For the adaptations of other two tad, the configuration of EPR-fleet is similar to
that in TRJ MIX, in which 34% of EPRs are loaded with MOXEUS/MIX. Moreover,
the transition to reach this fraction is much shorter than the case of tad = 2065.

One may note that the burn-ups of two fuels are relatively low. Even though
the production of plutonium by UOX irradiation under this low BUUOX can be at an
globally fast level, the low BUMXE with this sufficiently high fraction FrMXEinPWR,f

is able to absorb in time the plutonium produced and incinerate them efficiently.

For the performance regarding the output Puidle,max, the optimal adaptive strate-
gies of three tad lead to respectively 17, 174 and 332 tons of plutonium as the
maximal level in interim stocks between 2140 and 2160. Actually, due to the use
of MOXEUS in such fraction, the total idle plutonium reaches or almost reaches
the stabilization. In comparison, in the prior trajectory TRJ MIX without the ac-
cumulation of plutonium for SFR deployment, the idle plutonium is stabilized at
around 250 tons. From the viewpoint of maximizing the use of plutonium, the op-
timal adaptive strategy of tad = 2065 and tad = 2085 are robust. But the extremely
low Puidle,max of tad = 2065 indicates a high risk of plutonium shortage if all param-
eters remain the same afterwards. In practise, the fleet can be further adapted
with progressive adjustments on the share of two fuel types or the enrichment
of 235U in MOXEUS to avoid the missload. The one of tad = 2100 leads to higher
inventory of idle plutonium out of use at a given time after 2140, and it is thus
less performing and not robust. In fact, if the adaptive strategy is implemented
from 2100, a measurable part of fleet is composed of SFRs. When all SFRs start
decommissioning in 2140, the discharge of spent SFR fuels can be significant,
accounting for a considerable part of idle plutonium when they are moved to
interim stocks for subsequent reprocessing.
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5.2.4.2 Material evolution

For the material evolution of these three optimal adaptive strategies, the pluto-
nium inventory in total cycle and in interim stocks (idle plutonium), the cumu-
lative consumption of natural uranium and the MA inventory in total cycle are
studied. Their evolution are compared with the prior trajectory TRJ MIX, shown
in Figure 5.21.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.21: Evolution of materials in the optimal adaptive strategies in SCN
SFR2MOXEUS and the comparison with the trajectory TRJ MIX: (a) plutonium inventory
in total cycle; (b) idle plutonium inventory in interim stocks; (c) cumulative consumption of
natural uranium; (d) MA inventory in total cycle

For the plutonium inventory in total cycle in Figure 5.21a, three optimal adap-
tive strategies are able to incinerate it when the fraction of MOXEUS in EPR-
system reaches FrMXEinPWR,f . It is much different from the use of MIX fuels
in TRJ MIX, in which the plutonium in total cycle is stabilized. The adaptation
from 2065 incinerates the plutonium much more efficiently than other two cases
due to the higher fraction of MOXEUS. By the end of scenario, the total-cycle
plutonium in this trajectory decreases to the current level.

The incineration of plutonium implies a considerable consumption of available
plutonium in the stockpiles, verified in Figure 5.21b. During the transition when
the fraction of MOXEUS in EPR-system increases, the inventory of idle plutonium
decreases rapidly. When the final fraction is achieved, this inventory seems near
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to the stabilization. As verified, the idle plutonium of adaptation from 2065 is
kept at a very low level. In this trajectory, 235U in MOXEUS fuels should be en-
riched up to several percents, because there is not enough plutonium to reach
the given burn-up. For the adaptation from 2100, the idle plutonium meet two
abrupt increments between 2140 and 2160. They can be explained by the dis-
charges of spent SFR fuels from the prior two irradiation cycle to 2140, when SFRs
still accounted for nearly a half of electricity production from nuclear power, as
shown in Figure 5.20. These two discharges release nearly 200 tons of plutonium
in total for the later use, without recycling into SFRs. It is particularly the second
discharge that leads to a higher idle plutonium inventory than that of TRJ MIX. In
fact, the plutonium content in SFR fuels is higher than that in MOXEUS fuels. More
importantly, the MOXEUS fraction in this trajectory is much lower than the SFR
share in 2100. Therefore, it is not surprising that these two discharges without
the recycling in SFRs lead to considerable increase of idle plutonium for tad = 2100
in this time interval. Nevertheless, this scenario is simplified for the simulation,
like simultaneous decommissioning of a large number of SFRs by 2140. In the
real application, a successive decommissioning plan may absorb somehow these
increment peaks and probably avoid the unacceptable accumulation of idle plu-
tonium.

The cumulative consumption of natural uranium resources in Figure 5.21c in
these three trajectories of SCN SFR2MOXEUS and in the prior TRJ MIX have
a similar evolution pattern. It is the longer phase of SFR deployment in the tra-
jectory of adaptation from 2100 that mitigates the consumption of uranium; but
after the adaptation, the evolution of consumption rises with a larger slope.

The evolution of MA in total cycle in Figure 5.21d in these four trajectories
also share a similar tendency. Due to a higher fraction of MOXEUS, the trajectory
of adaptation from 2065 produces faster MA than other trajectories. It is worth
noting that in this trajectory, the inventory of MA is even higher than plutonium in
total cycle from the middle of next century. In case of this disruption, this higher
production of MA should be anticipated.

The cumulative consumption of natural uranium and the production of MA in
total cycle highlight the difference of using MOXEUS and MIX. Because it is vari-
able in MOXEUS, the plutonium content increases first before enriching 235U for
the target burn-up, which can be higher than the 9.54% in the MIX design con-
sidered in this chapter. In other words, MOXEUS fuels tend to prioritize the use
of plutonium over the enriched 235U. Thus, the consumption of natural uranium
by using MOXEUS seems never faster, whereas the slope of MA accumulation in
total cycle can be measurably larger than that in TRJ MIX.

5.2.4.3 Capacity of related facility

Similar to the analysis in SCN MIX2SFR, only the fabrication concerning the
MOXEUS fuels for the trajectories of adaptation and the MIX fuels for TRJ MIX are
analyzed, as shown in Figure 5.22. The requirements on the annual fabrication
capacity in the trajectories of these three optimal adaptive strategies are gener-
ally higher than that in TRJ MIX. For the adaptation from 2065, it is principally
due to the higher fraction of MOXEUS than 34% of MIX in TRJ MIX. Furthermore,
a lower burn-up of MOXEUS implies shorter irradiation cycle. Therefore, for a sim-
ilar demand of total quantity, shorter irradiation cycle for the adaptation requires
averagely a higher capacity of annual fabrication.

In terms of the reprocessing capacity, similar remarks can be noted. The re-
processing of spent UOX fuels for large demand of plutonium requires very high
reprocessing capacity, and the peak can reach one time higher than the peak
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Figure 5.22: Annual fabrication of fresh MOXEUS fuels for the trajectories of optimal adaptive
strategies in SCN SFR2MOXEUS, in comparison with the MIX fabrication in TRJ MIX

identified in TRJ MIX. Mixture of plutonium from different types of spent fuels
and keeping relatively high reprocessing in advance may smooth these peaks.

5.2.4.4 Summary of adaptive robustness assessment in SCN SFR2MOXEUS

This adaptation supposes the disruption to SFR deployment, halting the start of
new SFRs. To minimize the idle plutonium inventory, the multi-cycling by PWR
MOXEUS is considered. The Nelder-Mead optimization is used to identify the frac-
tion of MOXEUS, the time to reach this fraction and the burn-ups of UOX and
MOXEUS that minimize the maximal-idle-plutonium during the last 20 years. The
results are compared with the stabilization level of idle plutonium in TRJ MIX, in
which plutonium is not accumulated for SFR. It shows that the optimal adapta-
tions before year 2085 can keep always a lower level of idle plutonium than in
TRJ MIX, and thus they are considered robust. In the trajectory of adaptation
from 2100, the idle plutonium is accumulated over the comparison level, due to
the discharge of a large number of decommissioning SFRs.

The optimal adaptive strategy of tad = 2065 suggests more than 50% of EPRs
loaded with MOXEUS, a fraction much higher than other cases. This high fraction
leads to a rapid drop of plutonium in total cycle and keeps interim stocks nearly
empty. For the optimal adaptations of other two tad, the plutonium in total cycle
decreases progressively, but it is still higher than the stabilization level achieved
in TRJ MIX. Due to the delay of multi-recycling plutonium in EPRs (and poten-
tially a priority of adding plutonium in MOXEUS), the cumulative consumption of
natural uranium in the trajectories of MOXEUS adaptation is always lower than in
TRJ MIX. However, the MA in total cycle may rise faster than the use of MIX, over
or close to the plutonium inventory depending on tad.

Last but not least, a fabrication capacity higher than TRJ MIX for the adapta-
tion may be required. It can be explained by the shorter MOXEUS irradiation cycle
suggested by the optimal adaptive strategies identified. Similarly, the peaks of
reprocessing should be anticipated, and this can be smoothed by adaptable re-
processing planning by mixing the plutonium from different types of spent fuels
in advance.
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5.3 Conclusion of this chapter

This chapter applies the methodology of robustness assessment to strategies
that may be compared to the French national ones. A set of outputs are analyzed
in order to provide a comprehensive assessment of strategy.

Based on the historical trajectory and current strategy, two prior trajectories
for the pre-disruption scenario are considered: one focuses on the plutonium
multi-recycling by using MIX fuels in PWRs/EPRs, denoted as TRJ MIX; while the
other considers an accelerated planning of SFR deployment, denoted as TRJ SFR.

For TRJ MIX, a disruption to the use of MIX fuels is supposed, reconsidering the
SFR deployment. The following adaptation aims to substitute the EPR-fleet with
SFRs by year 2120, as fast as the trajectory TRJ SFR which never uses MIX fuels.
Using the Nelder-Mead optimization, optimal adaptive strategies that minimizes
the time te,2SFR when SFRs are deployed in the whole fleet are identified for three
adaptation times: year 2065, 2085 and 2100. Ultimately, the regret of using MIX
fuels relative to the reconsideration of SFR deployment is principally presented
on the plutonium availability. Within necessarily fast modification of the fuel cy-
cle, the delay of plutonium accumulation can be well offset and absorbed, and
the substitution may finish if it is adapted before year 2085. From the viewpoint
of SFR deployment timeliness, the French national strategy of plutonium multi-
recycling in PWRs by MIX fuels can be robust if an appropriate adaptation plan
can be carried out before 2085. Otherwise, more time is needed to replace all
EPRs if the adaptation begins from 2100. The lifespans of EPRs are slightly longer
than the current estimations if TRJ MIX is adapted before 2085 but still adapt-
able. For the later adaptation, however, it is difficult to respect the appropriate
lifespan interval.

Regardless of the adaptive robustness of early adaptation, there is definitively
a higher demand of natural uranium resource and more MA is produced in total
cycle in all trajectories of adaptation than that of TRJ SFR. It can be explained
by the need of 235U enrichment and a higher MA production from the use of MIX
fuels. Moreover, a similar fabrication capacity for SFR fuels is demanded as that
in TRJ SFR, except that the transition is shorter. But a much higher mass flow of
reprocessing may be needed if the SFR deployment is not anticipated sufficiently
in advance.

Another prior trajectory TRJ SFR is also disrupted. After the disruption, the
start of new SFR is halted, and the plutonium multi-recycling in EPRs using MOXEUS
fuels aims to maximize the use of plutonium. To achieve this, adaptive strategies
are explored to minimize the maximal level of idle plutonium during the last 20
years of scenario. To determine the adaptive robustness, this level is compared
with the approximately stable level in TRJ MIX, in which the plutonium is not
accumulated for SFR. From this angle, the prior strategy of SFR deployment is
robust if necessary adaptations are taken from 2085 or earlier. Particularly, the
optimal adaptation from year 2065 suggests more than 50% of EPRs loaded with
MOXEUS, resulting in a rapid decrease of plutonium in total cycle and keeps the
idle plutonium stocks almost empty. In case of a late adaptation like from year
2100, a large amount of plutonium will be discharged when SFRs start decom-
missioning, and it leads to a high inventory of plutonium out of use.

Due to a later deployment of MOXEUS than the use of MIX in TRJ MIX, the
trajectories of adapting TRJ SFR consumes always fewer natural uranium cumu-
latively. Meanwhile, the use of MOXEUS may produce faster MA than MIX. As a
result, the MA in total cycle of adaptation from 2085 or earlier increases faster
than in TRJ MIX.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlooks

The nuclear transition is an important part of national energy policy for the coun-
tries which depend on nuclear energy. After decades of nuclear power exploita-
tion, several technologies can be considered for the future transition. The de-
ployment of nuclear facilities and new technologies during the transition may
last decades, having huge impacts on social, economic, temporal and spatial
aspects: the investments for R&D and construction, decades of operation and
maintenance, the management of significant radioactive materials and possible
consequences on the environment, etc. To have a primary estimation of these im-
pacts, national nuclear strategy decisions require detailed assessments by sce-
nario studies.

As presented in a large number of electro-nuclear scenario studies, a broad
spectrum of objectives leads to a diversity of pathways towards the undeter-
mined futures. Under different objectives for nuclear future, some outcomes
resulting from a given strategy simulation considered in one assessment study
may be neglected or interpreted in different ways in another one. This may lead
to contradictory criteria used in different assessments for the same strategy. One
may lack a sufficiently clear vision about which objective is the most pertinent as
it is deeply uncertain.

The ASTRID project in France and corresponding studies show such uncer-
tainty for instance. In fact, the abortion of the ASTRID project illustrates the per-
spective change of nuclear technology for the next decades. From the physics
point of view, the prospects of radioactive materials inventories and relevant
management met considerable changes as well. But after these changes, no
guarantee can be given yet to keep all constant for near terms.

Instead of staying on the deadlock considering only one single future, uncer-
tainties should be well integrated in electro-nuclear scenario studies concerning
the strategy assessments, keeping options open for future uncertain changes
and possible adaptations. In this context, a methodology of strategy robustness
assessment in electro-nuclear scenario studies under uncertainties of objectives
has been developed inspired from the French nuclear fuel cycle, which is one of
the countries having the highest electricity share on nuclear power.

Before any concrete assessment analysis, the framework and tools for anal-
yses have been characterized, and relevant hypotheses and limits have been
clarified. Notably, the modelling assumptions of CLASS used for dynamic sim-
ulations of fuel cycle in this work have been detailed. A preliminary scenario
inspired from possible French fleet transitions have been studied, giving a ba-
sic understanding of the fuel cycle behaviors based on GSA. The fleet is always
composed of PWR UOX and MOX in this scenario, while the total power, the MOX
fraction, the timing of transition and other operational parameters are variable
in large ranges. Morris method has been used to investigate the importance of
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these variable parameters on several outputs. Some limits of the Morris method
applied in electro-nuclear scenario studies have been revealed, principally due to
the plutonium shortages in some trajectories defined in the DoE. Nevertheless,
this preliminary analysis was able to rank the input parameters and to explain
the fuel cycle responses to parameter variations.

Based on this paradigm, the disruption of objective has been regarded as an
approach to take into account the objective uncertainties in electro-nuclear sce-
nario studies. The framework of robustness assessment has been applied to the
context where the objective of future SFR deployment was pre-selected (objec-
tive A), while a possibility of abrupt change of objective is considered. In case
of disruption, nuclear wastes should be minimized without SFR (objective B). In
this framework, two types of strategy robustness have been evaluated: the static
robustness and the adaptive robustness.

The static robustness has been defined within a pre-disruption scenario study.
A set of possible transition strategies have been explored in this scenario. They
are called static strategies because the corresponding transitions are determined
before any disruption, and thus lead to the outcomes without any strategy read-
justment even if the disruption is considered. The static robustness of strategies
indicates then their performance on both possible objectives, no matter which
one is finally adopted in the future. For the adaptive robustness, a prior strategy
before any disruption has been supposed; and in case of disruption, adaptive
strategies have been considered from this prior trajectory. Based on this as-
sumption, the adaptive robustness has been defined for the combination of two
strategies, the prior one to be adapted, and the subsequent adaptation. A com-
parison threshold should be considered to indicate the adaptive robustness in
this methodology. Conceptually, such threshold comes from the performance of
a strategy that satisfies these following conditions:

• It was available in the pre-disruption scenario;

• It was consistent with the pre-selected objective (future SFR deployment
here);

• If no readjustment is considered, it was supposed to be optimal for the objec-
tive after disruption, among all available strategies satisfying the foregoing
two conditions.

In other words, this strategy indicated the best historical choice in case of disrup-
tion. The difference between the outcomes of the prior trajectory without adapta-
tion and this threshold represents the regrets of implementing this prior strategy,
regarding the new objective after disruption. Meanwhile, the difference between
the outcomes after a specific adaptation and this threshold can be quantified as
the performance of adaptive robustness, for such implemented prior strategy and
the corresponding adaptive strategy. If the regrets aforementioned can be offset,
such adaptation has been defined as robust adaptive strategy (based on a given
prior trajectory), and its combination with the prior strategy has been considered
adaptively robust.

This general framework is designed to be applicable in electro-nuclear sce-
nario studies in order to build the solid methodology of robustness assessment.
However, it still requires some adjustments in order to adapt to various features
and assumptions in practical scenarios studies.

The methodology has been first developed in Chapter 3 within a family of
scenarios that evaluated the strategies in year 2090. Inspired from possible tran-
sitions of the French fuel cycle, a pre-disruption scenario was designed from year
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2015 to year 2090, in which the fleet transition strategies are explored. For the
pre-selected objective A, the substitution ratio of fleet with SFRs, denoted as
RSubs, was evaluated in 2090 for the explored strategies. This quantity considers
the available plutonium inventory in the cycle for a certain number of SFRs, and
is normalized by the final fleet power level. Strategies dedicated to this objective
should achieve RSubs(2090) ≥ 1. Meanwhile, regarding objective B in case of the
disruption which is deeply uncertain, the transuranic inventory in total cycle and
in the wastes, denoted as TRUtot, should be minimized without SFR. This quantity
in 2090 was regarded as the output of interest for this objective.

Corresponding to these two objectives, the performances of strategies in this
pre-disruption scenario have been evaluated. PCA has been used to investigate
the importance of input variable parameters on the number of missload as well
as the two outputs of interest. The dominance of final total power Ptot,f , and the
measurable effects of final MOX fraction FrMOXf and burn-up BUUOX on RSubs

and TRUtot in 2090 have been revealed. Graphical techniques such as pairs plots
of inputs and outputs have also been used to complement the analyses. For
the static robustness assessment, the Pareto front has been identified, present-
ing the optimal strategies with trade-offs on the maximization of RSubs and the
minimization of TRUtot in 2090, subject to the condition RSubs(2090) ≥ 1. Due to
the strong impacts of Ptot,f on the two outputs, the Pareto front is achieved by
a low but nearly constant Ptot,f , while the trade-offs vary over the choices of
FrMOXf and BUUOX. Strategies in this set were considered robust, depending
on the compromises made for RSubs and TRUtot by 2090. Two extreme strategies
on the Pareto front were chosen for their specific interest. One was the reference
strategy that maximized RSubs, the optimal strategy for the single pre-selected
objective. It suggested a long transition towards a fleet of low Ptot,f , low FrMOXf

and low BUUOX, in order to accumulate rapidly plutonium in the cycle. The other
one, called robust static optimum, minimized TRUtot by 2090 under the condition
RSubs(2090) ≥ 1. It suggested a short transition towards a fleet of low Ptot,f but rel-
atively high FrMOXf and high BUUOX. In this trajectory, the available plutonium
for MOX fabrication, which accounted for the major part of TRUtot, was consumed
as much as possible, presenting a risk of missload by 2090.

The adaptation scenarios supposed then the disruption and objective B was
pursued. The TRUtot in 2090 of the robust static optimum has been used as the
comparison threshold relevant to the adaptive robustness in this scenario. The
prior reference trajectory supposed to be optimal for the pre-selected objective
before disruption has been adapted. Year 2040, 2050, 2060 and 2070 have been
considered different adaptations times tad, accounting for the deep uncertainty
of objective disruption. Extremely short transition towards phase-out or 100%
MOX for all PWRs has been considered acceptable for future adaptations. In this
studies, the duration of transition D, and Ptot,f and FrMOXf were identified as
the most important parameters for the TRUtot minimization by 2090. The ro-
bust adaptations from this prior reference trajectory have been identified with
tad ≤ 2060, while no adaptive strategy was robust if tad = 2070. Equivalently, the
combinations of the prior reference strategy with the appropriate adaptations
have been assessed adaptively robust, and a time between year 2060 and 2070
have been determined as the time limit of robust adaptation. The temporality
of adaptive robustness, defined as the duration between this time limit and the
predetermined time for evaluation, was between 20 and 30 years.

To highlight the effect of the formulation and criterion uncertainty on the as-
sessments, the objective B linked to the disruption has then been reformulated.
In this study, the TRU inventory normalized by the cumulative electricity produc-
tion, denoted as TRUnorm

tot , should be minimized in case of disruption. Compared
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with TRUtot, the use of TRUnorm
tot could be interpreted as an option to reduce the

impact of the fleet power uncertainty, which has been considered uncontrollable
but have a strong dominance on the extensive quantities like TRUtot. As a direct
result, the physical analyses revealed that Ptot,f had little influence on TRUnorm

tot .
Instead, FrMOXf and BUUOX became the impactful ones. In regards to the out-
put TRUnorm

tot , a different robust static optimum from that regarding TRUtot has
been identified. The robustness assessments then showed that in case of the
disruption, it was very hard to reduce TRUnorm

tot from the prior reference trajec-
tory by adaptations to a level lower than the one of the robust static optimum
by 2090. Very few combinations of prior reference strategy and relevant adap-
tations could be adaptively robust. However, the low level from the robust static
optimum has still been considered approachable by adaptations regardless tad.
It was explained that TRUnorm

tot was strongly dependent on the use of plutonium,
mainly characterized by FrMOXf ; and thus it could be approached by appropri-
ately high FrMOXf after adaptation.

The comparison between two different formulations for the new objective after
disruption has shown a measurable difference on the assessment results, and
might potentially lead to divergent choices of strategy. The importance of the
precision on scenario assumptions has therefore been highlighted.

In these scenario studies, the methodology of strategy robustness assessment
assumed a connection between the strategy evaluation and a pre-determined
time. The strategy evaluation at a pre-determined time used to be a common
assumption in lots of project studies. Regardless, the relevant discussion showed
that this might lead to assessment inconsistencies with different scenario time
horizons.

The methodology has therefore evolved under new scenario studies, in order
to disconnect strategy assessments from pre-determined time. This has guar-
anteed the inter-temporal consistency of analysis, as studied in Chapter 4. To
achieve this, new outputs of strategies for the two objectives have been stud-
ied in the pre-disruption scenario: tR standing for the time when RSubs becomes
higher than a given threshold, and tTRU when TRUtot gets higher than the relevant
threshold. In this scenario, a strategy for objective A should achieve tR ≤ 2090,
while taking precautionary measures for the disruption should yield tTRU ≥ 2090
(even though this value was not quantifiable in this scenario).

A statistical study using PCA has first investigated the consistency of input
importance on tR and tTRU , over the choices of TRUtot threshold to determine tTRU ,
and over the choices of subsets regarding the quantification of tR and tTRU . In this
study, two TRUtot thresholds have been determined, and for each output studied
(tR or tTRU), three subsets of valid strategies have been considered. The principal
importance of Ptot,f and the measurable effects of FrMOXf and BUUOX on tR and
on tTRU have been verified stable over all possible combinations of these two
uncertain factors. Based on this statistical study, the strategy that minimizes tR
has been considered the reference strategy for the pre-selected objective A. But
the determination of robust static strategies depended on the choice of TRUtot
threshold.

For the adaptation scenarios studies, the definition of strategy validity has also
been adapted to the independence from pre-determined time. In fact, the time
of the first missload has been defined as the time horizon of the corresponding
trajectory. The first missload of valid adaptive strategies should then happen
after the end of the new adaptive transition (or never had missload). We assumed
that the low TRUtot could be kept by phase-out after this missload. Moreover, the
lowest TRUtot by tad among those pre-disruption strategies achieving tR ≤ 2090
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has been regarded as the threshold for adaptive robustness assessment. The
time t′TRU , when TRUtot from the prior reference trajectory was led to be lower
than this threshold, has been considered the output of interest. The combination
of this prior strategy and those valid adaptation allowing t′TRU achieved before
the time horizon could then be considered adaptively robust.

Under these assumptions, adaptations from the prior reference trajectory have
been first explored for year 2040. According to the definition of adaptive robust-
ness in this study, only TRU-incineration adaptations could be of interest. For the
valid adaptations, the lowest TRUtot before the time horizon, denoted as TRUmin,
and the time when it was achieved, denoted as tmin, have been investigated to
help explain the fuel cycle behaviors and the results of t′TRU . Due to the lim-
ited capability of TRU incineration of plutonium mono-recycling, extremely short
transitions towards a fleet of relatively high Ptot,f and high FrMOXf have been a
necessary condition to be robust. To be simple, most of them suggested inciner-
ating as much plutonium as possible by MOX during short term and then phase
out.

Inspired from this analysis, the adaptability of pre-disruption strategies has
been defined, standing for the fraction of robust adaptations in the adaptation
space. Two indicators of adaptability have been deduced from the trajectories
of pre-disruption strategies. The first one was TRUeff (tad), the effective TRU in-
ventory in total cycle by tad which considered the TRUtot and the change of TRU
during the irradiation cycles around tad before any adaptation. The second one
was PutoMOX(tad), the available plutonium in spent UOX fuels for MOX fabrication.
These two indicators helped indicate the potential of pre-disruption strategies to
be adaptively robust, and complement the adaptation scenario studies based on
a set of prior trajectories for tad = 2070.

Furthermore, this methodology of robustness assessment has been applied to
the use of PWR MOXEUS for adaptation scenarios, which allowed plutonium multi-
recycling. From the prior reference trajectory, the use of MOXEUS allows a longer
transition and more sustainable reactor operation for those robust adaptations,
and especially a deeper incineration of TRU than the use of MOX. As a result,
the adaptability of pre-disruption strategies regarding the uncertain objective
disruption has been increased a lot by the use of MOXEUS fuels.

Finally, the methodology has been applied to a more realistic scenario study
based on the French national strategies. Two prior trajectories have been consid-
ered. The first one called TRJ MIX supposed the use of MIX fuel for plutonium
multi-recycling. The other one called TRJ SFR supposed the massive SFR deploy-
ment between 2080 and 2120, without plutonium multi-recyling in PWRs. They
have been inspired from expert scenarios and official documents, representing
two nuclear futures in France. Several outputs have been taken into account in
order to assess the strategies comprehensively.

As emphasized in this work, the deep uncertainties concerning these two tra-
jectories should be taken into account. In case of disruption and adaptation were
looked for, Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm has been used for the subsequent
adaptation scenario studies.

From the prior trajectory TRJ MIX, the SFR deployment was reconsidered after
disruption, and the end of fleet substitution with SFRs as early as in TRJ SFR has
been viewed as the interest. Therefore, this adaptation scenario is called SCN
MIX2SFR. The adaptations that minimized the end time of SFR deployment have
been identified by the optimization approach. Appropriate adaptations that fin-
ished the fleet substitution with SFR deployment by 2120 were identified for year
2065 and 2085 as tad. In these trajectories, the SFR deployment could finish as
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early as if the plutonium had never been supposed to be multi-recycled in PWRs.
Thus, TRJ MIX combined with these two adaptations were considered adaptively
robust for the respective tad. In contrast, the optimal adaptive strategy identified
for late adaptation of tad = 2100 suggested finishing the fleet substitution by 2140.
This temporal difference was regarded as the regret of using MIX fuels before dis-
ruption, and it was explained by the plutonium inventory availability for SFRs. Its
accumulation needs the stop of the use of MIX fuels, and tad = 2100 seemed too
late for such accumulation.

From the prior trajectory TRJ SFR, the new SFR commissioning has been
halted after disruption, and the maximization of the use of idle plutonium has
been regarded as the new objective. In this context, the adaptations using MOXEUS
fuels in PWRs that minimized the plutonium in interim stocks during last 20 years
of scenario have been identified by optimization. The MOXEUS has been used
instead of MIX in order to adapt to the large variability of plutonium quality in dif-
ferent stocks. This adaptation scenario was then called SCN SFR2MOXEUS. The
idle plutonium stabilized by the use of MIX fuels in TRJ MIX has been regarded
as the comparison level to assess the adaptive strategy performances in SCN
SFR2MOXEUS. By the optimization approach, the optimal strategies for year
2065 and 2085 as tad led to lower idle plutonium inventory than the comparison
level. The combination of prior SFR-deployment strategy and these appropriate
adaptations have been considered adaptively robust. For the optimal adaptation
from 2100, a higher plutonium inventory in interim stocks than the comparison
level has been identified at the end of scenario. This has been explained by the
discharges of spent fuels from the last two irradiation cycles of decommissioning
SFRs, which accounted for a significant part of nuclear electricity generation by
2100.

To summarize, the methodology of strategy robustness assessment under the
deep uncertainty of objective disruption has been built through a series of ex-
ploratory scenario studies. It has also been applied to more realistic cases con-
cerning the French national strategies.

To conclude, we must highlight the fact that this work is only a first step for
robustness studies in electro-nuclear scenarios. Several choices made in work
would deserve to be explored more in detail to assess their implications. First,
we use the disruption as an important approach to integrate the uncertainty of
objective. It splits these innumerable possibilities into two objectives and con-
nects them by an abrupt switch. In each possible mono-objective future studied
in this work, the valorization of the quantity of interest is approximately constant.
For instance, for the pre-selected objective A, the same value of RSubs is identically
valued whenever it is evaluated: a RSubs = 1.5 in 2070 means the same as that
in 2090, 50% of the margin on the plutonium availability for the fleet substitu-
tion with SFRs. In reality, the status as well as the valorization of plutonium may
evolve in a regular way rather than an abrupt change as the disruption supposes,
leading to the time-dependent estimation on the need of plutonium. The quan-
tity RSubs does have to some extent captured the changes in plutonium needs by
the normalization of time-dependent power. To generalize in a broader applica-
tion, the same value of RSubs may be also valued differently for different times. It
may be especially useful for the nuclear wastes, which are not looked into in this
work. For such time-dependant valuation, one could take inspiration from eco-
nomic concepts and methods designed for this purposes and, this way, creates
another approach to handle time-dependent uncertainties in electro-nuclear sce-
nario studies in the future [105]. To achieve this, a solid inter-disciplinary base is
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required to build the framework and methodology.
Also, the Nelder-Mead optimization introduced in this work is for mono-objective

problem, and the constraint of rejecting missloads is imposed by the customized
penalization on the relevant optimized output. It is not able to reveal the space
of robust adaptation space, nor the trade-offs on several inputs and outputs if
more than one quantities have to be optimized. Some advanced optimization
techniques under constraints for multi-objective can be then applied to these re-
alistic scenario studies, in order to provide a comprehensive assessment. It can
be also compared with statistical analyses which may provide more information
on a large space of strategies of interest.





Appendix A

Summary of the dissertation in French /
Résumé de la thèse en français

Contexte et Introduction du sujet

La transition nucléaire joue un rôle important dans la politique énergétique na-
tionale des pays utilisant l’énergie nucléaire. Après des décennies d’exploitation,
plusieurs axes de technologie peut être considérés pour le futur du nucléaire.
Avec le déploiement de nouvelles installations et de nouvelles technologies, la
transition peut durer plusieurs décennies, imposant des grands impacts sur des
aspects sociaux, économiques, temporels et spatiaux : des investissements de
R&D et de grande chantier de construction, la gestion de grandes quantités
matières radioactives, les impacts environnementaux, etc. Pour obtenir une es-
timation a priori de ces impacts, il faut des évaluations détaillées par les études
de scénario pour la prise de décision des stratégies nucléaire nationaux.

Comme présenté dans de nombreuses études de scénario électro-nucléaire,
un large spectre d’objectifs conduit à des futurs non-déterminés très diversifiés.
Sous des objectifs différents de ces futurs possibles, certaines sorties issues
de la simulation d’une stratégie pour une étude d’évaluation ne sont pas for-
cément utiles ou peuvent être interprétées d’une manière différente dans une
autre étude, menant à l’utilisation de critères différents dans des évaluations dif-
férentes d’une même stratégie dans des contextes différents. De plus, il est très
difficile d’avoir une vision claire du quel objectif est le plus pertinent, ou sera le
plus pertinent dans le futur, car il est profondément incertain.

Le projet ASTRID en France et les études associées montrent ce type d’incertitude
profonde. En effet, l’annulation du projet ASTRID illustre le changement des per-
spectives vis à vis du déploiement de technologie nucléaire pour les décennies
suivantes. D’un point de vue physique, les prospectives a propos des inventaires
de matières radioactives et des gestions associées ont fortement changés. Mais
rien ne garanti que ces changements soit la dernière remise en question de ces
status et personne ne peut garantir qu’un autre changement n’aura pas lieu dans
le futur.

Au lieu de rester bloqué en considérant seulement un futur, il vaut mieux
intégrer ce type d’incertitudes dans les évaluations de stratégie en gardant les
options ouvertes pour des changements incertains et des addaptations possibles
dans le futur. Dans ce contexte, une méthodologie d’évaluation de la robustesse
d’une stratégie a été développé afin d’effectuer ces études de scénario électro-
nucléaire sous les incertitudes profondes d’objectif. Elle a été appliqués dans des
scénarios inspirés du cycle de combustible nucléaire en France qui est l’un des
pays ayant la part la plus élevée d’énergie nucléaire dans son mix énergétique.

211
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Simulations et analyse de scénarios électro-nucléaires

Avant de réaliser des analyses ou des évaluations, le cadre et l’outil de l’étude
sont d’abord caractérisés, et les hypothèses et les limites de méthode sont clar-
ifiées. En particulier, les hypothèses de la modélisation par CLASS, l’outil pour
la simulation dynamique du cycle, sont bien détaillées. Une étude préliminaire
de scénario inspiré du cycle français est réalisée pour offrir une compréhension
basique des propriétés de la dynamique du cycle basée sur GSA. Par hypothèse,
le parc français est toujours composé de REP (Réacteur à Eau Préssurisée) UOX
et MOX dans cette étude, et la puissance totale du parc, la fraction globale de
MOX dans le parc, le timing de la transition et d’autres paramètres opérationels
sont variables dans une gamme large pour engendrer l’espace de stratégie à
explorer. La méthode de Morris est utilisée pour étudier l’importance de ces
paramètres sur plusieurs sorties. Cette étude montre des limites de cette méth-
ode de Morris, principalement à cause de manque de plutonium pour certaines
trajectoires dans le DoE. Malgré cela, cette étude préliminaire permet de classer
ces paramètres d’entrée et d’expliquer les réponses du cycle vis-à-vis des varia-
tions des paramètres.

Basée sur cette méthode d’analyse du cycle, la disruption de l’objectif est
prise comme une approche pour considérer l’incertitude de l’objectif dans les
études de scénario électro-nucléaire. Une étude est alors entreprise dans le
cadre où l’objectif primaire est de deployer des Réacteur à Neutrons Rapides
refroidi au sodium (RNR-Na) dans le futur (objectif A), tout en considérant une
possibilité de disrupter cet objectif et de viser alors la minimisation des déchets
nucléaires sans RNR-Na (objectif B). Dans ce cadre, deux types de robustesse
sont évalués : la robustesse statique et la robustesse adaptative.

La robustesse statique est définie dans un scénario sans disruption (nommé
"scénario pré-disruption" pour le distinguer de celui supposant la mise en place
de la disruption présenté par la suite). Les stratégies explorées dans ce scénario
sont considérées statiques puisque leurs sorties de transition correspondent aux
futurs sans aucun réajustement et elles sont déterminées avant toute disruption.
La robustesse statique de ces stratégies indique la performance sur les deux ob-
jectifs à la fois, leur permettant d’être performantes quelque soit l’objectif final.

Pour la robustesse adaptative, on suppose qu’une stratégie primaire déter-
minée avant toute disruption a été mise en place. En cas de disruption, des
stratégies adaptatives sont considérées à partir de la trajectoire primaire. De
ce principe, la robustesse adaptative est définie pour la combinaison des deux
stratégies, l’une primaire pour adapter, et l’autre indiquant l’adaptation suivante.
Dans ce cas, il faut choisir un seuil de comparaison pour qualifier/quantifier la ro-
bustesse adaptative. Dans cette étude, ce seuil est, par hypothèse, issu d’une
stratégie satisfaisant ces conditions :

• La stratégie peut être déterminé dans le scénario pré-disruption ;

• La stratégie est consistent avec l’objectif pré-sélectionné (ici c’est le dé-
ploiement de RNR-Na) ;

• Si aucun réajustment peut être autorisé au cas de la disruption, la stratégie
est optimal pour l’objectif après la disruption parmi toutes les stratégies qui
satisfont les deux conditions précédentes.

Autrement dit, cette stratégie représent peut être vue comme le meilleur choix
historique au cas de la disrutpion. La différence entre le résultat de la stratégie
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primaire et ce seuil représente les regrets d’avoir implémenté la stratégie pri-
maire au regard de l’objectif après la disruption. Si l’adaptation de cette tra-
jectoire primaire peut compenser ces regrets, une telle adaptation est consid-
érée robuste, et la stratégie primaire est considérée adaptativement robuste
avec cette stratégie adaptative. Dans ce cas, l’écart entre le résultat après
l’adpatation sur la trajectoire primaire et le seuil peut être quantifié comme la
performance de la robustesse adaptative.

Ce cadre général est dédié à développer une méthodologie solide d’évaluation
de robustesse pour les études de scénario électro-nucléaire. Cependant, il faut
encore des ajustements pour adapter aux caractéristiques et aux hypothèses
variées pour des scénarios différents.

Robustesse évaluée avec un horizon temporel fixé

La méthodologie est premièrement développée dans le Chapitre 3, dans une
famille de scénario où les stratégies sont évaluées en l’an 2090.

Inspiré des transitions possibles du cycle français, le scénario pré-disruption
commence en 2015 et se termine en 2090. Dans ce scénario, les stratégies
de transition avant toute disruption sont explorées dans un espace large con-
cernant des variations des paramètres opérationnels. Pour quantifier la perfor-
mance d’une stratégie vis-à-vis l’objectif A qui est pré-sélectionné, le taux de
substitution du parc par des RNR-Na, exprimé par RSubs, est calculé en 2090 pour
chaque stratégie explorée. Cette grandeur considère l’inventaire de plutonium
disponible dans le cycle pour deployer un certain nombre de RNR-Na, et elle est
normalisée par la puissance finale du parc après la transition. Les stratégies
remplissant l’objectif A doit avoir un RSubs(2090) ≥ 1. Pour prendre en compte les
marges nécessaire sur la disponibilité de plutonium, la stratégie optimale pour
cet objectif A doit maximiser RSubs(2090). S’il faut prendre en compte l’incertitude
profonde de la disruption vers l’objectif B, l’inventaire transuranien dans le cy-
cle total, incluant ceux dans les installations nucléaires et dans les déchets, noté
comme TRUtot, doit être minimisé sans RNR-Na. TRUtot en 2090 est pris comme
la sortie d’intérêt pour ce nouvel objectif en cas de disruption.

Concernant ces deux objectifs, les performances des stratégies dans ce scé-
nario pré-disruption sont quantifiées. La PCA est utilisée pour étudier l’importance
des variables entrées sur le nombre de fois ou le plutonium a manqué pour le
chargement du combustible MOX, noté comme missload, et aussi sur les deux
sorties d’intérêt correspondant aux deux objectifs possibles, RSubs(2090) et TRUtot(2090).
La dominance de la puissance totale finale du parc, Ptot,f , et les effets mesurables
issus de la fraction finale de MOX, FrMOXf , et le taux de combustion de UOX,
BUUOX, sont bien révélés par PCA. Les techniques graphiques comme le pairs
plots des variables entrées et sorties sont utilisées pour complémenter les anal-
yses.

Les valeurs des deux sorties d’intérêt des stratégies explorées sont présen-
tées dans la Figure A.1, colorées par la valeur de Ptot,f correspondante. Selon la
PCA précédente, Ptot,f est la plus importante variable entrée pour les deux sorties,
et cette importance est visible dans cette figure. Au regard de la robustesse sta-
tique, le front Pareto correspondant à ces deux objectifs est identifié, comprenant
les stratégies optimaux vis-à-vis des deux objectifs contraditoires, la maximisa-
tion de RSubs(2090) et la minimisation de TRUtot(2090) sous condition RSubs(2090) ≥ 1
; et elles sont entourées par des carrés dans la Figure A.1. Ces stratégies présen-
tent des Ptot,f similaires. Les compromis de performance entre ces deux objectifs
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sont bien montrés dans cette figure. La compétition entre ces deux objectifs sont
guidé par les valeurs de FrMOXf et de BUUOX. Dans cette étude, on considère
que ces stratégies optimales dans ce front Pareto sont robustes dépendant des
compromis entre les deux objectifs.

Figure A.1: TRUtot vs RSubs by 2090 of valid static strategies, colored by input Ptot,f

Deux cas extrêmes sur le front sont identifiés. L’un est entouré par le carré
rouge dans la figure, la stratégie optimale pour l’objectif A qui maximise RSubs(2090).
Cette stratégie, appelé la stratégie de référence dans le Chapitre 3, suppose
une longue transition vers un parc de Ptot,f bas, de FrMOXf bas et de BUUOX
bas, permettant d’accumuler rapidement l’inventaire de plutonium dans le cy-
cle. L’autre, appelée l’optimum statique robuste, minimise TRUtot(2090) sous la
condition RSubs(2090) ≥ 1. Cet optimum suppose une courte transition vers un
parc de Ptot,f bas, de FrMOXf élevée et de BUUOX élevé. Dans cette trajectoire,
le plutonium qui occupe la plupart de TRUtot est incinéré le plus possible, et un
risque de missload présente à la fin.

Après l’analyse dans le scénario pré-disruption, le scénario d’adaptation sup-
pose l’occurence de la disruption, et ainsi l’adoption de l’objectif B. Le TRUtot(2090)
de l’optimum statique robuste est pris comme le seuil de comparaison pour quan-
tifier la robustesse adaptative pour les adaptations possibles. Dans ce scénario,
la trajectoire primaire de la stratégie de référence est prise comme base pour
l’adaptation, car elle est optimale pour l’objectif pré-sélectionné avant la dis-
ruption. Pour prendre en compte l’incertitude profonde de la disruption, quatre
temps différent sont considérés pour commencer l’adaptation, noté tad : l’année
2040, 2050, 2060, et 2070. Une nouvelle transition du parc après la disruption
est supposée pour l’adaptation. Pour cette transition, une durée extrêmement
courte (jusqu’à un an) et des stratégies phase-out sont considérées acceptables
; les REP chargés de MOX dans 100% de coeur est considéré possible pour les
adaptations futures.

Dans cette étude d’adaptation, la durée de transition noté D, la nouvelle Ptot,f
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et la nouvelle FrMOXf sont identifiées comme les variables entrées les plus im-
portantes pour la sortie d’intérêt TRUtot(2090) correspondant à l’objectif B après
la disruption. Les évolutions de TRUtot lors des adaptations à partir de la trajec-
toire primaire de la stratégie de référence sont illustrées dans la Figure A.2. Des
adaptations robustes, i.e. qui mènent à un TRUtot(2090) plus bas que le seuil issu
du TRUtot(2090) de l’optimum statique robuste, sont identifiées si tad ≤ 2060, alors
qu’aucune adaptation robuste est observée pour tad = 2070. D’une manière équiv-
alente, les combinaisons de la stratégie de référence primaire et des adaptations
appropriées peuvent être considérées adaptatives robustes, avec un temps lim-
ite entre 2060 et 2070. La temporalité de la robustesse adaptative, qui peut être
définie comme la durée entre ce temps limite et le temps fixe pour l’évaluation
de la stratégie (2090), est ainsi entre 20 et 30 ans.

Figure A.2: Evolutions of TRU inventories in total cycle from valid strategies over tad as well as
two particular pre-disruption strategies: the reference strategy and the robust static optimum

Il faut souligner que la formulation du problème et le critère utilisé pour l’évaluation
de stratégie introduit une incertitude. Pour avoir une première évaluation de
l’effet de cette incertitude, le critère pour l’objectif B lié à la disruption est refor-
mulé dans un nouvel exercice à la fin du Chapitre 3. Dans cette étude, l’objectif
B se traduit par la minimisation des inventaires transuraniens normalisés par la
production cumulée d’électricité, noté par TRUnorm

tot . Comparé avec la formulation
en TRUtot, le critère en TRUnorm

tot peut être interprété comme un moyen de réduire
l’effet de l’incertitude sur la puissance du parc. Une grandeure qui peut être
aussi profondément incertaine et non-contrôlable sous contrainte des décisions
politiques, alors que comme montré dans les analyses précédente, sa variation
dans une large gamme a un grand impact sur des grandeurs extensives comme
TRUtot.

Avec ce nouveau critère utilisé pour l’objectif B, les études de scénario pré-
disruption et d’adaptation sont relancées. Dans cette étude de scénario pré-
disruption, PCA prouve que Ptot,f a un effet négligeable sur TRUnorm

tot , ce qui con-
firme bien l’interprétation précédente. Dans ce cas, FrMOXf et BUUOX sont les
variable les plus impactantes sur TRUnorm

tot . A cause du nouveau critère, l’optimum
statique robuste est différent de celui précédent. En considérant la stratégie de
référence pour l’adaptation et ce nouvel optimum, l’évaluation de robustesse
adaptative montre qu’il est difficile de réduire le TRUnorm

tot vers un niveau plus
bas que celui de l’optimum statique robuste, comme présenté par l’évolution de
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TRUnorm
tot après des adpatations dans la Figure A.3 : il y a peu de combinaisons

de la stratégie de référence primaire et des adaptations réliées qui peuvent être
adaptativement robuste. Cependant, pour n’importe quel temps d’adaptation
tad., il n’est pas difficile de s’approcher du niveau de seuil donné par l’optimum
statique robuste. Pour l’expliquer, TRUnorm

tot est fortement dépendant de l’utilisation
de plutonium, principalement caractérisé par la fraction de MOX du parc. Le
niveau de l’optimum peut être approché par une FrMOXf élevée pour l’adaptation.

Figure A.3: Evolution of TRUnorm
tot of adaptive strategies, and the prior trajectories of reference

strategy and robust static optimum

La comparaison des deux formulations pour l’objectif B présente une différence
mesurable de l’évaluation des stratégies, qui peut potentiellement faire diverger
les choix de stratégie. Il faut donc mettre l’accent sur l’importance de la précision
sur l’hypothèse de l’analyse et des critères utilisés.

Ces études de scénarios nous permettent de développer une méthodologie
d’évaluation de la robustesse des stratégies, en regardant les résultats à l’horizon
fixé. Cette évaluation à l’horizon temporel fixé est une hypothèse commune
dans de nombreuses études. Par contre, l’évaluation avec cette méthode d’une
stratégie peut conduire à des conclusions très différentes si l’horizon temporel
change.

Robustesse déconnectée de l’horizon donné

Pour garantir la consistence inter-temporelle de l’évaluation de robustesse, la
méthodologie est réétablie dans les nouvelles études de scénario dans le chapitre
4. De nouvelles sorties sont définies pour le nouveau scénario pré-disruption : le
tR représente le temps quand la valeur de RSubs d’une trajectoire est plus élevée
qu’un seuil donné, et le tTRU représente le temps quand la valeur de TRUtot de-
vient plus élevée qu’un seuil associé. Les déterminations de tR et de tTRU , dépen-
dant de l’évolution de RSubs et de TRUtot respectivement, sont graphiquement
représentées dans la Figure A.4. Dans ce scénario, une stratégie remplissant
l’objectif A pour le déploiement de RNR-Na au futur implique tR ≤ 2090; alors que
la prise de précaution au regard de la disruption doit décaler tTRU le plus tard pos-
sible, comme tTRU ≥ 2090 par exemple (même si la valeur correspondante n’est
pas quantifiable dans ce scénario car la simulation se termine en 2090).

PCA est utilisée pour étudier l’importance des variables entrées sur tR et tTRU ,
en prenant 1 comme le seuil de RSubs pour déterminer tR ; alors que deux choix
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Figure A.4: Determination of tR and tTRU of a trajectory from a given strategy, according to
the choices of thresholds Rth and TRUth

différents du seuil de TRUtot pour déterminer tTRU des stratégies, et des choix de
la prise en compte des ensembles différents des stratégies pour cette analyse
statistique, sont intérogés. Dans chaque analyse respective (tR ou tTRU), trois
sous-ensembles des stratégies valides sont considérés. La comparaison system-
atique vérifie que l’importance principale de Ptot,f et les effets measurables de
FrMOXf et de BUUOX sur tR et sur tTRU sont bien stables pour des hypothèses
différentes des choix du seuil de TRUtot et de l’ensemble de trajectoire consid-
éré. La stratégie de référence dans cette étude peut être déterminée de façon
unique par le critère de la minimisation de tR (essentiellement parce que le seuil
de RSubs est fixé dans cette étude), mais la détermination des stratégies statiques
robustes dépend du choix du seuil de TRUtot.

Pour l’étude de scénario d’adaptation, la definition de la validité des straté-
gies est aussi adaptée afin de permettre la déconnection de l’horizon fixé. En
effet, le temps du premier missload est défini comme l’horizon temporel pour la
trajectoire correspondante. Pour qu’une stratégie adaptative soit valide, le pre-
mier missload doit arriver après la nouvelle transition planifiée par l’adaptation
(ou qu’il n’y ait jamais de missload). On suppose que le niveau bas de TRUtot
peut être maintenu par phase-out en cas de missload. En regardant toutes les
stratégies impiquant tR ≤ 2090 dans le scénario pré-disruption, TRUtot minimal au
temps d’adaptation, i.e. la valeur minimale de TRUtot(tad), est utilisée comme
le seuil pour l’évaluation de la robustesse adaptative, noté TRUth,ad. Une nou-
velle grandeur t′TRU est définie comme la sortie d’intérêt dans ce scénario, qui
indique le temps quand le TRUtot à partir de la trajectoire de référence primaire
est mené vers un niveau en dessous du seuil par une adaptation associée. Pour
être robuste, l’adaptation doit être capable de mener t′TRU plus tôt que l’horizon
temporel en respectant le critère de validité dans ce scénario d’adaptation.

Sous ces hypothèses, la trajectoire de référence est prise pour l’adaptation en
2040. Selon la définition de la robustesse adaptative dans cette étude, seulement
des adaptations permettant l’incinération nette de TRUtot sont d’intérêt. Pour
ces adaptations valides, le plus bas TRUtot atteint dans l’horizon, noté TRUmin,
et le moment où il est atteint, noté tmin, sont étudiés pour aider à expliquer le
comportement du cycle sous transitions et les résultats associés de t′TRU . A cause
de la capacité limitée d’incinération de TRU par mono-recyclage de plutonium, les
transitions extrêment courtes vers un parc de haut Ptot,f et haute FrMOXf sont
nécessaires pour des adaptations robustes, comme présentées par les évolutions
de TRUtot issues des adaptations permettant l’incinération nette de TRUtot dans la
Figure A.5. Dans la plupart de ces cas, l’inventaire de plutonium disponible pour
le combustible MOX est consommé le plus vite possible, suivi par un missload tôt,
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qui sous-entend un phase-out.

Figure A.5: Evolution of TRUtot of Sburn adaptations, colored by final MOX power level Ptot,f×
FrMOXf

Inspiré de cette analyse, l’adaptabilité d’une stratégie pré-disruption est définie
comme la fraction d’adaptations robustes dans l’espace d’exploration. Dans ce
parc d’intérêt, deux indicateurs d’adaptabilité sont déduits dans les résultats
des stratégies pré-disruption. Le premier est l’inventaire TRU effectif au temps
d’adaptation, noté TRUeff (tad), considérant TRUtot(tad) ainsi que le changement
des transuraniens pendant les cycles d’irradiation des réacteurs traversant tad. Le
second est l’inventaire de plutonium disponible dans les combustibles UOX usés
pour la fabrication de MOX, noté PutoMOX(tad). Ces deux grandeurs indiquent ap-
proximativement le potentiel d’être adaptativement robuste pour une stratégie
pré-disruption, graphiquement expliqué par la Figure A.6. Grâce à ces deux in-
dicateurs, l’étude de scénario d’adaptation se généralise sur un grand ensemble
de trajectoires primaires associées aux stratégies pré-disruption dans le Chapitre
4, correspondante à l’année 2040 et 2070 pour tad.

Figure A.6: Graphical representation of the influence of prior pre-disruption strategy and adap-
tive strategy on TRUtot evolution, in the fleet of PWR UOX and MOX
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Une étude d’ouverture applique ensuite cette méthodologie en autorisant l’utilisation
de combustible avancé MOXEUS qui représente un chemin de multi-recyclage
de plutonium dans les REP lors des adaptations futures. Basée sur la trajec-
toire de référence primaire, l’utilisation de MOXEUS permet d’être robuste en
prenant des transitions moins tendues que le mono-recyclage : des durées plus
longues de transition et d’exploitation. Dans le même temps, et plus important,
l’incinération des transuraniens est plus profonde, comme présenté par les évo-
lutions de TRUtot des adaptations d’intérêt dans la Figure A.7. Par conséquent,
l’adaptabilité de la stratégie de référence augmente si l’utilisation de MOXEUS
sera autorisée sous l’incertitude profonde de la disruption.

(a) tad = 2040 (b) tad = 2070

Figure A.7: Contrast of trajectories on the minimization of t′TRU and the minimization of
TRUmin. Some strategies are overlapped in two example groups

Scénarios applicatifs sur le choix incertain de multi-recyclage
de plutonium : en REP ou en RNR-Na

Pour finir, la méthodologie est appliquée dans une étude de scénario plus réal-
iste que ceux précédents, se focusant sur les choix de multi-recyclage de pluto-
nium envisagés par les stratégies nationales françaises. De la première étape,
deux stratégies représentatives sont prises pour présenter deux chemins possi-
bles pre-disrution. La première trajectoire, notée TRJ MIX, suppose l’utilisation
du combustible MIX pour le multi-recyclage dans les REP, inspiré du rapport offi-
ciel PPE. La seconde, notée TRJ SFR, suppose le déploiement massif de RNR-Na
à partir de 2080 et le parc est complètement remplacé par les RNR-Na en 2120.
Les RNR sont simulés dans cette trajectoire. Les évolutions du parc dans ces deux
trajectoires sont illustrées dans la Figure A.8. Plusieurs sorties sont étudiées pour
évaluer ces deux stratégies selon des angles différents.

La contradiction entre ces deux trajectoires peut être observée : dans TRJ
SFR, une grande quantité de plutonium est demandé pour déployer des RNR-
Na, alors que l’utilisation de MIX dans TRJ MIX empêche l’accumulation de plu-
tonium. Même si la stratégie de TRJ MIX peut être vue comme une stratégie
référence correspondante à la perspective nationale, elle n’est pas robuste vis-
à-vis une demande possible de la ré-considération du déploiement de RNR-Na à
cause d’une ré-estimation de la disponibilité des ressources d’uranium.

C’est face à cette problématique que la robustesse adaptative de la stratégie
de TRJ MIX doit être considérée. Le scénario d’adaptation associé, noté SCN
MIX2SFR, suppose qu’il y aura une demande forte du déploiement de RNR-Na
au milieu de la trajectoire de TRJ MIX. Après la disruption de la stratégie de TRJ
MIX, on vise donc à minimiser le temps pour lequel le parc peut être remplacé
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(a) TRJ MIX (b) TRJ SFR

Figure A.8: Evolution of effective thermal power in two trajectories of interest TRJ MIX and
TRJ SFR

complètement par des RNR-Na d’un point de vue de la disponibilité de pluto-
nium. Si cette transition de déploiement peut être finie en 2120 comme dans
TRJ SFR, la stratégie primaire de TRJ MIX peut être considérée adaptativement
robuste pour ce nouvel objectif. Pour identifier les adaptations optimales qui min-
imisent ce temps de la fin du déploiement de RNR-Na, l’algorithme d’optimisation
de Nelder-Mead est utilisé pour interroger les trois temps possibles d’adaptation
tad : 2065, 2085, et 2100. Sous ces hypothèses, des adaptations optimales de
tad = 2065 et de tad = 2085 sont robustes, alors que l’adaptation en 2100 ne peut
accumuler suffisant de plutonium pour un parc de RNR-Na que trop tard, et la
transition se termine en 2140. Cet écart de 20 ans peut être vu comme le regret
d’utiliser le combustible MIX dans les REP précédemment vis-à-vis cette disrup-
tion avec une l’adaptation tardive.

Pour completer, la stratégie de TRJ SFR est aussi disruptée dans un scénario
d’adaptation noté SCN SFR2MOXEUS. Ce scénario suppose l’arrêt de mise en
place de nouveaux RNR-Na au milieu de TRJ SFR, potentiellement à cause de
nouvelles estimations économiques des RNR-Na. Pour être le plus rentable possi-
ble, des RNR-Na en opération continuent leurs services jusqu’à leurs fins de vie.
En effet, le déploiement de RNR-Na implique une accumulation considérable de
plutonium ; une fois des projets de RNR-Na doit être arrêtés, un inventaire sig-
nificatif de plutonium est possiblement inoccupé, qui est le cas contraire dans
TRJ MIX où le plutonium dans le stock est quasiment constant. Autrement dit, la
stratégie de TRJ SFR n’est pas forcément statiquement robuste concernant cette
disruption. Dans cette situation, on cherche des adaptations visant à minimiser
l’inventaire de plutonium disponible dans les stocks pendant les 20 dernières
années du scénario. Pour évaluer la robustesse adaptative, le niveau stable de
plutonium disponible présenté dans TRJ MIX est pris comme un seuil de com-
paraison.

Dans ces adapataions, au lieu du MIX, le combustible MOXEUS est utilisé pour
le multi-recyclage de plutonium dans les REP. Comme pour le SCN MIX2SFR, des
adaptations optimales au vue de la minimisation du plutonium dans les stocks
sont identifiées par l’optimisation de Nelder-Mead en consiérant les trois tad. Les
adaptations optimales de tad = 2065 et de tad = 2085 sont robustes, alors que celle
de tad = 2100 provoque des augmentations mesurables de plutonium dans les
stocks pendant les 20 dernières années. Pour expliquer ces sauts, il faut noter
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que la part de RNR-Na en 2100 occupe plus d’une moitié du parc, contenant une
quantité significative de plutonium dans les coeurs. Si cette part de RNR-Na sont
démissionnée et le plutonium n’est plus recyclé par de nouveaux RNR-Na, les in-
ventaires de plutonium issus des deux derniers cycles d’irradiation deviennent
disponibles dans les stocks. Même si l’utilisation de MOXEUS recycle une cer-
taine partie de ces inventaires, la teneur de plutonium dans MOXEUS est plus
basse que celle dans les combustibles de RNR-Na et la fraction de MOXEUS est
plus basse da la part de RNR-Na en 2100. Ces facteurs mènent à l’accumulation
rapide et significative de plutonium dans les stocks.

Conclusion et perspectives

Pour résumer, la méthodologie de l’évaluation de la robustesse des stratégies
sous l’incertitude profonde de l’objectif est développée dans une famille d’études
de scénarios électro-nucléaires. Cette méthodologie est appliquée dans une
étude se focalisant sur des cas concrets qui sont inspirés des stratégies na-
tionales françaises.

Cependant, les travaux réalisés dans cette thèse ne constituent que la pre-
mière étape des évaluations concernant la robustesse des stratégies. La disrup-
tion dans ces travaux est utilisée comme une approche pour intégrér l’incertitude
de l’objectif, mais ce changement brutal est réalisé une fois pour toute. En réal-
ité, la trajectoire peut changer de direction plusieurs fois pendant une durée
raisonnable, ou d’une manière progressive.

De plus, le choix d’une stratégie peut être influencée par plus qu’un critère,
non seulement physique, mais aussi économique. Il est important d’introduire
d’autres mesures pour intégrer les facteurs économiques dans le futur. Cette
integration avec des concepts économiques est aussi un bon point de départ
pour tester de nouvelles idées sur la façon de comment considérer la temporalité
des actions dans les études de scénarios et leurs impacts sur les résultats.
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